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ABSTRACT
HOLDING HANDS FOR SUSTAINABLE
DISADVANTAGED
TEACHING

ROSEMARY

EDUCARE

CHANGE IN

CENTRES THROUGH

VOLUNTEER

GWYN

M.Ed. thesis, Faculty of Education, University of the Western Cape.

Thisthesis is a record and analysis of as well as a commentary on an
emancipatory. educational action research project in which I participated
at three educare centres serving 0 - 6 year old children in Nyanga,
Philippi and Old Crossroads of Cape Town, South Africa.

The study

sprang from my need to examine closely the work I was doing as a
volunteer in the hope of maximizing my efforts to bring about sustainable
change in these challenging settings.

.

Ultimately my goal was safe, healthy and stimulating educare.

I chose

what I perceived to be a few important areas for improvement which
reflected both the teachers' prior educare training as offered in several
non-governmental organizations in Cape Town as well as ideas which I
contributed from my own readings and studies. Room arrangement to
ease flow and promote independent, individual learning was one area.
Establishing routines in a daily programme that encouraged children to
become interested and responsible members of the educare community,
that fairly divided teacher tasks and that increased child/teacher
interactions was another area for improvement.

The thesis includes a discussion

in Chapter 3 of emancipatory

educational action research as a good vehicle for the work I undertook
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with all the teachers in each of the three centres. Central to this choice
was my participation in change including change within myself as a
volunteer

in-service field worker. Flexibility in timing, including delays

and many repetitions, were a feature of my work with women whose lives
of grinding poverty were at the mercy of tragedy and disaster as well as
time-consuming tasks making for absenteeism. The main benefit of this
form of research was its potential for growth in self-esteem and
empowerment in individual teachers as they witnessed the benefits of
their planned work multiply at the centres.

I divided the work at each centre into three phases. The first included
getting to know the centre, its teachers and children and making
decisions around what tasks to undertake.

In the same phase the

teachers and I began to work on the identified areas.

In the second

phase, I introduced the teachers to teachers at other successful educare
centres so that linkages could be established that would strengthen the
work we were doing and broaden their base of support.

Ultimately, I

intended that this would allow me to decrease my presence and input
gradually while change continued at the three centres. The third phase
involved the teachers at a centre plowing back their new skills into the

wider network of Mustadafin Foundation educare centres in which they
were involved and which needed similar assistance.

I have presented a new understanding for sustainable change resulting
from this study and it is my hope that donors and others involved in
community upliftment will understand that continued input and follow-up
involvement

need to accompany material gifts and intensive upgrading.

Finally, I have written what I hope is a very readable thesis so that the
teachers involved can read their own and each others' stories as I have
done my best to record and interpret them.
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CHAPTER 1 - WARP AND WEFT:

THE WEAVING OF A DREAM

This introductory chapter gives an overview of the study I have undertaken. It includes
the burning questions which prompted the research and which arose during the study.
It also provides the rationale for a study on educare centres in disadvantaged
communities as well as the aims of this project. The research methodology is briefly
introduced as are the participants, including myself as a researcher/participant.
Finally, an outline of the thesis is provided.

1.1 WHAT THE THESIS

IS ABOUT

Holding Hands is an account and an analysis of an action research study of change
within three educare centres in three Xhosa communities in Cape Town. The actual
project took place between September 1996 and December 1998.

I worked as a

volunteer in the centres and continue to do so two years later. The study looks closely
at my work within the centres in order to improve what I do. The main thrust of my work
was to interact with all the staff of the centres while I was on-site and to model
appropriate teacher behaviour and classroom practice so that the educare centres
would become healthier, safer and more stimulating environments for the young
children attending them.

1.2 BURNING QUESTIONS
Early in my volunteer work at the first centre, questions began to arise about what I
was trying to do and how well I was accomplishing my goals. These were serious
enough for me to speak with Professor Dirk Meerkatter at the Faculty of Education of
the University of the Western Cape and eventually register for a Master's. Later, I was
able to refine my questions to focus the work I was reflecting on. They are as follows.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/

•

Can sustained change occur when I, as an in-service teacher and a volunteer,
work with teachers on-site and participate with them in critically examining
problems that arise?

•

How can I assist teachers in disadvantaged educare centres to examine their
practice and adapt what they have learned in early childhood education courses as
well as grow their knowledge by trialing new ideas and subsequently modifying
them to suit particular needs?

•

Where does networking with successful centres fit in assisting trained teachers to
employ in their own centres what they have learned during their training?

•

Later, I questioned what sustainable change might mean within the confines of this
study and how it might be described.

This later understanding of sustained and

sustainable change could have important implications for the 'success' of projects
and I give it some attention in the final chapter of this thesis.

1.3 RATIONALE FOR THE ST U DY
•

I began to work at Khanyisa Preschool in September 1996.

It was not long

afterward that I felt the need to document what was happening and to examine
what I was doing to see howl could improve the quality of my input at the centre.
There were many factors working against progress but I was interested in isolating
and pursuing whatever made a meaningful impact.

•

In my examination of the early childhood education (ECE) pre-service training
courses offered by non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in the Cape Town
area, I realized that on-site visits were of a limited nature and often seen as a 'test'
by the educare trainees. I had learned so much from on-site supervision and
mentoring (in the form of friendly, helpful reflections on what I was trying to achieve)

2
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in my own pre-service and in-service teacher training that I wanted to show what an
important part 'being there' plays in teacher training.

Given the tremendous

challenges of the setting of township educare centres, teachers and trainers could
meet 'more equally' in the real, difficult and often unique circumstances of each
centre.

•

Educare plays an important role in caring for and educating the nation's children
while their parents are working.

From the many studies conducted around the

world, it is well understood that the first years of life are extremely fertile learning
years. Fifty percent of a person's ability to learn is developed in the first four years
of life and another 30 percent is developed by the eighth birthday.

These vital

years lay down the pathways on which all future learning is based, according to
Dryden and Vos (1994:222). Furthermore, children, given the right materials and
the right environment, are their own best educators. Teachers have to know how
children develop in order to make the most of materials and the teachingllearning
environment. Thus, ensuring a high standard of teacher behaviour and classroom
practice will improve the learning as well as the health and safety of children in
educare.

•

In South Africa there has been tremendous negligence in the past on the part of the
government to educate the majority of its peoples. Lund (April 2, 1998) reports in
the Cape Times that "One quarter of South African pupils drop out of school in their
first year" most often because they "...enter the school system after spending the
first five years of their lives--when children learn more than they do for the rest of
their lives--in poor, often negative conditions" including "semi-literate and illiterate
homes". The government of the new South Africa has committed itself to early
childhood education and to a Reception Year before primary school, but may be
unable to support financially that commitment in school settings for many years. In
the meantime, it is imperative to develop a teacher training profile that really works
in very disadvantaged educare centres so that South Africa's children are prepared

3
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for the 21st century in a way their parents and teachers never were. 1 hoped to add
quality to that profile by establishing that medium to long term on-site support
training can fundamentally and positively change educare practice.

1.4 AIMS
As I mentioned in the preceding section (1.3), the initial impetus motivating me to
enroll in a Master's programme at the University of the Western Cape was to formalize
an examination of my practice in order to improve it. I was a newly-arrived foreigner in
South Africa. Educare where I worked as a volunteer looked nothing like day care (as
it is called there) or junior or senior kindergarten in Canada.

I wanted to help, not

impose unnecessary burdens on the staff of the centres. I hoped to find ways to move
forward within the context of each centre.
Another aim of the study was to help teachers to improve their practice. The educare
centre staff were trained personnel.

They had received training through the non-

governmental agencies offering ECE courses in the Cape Town area. The challenge
of implementing what they had learned was often overwhelming. I wanted to work with
staff in their own centres and help them to use what they had been taught. In addition,
I introduced some new ideas based on thinking, reading and practice which I had
experienced in my own teaching career. Most notably in this latter regard, I introduced
some of the practical life activities suggested in the teachings of Maria Montessori and
also explored with the teachers different opportunities to stimulate literacy and
numeracy in their young clients.
A third aim of the project was to improve the quality of working and learning life in
disadvantaged educare centres for both teachers and children. I acted as co-worker,
friend, networker and mentor as my relationships with the staff developed.

I was an

advocate for their centres in their relationships with the Mustadafin Foundation for
whom I volunteered. I was present when inspectors, vaccination nursing staff, and staff
from other centres visited. I was invited to visit primary schools in the neighbourhoods
to establish linkages for the centres. J organized and carried out visits of staff to other

4
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educare centres where success under similarly challenging circumstances had
already been achieved. As we witnessed and talked about learning situations that
came about as a result of planned changes, the teachers were able to set aside the
undeniable difficulties of their working lives and enjoy the stimulation of success at
something new in their centres.

These were often small happenings but were

nonetheless treasured 'moments in time'.
A fourth aim of the project was to show that reflective volunteer teachers can assist
educare teachers in disadvantaged educare centres. During the time of the project
many seasoned primary school teachers took a volunteer severance package and
retired from making their living as teachers. This exodus was in response to a onetime offer from the government to right-size the teaching force after new teacher-pupil
ratios were introduced in late 1995. It seemed to me, as a person who had taught for a
living and had then become a volunteer teacher, that there was a wealth of active
talent let loose in South Africa. There were also many under-employed educated
people with time on their hands. My story might help other people follow the volunteer
path.
For this reason, a fifth aim was to isolate some successful patterns/practices that
volunteers and in-service teachers could use.
Lastly, I wanted to write a very readable thesis that could be understood by the
teachers with whom I have worked so that they can enjoy and reflect further on the
'fruits of our labour'.

1.5 RESEARCH

METHODOLOGY

The nature of the enquiry lent itself to emancipatory educational action research. The
journey that led rne to the choice of emancipatory education action research is well
documented in Chapter 3, especially the subsections of 3.3.

Certainly the task of

examining and changing my own practice as I sought to help teachers change theirs
could never have been captured in quantitative research. Nor could my transformation

5
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have been documented had I remained outside as a recorder of events. Many of the
small increments and successes during the study were a result of the flexibility I could
allow for in an action research project: flexibility of the time frame (both the number of
visits per week and the duration of my work at a particular site), and flexibility
surrounding triangulation

including

various

forms of inter-subjectivity

(informal

interviews, observation, a variety of critical friends of the educare centres as well as
the perceptions of different teachers involved at each site). The reflective process,
however, included rigorous recording and transcription of my visits and on-going
reading.

1.5.1

PLAN OF ACTION

In order to learn from each centre and to apply what I learned from one centre in my
practice at another centre, I staggered my entry at the three educare centres.
Furthermore, I planned a three part involvement in each centre that was marked (1) by
a period of observation, planning and intense involvement; (2) followed by networking
with a broader community of positive sources of educare practice; (3) and then
involving the centres in assisting others while I gradually diminished my involvement
to occasional visits and perhaps other forms of professional assistance. I expand

0n

this plan in Chapter 3.3.

1.6 PARTICIPANTS
The study examines my work at three educare centres in disadvantaged communities
near Cape Town.

They are Khanyisa Preschool and Inkwenkwezi Educare in

Nyanga's Old Location, Try Again Educare in Brown's Farm, Philippi and Nomzamo
Educare Centre in Old Crossroads. My work was centre-based and included all the
staff: teachers, principals and cooks. There were some staff with whom I worked more
frequently and some whom I singled out for extra experiences, particularly during the
networking phase of the research project.

I was very much a part of the work we

undertook at the centres and as a result very much involved in the process of change
that took place.

6
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I have used the teachers' real names, save in one instance (see also 3.2.6.2). I have
been the recorder of the project and have also selected those happenings which I felt
best portray our work as well as highlight some

of the special moments of

understanding and progress. It was important to me that the teachers read and that we
agree with the 'story' I recorded about each centre. If, however, their perceptions at
times differed substantially from my own, I felt I could document and reflect on the
differences

(see Chapter 7).

I would, after all, be continuing in their midst as a

volunteer beyond the researched period. More importantly, this was to be a learning
journey for all concerned, one which would continue with the reading of the record of
our work together.

1.6.1

MY OWN PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL

JOURNEY

In this section I offer the reader some insight into the teacher who eventually came to
work in the educare centres of Cape Town's townships.

The research I have

undertaken that has culminated in this thesis has been to evaluate and improve what I
have been doing.

As a researcher practitioner it may be helpful to document here

some of the experiences and thinking that helped to shape the professional who
undertook the study.
Since graduating with a Bachelors of Education in Ottawa, Canada, with special
training for the Primary/Junior level (Kindergarten to Grade Six), I have taught in a
variety of school settings. These have included public and private schools, preschool,
day care, and kindergarten, as well as primary school and community college. I have
taught children with severe learning disorders as well as children with normal learning
abilities. I have taught subjects to selected groups, have been a classroom teacher,
and have been the founding director of a small school.

I have had to be very

adaptable to the challenge of working in two schools each day, changing age and
grade levels throughout the day, and teaching in four different cities in two provinces
during the decade that followed graduation. Luckily, I had entered the field partly

7
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because of the very challenge and variety that I knew the teaching profession could
offer.
I am a lifelong learner. For one thing, I have never let too many years go by without
taking a course part time or renewing myself with full time study. More than this, I have
taken the opportunity to do things differently, to try new methods, to better my
classroom teaching.

I have always researched new ideas, tried them over time,

reflected on the practice and discussed the experiences with colleagues.

I have not

been shy to have consultants visit and help me, to team teach with fellow teachers and
to work alongside parents and student teachers in my classroom. Even as I aimed to
enrich the learning lives of my students I was enriching my own experience.

1.6.1.1

THURSDAY'S

CHILD NURSERY SCHOOL

My first teaching experience was to found and direct a preschool for two to six year old
severely communication-disordered children.

I found the site for the school, fund-

raised in the community for equipment and even part of my salary in the first year,
worked with the responsible provincial ministry to eventually fund the school, and
interviewed and trained staff in the Judevine teaching methods which I had learned
through courses in the United States. I assessed the children whose parents applied
to the school and wrote individual program plans for each of them. I also trained their
parents to help these severely-involved preschoolers at home. I welcomed volunteers
and accepted child care students from community coll.eges who wished to gain
practical teaching in a special needs setting. It was this all-round experience that
especially helped me many years later when I became a volunteer working in very
disadvantaged educare centres for the Mustadafin Foundation in Cape Town.

Thursday's Child, as I called the preschool, gave me a deep respect for the capacity of
children to learn. By the very fact that the children in my care found this task so
difficult, that I had to analyze into tiny steps each task I wanted them to accomplish, I
learned to cherish what most children do so well without even being directly taught.
Every child I have taught since that time has benefited from my three years working
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with autistic children for I have appreciated each step they make, no matter how easily
they seem to manage. I have learned how hard it is to teach those steps when a child
has a severe problem.
1.6.1.2

UNDERSTANDING

THE LEARNING

ENVIRONMENT

The proper learning environment, so vital to the special needs child, is really no less
important to every child.

In my Judevine training lt was called a 'prosthetic

environment'; Montessori called it the 'prepared environment'.

It is the place where a

child can learn best. The environment is the space, the materials and the teacher.

A

good deal of thinking and planning must go into a properly prepared environment. As
a teacher at Thursday's Child I was a very important part of the children's environment.
I was aware of my responsible role as model, as human contact, as positive reinforcer
in behaviour modification. I was a keen observer in order to find a starting point with
each new child and to notice the tiny increments of progress made. Later, in my day
care work for La commission scolaire catholique de Sherbrooke in the province of
Quebec and kindergarten teaching for the Lincoln County Board of Education in St.
Catharines, Ontario, and certainly after extensive reading in the Montessori method, I
gradually diminished the intensity of my role and allowed children to learn more from
the prepared physical environment and learning materials.

I became a facilitator,

deeply interested in the learning going on around me but committed to fostering
independent learning.
1.6.1.3

ORDER, INDEPENDENCE

AND INTEREST

If the environment takes on new importance then it must be well-organized.
remember, while at Lockview Public School in St. Catharines,

one of my student

teachers commenting that there was a reason for everything in the classroom.

She

was right. I set up my prepared environment to encourage order, independence and
interest. Children have an early interest in orderliness. Montessori identified order as
the first 'sensitive period' of childhood.

Lillard (1972:36) writes that "the Sensitive

Periods describe the pattern the child follows in gaining knowledge of his [sic]
environment" (see also 1972:32 for a fuller description).
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Routines, cleanliness, neatness and good condition of materials promote a sense of
order. Much of my hard work as a kindergarten teacher took place before the children
arrived. I believed in setting up the environment as neatly as possible. The children in
my care knew that everything had a place in the room and they were as active in
tidying up as they had been during their learning/playing/ working tasks.

Independence is a life skill, one that small children crave, and yet it seems something
that schools and overly solicitous parenting can quickly stifle. In order for children to
become independent they must be given opportunities to do things themselves, to
make choices (see a wonderful testimony for choice in Montessori, 1989:25-6), to
experience more success than failure, to create and construct, and to move in a safe
environment.

This environment is owned by its students.

They navigate it, they

decorate it, they adapt it for their work and play, and they help to maintain it. This
ownership promotes independence.

It is also important in helping children make the

adjustment from home to school.
Another cornerstone of my teaching is to create interest. The classroom environment
needs variety and the opportunity to discover.

If I look at literacy alone, as a

kindergarten teacher in St. Catharines, I aimed to engender a fascination with books
and a strong desire to read and write amongst the four and five years aids in my care.
Books sat provocatively in every learning centre in the room. My approach to
storytelling also varied and included many ways for children to retell the tale. It was my
aim to create an irresistible desire to interact with books.
Otten the choice of stories either reflected or was the starting point of a theme, what I
call a common learning experience.

Common learning experiences are settings in

which interest takes root and where learning takes place. These might arise from a
child's particular interest or from something I suggested; whatever the source of the
theme, all the children stretched their knowledge of the subject.
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Because of my

concern for the need to establish interest in science and math, the common learning
experiences I suggested were often founded in these areas.

1.6.1.4

TEACHER AS FACILITATOR/ENABLER

The teacher as facilitator has an invitation to grow herself. The facilitator must reflect
on what students are doing and saying, on where they are in their development. She
must make a match between the learner and the learner's starting point for learning.
This is different for every child. The teacher in this role does not have to be an expert
in all subjects, however. I learned as a kindergarten teacher to expose the children
and myself to different areas of stimulating study as they came up - from a child's
interest, from an interesting event, perhaps from something I was reading. I was able
to let go the responsibility of delivering a set curriculum and, therefore, share the
responsibility and excitement of learning. During a study of air, for example, I found
myself designing a wind tunnel to test air-driven vehicles made by four year olds! The
reflective facilitator allows what the teacher as god could not tolerate.

1.6.1.5

THE INFLUENCE

OF MONTESSORI

One of the most important influences on my teaching was to step into a Montessori
classroom.

I had lived with the kindergarten model for some years, but I felt that

something was missing. As a teacher of severely challenged children I had learned to
observe and plan very carefully for them. In the kindergarten model I felt too much was
left to chance and I noted how haphazard was the connection between child and
environment. The Montessori teacher knows what learning takes place because each
piece of equipment or activity teaches a specific skill and controls for error.

Montessori explained that children have a tremendous drive to learn, which she
called 'autoeducation' , and they just need the opportunity to" construct themselves.
The analogy from the sport of curling comes to mind. The curler sweeps the ice to
ensure the clearest pathway for the stone. In just the same way I saw the need for
teachers to clear the pathway to learning for children. I was interested in Montessori's
revelations about sensitive periods for learning as a way of explaining" early childhood
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behaviours. Her presentation of concentration's role in normalization is remarkable
(1989:12-7).

Perhaps because of my experiences with severely learning disabled

children, I appreciated heartily Montessori's reverence for the child at her work. While
I shall leave the discussion of work and play in early childhood to Chapter 2.2, I came
to understand during my study of Montessori that what she describes as a child's task to construct the adult that only that child can become (1988b:63) - is a serious
endeavour that has nothing to do with the deprecating understandings associated with
'child's play.'

1.6.1.6

FINALLY, A TEACHER

The more I learned about Montessori's work, the less satisfied I became with the
kindergarten model. I felt public education of young children could accomplish far
more than it was achieving. I realized that my montessoried

(I use the small cm'

purposely) kindergarten classroom was a more challenging and enriching experience
than many kindergarten rooms in my school board. At this point in my career, I might
well have taken a leave of absence and pursued Montessori training, but we moved to
a remote part of Canada, making this impossible.

It was at this time however, after a

decade of practicing, reflecting and adapting, that I decided I had become a teacher.

1.6.1.7

TEACHER VOLUNTEER

It was in my new home in rural Nova Scotia that Ibecame a volunteer in teaching and
other areas. Here, as in other parts of Canada, teachers were in over-abundance and
even when I re-qualified to work in the province, there were no jobs. These different
volunteer roles helped me to manage unemployment and continue to be involved in
teaching. Volunteering, I discovered, satisfied my need to continue as a life-long
learning teacher.

Volunteering is a way of life in Canada. Indeed, according to the Volunteer Centre of
Ottawa-Carleton (VCOC) (1997) "over a twelve month period, 5 million Canadians [out
of an overall population of 28 million] volunteered, contributing over one billion
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hours.... Over half of Canadian volunteers do so for two or more organizations," I was
in good company! The VCOC (1997) further identifies that "the four most common
reasons why people volunteer are: to help others, to assist a cause one believes in, to
do something one likes and to gain a feeling of accomplishment". Probably all these
reasons led to my eventual work in disadvantaged educare in Cape Town.

1.6.1.8

SOUTH AFRICA

My arrival in South Africa in November 1995 followed these two years in a variety of
volunteer positions related to education in Nova Scotia. I fully intended to teach in
South Africa, however. It was, therefore" a rude awakening to read in the Cape Times
during my first weeks in the country that the Western Cape had too many teachers. I
would not find a teaching post here despite the tremendous educational shortcomings
in South Africa as a whole. As I grappled with the isolation of my situation in this
country I decided to look for a community where I might make friends and offer help. It
was natural for me to look to my profession as a source of like-minded people. Here, I
felt, I would come to understand the country a little better.

It was in May of 1996 that I first went to Grassroots Educare Trust to discuss volunteer·
work. I undertook to assemble theme kits for them. They told me that they served over
400 educare centres but were reluctant to let me visit any. Despite my legitimate need
to see the circumstances of what they termed disadvantaged educare so that I could
suggest appropriate activities in the themes, Grassroots staff were firm that I might be
seen to be invading an educare's privacy, in fact, spying, advice I was to appreciate
better as I contacted centres (see Chapters 4 and 5). It was to be almost four months
before I met a Grassroots trainee who invited me to her home educare centre in
Mitchell's Plain.
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In the meantime I made other contacts. Through an acquaintance, I met Ghairunisa
Johnstone, Co-ordinator of the Mustadafin Foundation.

This Foundation began its

work during 1986 in Crossroads, a congested township with a constantly increasing
population as people from the Transkei and Ciskei (bantustans

established by the

former government) left their rural communities for urban areas. In the over-crowded
conditions of Crossroads as well as the turbulent state of South Africa in the 80's,
violence erupted in the township. (It is interesting to note that some of the same factors
arose again in 1998 causing unrest in anticipation of the 1999 national election as I
explain more fully in Chapter 6.) Mustadafin Foundation volunteers helped the women
and children who were left destitute as a result. They began to feed, clothe and find
shelter for victims of disaster. At the same time they began to sponsor child care that
eventually led to the Foundation helping 15 educare centres in the townships a
decade later. The Foundation continues to feed and clothe the destitute, to offer
emergency relief when fire and other disasters strike the informal settlements around
Cape Town, as well as to fund health clinics and sponsor training of individuals. Their
aim is to assist people so that they can become independent.

In June 1996, Ghairunisa took me to Nyanga, Philippi, Old Crossroads and
Khayalitsha where I visited five educare centres. It was a morning to change my life in
this country. The needs were obvious. Here were women working under very difficult
circumstances:

long hours, very overcrowded and dreary conditions, uncertain

salaries, in isolation due to lack of transport and telephone, and with virtually no
educational equipment. If I could give nothing else, I could share the materials I had
brought from Canada and offer another pair of hands to help.

I suggested to

Ghairunisa that I return to a particular day care and meet with the principal with a view
to becoming a regular volunteer. She welcomed the idea, as did the Principal, Mrs.
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Sylvia Hobe, and I began my weekly visits to Hangana Road in Nyanga in September,
the account of which comprises Chapter 4.
For the ends of action research to be achieved,
The.researcher

the researcher

is also a participant.

changes and grows in response to the environment

under study.

have attempted to show in this section that I have always looked upon teaching as an
exercise in growth, obviously for my students but also for me.
knowledge

I had a much keener

of what I wanted to achieve in a classroom and how to go about it after a

decade of practicing and continued study.

1.7 THESIS OUTLINE
In this first chapter
methodology

I have

introduced

readers

to the

and participants of the emancloatory

subject,

education

rationale,

aims,

action research project I

undertook between September 1996 and December 1998.

Chapter 2 looks at the literature on early childhood

education including those writers

on the subject who have shaped me as a teacher of young children.
chapter includes a short examination

of the early childhood

The second

educational

training the

teachers would have received prior to my study as well as a history of early childhood
education in the Western Cape from 1986.

Chapter 3 examines the Methodology

I have used, emancipatory

educational

action

research, and includes how I came to make the match between the project I undertook
and the method I chose.

Chapters

4, 5 and 6 are selected

Preschoolllnkwenkwezi
respectively.
geographical

Educare,

Each chapter

Try

accounts
Again

of my involvement

Educare

and

Nomzamo

offers a short history of the centres

settings of the communities

layout of these chapters is chronological,

in which they are found.
I have included
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at Khanyisa
Educare

as well as the
While the basic

a fair amount of cross-

referencing amongst the three in order to show how my thinking and understanding
were gradually changing.
Chapter 7 constitutes an attempt to draw out some of the findings from the study and to
highlight some of the pitfalls and successes of such an examination. In addition, since
my work at the centres continued after the closing date of the study, I have included a
short update because it reinforces some of the conclusions, especially a new
understanding of 'sustainable' change.
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CHAPTER 2 - A LOOK AT EDUCARE
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Chapter 2 includes a discussion of early childhood education (ECE) principles and the
rationale for those practices I encouraged and, in some cases, initiated at the three
educare centres included in this action research project. I give attention to the issues
surrounding work and play, to the role of the teacher in early learning, as well as to
compensatory education. This chapter is necessarily an exposition of some of the
theories and methods that have shaped early childhood education in Europe and
North America and, by adoption, here in South Africa. Because of my abiding interest
in Montessori and the resulting difference in my approach to early childhood education
(Chapter 1.6.1), I devote special attention to her contribution to early childhood
education, sometimes comparing her writings with those of other educationalists.

I

have also included a brief summary of the training which the centres' teachers
received at various non-governmental organizations prior to the period of this project.
Finally, I have tried to piece together a record of ECE in the African communities in the
Cape Town area since 1986. In this way, I hope to create a picture embedded in the
professional histories of the participants in the educare study.

2.1 OF NAMES AND DEFINITIONS
Educare has a variety of names.

Day care, child care, and creche are common

alternative names for full-day care for children from birth to six years. Nursery school
and preschool are also used but often apply to a part-day or part-time programme.
Kindergarten usually applies to a preschool programme run by schools at school for
the year or two before Grade 1. In South Africa, the kindergarten year is to be called
the Reception Year and will be known as Grade R or Grade 0 (naught). In all cases
the programmes include the care of children before they go to school and the
provision of an educational programme to promote their development and, in many
settings, 'ready' them for schools.

After care is the name given to programmes for

school-aged children in the morning before school begins, in the hours after school
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closes and during school holidays.

After care is often provided by educare centres.

Educare, I believe, is a particularly appropriate name for the service provided as it
includes both education and care.

The term, early childhood education, gained popular use in the 1960s in North
America and Britain and "was used to encompass and be synonymous with the terms
early education, preschool education, and kindergarten education (Simmons,
Whitfield and Layton, 1980:1, their emphasis).

During the last 20 years, early

childhood education has come to include the first three years of school as well as the
preschool years (Grassroots Educare Trust, 1997:3, Anning, 1994:69).

For the purposes of this project then, early childhood education that takes place in an
educare centre refers to the education and care of children between the ages of birth
and six years. Due to the severely disadvantaged circumstances of the three centres
where I worked, I have examined and worked to improve the educational programme
and care delivery. I have focused on the development of order, independence and
interest as guides in choosing among alternative routes to a healthy, safe and
stimulating educare programme. AS I noted in Chapter 1.6.1, order, independence
and interest are three pillars that have articulated my teaching since my first preservice placement in a kindergarten classroom.

2.2

2.2.1

HISTORY AND THE WORK/PLAY DEBATE

CORNERSTONES

The following modern Western writers have influenced my teaching career (as have to
some extent the behaviourists and certainly the later cognitivists). As I reexamined
their many works and others' analyses of their contributions, I was struck at how my
pre-service and in-service training employed the contributions of Montessori, Piaget
and Dewey often without giving credit to them.
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Modern Western educational philosophers and theorists have acknowledged that
early learning is different from that of older children.

Both Plato and Aristotle

suggested that in early childhood children learn differently and that trying to teach
them in the same way as older children is ineffective and damaging (Simmons,
Whitfield and Layton, 1980:3). Indeed, Jean Jacques Rousseau in the 18th century
propounded that formal teaching before the age of 16 was detrimental.

Despite the

extremes he proposed in Emile, this Romantic writer is remembered for recognizing
each child's unique needs and strengths and the role of nature in approaches to early
childhood learning (Bowen and Hobson, 1987:118-61).

Itard and Seguin, two French teachers of the same century made special advances in
working with deaf and other special needs children. Their advocacy for early sensorial
training and for their sensitivity to individual progress and potential give them a home
in modern early childhood understandings (Boyd, 1914:64-129).

Their work was

resurrected by Montessori in the 20th century. Pestalozzi in the 19th century furthered
the views of Rousseau in his work with poor and orphan children (Lay-Dopyera and
Dopyera, 1987:30 and Simmons, Whitfield and Layton, 1980:5)

and influenced

Froebel (Herford, 1916) who is known as the father of early childhood education for
establishing and giving the name to kindergartens. The freedom and opportunity to
develop individually while interacting with educational material, which were known as
gifts (Wiggin and Smith, 1896), in the first six to seven years of childhood figure

strongly in Froebel's complex works. The gifts were the vehicle by which Froebel
introduced the child to larger truths. "He also developed a curriculum of 'occupations'
and of games, songs, nature study, and work in language and arithmetic that he
believed would help young children develop an understanding of universal principles"
(Lay-Dopyera and Dopyera, 1987:31).

In the early 20th century Maria Montessori introduced her method which laid out in a
clear manner how to achieve successfully the goal of individual development in a free
and choice-filled environment.

Her espousal of sensorial training, and, more

especially, her views of children as active builders of their adult selves met with a
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surge of popularity in her lifetime and continues the spread of Montessori schools
worldwide. Like Froebel, Montessori espoused a more homelike atmosphere for early
education and included the garden as an integral part of the learning environment.

While Montessori never called her work theory but rather a method, I feel her insightful,
enthusiastic and at times spiritual approach to understanding childhood needs and
facilitating development should continue to be required reading for pre-service
teachers.

If one places her in her historical context one realizes that she jerked

accepted schooling out of its traditional complacence and thrust early childhood
issues into the forefront of the 20th century. Yet if one lifts her out of the historical
context, the gender uses and some of the cultural proprieties of her age, she remains
as current today as in 1912 when The Montessori Method was first published.
Martin (1994:88-99) develops a wonderful understanding of Montessori's vision for a
new world built through the school becoming a place of delicate affection and care.
She dubs Montessori a "domestic Romantic" (1994:98). I feel it is this vision, which for
me is 'essential' Montessori, that continues to engage teachers and furthers the
proliferation of Montessori schools.

A little after the advent of the Montessori method, Jean Piaget examined the processes
of how children acquired, indeed constructed, knowledge.

He found that different

processes of knowledge construction were employed in sequential developmental
stages (Sensory-motor, Pre-operational, Concrete Operations and Formal Operations)
(in, for example, Pulaski, 1981:185-9) adding credence

to his predecessors'

assertions that children learn in dramatically different ways than adults.

He also

asserted the tremendous importance to the process and timing of the "successive
stages of cognitive growth" that a child's interacting with the environment promoted
and emphasized that "changes in a child's ways of thinking were a direct result of
exploring the environment and encountering a variety of objects and events" (Allen
and Hart, 1984:10). He divided children's play into three categories (practice play,
symbolic play and games with rules (in, for example, Smith, 1994:17), but did not
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interpret as play all that a child did in order to learn. Piaget did not translate his ideas
into teaching practice and has left that task to practitioners in the field. Nicolopoulou
(1991:130-137) gives a good description of Piaget's views on play, both linking and
comparing them with the later contributions of Vygotsky.

At about the same time that Montessori and Piaget were writing and developing their
thinking, the educational philosopher John Dewey also began to study the classroom
experience of young American children and developed a thesis for discovery learning
and a project method approach (Bowen and Hobson, 1987:162-211).

In his earliest

writing, School and Society, published in 1899 (in Bowen and Hobson, 1987:171), he
speaks about school furniture, a topic addressed heatedly by Montessori as well
(1988b: 11-5). In Experience and Education (1938) Dewey examines social control
postulating that the "problem of control is minimised, if not eliminated, when people
are willing and conscious participants in shared enterprises" (Bowen and Hobson,
1987:171). This concept has been adopted in industry with employees owning shares
and participating in decision making. In South Africa, high schools must now, by law,
include students and parents and community members in the planning and decisionmaking process (Jutastats, 2000). Higher education in this country involves a wide
variety of stakeholder representatives, including students.

Yet in primary and

secondary classrooms, where it was meant to happen, Dewey's thinking in this regard
has been much more muted. It has, however, reached early childhood education,
where much emphasis is placed on individual choice.

2.2.2

UNITY IN DIVERSITY

It seems ridiculous at this stage of our understanding of how young children learn to
separate out the contributions of these renown figures in early childhood education.
These icons of child development and education had all read and been influenced to
varying degrees by the works of their modern predecessors. Certainly, in the case of
Montessori, Piaget and Dewey, they had also read each others' works. As Montessori
wrote of' educationalists,
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And all those who have made some contribution to so great a cause, even if this
was more of an attempt than a complete success, deserve to be respected by
society.
And so it is that we, who work for a single goal, are as it were the members, of
the different ages, of the same person; and those who come after us will attain
the goal, because there were those who believed and worked before them
(1988b:5-6).
Similar sentiments have been echoed by Spodek (1982:9-12) in which he captures
the common ground of early childhood educationalists in Froebel's idea of "unity
within diversity" (1982:12). In the same way, Hewes reminds Froebelians that
..the greatest lesson we can learn from the past hundred years is that we must
stick together. We have more agreements than disagreements. Because of the
kindergarten network established a hundred years ago, we have a solid core of
beliefs (1982:349).
2.2.3

A NEW WORD NEEDED

It is probably in the discussion of words work and play that much of the prejudices for
and against certain schools of early childhood education have been forged. Yet as I ,
read, I came to understand that they are only words and as such limited to the
meanings we apply to them. I am surprised that, in all the writing that has taken place
around work and play in early learning, a new word has not emerged to describe what
it is that children do as they go about their task of realizing their individual potential. I
was

delighted

to

read that

Curtis

(1994:36)

agrees

"...that

considerable

misunderstanding can arise as a result of the terminology". The words work and play
carry with them so much historical baggage and personal meaning that proponents of
either in the ECE sector are said on the one hand to damage children or on the other
to delay their growth. Certainly some of the activities included under the heading of
play could well be included under what others call work. Perhaps some of the more
ardent proponents' of what Smith (1994:18) calls the play ethos, would do better to
propose a new word rather than carve play into ever more categories in order to
advance their thesis.
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2.2.4

CHANGING

EDUCATIONAL

TRENDS

IN THE 20TH CENTURY

What may have aggravated the 'work versus play' debate are the changes in thinking
about early childhood in this century. While the notion of fixed intelligence
the timetable
Arnold

for unfolding that intelligence

Gesell

orderliness
Dopyera,

"...collected

of children's
1987:34).

importance

was held to be key.

normative

data on young children

sequential

maturational

When

children's

(Erikson, 1950 in Lay-Dopyera

Maturationists

like

to demonstrate

the

(Lay-Dopyera

and

processes"

psychological

health

held sway,

was

of paramount

and Dopyera, 1987:34)), allowing them to

play in an unstructured programme seemed to be the best choice.

When intelligence

was understood to grow (Hunt, 1961 and Bloom, 1964), accelerating

cognitive growth

became fashionable

children took on

and compensatory

education for disadvantaged

national importance (see also 2.3.3) (Lay-Dopyera

and Dopyera, 1987:35-9).

But what was to become of the "play ethos" (Smith, 1994:18) during these successive
movements?

Play was divided into categories,

might be whispered

some taking it much closer to what

to be work and others closer to fantasy.

Play proponents

then

devised teacher roles to extend the learning of playtime in these various categories.
Smilansky

(1968:86-109)

of teacher involvement.

figures warmly in the play debate advocating various types
I make further reference to teacher role below (2.3.1).

The benefits of play have been questioned,

not so much as a spontaneous

but rather in specific areas of development.
socialization,
playas

Questions around learning,

creativity, and problem solving challenged

play enthusiasts

it often unfolds in preschool settings to be wanting.

Tyler, Hutt and Christopherson;
play without the appropriate
adult involvement

This tends
developed

1990:207-220)

environment,

occupation
language,
and found

Smith (1994:20) and Hutt,

refer to studies confirming that child's

materials or the extensions

possible with

is less stimulating, enduring, and complex.

to confirm

flndinqs

that the play of disadvantaged

than that of advantaged

children

(Smilansky,

1968:4).

children

is less

Where children

have little in their environment to interact with and where the adults have no time to do
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more than attend to their most basic needs, their development may lag behind, not to
mention their play behaviour.

On the other hand, Lubeck (1985:6-7 and 133-47) in her very interesting ethnographic
expose and comparison of a white middle class nursery school and a Head Start
Program for African American children revealed the different cultural emphases of the
white and black teachers and their expectations of play.

The cultures, she found,

valued play and the development of peer relations in significantly different ways.
These differences translated into dramatically different programmes for the preschool
children involved. This study confirmed some of the observations I made during my
volunteer work in the educare centres and supported my instinctive protection of the
collective approach to learning and teaching in the African cultural environment.

At

Inkwenkwezi, for example, I respected the coming together of the entire group with
their teachers in the morning for prayer and singing. It marked a setting aside of other
cares and a joining together in anticipation of a day of learning. Whereas a story ring
needed smaller numbers for effective learning, this initial ring with the whole group
(125 children in 1997) seemed to give strength for the day to children and teachers
alike.

Curtis (1994:29) notes the different mother-child practices and cultural emphases in
child-rearing in African and Western cultures and especially points out that African
children are more socially oriented. She points out, however, that some Western-type
materials and activities for young children may be inappropriate or unacceptable in
other cultures (Curtis, 1994:29-32). Sotamaa (1980:270) in her sensitive portrayal of
what has happened to childhood experiences in the modern urban environment,
includes in her list of "Instructional Quality Standards of a Plaything" that "a desirable
plaything contains aspects from cultural tradition and the present day". Both Lubeck
and Curtis seem to suggest that different is not necessarily disadvantaged, a point that
I return to in Chapter 7.
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2.3

OTHER ISSUES

Leaving aside the issue of work and play, two other pertinent aspects that impact 0 n
the teaching' and learning of young children and which are of particular

relevance

this research project are (1) the role of the teacher, and (2) compensatory
for disadvantaged

2.3.1

to

education

children.

ROLE OF THE TEACHER

As a consequence

of the studies

suggested

teacher

greater

environment,

education.

delivery.

Heaslip

promoting

developmental

emphasize

involvement

will

I referred

with

there has been development

early childhood

intervention

to which

children

(2.2.4) which

in the

early

have

childhood

and change in the role of the teacher in

This has been reflected in the learning programme

(1994:102-3)

and

writes of the role of "...the adult in enabling

play ...", but cautions

enhance

above

the child's

play.

that

only

Lindberg

timely

and

and Swedlow

and

sensitive
(1976:225)

that teachers must provide time, opportunity for and variety in learning as

well as pose questions

that help children

stretch their

knowledge.

Furthermore,

teachers must "... assess how much interest there is in [the materials in the classroom)"
(1976:248).

These and many other early childhood

important contribution
learning,

especially

themselves

to the understanding
in an environment

researchers

have made

of the role of the teacher

where

the learning

provide answers as do the self-correcting

materials

educational

an

in facilitating
may not by

materials

of the

Montessori classroom.

Montessori

has described

the ideal teacher

as a facilitator

(1988b:151),

a guide

(1988b:57) for and a keen observer of children (1988b:51-) who is delicately poised to
help their

development

by both clearing

(1988a:255)

as well

(1988b:151).

Montessori cautions that the teacher, whom she calls a directress, does

as stepping

not 'teach' and that the self-correcting
the child (1988b:150).

in to direct

the

course

independent
at critical

equipment in the classroom

"[The directress]

material ... and the child" (1988b:151).

the path for their

is the main connecting

steps

moments

is not to aid her but
link between

the

The role of the directress is to know the child, to
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offer developmentally

appropriate

materials to the child (1988b:152-3),

and to ensure

the child is not interrupted by other children while the child extracts from the equipment
what it has to teach the child (1988b:153).
classroom

and its equipment

Finally, the directress

in pertect condition,

so that the environment

invites the child to enter and work (1988a:252-3).
Montessori

is to maintain

her

always

In all her roles as directress,

reminds her that "to serve the children is to feel one is servinq the spirit of

man (sic), a spirit which has to free itself" (1988a:258).

Similar
depiction

to Montessori's

and

of the role of the teacher

developmental
1994:24).

observant

delicately-poised

in helping

is Vygotsgy's

to move from their actual

level via the zone of proximal development to new learning (in Smith,

Similarly,

Bruner's concepts of scaffolding

directress' careful introduction of sequenced
Furthermore,

children

teacher

the teacher "... directing

(Smith, 1994:24)

support the

materials in the Montessori environment.

children's

attention to relevant aspects of the

situation" which forms part of Bruner's thesis (Smith, 1994:24) very much mirrors the
Montessorian

in the initial presentation

as well as the last stage of mastery

of a

material (1988b:153).

A very different but nevertheless vitally important role for the early childhood teacher of
disadvantaged

children

especially,

Acting from an anthropological

has also been outlined

works.

standpoint as well as that of a medical doctor, she had

the children of her casa dei bambini
examined

in Montessori's

regularly

weighed

and measured,

bathed and

for a variety of health problems that are prevalent where children grow up

poor (1988b:44-48).

The casas were in poor communities

where lack of sanitation

and poor nutrition may well have impacted even on basic height and weight gain.
own

experiences

measurements

as a teacher

confirm

that

a teacher

may

learn

and that children respond positively to caring attention.

from

for severely communication-disordered

such

I have been

thrilled to obseNe a 'failure to thrive' child put on weight and grow significantly
the six months I was able to teach him at Thursday's

My

during

child, a nursery school I founded

children (see Chapter 1.6.1.1).

A stimulating

and ordered environment and a caring adult helped this child grow physically
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as well

as in his language skills in a dramatic change.

Despite their differing approach to

other aspects of early childhood education, in this regard Montessori mirrors the work
of the McMillan sisters who opened their nursery school for London's poor children in
1911 (Short, 1987:57).

On a final note, the Early Childhood Development Unit in New Zealand (1998) points
to five aspects of staffing and management roles out of 11 quality indicators for early
childhood

education.

The role of the teacher in facilitating

learning through

teacher/educational material/child interactions and in providing a carefully planned
programme and a caring atmosphere is widely accepted in current ECE practice.

2.3.2

COMPENSATORY

EDUCATION

In view of the fact that my work has taken place in disadvantaged communities, it
seems appropriate to review some of the literature on compensatory education. The
thinking behind compensatory education has been to give disadvantaged children an
equal opportunity with their more advantaged peers for success in school.

In the

period of history to which I have referred in this chapter this has often translated into
offering children a 'head start' in school through some form of early childhood
education.

Amongst the constructors of modern Western early childhood education theory and
methodology there was an important element of compensatory education.

Itard and

Seguin worked with special needs and hearing impaired children (Boyd, 1914:64129). Pestalozzi housed and taught the poor and the orphaned (Lay-Dopyera and
Dopyera, 1987:30). Montessori worked amongst the mentally challenged and the
urban poor (1988b:28 and 37). The McMillan sisters also opened their school for the
poor of London (Short, 1987:57) . Many kindergartens and nursery schools began as
philanthropic endeavours. It was not startling then, but rather another milestone in the
history of the early childhood education movement that in the 1960s, as part of the War
on Poverty in the United States, that the American government financed the
nationwide preschool movement known as Head Start. By 1967, in its third year,
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Head Start offered 215,000 children full-year preschool with an additional large
number of children attending summer programmes (Woodhead, 1976:11). In Britain,
following publication of the Plowden Committee's report (1967, vol. 1, Chap. 5.) which
recommended "...that if true educational equality was to be achieved, ensuring
equality of opportunity would not be sufficient.

What was required was positive

discrimination to provide the very best educational experiences for -disadvantaged
children" (my emphasis) (Woodhead, 1976:13). In Britain, this meant starting nursery
schools as well as upgrading primary and secondary schools and teaching in areas of
poverty (Educational Priority Areas).

Vis

a

vis the Head Start programme, the first and largest study to assess its

effectiveness became known as the Westinghouse study (1969). Initial findings were
very positive: there were short term improved pass rates and intelligence scores. By
the end of third grade, however, any benefits seemed to have 'washed out'
(Woodhead, 1976:12).

The Consortium for Longitudinal Studies, coordinated at

Cornell University, examined Head Start graduates between the ages of 8 and 18.
Researchers found more positive results of the early childhood education initiative,
including "... significantly fewer school failure experiences than ... the control groups"
(Darlington, 1982:475). Preschool also had a positive impact in the significantly lower
number of special education placements. Project Follow Through continued to work
with groups of Head Start graduates in school and with their families. The positive
results of their work affected more than the children in the longer term (Lay-Dopyera
and Dopyera, 1987:37-9). Parents tended to value education more, and to aspire to
improving their economic situations.

There was less criminal behaviour, welfare

assistance and teenage pregnancy and a greater incidence of high school graduation
and post secondary education in Head Start graduates, according to the findings of
Berrieta-Clement et al (1984) (in Lay-Dopyera and Dopyera, 1987:39). Thus, a much
wider range of benefits for children, families and communities appeared to accrue from
the initial boost of up to a year of preschool.

It is noteworthy that research from the

Head Start programmes show that children from low-income families make better
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gains in programmes with "greater control and structure" (Lay-Dopyera and Dopyera,
1987:38).

Disadvantaged children have been described as children suffering from the multiple
effects of poverty, particularly the urban poor. Chazan and Williams (1978) mention
the following as commonly accepted descriptors in their British study:
... children whose educational progress is impeded by environmental
handicaps such as poverty, membership of a minority group, or a background
offering littleemotional stability or cultural stimulation .... [T]hese children [are]
usually referred to as 'deprived' or 'socially disadvantaged' ... (1978:1).
They caution that many children of the poor come to school "... reasonably or even
.very well equipped to cope with the demands ...n (Chazan and Williams,1978:3) and
that a better definition of "... deprived children needing compensatory education ..."
would be those "... children whose educational performance deteriorated, where the
deterioration was not solely or mainly associated with the handicapping conditions of
special education ... but was associated with growing up in a restricted environment"
(1978:106).

South Africa's disadvantaged people, however, form the vast majority, unlike the
situation in the United States or Britain. Furthermore, the cause of the poverty was the
result a conscious plan on the part of the previous regime in this country to limit the
futures of non-White children. The effects on the education system of the apartheid
policies have left a legacy of poorly-trained teachers, seriously under-funded schools,
almost non-existent state-funded preschool in the African population and a generally
poor attitude towards education in the African and Coloured population.

Short

(1985:39-51) provides a clear picture of this history. While a Reception Year before
Grade 1 for all children in South Africa has been discussed since the publication of
the De Lange report in 1981 (Short, 1987:75), the current Ministry of Education, newly
formed since 1994 into a non-racial and all tnclusive body, has been trialing reception
year teacher training curricula and has announced it endorses- the Reception Year as
the first year of obligatory education for children (Pretorius, 2000:1). While children
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must still wait six years for this opportunity, there has at least been some recognition
by the national government that all children can benefit from early childhood education
in a group setting prior to Grade 1.

This reinforces Short's (1985:69)
compensatory

education.

usage of the term supplementary

The rationale behind

is to remove the negative understanding

somehow to make up for the shortcomings

of disadvantaged

they are to blame for being poor and marginalized

(Short,

preschool

Furthermore,

1985:66).

the same writer has long been

year for all children

because she has reasoned

in South Africa (Short,

that early learning

that education has

families, that somehow

South Africa, where blame can so easily be laid elsewhere,
inappropriate.

to

Short was referring to the work of the Early Learning Centre

in Athlone which served Coloured children and their families.
her term 'supplementary'

as opposed

Certainly

in

this negative view is
working

towards

a

1985, 1987 for example)

is important

for children

and that

learning in a preschool setting can supplement what all children learn in their families.

2.4 SOME CONCLUSIONS
There are cautions in the foregoing that I would like to draw together before leaving
this section.

•

According to Smilansky (in Smith, 1994:19),
socio-dramatic

play, of disadvantaged

class Western peers.

Smilansky

the play,

children

particularly

the fantasy and

is less complex than their middle

has in fact done studies to improve their play

through play tutoring (in Smith, 1994: 19).

•

Hutt, Tyler, Hutt and Christopherson
children promotes their development
a more structured activity is irrelevant.
positive difference.

(1990:171)

note that adult involvement

with

and that whether that involvement is in play or
It is the adults' involvement

that makes the

The Smith et al (1981) study supports this finding (in Smith,

1994:20).
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•

Furthermore, the same researchers note that teacher knowledge of the educational
potential of the materials and activities in the early child environment is essential if
children are to derive full benefit from them (Hutt, Tyler, Hutt, and Christopherson,
1990:232).

•

Curtis (1994:29-32) cautions that play and play materials are different in different
cultures and what is appropriate in one culture may not be in another. By way of
example, Lubeck (1985: 12) offers a rationale based on culture for different teacher
and child behaviour in two cultures in the United States.

•

The educare centres where I worked were disadvantaged.

The physical

environment, the lack of materials, the inadequate education of the teachers (their
educare training notwithstanding), and the general lack of understanding on the
part of parents and teachers of the importance of the 'edu-' aspects of an educare
programme all contributed to mainly a '-care' programme delivery (sometimes not
so careful either, as Chapters 4 and 5 will reveal).

Therefore the project I undertook aimed to build up a stimulating educational
programme that respected, incorporated and extended cultural practice and that
invited teachers to learn about and become involved in the activities of the children in
their care.

2.5 AN INTERFACE WITH THE LITERATURE
Now I would like to draw attention to some of the changes I promoted in the educare
centres where I worked in light of the project aim mentioned in the preceding
paragraph.
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2.5.1

PREPARING AN ENVIRONMENT

FOR LEARNING

Read, Gardner and Mahler (1987:55) cite the American National Association for the
Education of Young Children on the subject of the ECE learning environment:
The indoor and outdoor physical environment fosters optimal growth and
development through opportunities for exploration and learning.
The physical environment affects the behaviour and development of the people,
both children and adults, who live and work in it. The quality of the physical
space and materials provided affects the level of involvement of the children
and the quality of interaction between adults and children (1984).

I looked at the total environment of each educare centre as a learning space. This
included the outdoors as well as within the classroom. As I document in Chapters 4
and 5, at both Inkwenkwezi and Try Again respectively, this meant instituting a
landscaping project in which the children were integrally involved. I was particularly
interested in a multi-sensory landscape with a variety of colours, shapes, scents,
elevations and learning rooms. In the case of Try Again (Chapter 5) this resulted in
pathways and three different geometric gathering places, a hill,

sandpit, a quieter

grassy space and an energy-consuming jungle gym. In both educare settings we
developed vegetable gardens for ongoing learning opportunities.

Many similar and

additional ideas may be found in Read, Gardner and Mahler (1987:58).

Since my fundraising efforts succeeded in donations from the Canadian government
for renovations to the buildings of the three educare centres, I was involved in the
design of the renovated centres.

In each centre I planned for flow, visibility and

observation, maximum natural sunlight, easily-accessed storage and two multi-age
classrooms. The multi-age groupings are an integral part of the Montessori Method,
allowing older children to model for and challenge their younger classmates.
Therefore, at Try Again (Chapter 5) and Nomzamo (Chapter 6), for example, the
infrequently-used offices were given less 'sun space' in favour of the classrooms.
These renovations allowed me to address some of the advice of Wortham (1984:241)
and others mentioned in this section and to avoid some of the pitfalls of less
appropriate environments which affect children's integration into their new school
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settings (Curtis, 1992:149-51).

Seefeldt (1980:104) poses a series of helpful

questions to evaluate prospective learning environments. Read, Gardner and Mahler
(1987:55-61) address early childhood education environments from the point of view
of various needs including aesthetics which Montessori also stressed for the prepared
environment (1989:14).

Inside the educare classrooms I used shelving to create different rooms or areas and
to inhibit rowdy and running behaviour by diminishing large open spaces (Chapter 4,
Inkwenkwezi, 1997 and Chapter 5, Try Again 1997). Once again quiet activities like
reading and puzzle construction were separated from noisy and more social block
play. Water play, painting and playdough needed to be close to an exit or at least to
the sinks and in an uncarpetéd area. The house centre, which I aimed eventually to
interpret somewhat like Montessori's Activities of Practical Life but which had some
. equipment for dramatic playas well, was situated near the noisier block area. Tables
and chairs for activities like drawing, math, science discovery, patterning were situated
in the quieter and sunnier side of the room near the reading area. The shelving, as
opposed to walls, allowed for a sense of space while providing an intimacy within
each area. Allen and Hart (1984) provide the best rationale I have ever seen for these
arrangements. Lincoln County Board of Education where I worked in Canada include
sample drawings of early childhood classrooms but not the rationale in their ECE
guidelines (1989:26-7). Robison explains such environmental structuring in this way.
Montessori called environmental structuring the "prepared environment." She
meant the orderly, well-selected arrangement of equipment and materials,
which in itself suggest to the child what there is to do and how he should
behave. It includes the overall ambience - its warmth and friendliness - and the
specific messages the child receives from the objects and their placement in the
room (1983:193).
Finally, Roberts (1971 :5) underlines the aim of a child-friendly room when she advises
teachers to "kneel down" in order to see the room plan from the preschool child's
height.
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2.5.2

SELF-HELP

ROUTINES

Montessori called these routines the activities of practical life and divided the tasks into
five sub-areas. They are the first materials a child uses in a Montessori classroom and
help the child" ...Iead a practical life and do ordinary housework with a devotion and
accuracy that becomes remarkably calm and dignified" (Montessori, 1988b:64). The
preliminary activities develop in the child a respect for the other people in the
classroom (e.g. how to handle a chair efficiently, safely and quietly) as well as those
activities necessary to carrying out many of the other tasks (e.g. carrying a tray or
pouring solids or liquids.

Other activities are more involved with caring for the

environment, like sweeping the floor, dusting shelves, washing tables and weeding
the garden.

A third group has specifically to do with the care of self, such as

handwashing, dressing and combing hair.

A fourth category of practical life is

included in Grace and Courtesy which encompasses those actions which contribute to
social development and respect for others. The fifth category includes activities that
refine movement and develop an awareness of silence.

In arranging the classroom layout and in helping the teachers organize the daily
programme I built in time and need for children to be involved in the care of their
educare centre as well as care of themselves. This included weeding and cultivating
as well as picking up trash outdoors, helping serve the meals, keeping the classroom
swept and dusted and tidying the shelves.

These activities allowed the children to develop skills of independence in their own
care. They learned independent toileting,

to dress and undress themselves, wash

their hands, feed themselves, pour themselves a glass of water, etc. They also began
to look beyond themselves to their environment and to value order, causing them
spontaneously to clean up the block shelves or rearrange the book shelves, to
mention but two examples ..
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2.5.3

ROUTINES

AND THE DAILY PROGRAMME

Routines impact on health, safety and the learning programme in educare centres.
Remembering my own emphasis mentioned above (2.1), routines also foster the
development of order and independence. The programme in use at the three centres
under study emanated from the Grassroots Educare Trust training courses that the
teachers had taken previously. I suggested revisions to the daily programme to reflect
less teacher-centred whole group time, less time spent by children lining up or other
modes of waiting for everyone to be ready, and more time allocated to self-directed
activities. It is interesting to me that Grassroots training follows closely the High/Scope
training course developed in Ypsilanti, Michigan and used in the Head Start
programme (Lay-Dopyera and Dopyera, 1987:69-81).

Some of the same daily

programming features appear in Lubeck's (1985:99-100) description of a Head Start
programme.

Rather than three rings each day which necessitated unnecessary tidy up and waiting,
I encouraged the teachers to divide the children into at least two age groupings (3-4,
5-6) and spend up to 30 minutes with them, telling or reading stories, learning songs
and action rhymes, discussing the weather, and learning about calendar time. Space
is a premium in these centres and group activities mean a general tidying away of
materials as well as tables and chairs.

Doing this three times a day seemed

oppressive. In fact, at one centre the teachers were just not bothering with the group
time at all as a result, and at another centre it was table activities that suffered.

The second change in the programme was to diminish children wasting their day
lining up. I suggested doing away with regimented toileting time in favour of going as
they needed. It is also far more realistic for a young child who may well not be able to
"perform" on demand. I modified the flow of children in the centre for handwashing
before meals and indoor activities, however, and the method worked very well.

It

required less time, effort and congestion within the centre and yet the children had
cleaner hands than had been the case under the old programme which was often
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ignored. Lubeck (1985:99-100), in her ethnographic study, makes particular reference
to lining up and waiting until every child is ready, noting that it is a teacher control
behaviour and takes a lot of time.

In the last instance of suggested change in the daily programme, more time for selfdirected activities, my rationale was to allow children to choose a variety of activities as
we" as to enjoy their 'fill' at any centre. This provided time to develop the span of
concentration as children became interested in the learning opportunities of the task
they had chosen, which Montessori would have approved of, and to discover the
properties and potential of the educational materials and activities, which would have
satisfied both Dewey and Montessori. Gradually, this time block extended to an hour
and a half at Try Again, a huge progression from the 15 to 20 minutes children had
spent drawing (including waiting for paper and crayons to be distributed) before
returning outside.

The programme also allowed time for children to help with many formerly teacher-only
tasks, like serving meals, tidying away materials and maintaining a clean classroom
and garden.

In establishing the new programme, I stressed the staff roles during the various parts of
the day. In this way I hoped to distribute tasks over the day, to ensure fair workloads
for a" concerned at the centres as we" as to ensure that children were monitored at a"
times, a pressing safety issue. A" these routine and programme changes reflected
shortcomings I observed during initial visits to the centres. The process of change is
more clearly highlighted in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

2.5.4

TEACHER INVOLVEMENT

DURING SELF-DIRECTED

ACTIVITIES

I refer now to the time block in the schedule allocated for indoor activities often called
'free play,' what I term self-directed activities. Allen and Hart (1984: 18) describe the
time block as 'discovery learning', a term which I think Dewey would have wholeheartedly endorsed. I modeled supportive, facilitating teacher behaviour during these
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activities. I experimented with the teachers to show how teacher presence can create
interest and advance the learning opportunities of activities. There was growth as a
result for both teachers and children in the block centre, at the lego table, in puzzle
construction, with math manipulatives, and at the drawing and painting centres.

Lindberg and Swedlow (1976) suggest the "role of the teacher" in each aspect of the
curriculum, be it maths, art, science or language.

They emphasize the teacher's

attitude towards learning and towards particular subject areas. Although there is no
mention of his name, Dewey's thinking permeates their suggestions.

In their

discussion of the role of the teacher in science, for example, Lindberg and Swedlow
state that the teacher's
...attitude will be an important factor in determining children's attitudes.... If the
teacher is an observer, a questioner, and an experimenter, and values these
processes, then he is more likely to help children use them as a way of
gathering information (1976:225).
In the same section they caution that the teacher not overwhelm, but wait tor the
children's "wanderings" (Lindberg and Swedlow, 1976:225) to emerge.

They also

suggest using the correct terminology as a model, but not to get involved with direct
teaching of scientific terms.

I took time to explain not only how to use and present learning materials to the
teachers but also explained some of the benefits to children this equipment provided.
Cohen and Rudolph (1997:150-62), for example, offer insight into block play which
corresponds to a chart I displayed in the classrooms 'advertising' the many areas of
learning addressed in block play.

Very often I was able to model as I worked with children what I wanted teachers to .
practice.

Since I did not speak much isiXhosa, however, I sometimes used the

rehearsal process with teachers so they could try out a different form of questioning. At
these times I always chose a particular activity that children were about to do, often
preparing the activity so that it could become a 'teachable moment' for the teachers.
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Eliciting the story of a painting or drawing, for example, requires delicate timing as well
as open-ended questions (Try Again, 1998). I also suggested to the teachers that they
regularly write down the picture stories as a way of interesting children in the written
word. This particular example was a very successful learning experience.

While I

have long been familiar with Marie Clay's work on 'emergent literacy' and the writing
road to reading (Strickland and Morrow, 1989), it is interesting to note that Vygotsky
(1978) is credited with "...Iocat[ing] the prehistory of written language in children's
drawing and playing" (Dyson, 1991:99), for it constitutes well-established teacher
wisdom and practice. It is good to note the moments when practice informs theory.

2.5.5

THE LEARNING PROGRAMME

The centres where I worked had limlted materials.· One of the extensions of my
volunteer role was to help choose educational materials for the learning centres once
a donation was received. The only area that was specifically Montessori-based in my
choices was materials for the activities of practical life. In the main, however, I made
choices from materials recommended for broad-based early learning programmes.
Allen and Hart (1984:34-51) devote a chapter to materials for learning, categorizing
them as materials for discovery learning (otten called 'free-play'), self-help routines
and teacher-structured activities. Under discovery learning they suggest materials for
each of the areas of an early childhood classroom.

They establish criteria for all

materials under safety, appropriateness, function, durability, versatility, variety and
appearance (1984:49-51).

Lindberg and Swedlow (1976) suggest materials by

curriculum area (e.g. art, maths) and note the role of the teacher in each as well. LayDopyera and Dopyera (1987) outline the materials and set-ups for each area as well
as their relevance for motor, affective, social and cognitive development.

Grobler,

Penning, Orr, Calitz and van Staden (1987:65-70) also provide lists of "toys and play
equipment" for different ages of children subdividing them into natural materials, active
play equipment, construction materials, manipulative toys and fantasy play. Roberts
(1975:3) suggests some thought-provoking

questions

about the display

presentation of the materials in order to stimulate and motivate.
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and

I have said that the classrooms were divided into different learning areas and that I
chose materials to equip those areas where material was needed. I have also noted
that I suggested changes to the programme so that children had time to make choices,
to visit a variety of centres during the block for self-directed activities.

I also worked

with teachers to change their interactions with children during this time period.
Furthermore, I made attempts at Inkwenkwezi

(1998) to

introduce

activities

thematically so that the children learned about a particular subject in a variety of ways.

2.5.6

LEADERSHIP

ISSUES

Margaret Lally (1991) makes a thorough study of the nursery teacher as a leader of
staff. Hér thoughts have significance for the educare principals with whom I worked.
At Inkwenkwezi (1997-8), the pressing issue was for the principal to delegate some of
her responsibilities whereas at Try Again (1997-8) the principal needed to assume
more of the role of model and to expect accountability of her staff. The different cultural
context of the three centres notwithstanding, leadership has an important and sensitive
role to play. I was surprised at the creative problem solving around staffing on two
occasions at Inkwenkwezi in 1998. At Try Again, my role in encouraging the principal
and helping her to be proud of the changes taking place at the centre, while at the
same time developing teaching skills in all the staff, eventually allowed her to assume
a more assertive role as principal, a first among equals role. At both centres I learned
much more about the inclusive upliftment of members of the group, the spirit of ubuntu,
often called African humanism (Bhengu, 1997:4-5), thanl was able to offer in the role
of leadership.

2.6

TEACHER TRAINING

I now look briefly at the educare training offered by some of the non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) to further an understanding of what the teachers had been
exposed to in training prior to my arrival. Much of this training was not at first evident in
practice at the centres, but became more apparent as the teachers and I held hands.
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2.6.1

GRASSROOTS

EDUCARE TRUST

Grassroots was established in 1972 with its beginnings in the Preschool Child
Development Committee dating to 1968. Grassroots also had linkages with the Early
Learning Centre and, with the Centre, established the Home Early Learning
Programme (HELP) to help mothers stimulate their children.

Grassroots was

interested as well in assisting centre-based programmes for children

(Rickards,

1987:130.)

While the HELP programme was suspended in 1974, the preschool training and
assistance programme as well as the Adventure Bus Programme (providing outings
for preschoolers) and the preschool supplies shop have flourished for more than
twenty years. In 1986 Grassroots became involved with training women in home
educare for children mostly 0-3 years of age (Rickards, 1987:130). Grassroots has
experienced financial difficulties with the deflection of international donor aid from the
NGO sector to the national government. As a result, the organization has made efforts
to rightsize and downsize since 1994.

Grassroots educare training consists of three levels, with a fourth level planned for
2001. Most of the teachers with whom I work have completed both Levels I and 2. The
original training was that used by the Early Learning Resource Unit (ELRU).

The

programme follows closely the High/Scope training developed in the Perry Preschool
Project in Ypsilanti, Michigan (which became involved in Head Start) which aimed to
offer compensatory education to disadvantaged children in order to improve their
success in primary school. In Cape Town the training is offered at the Athlone
headquarters of Grassroots in English, and until 1999 in the African townships in
isiXhosa.

The first level consists of 22 sessions offered once a week in the afternoons and is an
introductory course.

It covers child development, managing children's behaviour,

active learning, room arrangement, educational materials and the daily programme.
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One session is devoted to each of these topics. Level 2 is longer (165 hours) and
more sessions are devoted to child development (4), plan-do-review (4), and key
experiences (9). The two last topics are specifically High/Scope conceptions. The first
helps children to choose, do and then reflect on what they have done during 'free
play', what I call self-directed activities. The second consists of about 50 experiences
in a variety of curriculum areas that are deemed important to ensuring future school
success. In the last module, Level 2 training offers a session on theme planning. Both
levels offer sessions on group learning in rings. The trainer does not visit the trainee
in her educare setting; this is accomplished by a community worker.

I had discussions about the training with the teachers at the three centres and later
with the principals of the 18 educare centres which Mustadafin Foundation serves. All
Grassroots-trained teachers had taken their training at a satellite training centre
offered in the townships. All noted that the first level was very rudimentary and not
enough to run the centres. What I found worrying is that when I compared the training
offered in Athlone, a Coloured area, with that offered in the African townships, there
seemed to be a difference in the depth of the programme. For example, the township
training offered the teachers no hands-on experience with a variety of educational
materials. They were told how to make materials from waste if they did not have
educational materials, but they never had demonstrations of standard educational
materials like puzzles, nor were they given any rationale for using such materials.
Thus, when Mustadafin provided materials through donations I had to show teachers
how to use them themselves, tell them the sort of learning the materials offered
children and model how to present them by working with the children myself.

Since the training, like that of ELRU, is competency-based and since I have seen no
evidence of certain aspects of the training (like the above example) I worry that
exposure and discussion of some features of the curriculum are inadequately covered
or not covered at all.

This is of particular concern in South Africa where racial

discrimination has, in the past, motivated differences in education. Language may be
a factor interfering with successful training as well as the logistics of operating at a
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satellite location. A list which outlines some other possible problems with training is
provided below (2.6.3).

2.6.2

EARLY LEARNING RESOURCE UNIT (ELRU)

ELRU was "established in 1978 with funding from the Bernard van Leer Foundation ..."
to improve "... the quality of preschool education and care throughout South Africa via
training ...n (van den Berg and Vergnani, 1986:77). According to van den Berg and
Vergnani,
ELRU has had an incalculable influence on preschool education and care in
South Africa. Virtually all paraprofessional preschool training in South Africa is
either based on ELRU materials and methods or is heavily influenced by
them....ln a society where formal accreditation is close to being a national
malaise, ELRU has filled the gap by training the paraprofessional staff that
make up the majority of staff in preschool facilities catering for the poorer
sections of society....Such is the calibre of its work that in many cases ELRU
has bridged the gap between "formal" and "non-formal" training by having its
qualifications recognized as sufficient to the purpose by official bodies
(1986: 78-9).
ELRU has been involved in pilot training projects as part of the national Ministry of
Education's intended policy of compulsory provision for the Reception Year (Grade R).
In this capacity, ELRU worked with other NGOs (including Grassroots) in the Western
Cape on the Reception Year Pilot under the umbrella of the Thousand Schools Project
from 1996-1998. I did a little research for this same pilot project in 1997. A further
pilot, the National Pilot Project, involving six NGOs, including ELRU, is underway to
end in 2000.

ELRU offered many of our teachers Level 1 and 2 of the part-time, in-service Preschool
Training Programme.

It was only 'in-service' in the sense that the women were

already working in centres, and not that they had received any prior pre-service
training. ELRU now includes sessions around outcomes based education to meet the
national Ministry's policy goals as well as a baby care course (ELRU Training Courses
1999, pamphlet).
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Prior to 1997, ELRU's Level 1 training was offered in three modules. The first module
covers child development, health and nutrition, behaviour management and physical
layout theory in four full days.

The second module includes an examination of

activities that take place in the learning areas during self-directed activities. Added to
this overview, is an introduction to art activities in Module 1. Module 3 sessions
introduce make-believe (socio-dramatic) play theory, storytelling and music and
include an opportunity to make make-believe play equipment and to discuss how to
implement the three components in the students' educare programme.

Level 2 training comprises 31 three-hour sessions. This year-long course includes
three sessions on child develoment, two on how to plan the layout of an educare
centre, three sessions covering the related topics of daily programmes, routines, team
teaching,

planning

administration.

and record-keeping.

There

is one

session

devoted

to

Six sessions cover aspects of self-directed activities, including two

opportunities to make equipment.

Four sessions are health, nutrition and safety

oriented. Outdoor play comprises one session. During and at the end of both Level 1
and Level 2 "ELRU trainers regularly visit participants in their work situation" (van der
Merwe, 1994).

It is interesting to note that neither Grassroots nor ELRU training place any emphasis
on numeracy or discovering science.

While storytelling and picture books are an

important part of literacy development, I was surprised that there were no .sessions on
emergent reading and writing which appear in the preschool child.

2.6.3

TRAINING HAZARDS

The type of early childhood training notwithstanding, the NGOs experience similar
challenges in offering training to their clients who live in' Cape Town's African
townships. One challenge is inconsistent attendance. This may be for any number of
reasons related to poverty and the daily struggle with its many crises in the townships.
Some examples include lack ot.taxi fare, eruption of taxi violence, winter rains flood
the shacks, winds blow down the shacks, frequent illness of staff who frequently
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experience a number of chronic illnesses leaving the centres short-staffed, or teacher
visits to their ancestral homes to attend to family matters which include the traditional
funeral. I refer further to the population I served in Chapter 3.2.1.

Language, race and class constitute potential barriers to establishing a trust between
trainers and trainees. I have experienced the frustration of not being able to make
myself understood at times because of my lack of ability in speaking isiXhosa. For the
same reason I could not be a language model interacting with children and therefore
could not, for example, model the ring time (group storytelling, singing, fingerplays,
etc.). Furthermore, one of my most startling realizations was with what suspicion I was
initially viewed when I met the staff at a new centre, a reality to which Grassroots staff
had tried to alert me (Chapter 1.6.1.8). This is the legacy of oppression in South
Africa.

Another challenge is how to involve the whole staff in change at the centre when only
one teacher is taking the training. All the NGOs have the same difficulty in providing
enough on-site support to the trainee as she tries to apply what she has learned,
sometimes in a hostile climate as other staff have been trained in other methods.
Such support is costly and time-consuming.

It is also aggravated by general

difficulties with traveling in the townships. The often labyrinthian townships are made
the more difficult to negotiate because few roads are marked and may well not even·
be marked on the street guide. This can be a daunting experience, one that is fed by
prejudice and fear of violence.

In addition, the centres often have no phone to

reconfirm the visit and the student might well not be there even though a date and time
has been agreed upon at the last training session.

The influence of prior training might interfere with the current training, thus delaying
the trainee's integrating the new training into her knowledge about teaching in early
childhood. Another factor in the training is the influence of funders.

Donations have

considerable influence and if donors want one type of programme, the pressing needs
for funds may cause the centres to change their ethos. One can easily see how an
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alternative method like Steiner's or Montessori's might be threatened in such a
situation.

The number of children in each centre is often too large for 'caring' educare. This
together with cramped facilities makes it difficult for trainees to carry out what they
learn in the training modules.

These are some of the major difficulties trainers and teachers experience in changing
the face of educare in disadvantaged communities.

2.7 EDUCARE IN THE TOWNSHIPS
In spite of the tremendous challenges, there has been a growing need for both home
and centre-based educare in the African townships. This last section of Chapter 2
briefly examines the history marking the growth and change in educare provision
during the last 15 years on the Cape Flats.

The statistics on public assistance to educare in South Africa give a clear
understanding of apartheid policy that "Parents must not shuffle off onto others the duty
of bringing up their own children" (From the Manifesto on Education published in
February 1948; cited in the National Education Policy Investigation (NEPI) report on
ECE, 1992:13). Furthermore, any provision of early childhood education
inversely to need" (van den Berg and Vergnani, 1986:119).

occurs

lO •••

Per capita spending on

educare by education departments according to race qroup in 1990 shows R1 684 per
white child and only R38 per African child.

It is worth noting that some of the

homelands (bantustans), most notably Bophutatswana, invested in educare.

The

overall figures for the homelands show per capita spending at R536 per child
(Biersteker, 1993:17). "In the mid-80s the South African National Education Policy
(SANEP) formula limited the subsidies that Education departments could provide for
pre-primary education" (The Centre for Education Policy Development

(CEPD),

1994:19). The Department of Education and Training (for Africans) reacted to these
restrictions by opting for a bridging programmme to ease children into Sub A (Grade
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1). Depending on their 'readiness', children could enter Grade 1 after 3 weeks, after
12 weeks or after a full year in the Bridging Class (CEPD, 1994:19-20).

Educare, however, continued to be a growing need as mothers, most of whom were
heads' of household, joined the work force.

In 1992, according to the National

Education Policy Investigation report on Early Childhood Education (1992:16-7), some
108 062 African children were in educare subsidized by government, whereas another
226 688 (more than twice the subsidized number) were in educare centres that
received no subsidy. Whereas the number of African children in educare is more than
twice that of white children, they reflect only 6 percent of the population of African
children aged 0 - 6, as opposed to 33 percent of white children able to enjoy educare.

In the Western Cape in 1992 there were 444 800 children of 0 - 6 years.

Of that 1992

number 88800 were African (this last figure would be much higher now with the huge
migration of Xhosa from the Eastern Cape in search of jobs). Of the 444 800 children
52 000 were in educare (Biersteker, 1993:i-iii of Addendum).

Neither ELRU nor

Western Cape Social Services was able to provide me with current figures.

One of the problems of educare and for its struggling providers is that it straddles three
government ministries, namely Health, Social Services and Education.

Whereas

Education has given very little support to educare for African children, Health has
provided food subsidies in the past (notice of an end to this food subsidy was made
public by the Community Based Nutrition Programme early in 2000), and Social
Services have given subsidies for needy children to registered and registering
educare centres. The process of registering a centre, however, may be long term
since the requirements for care provision are difficult to meet in township shacks. At
least in the new dispensation, the subsidy has been equalized for all educare children.
There was no Welfare subsidy for African children prior to April 1991 and when it was
introduced at that time centres received R4.66 for white children while they received
between 21 and 66 cents for African children

depending

administration (NEPI, 1992:24-5).
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on the provincial

In the Western Cape, Social Services subsidies provided were dependent on the
standard of service offered by educare centres.

Those centres offering the best

service received the highest subsidy, between RS.S1 and R6.18. There were three
subsidy classifications, the basic subsidy being in the range of R2.12 to R2.38. Thus
the neediest programmes received the least amount of subsidy. Now the subsidy has
been equalized to R4.S0 per child per day (Smith interview, October 13, 2000)

Due perhaps to the challenges of amalgamating Social Services from the three
existing departments (racially segregated) since 1994, there have been no statistics
collected in the Western Cape to reflect the numbers of educare centres now
registered by racial group. Nor are there figures to inform how many children by race
are in educare centres (Smith interview, October 13, 2000).

It would have been

interesting and enlightening to be able to compare statistics of 1990 and 1999 to see if
African children in the poorest communities have increasing access to subsidized
educare.

2.8

CONCLUSION

In this chapter I have tried to create a picture of early childhood education, including
issues that have arisen and changed in this century. I examined the ECE principles
and theories that reflect my professional background and have underpinned the
changes I sought to bring about in the three educare centres where I work. I have
given a brief description of some of the training curricula offered by NGOs in Cape
Town concerned with training early childhood educators. In this way, I have tried to
establish where the teachers and I were 'professionally' at the commencement of the
project. Finally, I have provided a brief history of the development of educare in the
African townships on the Cape Flats, notwithstanding the lack of current statistics.

The next chapter, provides a description of the methodology of the study I undertook
as well as the rationale for my choice of methodology.
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CHAPTER 3 - METHODOLOGY
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This chapter explores in some detail the theoretical underpinnings

and resulting

methodology of my research. I attempt to answer some questions about the nature of
action research, what led me to the choice of action research and what action research
had to offer what I was doing in township educare centres. To begin, then, I elaborate
on the nature of action research.

3.1

WHAT IS ACTION RESEARCH?

In this section I list and discuss several definitions of action research. In the discussion
I allow an understanding to emerge of the different kinds of action research that form
part of qualitative research.

In particular, I look at practical and emancipatory

educational action research in comparison to other forms of educational action
research. - Finally, I build an argument advocating the aims of emancipatory
educational action research given the context of the project I have undertaken.

3.1.1

DEFINITIONS

AND CLASSIFICATIONS

Alison Kelly (1985:129-30) offers three classifications of action research.

The first,

which she calls 'experimental social administration', includes action research that
does not involve teachers. Her British example is the work of the Educational Priority
Areas which took their problem as identified in the Plowden Report (1967, an official
body outside the school system), developed suggested solutions from the research
literature and employed project teams of action workers and action researchers to
implement the solutions in schools (1985:129-30).
action research as 'teacher research'.

She identifies a second type of

The problems are identified, the proposed

solutions are planned and the implementation is carried out by teachers and groups of
teachers in their own classrooms and schools. Kelly (1985:131) quotes Elliott (1978,
1982, 1983) and Dave Ebbutt (1985) to support the parameters of 'teacher-research'
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action research. She mentions that Sharples (1983) argues that action research is
integral to good teaching and need not include "replicability and transferability" and
that it is the "only sort of educational research which has validity for practitioners"
(Kelly, 1985:131). She allows, however, that Ebbutt calls for a public report before
"teachers' reflections" may be "labelled 'research'" (1985:132).
classification

of action research 'simultaneous-integrated

Kelly calls her third

action research'.

In

advocating a place in action research for this third classification, Kelly describes how it
matches a definition of action research as proposed by Hult and Lennung (1980). The
definition is as follows.
Action Research
1. simultaneously assists in practical problem solving and expands scientific
knowledge;
2. as well as enhances the competencies of the respective actors;
3. being performed collaboratively;
4. in an immediate situation;
5. using data feedback in a cyclical process;
. 6. aiming at increased understanding of a given social situation;
7. primarily applicable for the understanding of change processes in social
systems;
8. and undertaken within a mutually acceptable ethical framework (in Kelly,
·1985:129-30).
While Kelly is promoting the acceptance of 'simultaneous-integrated' action research
in this article (1985:129), she makes it clear that she supports all three classifications
under the umbrella of action research. She does, however, caution that "the term
_'action-research' is currently in danger of being captured by teacher-researchers to the
exclusion of other models, and this would be unfortunate" (1985:149).

It is her second classification, 'teacher-research'
commonly employed by action researchers.

action research which is most

This classification includes its own

spectrum of possibilities vis-a-vis scope of project, number of practitioners involved,
level of practitioner involvement; type and variety of data accumulated, reference to
existing research, accountability to existing practices, replicability, and measure of
disclosure. Another area where such action research varies greatly is in the aims of
those involved.

Is the project to gain practice in reflective thinking and problem
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solving, for example, or are emancipation and democracy included as the ultimate
goals of the chosen project? Other definitions of this kind of action research may aid
the discussion.

Cohen and Manion (1982:174) define action research as "... a small-scale intervention
in the functioning of the real world and a close examination of the effects of such
intervention".

The authors go on to separate the purposes of educational action

research into five categories:
(1) it is a means of remedying problems diagnosed in specific situations, or of
improving in some way a given set of circumstances; (2) it is a means of inservice training, thereby equipping the teacher with new skills and methods,
sharpening [her] analytical powers and heightening [her] self-awareness; (3) it
is a means of injecting additional or innovatory approaches to teaching and
learning into an ongoing system which normally inhibits innovation and change;
(4) it is a means of improving the normally poor communication between the
practising teacher and the academic researcher, and of remedying the failure of
traditional research to give clear prescriptions; and (5) although lacking the
rigour of true scientific research, it is a means of providing a preferable
alternative to the more subjective, impressionistic approach to problem-solving
in the classroom (1982:176-7).
They further define action research as
situational-- it is concerned with diagnosing a problem in a specific context and
attempting to solve it in that context; it is usually ... collaborative -- teams of
researchers and practitioners work together on a project; it is participatory -team members themselves take part directly or indirectly in implementing the
research; and it is self-evaluative -- modifications are continuously evaluated
with the ongoing situation, the ultimate objective being -to improve practice in
some way or other (Cohen and Manion, 1982:177, their emphasis).
According to Altrichter, Posh and Somekh, action research
... is focussed on the immediate application, not on the development of theory,
nor upon general application .... Its purpose is to improve school practices and,
at the same time, to improve those who try to improve the practices. The
purpose of action research is to combine the "research function with teacher
growth in such qualities as objectivity, skill in research processes, habits of
thinking, ability to work harmoniously with others, and professional spirit
(1993:12-3).
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These definitions provide important guideposts for the researcher. They corral action
research from quantitative research. They give action research classroom-specific
tasks for improving problem situations and implementing innovations.

They market

action research for real-life situations and involve teachers as researchers in the
changelimprovement process. They allow that teachers conducting such research in
their classrooms will develop as researchers and team players.

There are, however, a few points in these definitions that require some rebuttal before I
move on. Cohen and Manion (1982:174) refer to "small-scale intervention".

Their

further definition of educational action research seems to confine "small-scale" to the
single classroom. While I have done this small-scale improvement of practice for
years, I can envisage the benefits of action research in a whole school project,
particularly as the wider involvement of staff offers the possibility of sharing problems
and ideas and of being each other's critical friends. I have chosen action research for
a project that encompasses three educare centres and their staff. Their fifth point
about educational action research ("lacking the rigour of true scientific research"
1982:177) seems to relegate action research to second class status, making it only
'better than nothing'.

Altrichter, Posh and Somekh (1993) tell us that action research is not focused "on the
development of theory, nor upon general application", but on improving "school
practices" (1993:12-3). I chose action research for the opportunity I felt it offered to
develop new practices and I made a point of working with early childhood educational
theories so that the teachers with whom I worked would understand that I acted from a
theoretical foundation.

Furthermore, as a researcher, I took the opportunity to try

theoretical ideas in practice. Neither Cohen and Manion's nor Altrichter, Posh and
Somekh's definition of action research supports teacher knowledge as an important
contribution to the corpus of educational theory.

Finally, "real life" (Cohen and Manion, 1982:174) is more than the classroom, its
teacher and students. It is the broader context -of the political, nistorlcal, economic,
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religious, racial, and educational setting. It is also the understanding of this context
that the participants possess and the role in the project that they assign the context. In
this way, "real life" is not merely present time, the time of the project, but has a past and
a future. Research that values these issues necessarily has a moral character. The
researchers place a moral value on the change that is envisaged in the goals of the
project, no matter how small that change may be.

Two other definitions identify fewer technical but more fundamental aspects of action
research.

In 1985, Winter (Janse

Van

Rensburg, 1995:35)

identifies

two

characteristics of action research: "The first is that the process involves reflection, i.e.,
the development of understanding; the second is that the process involves changes in
practice." Bogdan and Biklen, in 1992, agree that action research "strives not only
towards improved insight into a situation, but also includes a commitment to change in
practice" (Janse Van Rensburg, 1995:35, her emphasis).

Carr and Kemmis offer, for my purposes, a very satisfying definition and explanation of
action research.
Action research is simply a form of self-reflective enquiry undertaken by
participants in social situations in order to improve the rationality and justice of
their own practices, their understanding of these practices, and the situations in
which the practices are carried out (1986:163).
The authors further qualify action research as follows:
There are two essential aims of all action research: to improve and to involve.
Action research aims at improvement in three areas: firstly, the improvement of
the practice; secondly, the improvement of the understanding of the practice by
its practitioners; and thirdly, the improvement of the situation in which the
practice takes place. The aim of involvement stands shoulder to shoulder with
the aim of improvement. Those involved in the practice being considered are to
be involved in the action research process in all its phases of planning, acting,
observing and reflecting. As an action research project develops, it is expected
that a widening circle of those affected by the practice will become involved in
the research process (Carr and Kemmis, 1986:165, their emphasis).
Minimal conditions for action research, state Carr and Kemmis are (1) a strategic
"social practice" that is "susceptible of improvement"; (2) a "spiral of cycles of planning,
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acting, observing and reflecting, with each of these activities being systematically and
self-critically implemented and interrelated"; and (3) the involvement of participants "in
each of the moments of the activity" (1986:165).

The word strategic makes an important connection to those "central...construct[s)" to
which Diamond refers (1991:49). I return to this later in the chapter (see 3.2.3). The
spirals of understanding suggest the possibility of learning from doing and reflecting
and of actually transforming an environment and creating new practice. The third point
they make about participant involvement speaks to the possibility of emboldening and
empowering through ownership of the process.

These characteristics make for a

serious action research project, one that dignifies the participants with an important
task.

In order to understand the framework in which Carr and Kemmis developed this
definition one must look at the antecedents of their thinking.

They draw from

Habermas' theory of critical social science which refutes the positivism of a scientific
view that insists it must judge all knowledge.

Habermas developed a theory of

knowledge that allows for different kinds of knowledge "shaped by the particular
human interest that they serve" (Carr and Kemmis, 1986:134). Habermas identified
"three knowledge-constitutive interests which he labels the 'technical', the 'practical'
and the 'emancipatory' ..." (Carr and Kemmis, 1986:134-5). It is the first of these, the
technical interests, that results in "instrumental knowledge taking the form of scientific
explanations" (Carr and Kemmis, 1986:135). Insofar as educational research that falls
into this category is concerned, terms like 'empirical truth', 'standardized testing', and
'quantitative research' apply.

The second, practical interests, "generate[s] knowledge in the form of interpretive
understanding which can inform and guide practical judgment" (Carr and Kemmis,
1986:135).

Habermas explained that practical interests were concerned with

knowledge gained in "understanding and clarifying the conditions for meaningful
communication

and dialogue"

(Carr and Kemmis, 1986:135), with subjective
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interpretations of conditions existing in the human sciences.

This knowledge area

studied through practice and subjective interpretation constitutes much of action
research as it is currently understood and practised (Adendorff, 1993:133).
The third knowledge-constitutive classification, emancipatory interests, is concerned
with "a basic human interest in rational autonomy and freedom which issues in a
demand

for the intellectual

communication

and material

and interaction

can occur"

conditions

in which

(Carr and

Kemmis,

non-alienated
1986:135-6).

Habermas proposed that critical social science is concerned with these emancipatory
interests. "In the field of education, action research that is framed within this paradigm
will seek to transform the educational situation, not merely to improve it, and to expose
social or historical factors that contribute to subordination, not merely to enhance
interaction" (Adendorff, 1993:134). This is the thinking behind the definition of action
research offered by Carr and Kemmis which I have detailed above (1986:163-5).

When educational action research takes as its aims the democratic conscientization of
its participants, an engagement in critical thinking and reflexive actions, and the
possibility

of a fundamentally

changed practice as necessitated

by historical

insufficiencies and oppression, then it is emancipatory educational action research.

In

light of the history of South Africa where both oppressor and oppressed continue to
pursue their roles even though liberation has been achieved at the polls, this form of
research is morally compelling.

This is not to saythat

lnterpretiverpractical action

research is morally neutral. Indeed the term we have from Aristotle, phronesis,

the

"moral disposition to act truly and justly" (Carr and Kemmis, 1986:33) guides both
practical and emancipatory action. Carr and Kemmis, however, describe a form of
critical thinking about educational matters which is strategic and which proposes that
•
•
•

•

educational activities are historically located ...
education is a social activity with social consequences ...
education is intrinsically political, affecting the life chances of those involved
..." and "...those who can influence the nature of education can influence the
character and expectations of future citizens...
educational acts -- every act of teaching and every, learning opportunity
embodied in a curriculum -- are problematic ... (1986:39, their italics).
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Carr and Kemmis further suggest that the teacher who sees her work in this way will
submit aspects that are problematic to "systematic examination" in which the teacher
"... plans thoughtfully, acts deliberately,

observes the consequences of action

systematically, and reflects critically on the situational constraints and practical
potential of the strategic action being considered' (1986:40, their emphasis). This may
be private reflection or a more public research project. Kemmis points out, however,
that
... the development of theory and practice depends on the conscious
participation of individuals in a public process -- in one form or another, in
research as Stenhouse defines it. The development of theory and practice
requires our participation as individuals, but at the same time makes us more
than individuals -- it makes us the bearers of traditions, responsible with others
for continuing the debates through which the traditions may be defended and
strengthened, or through which they may properly be laid to rest (1995: 16).
In the same Prologue to Carr's work (1995) he also describes the discussions
amongst participants that would constitute such a research project and the conditions
for that discussion.

His reference to Thomas McCarthy is particularly clarifying for

those of us who have struggled with Habermas! Whether or not the "conditions for
ideal discourse" are achieved within a research project, the aims of "... 'freedom' and
'justice' ..." must be included if 'truth' is to emerge (Kemmis, 1995:16).

3.1.2

EMANCIPATORY

EDUCATIONAL

ACTION RESEARCH AND THE

REFLECTIVE TEACHER
Contained within the above argument for emancipatory educational action research as
ideal for transformation in education is the understanding that the teachers who
participate in this right and just activity are ideal for the profession they have chosen. It
is not because they research that they are ideally suited to teach, but rather because
these teachers accept that it is through reflective practice that these qualities emerge
and are refined, "in concurrence with a political decision that the educator's role is
crucial" (Freire, 1998:39).
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Freire (1998:39) lists and describes what he sees as the "indispensable qualities of
progressive teachers for their better performance." The humility, armed lovingness,
tolerance, decisiveness, security, impatience/patience, joy of living and verbal
parsimony of Freire's (1998:40-5) teacher are also some of the necessary qualities of
an emancipatory educational action researcher. A teacher's consciousness of these
as vital qualities for the development of herself and her students allow her to
participate in emancipatory education and in emancipatory educational research.
These qualities are the attributes of the learning teacher, the diligent observer, the
curious knower. McNiff (1993:20-1), in fact, tells us that this progressive teacher and
action researcher are the same person because the good teacher is always examining
her practice, developing herself and in so doing helping her "clients" to develop
themselves. While I agree that a more public form of inquiry requires more than these
qualities in the researcher, they are necessary ingredients in the hopeful, trusting,
imaginative and energetic process of emancipatory educational action research.

Interestingly, Freire's progressive teacher somewhat parallels Montessori's concept of
the ideal teacher who must become through practice aware of herself as a person
while learning to be a keen observer possessing a "moral alertness" that "is revealed
in her tranquillity, patience, charity, and humility" (1988b:151-2); who firmly believes in
the potential of each child (1988a:252); and whose role it is to clear the path for the
child so that the child is able to construct him/herself into the adult only he or she can
become (1988b:63-4).

Prior to the emergence of concentration in the child, the

Montessori teacher must be "seductive" and "charming" (1988a:253-4).

"She must

entice and be like the flame which heartens all by its warmth, enlivens and invites"
(1988a:253). It is only once the child discovers an interest and develops concentration
that the Montessorian steps back and allows the environment to teach the child ..

Montessori's interest in the child as builder of him/herself is very similar to
"humanization" which Freire describes as "the people's historical vocation" (1997:66).
For Freire, the process calls for teacher and student to work together as "Subjects" -
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participants - in a process of "problem-posing education" which allows them to
"overcome authoritarianism" as well as "their false perception of reality" and to. act
upon the world, transforming it, and in so doing, transforming - humanizing themselves (Freire, 1997:67). While Freire expressed the view that it was in reflective
discussion and practice, praxis, that people become conscious of themselves and
therefore liberated, Montessori proposed that the environment in which the teacher
plays a more supportive role as facilitator and who allows the child to make choices
around the activities in which she engage is most conducive to the emergence of a
young child's consciousness both of herself and of what the activities have to teach
her. Freire's goal was emancipation from oppression and is similar to Montessori's
vision of world peace through the growth of "normalized" children into adults. What he
saw for the South American peasant, she saw for all children and therefore for the
future of mankind.

In this section I have tried to explain the nature of action research and to help the
reader to an understanding of what is meant by practical and emancipatory research.
In the foregoing discussion, I have built the argument that emancipatory interest is the
guiding methodology of emancipatory educational action research both in the
discourse/action of the participants as well as in the goals for the gradual
transformation of the participants and their teaching environment.

It is an ideal,

however, and just as the ideal teacher and the qualities of the progressive teacher
emerge through practice and commitment, so too emancipatory research practices are
a process of gradual development and refinement, rather than a definitive product.
The intention to participate in emancipation is a first ingredient, but there are many
increments along the journey to satisfactory emancipatory

educational

action

research.

The next section attempts to answer the questions of what led me to choose
emancipatory educational action research and what this rnethodoloqy had to offer the
work I was doing in township educare centres.
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3.2

CHOOSING

EMANCIPATORY

AS METHODOLOGY

EDUCATIONAL

ACTION RESEARCH

FOR THIS PROJECT

In the following pages I examine factors that made the choice of emancipatory
educational action research a good "match" for the project I wished to undertake.
address the following issues:
•

The ethnographic context of my work encouraged me to make particular
moral and political as well as practical choices about the research I was
undertaking.

•

The role I already played in the educational settings further defined my
choice of research methodology.

The person I was at the outset of the

research, which I take pains to describe in Chapter 1.6.1, also contributed to
the choices I made about how to proceed. I was a volunteer, a foreigner in
more than one sense, a trained teacher, and a narrator who wanted to
improve my understanding and effectiveness as a change agent, as well as
an interpreter of events in my role as a researcher participant.
•

I also made educational and practical choices within the context of the
training the teachers had already received, what I observed at the centres,
as well as researchable factors that contributed to the direction in which the
centres and the teachers needed to go.

In this last instance, either the

teachers or I made suggestions but we always negotiated planning ideas
together.
•

The fact that I was involved in change, rather than in exploring a tableau of
what existed, doubly impacted on my choice of methodology: Firstly, I was
involved and was part of the activity of the centres under study and,
secondly, I planned, anticipated, participated in and interpreted the risky
business of change.

•

To this end I needed to learn. The methodology, then, would have to teach
me how to be a participant in the change I desired at the centres.
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•

Finally, I would need to check on my efforts. The choices of methodology
would have to include ways of correctly interpreting my experiences and
substantiating my findings.

3.2.1

ETHNOGRAPHIC

CONTEXT

In 1996 when I began to work in township educare centres, South Africa had just
celebrated the second anniversary of the elections which had formally liberated the
country from its apartheid past. In the words of Chinua Achebe (1975), however, it is '
"morning yet on creation day" in South Africa.

South Africans have won for

themselves their political freedom, but economic freedom will take many years of work
to achieve. While newspapers and speakers all over the country write and speak
euphemistically of the 'formerly disadvantaged' groups, peoples, and communities,
there is, in fact, nothing "former" about the tremendous disadvantages the majority of
South Africans have to endure everyday. The townships around Cape Town continue
to exist and to grow.

'It might be worthwhile to describe what I as a North American understand as a
township.

Under apartheid law it was the place designated for a particular racial

group to live. Local usage in Cape Town seems to specify 'township' as only the place
for Africans.

Despite the fact that many areas for Coloured people are also

devastatingly poor and overcrowded, with the same and sometimes more devastating
social ills that breed in such conditions, Coloured areas are generally called
'communities'. This could well be a racist delineation meant to separate the African
and Coloured peoples and to elevate the Coloureds.

Areas for White people are

popularly known as 'leafy suburbs.' What I discovered over time was that many White
and Coloured Capetonians had never been to the townships to visit or to work. They
were amazed, concerned and curious that I chose to work there.

What township means is dense, mostly informal housing, shacks made with all manner
of materials salvaged from dumpsites including the municipal waste sites, from what
Capetonians leave at their curbside and from industrial waste. New shells of shacks
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are often for sale to newcomers to the ever-growing communities. Township means
unpaved lanes, interspersed with some paved streets. It means electricity and water
supplied to houses in some sections, but other areas with communal taps and portable
toilets, and still others with no facilities at all. Sharing is negotiated with the
neighbouring

informal settlements; thus, electricity wires crisscross the roads

separating settlements, presenting an on-going safety hazard. This also means that
toilets meant for 50 families may be used by twice that number.

.

The townships of Cape Town occupy much of what are called the Cape Flats, a vast
plain that lies in sharp contrast to the hills and mountains whose majestic beauty are
world-renown.

The Cape Flats are windswept,. rain-drenched and sun-baked

depending on the time of year.

The mostly desperately poor people who live there

endure the extremes of the ever-changing weather of Cape Town.

Township also means violence. Incest and rape are frequent occurrences. Attacks by
township gangsters, tsotsies, are common. Friday afternoon, when workers return
home with weekly pay packets, is a dangerous period for hold-ups. The violence may
also be political. Historically, African high school students are much more politically
aware as a group than their North American counterparts. Indeed, their mass protests
beginning in June 1976 and continuing throughout the 1980s were a major factor in
eventually bringing an end to the apartheid regime. Members of political parties have
attacked and killed each other when tensions overflow. This has continued in the new
democracy despite attempts at leadership level to preach tolerance. Political tension
in townships can still make them 'no-go' areas, can silence people for fear of their lives
or of being thrown out of the community. Abuse of political power can stall projects
aimed at development as I outline in Chapter 6.4.3. Violence can also stem from feuds
originating in rural areas. People migrating to cities tend to try to settle near people
who have also come from their village. When there is an issue in the village, however,
it may give rise to tension in the urban township. Whatever the form it takes, violence
is a reality of the townships.
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These townships were a conscious plan of the apartheid regime to contain those
people who worked and for the most part continue to work at the lowest level of the
economic ladder in South Africa. Their schooling under that regime, Bantu education,
was meant to reflect the station in life they were to occupy. In 1953, Hendrik Verwoerd
was responsible for removing education for Africans from provincial control to Native
Affairs, the Ministry whose portfolio he held. Integral to his Bantu Education Bill was a
different standard for Africans than Whites. He said "The school must equip the Bantu
to meet the demands which the economic life ... will impose on him.... What is the use
of teaching a Bantu child mathematics when it cannot use it in practice? ... Education
must train and teach people in accordance with their opportunities in life..." (in
Reader's Digest Illustrated History of South Africa, 1994:379). ,

Whereas males formed the mainstay of the work force at this base level of
employment, and whereas their families were originally forced to remain in bantustans
or homelands, during the troubled 80s there began a significantly increased
movement from rural to urban areas.

Many Xhosas from the Transkei and Siskei

made their way to Cape Town and made their new home in the townships of the Cape
Flats. Indeed, Khayalitsha, the largest of these townships, means "new home".

I

should note, however, that many of these people consider their rural beginnings as
their real home and certainly the women I worked with tried to visit there at least once
a year.

In township schools, registration for the new year continues right through

February -because families leave for the Transkei in early December and return
throughout the second and third months of the new year. During my conversations
with the teachers I learned that one 'of the unfortunate side effects of this is that the
Western Cape Welfare Department often visits educare centres before the registration
is complete. This means that they fund for that year only those children present on the
day they make their rounds.

As women and children arrived and women went out in search of work, other women
began to care for the children. These informal 'creches' as they are commonly called,
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were in their homes. Local NGOs like Grassroots Educare Trust and Early Learning
Resource Unit began offering training to African women in the 70s (see chapter 2.6.1
and 2.6.2). There had been no training for African preschool and educare teachers in
the country after the only two centres in the country, in Johannnesburg, were forced to
close in 1958 when the government withdrew their subsidies (Short, 1985:49). It was
the provincial Departments of Welfare that offered the African creches some subsidy,
while Health provided food aid. The situation was very 'hit and miss' and remains
desperate for many creches and their small clients at this time.

It was into this climate of history, culture, language and poverty that I arrived one June
day in 1996 and asked if I could be of help. The Mustadafin Foundation, whose Coordinator, Ghairunisa Johnstone, had shown me some creches, served 15 centres at
that time, only four of which were on land separate from the creche operators' homes.
When I chose sites to begin my volunteer work, and later to include in my research, I
chose three of the four 'separate' educare centres. At the beginning of each of the
next three chapters I go into more detail about the geographical and historical
background of each centre where I worked and, therefore, I will not do so here.

Suffice it to say that the form of research I undertook had to reflect as well as respect in
a conscientious manner, the struggle to survive and improve what was daily served up
as life in the townships where I worked.

What I have described here could be

considered what Lewin (1948) calls an impetus driving the project I envisaged (in
Ebbutt, 1985:166).

The reatity of the township and the contrast to the leafy suburbs

certainly called me to act.

3.2.2 MY ROLE
In this section I place myself into the township educare centres and explain briefly the
role I was playing before I undertook the research. My role did not so much change as
did my focus. I have examined only some aspects of what I did as a volunteer for the
Mustadafin Foundation, but I accept that my entire involvement may have had an
impact on those areas under study.
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I have said above that I 'chose' to work in educare centres in the townships. I could
have sat behind burglar bars in my 'leafy suburb' home. I could have taken a job at a
number of private schools and preschools.

There was even a preschool within sight

of my home where I could have volunteered my services. All my adult life, however, I
had been aware of South Africa's repressive government. What had prompted me to
political action in Canada now motivated me to participate in even the smallest way in
the huge job of recovering from apartheid. I needed to reach across the fences that
apartheid had built and do something tangible.

As I have said in Chapter 1.6.1.8, I

was also looking for companionship amongst fellow professionals. I was no cadre of
the revolution nor guru of the educare world.

I was just another teacher of young

children who could lend an extra pair of hands.

Reflecting on the person who began this research was in itself a form of professional
expansion. Diamond (1991 :16) addressing the transformation process of becoming
teachers, cites Mezirow (1981 :5) that "the knowledge of self-reflection includ[es]
interest in the way one's history and biography has expressed itself, in the way one
sees on[e]self, one's roles and social expectations." Certainly, I found myself reflecting
on why I had made the choice to work in very disadvantaged educare centres in
response to questions from curious Capetonians.

What is important here is that it was vital to me to find a place within the centres where
I volunteered. I did not want to be nor be seen to be another foreigner insisting I knew
better and therefore expecting teachers to accept my 'expertise'.

Indeed, I made it

clear from the outset that I was a volunteer, at the educare's disposal.

In the case of

Khanyisa, my first educare setting, I also told the Principal that I needed to learn from
Khanyisa so that my other volunteer work at Grassroots Educare Trust could improve
(see Chapter 4.3.1). The last sort of person these hardworking women needed at their
workplace was a researcher "examining" them, and the last thing the residents of the
townships needed was a White foreigner inspecting their lives. While it took some little
time to establish trust amongst us, I consciously began to build a trusting relationship
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from my first day. When I made the decision to study what I was doing, therefore, I told
the staff that I wanted to study change in myself in their midst as much as I hoped to
see change around me. The form of research, then, would have to respect and
deepen this trust.

The methodology had to allow me time and opportunity to decide with the teachers
what was most important and what was 'do-able'
improvement.

in the way of change for

While generally speaking safe, healthy and stimulating educare

practices were my aims,_each setting offered its own special order of needs. In the
case of Try Again Educare, for example, we undertook a year long project outdoors
before attempting some of the same work I had done at Inkwenkwezi Educare. I did
not, at the outset, envision the transformation that eventually took place and that
continues to unfold even as I write this chapter, six months after the conclusion of the
formal research project.

Furthermore, the methodology had to be flexible enough to accommodate the
absences of teachers and resulting schedule changes. These absences were
symptomatic of township life and I address this in greater detail in Chapter 5.4.7 (see
also Chapter 2.6.3). I chose, as a result, to work with an educare centre as a whole,
rather than with one or two teachers, and to build trust where I could with teachers
individually.

I looked for interest and change in each person and therefore accepted

each teacher, including myself, at her own point in the journey of developing
professional.

As well, I measured success in the positive changes I saw in the

classroom environment.

3.2.3

TEACHERS'

TRAINING

The early childhood education (ECE) training, more often referred to in South Africa as
early childhood

development

(ECD) training,

undertaken by the teachers at

Mustadafin's educares was offered by several _non.-governmental organizations
(NGOs) in the city.

Most notably, Grassroots Educare Trust and Early Learning

Resource· Unit offered three levels of diploma.

There were other ECE courses,
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however, as well as administrative and gardening courses which the teachers
pursued. These were offered at colleges and also through community structures. The
educare model offered in the different courses was the play-based kindergarten model
to which I refer in Chapter 2. In this regard, then, the teachers and I had something of
an interface insofar as my own early childhood training was concerned, although their
focus was neither as cognitively nor as linguistically focused as my training had been.
There were, of course, other obvious differences in that my teacher training had begun
as a Bachelor of Education programme following a Bachelor of Arts degree and I had
pursued kindergarten training in in-service courses over several years.

Through

professional experiences and related reading, I had begun to move away from the
kindergarten model, as I have noted in chapter 1.6.1.5, and had developed an interest
in the Montessori method in that it offered a much more detailed analysis of the·
interface between children and their interactions with the environment, as well as
Montessori's understanding of "normalized" children. I chose to begin with what the
teachers and I had in common in our training backgrounds, however, and only later
shared with them some more Montessori-like thinking.

Thus, for example, at

Inkwenkwezi Educare, I worked on thematically-linked

activities and on room

arrangement for different learning centres, initially. It was far later that I proposed
teaching the children to participate in a landscaping and gardening project that linked
to Montessori's activities of practical life. Our common experience was safe ground on
which to begin the task of change.

In order to establish this common ground I tried out a variety of activities in the
classroom. This was a non-threatening and non-confronting way for me to find where
the teachers were in their understanding of, for instance, literacy development in
young children, how they valued certain materials like puzzles, or how they used
centres like the block area or the painting table to promote a variety of skills.

In

addition, I examined some of the training handouts at Grassroots and ELRU that the
teachers had been given to see what these NGOs had included in their curriculum. I
also interviewed trainers and co-ordinators at both Grassroots and ELRU.
refers obliquely to this common ground.
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Griffiths

Perhaps an indication of the teacher's position lies with the more philosophical
considerations involved in research methods and research approaches in that
each researcher brings to the research site his or her own stock of knowledge
and while much of this knowledge will overlap with each other there will be
facets which will not. Consequently, how the research exercise is approached
will depend as much on the shared stock of knowledge as on the unique facets
(1985:211, my emphasis).
It is appropriate here to add that I did not attempt to change too much at one time
insofar as the confines of the research was concerned. While there were extraneous
activities like landscaping design and building renovations going on, the changes in
classroom layout, programme and routine I worked on at the centres were relatively
simple. I was looking for what Diamond refers to as a "central...construct" (1991 :49) in
one of these three areas. This could well be different for each centre. If transformation
could take place in a given area with one or more teachers becoming enthusiastic, the
possibility of wider teacher transformation increased. Diamond comments
Crockett and Meisel (1974) have shown that change is especially difficult when
central, highly implicatory constructs are involved. People are loath to change
in any way that entails too many related changes. The prospect of massive
linked changes is too daunting. In addition, if a construct system is only weakly
disconfirmed, little or no response may be made. On the other hand, if an
inference on a central or superordinate construct can be directly and strongly
refuted, transformation may occur. Like collapsing dominoes, once change
occurs in a highly connected system, change is greater among the interrelated
constructs than among the independent, peripheral ones (1991 :49).
One of the similarities the teachers and I shared was that we had been handed a piece
of paper confirming that we had successfully completed teacher training. I knew it had
taken me 10 years of teaching experience to say that I was a teacher and I knew as
well that I would continue to become a better teacher.

The women with whom I

worked were also improving teachers. My presence in their midst, hopefully, promoted
that consciousness of their development as professionals while we talked about
teaching and tried out aspects of their training and new ways of doing things which
introduced. As McNiff so clearly writes,
For me education is the creative process of ABC ... N, in which intermediate
stages themselves are nearer approximations to N, the sattstactory. state in
which values are realised in practice. These intermediate stages are not criteria
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of success/failure: they are states of being which are a present realisation of the
practitioner's struggle to realise her values. The process itself is a journey
towards self-fulfillment. The journey itself is the objective, not just the elusive
goal at the end (1993:52).
I must emphasize the role of trust during the change process. The teachers seldom
asked questions. This is part of their culture from the time they are small. Indeed,
President

Mandela

mentions this lack of questioning

autobiography, Long Walk to Freedom

in the young

in his

(1994:11). There are, however, several other

possible reasons to account for this silence. I was conscious that the teachers' lack of
questioning and engaging in professional dialogue might be more than respect for
A

another's view and could well be fear of what I, a foreigner, would think of the
question. I had also been alerted to a possible fear of me as a 'spy' for Mustadafin.
Given South Africa's history, the teachers' silence might have been the result of the
oppressor/oppressed 'prescriptive' behaviours that Freire so passionately describes
(1997:14, 28-9,45).

These were serious impediments to any real progress.

--------

We

needed to get to a place of trust, where the teachers felt they could safely question my
suggestions and disagree with me. We needed to be able to talk out issues as
__

-

colieagues._Jo this end, a research metha

r

---_----

Wf'

__

bat.equalized.all.particjpants, might

-

-,

also empower and embolden the teachers to have a voice (Freire, 1997:14).
-

-

I also needed to make sure I left enough time for questions and comments to rise to the
surface. By chance I learned this cultural lesson one day listening to the radio. A
professor of the Linguistics Department at the University of Witswatersrand was
explaining the longer pauses in turn-taking that mark conversations in the African
community. Her explanations of the need to formulate a well-thought out response
before speaking were an important help to me in understanding how conversation
worked with my new acquaintances. So often in North America, when there is a delay
in response the speaker or questioner repeats or rephrases what she has said,
assuming that the listener has either not heard or not understood what has been said.
The professor's remarks also put into perspective the polite silence with which each
person could expect to be heard, which was my.experience at educare and community
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i

meetings. I eventually came to. understand many cultural nuances better as the
teachers modeled these behaviours.

In the same way, I felt an emancipatory educational action research approach would
help the teachers to adopt for themselves a greater consciousness of what they were
doing with the children in their care. This new awareness would be different from
merely receiving and imitating new ideas. Diamond addresses this need for reflection.
He writes:
While personal development has remained the rrnssmq link in teacher
education, it may be supplied by a theory such as Kelly's (1955) psychology of
personal constructs, which focuses on individual change and understanding.
Dewey also claimed that an emotionally engaging experience must be followed
by reflective analysis if qualitative changes in growth and development are to
occur. Because knowledge is perceived as emergent and ever-changing, the
teacher's essential task is to learn how to create knowledge and not
merely to receive it. Such a knowing or reformist view of teacher education is
learner-centred, problem-oriented and hypothesis-generating (1991 :11).
Time and consistency

on my part, I think, were helpful factors in supporting and

nurturing an attention, then an interest and eventually (in some teachers) an
enthusiasm for the new activities and changes in routine I proposed.

What I saw

emerging towards the end of the research period was a greater appreciation for the
changes as the teachers reflected on how they transformed the educare programme.
One of the best evidences I had of change was in the way some of the teachers began
to notice development in the children and to share what they witnessed with me and
other teachers. I give some examples of these happy moments in Chapter 4.2.6.3.

Eventually, I was able to chat informally with the teachers and to participate in
meetings with them, but it took time to build a relationship of trust amongst us. I used
what I learned of their lives beyond the educare to increase my understanding of the
community in which I was working as well as of the teachers themselves. ·1 may have
fallen short of it in practice, but my aim was to establish what McNiff calls "...a
dialogical community, in which we intentionally set up the framework for a foundation
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of intersubjective agreement that would allow us genuinely to communicate as
persons of integrity" (1993:50). In fact, this process was so long in blossoming in one
centre that it showed itself more fully towards the end of and beyond the period
encompassed by this research.

3.2.4

PARTICIPATING

IN CHANGE

My initial interest in undertaking this study was to see how I was doing as a volunteer
teacher in disadvantaged educare centres. I realized I was taking on more and more
of a role as in-service teacher within the centre and wanted to examine more closely
how I was doing in this role. It was particularly important to me because, as a stranger
in a foreign country, I had a lot to learn about where and with whom I worked. I had a
lot to learn about how to meet the educare teachers on professional ground.
Therefore, I planned to examine the change in myself while I acted as a change agent
at the educare centres.

At no time did I wish to examine the centres as a static tableau. This was to be an
exercise in change.

Nor did I choose to study the setting from outside the change

experience and interpret what I saw.

I wanted to look at a process that I was

participating in while it was going on and, in fact, to modify the process in an on-going
way in order to improve the possibility for positive change.

I have written earlier in this chapter (3.2) that change is a 'risky business' for those
involved.

Not only was I expecting improvement in my work at the centres as I

reflected on what I was doing, I was asking the women with whom I was working to
become more aware of their professional role at the centre and in so doing change
some of their practices.

I saw as very important the need to help create a safe

environment for change to happen. As Diamond puts it:
If there is only anxiety and threat out there, no change is likely to eventuate.
Rather than invoking moral condemnation, it has to be realized that change is
possible for all of us only when there is some understanding of an
alternative....lf movement is to occur, it is only possible when there is a
framework within which it may take place. In addition, the more meaningful one .
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way of teaching or behaving has become, as opposed to its unknown
alternatives, the more difficult it is to change that perspective (1991 :49).
Diamond later suggests
that a central role for in-service teacher educators is to let themselves be used
by teachers so that the teachers can then learn to validate themselves and thus
form their own pedagogical relationships and perspectives. The challenge is to
help teachers to see themselves as self-directing and self-determining,
as
professionally competent and as capable of trying alternative pedagogies. The
required rethinking may not merely 'recalibrate what we already do but [may]
carry us considerably
beyond where we are now' (Smyth, 1989a:165)
(1991 :51).
Therefore another risk I was taking was to allow myself to be so used.

The open-endedness
observations

of the task may also be considered

a risk.

Before my early

at each centre I did not know what needed changing or how I would go

about the process of change in the group of teachers I had yet to know.
neither teachers nor I at the outset knew how widespread

Furthermore,

the change might eventually

be.

Another risk was that I expected to subject what I was doing to the supervision
"critical friendships"

(Day, 1993:137) and what I was eventually

of

to write to academic

scrutiny. While this is a risk-taking aspect that qualifies all research, researcher acting
as participant,

as is the case in action research,

doubly exposes the writer.

Without

this public scrutiny, however, the ultimate aims of action research would not be served.
If action research

is to reshape theory even as it modifies

audience than the participants
Ebbutt maintains

that there

is critical.

Kelly (1985:131-2)

is a distinction

research. He suggests that teachers'

between

good

practice, then a wider
reminds us that "Dave
teaching

and action

reflections on their own practice must be made

public in the form of a report if they are to be labelled 'research' ...".

Finally, as in all human encounters, I 'risked' caring about the people with whom I was
working, even as the teachers risked accepting me into their midst. I worried at times
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that the other aspects of my volunteer work might have an undue influence on the
research. Whereas Janse van Rensburg (1995:194-5) chose not to go beyond the
parameters of her project so that she would not influence its outcome, I allowed my
role to change and expand as needs presented themselves. I accepted that I could be
an advocate for the centres where I volunteered even if I chose not to study that aspect
of my work.

I agree with Janse van Rensburg's supposition that being open to

requests from the teachers and participating in their centre in a wide variety of ways
helped me to form a rich relationship with them (1995:195).

We have experienced

what she called an "engagement" (1995:195).

I was relieved to read Marion Dadd's account of one young action researcher whose
attachment to her students found support.

Dadd (1993:233) writes that the

researcher's "personal regard for the children was considerably enhanced bringing an
interpersonal validity to the study". Later, Dadd describes an extract as
... emotionally charged data, rising powerfully from the self of the researcher as
teacher, the researcher as professional, the researcher as person. This is
professional development through research in the making, a clear example of
reflection-in-action (Schon, 1983). We see the teacher researcher applying her
new professional knowledge to an immediate and urgent practical problem. But
it is not detached thought and knowledge that are brought into play in solving
this problem reflectively. The heart pounds. The child's well being is at stake.
Self-regard is on the line. Professional and personal self-actualization are
waiting to fill the minutes ahead. Emotion and knowledge drive Vicki along.
This is the feeling of reflective thought (1993:235).
These were welcome words to support what I had decided to do and how I had
interacted at the centres to date. I was more than a teacher or a researcher. I was a
fellow human being, a 'sister', perhaps on the way to being a friend.

The form of

research had to allow for a natural human response. My rationale was that I had been
a volunteer before I was a formal researcher.

It also followed that if I began the

research at the first site, Khanyisa and Inkwenkwezi, with prior knowledge because I
was already working there, then I could also keep my feelings with me during the
researched period. Action research allows for, even expects this sort of bond.
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Although it did not strike me initially, I came to see myself as a character in a plot, and
also the narrator who tells the story from her point of view. In the next two sections I
will explain how I planned to balance my 'voice' with that of other characters as well as
with my deepening understanding to ensure that a history emerged.

3.2.5

SPIRALS OF UNDERSTANDING

This section describes ways in which I hoped, through emancipatory educational
action research, to come to understand and to improve my practice and to revitalize
and improve the practices of the teachers with whom I was working. To this end, then,
I discuss how I interpreted some guiding passages on the role of action research in
this process. Then I describe the important place writing occupied in helping me as
reflective practitioner.

Before this, however, let me return to Carr and Kemmis' (1986:163) definition of action
research to highlight the change process. These authors suggest change is to occur
in the improving practice of participants, in their" ...understanding of these practices
and the situation in which the practices are carried out". It is the continuous and active
process of observinq, fact-finding, reflecting, analyzing, planning and implementing
that has been described as "a sequence of spiral steps" by Lewin (1948, in Ebbutt
. 1985:161), spirals of self-reflection by Carr and Kemmis (1986:185) and "reflection in
action" in a "cycle of cycles" by McNiff (1993:30) and demonstrated figuratively in a
variety of illustrations (see, for example, Oja, 1989:17..;22). In an effort to unbundle the
process of change in action research, Ebbutt (1985:161-9)

writes about the

understandings that these spirals have for, especially, Lewin, Kemmis and Elliott. He
refers specifically to the "messyness" of action research (Ebbutt, 1985:164). Part of
that messyness, I have found, includes the flexibility of an action research project. This
flexibility allows for plans to be modified as soon as reflection shows the need rather
than await the end of a formal phase. Thus the figure I would draw of action research
would most closely resemble McNiff's (1993:30) but with more reflective cycles en
route to improvement (see Figure 1 below). The spirals of understanding suggest the
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constancy of reflections from a variety of sources - the participants, critical friends, the
situation/environment in which the project is taking place, as well as the on-going
reading that the researcher does in connection with the project. To my way of thinking,
the spirals must also be depicted as forward moving and ascending to picture
improvement, unlike the Kemmis, Elliott, or Ebbutt illustrations (in Ebbutt, 1986:165).

Figure 1:

3.2.5.1

PARTICIPANTS

Spirals of Change

IN EMANCIPATORY

EDUCATIONAL

ACTION

RESEARCH
As a participating researcher and a researching participant I observed, planned, and
acted on the plan; then I observed and reflected on the action in order to improve
future action and, ultimately, the educare environment. In a gradually increasing way I
involved the teachers with whom I worked in the observing, planning, acting and
reflecting process.

As I have noted in 3.1.1, Carr and Kemmis (1986:165) identify

clearly the "two essential aims of all action research: to improve and involve." Insofar
as the improvement is concerned, this research project adheres completely to the spirit
these authors identify:
Action research aims at improvement in three areas: firstly, the improvement of
a practice; secondly, the improvement of the understanding of a practice by its
practitioners; and thirdly, the improvement of the situation in which the practice
takes place (Carr and Kemmis, 1986:165).
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While it is true that my involvement

in the project met their criteria that "those involved

in the practice being considered are to be involved in the action research process in
all its phases of planning, acting, observing and reflecting" (1986:165), the teachers'
involvement took shape differently and, for the most part, did not include the
reading/writing that I undertook to help in the reflection-for-change process. Carr and
Kemmis note that "As the action research project develops, it is expected that a
widening circle of those affected by the practice will become involved in the research
process" (1986:165). I will expand on some of the planning and practical decisions
that shaped the teachers' involvement.

From the outset, I worked with everyone in an educare centre who was present on any
given day. I had less contact with some staff on a regular basis, but if they were on the
premises I always had some contact with them during my several hours at the site.
Therefore, at times my involvement with the cook might be only to encourage timely
dishing up of the meals so that the daily schedule was achieved. My involvement with
the baby/toddlers room teachers was also somewhat less than with those of the
educare room. At Khanyisa, we had all worked in the same building for my first six
months, and at Try Again we had all worked together on the landscaping project in my
first year there, however, so it mattered less.

What mattered more, insofar as the research was concerned, was that some teachers
came to trust me sooner than others; some teachers became more interested in the
activities and routines than others. It is probable that I was the most motivated and
enthusiastic participant, and the role model I offered included this enthusiasm. In this
way I anticipated and accepted the catalyst and orchestrator roles as my part in the
project at each centre. Farmer expands on this role in what he calls "change agent"
(1990:8-9 in Baijnath 1997:212-3).

The initial period of my presence at the centres was one of observing, trialing some
activities and building trust. The teachers and I were involved equally in the task of
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observation,
teachers'

but our aims were quite different.

interest and to gain their trust, whereas

teachers

were suffering my presence

mlungu

who

would

soon

Khanyisa/lnkwenkwezi
initial

I was attempting

activities

professionally,

leave

and wondering
them.

to engage

I often had the feeling that the
if I was a spy or some other

I learned

this

during

my

and was more ready for it when I began at Try Again.

I undertook

to present

the

asked the teachers

time

at

Even the

to stretch themselves

to be busier than they might have been and to begin to think about their

work reflectively.

As my visits progressed and trust and interest grew, I entered more into the "supporter"
role that McNiff envisages:
For me, the function of teacher education is to enable
aware of their own sense of process. The way to develop
is through critical reflection on the innovative nature
Supporters need constructively to encourage teachers to
nature of their own life towards the situation of success
values are realised (1993:52).
As we got to know each other better and as we introduced
trialed

new ideas, the teachers

and I engaged

reflected our training as well as our working
discussions
Anderson

negotiated

direction

and Burns (1989:138)

teachers to become
this sense of process
of personal practice.
recognise the moving
in which educational

changes in routine and

in professional

experiences.

and clarified

meaning.

call "shared

meanings".

conversations

that

These often impromptu
We were building
Diamond

what

refers to this

process.
The source of
and sharing.
meanings but
intellectual life
(1991 :14).

learning is not just discovery and invention but also negotiation
Learning is not only the generation of personally significant
it is also the process by which teachers may grow into the
of those around them. Education is an effect of self in community

I drew my support from my prior experiences
successful
teachers,
established

as a teacher, from reading and from the

moments during my visits to the centres.

I was a supportive figure for the

and I anticipated they would also draw support from their training
the common ground of our educational

backgrounds.
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as we

The fact that the teachers and I came together with different expectations and
understandings was not an impediment to the aims of improvement

and involvement

to which I referred earlier. As McNiff says so powerfully,
I take the view that we are all equal in terms of our human value. We a"
develop individual strengths according to our own interests and capabilities .... I
do not regard learners, teachers and supervisors as existing on separate
planes. Such categories I view as man-made social categories, which of
themselves have nothing to do with personal potentials.
For me, the
educational enterprise is concerned with the process of the development of
individual rationality, not the construction of social status (1993:52).
With this in mind, I could play my part not only towards improvement of my practice and
my understanding of that practice, but also towards that of the teachers. In this way I
aimed to improve the learning environment at the educare centres, an environment in
which all the human beings were learners: children, teachers and I.

I will now turn to an aspect of the reflection process in which for the most part I acted
alone and outline some of the growth I experienced as a result. I am referring to the
role that writing played in aiding reflection. With the exception of Nombulelo at Try
Again who drafted the centre's history and another piece on the centre's founder, I
alone recorded the project.

The teachers and principals of the centres read and

commented on the chapters once I had written them.

3.2.5.2

WRITING AND THE ROLE OF STORYING

One of the important aims of Action Research is change, improvement of teaching
practice and increased understanding of that practice.

To achieve this aim the

participants generally make gradual progress towards improved practice.

This

progress happens when a continuing cycle of observing, planning, acting, reflecting
and renewed planning takes place as I mention in 3.2.5. McNiff has taken pains to
illustrate these cycles to explain how "teachers...deliberately engage in a critical,
creative process of 'reflection in action' in order systematically to work towards a
situation of recursively improving practice...a cycle of cycles" (1993:30).
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It is the

reflection process, as I experienced it, that I would like to examine in some detail at this
point.

I reflected on my practice in different ways and at different times and on different levels.
There were immediate reflections as I witnessed and participated in the activities
during each visit. These were often comparisons between the educare centres or with
past experiences.
•

by writing about the action in which I was involved,

•

by talking with critical friends and fellow participants, and

•

by reading about early childhood education and action research.

It is the first of these, the role and impact of writing or storying, that I would like to
discuss here. The second and third aspects of reflection also fall under guidance and
validation, so I include them in the next section.

3.2.5.3 THE JOURNAL
I kept a journal of each visit. My notes took the form of a 'story' about each visit. Putting
the events into sentences and paragraphs rather than in point form helped me
sequence what happened during each visit and unravel meaning.

My journal is an account, a narrative, but it is also a commentary on my visits to the
educare centres as well as interviews I held with people connected with the research.
It is an intermeshing of both actual and reflective experience. The reflection followed
the actual exper.ience but it also anticipated and therefore affected the next
experience. In fact, even as I recorded on tape and then transcribed into print, my
understandings changed. I was not only editing what I said on tape as I transcribed, I
was also editing my thinking and understanding of what had occurred in the educare
centre on a particular day. How I 'saw' the situation often changed as I began to write
about it. To begin with I tape recorded my observations and reflections within 24 hours
of a visit to the centres, often as I drove home from the townships. Even if I transcribed
the recording within a matter of hours, I noticed that I edited, adding more reflections
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and notes for the future. Eventually, when I established the habit of typing my journal
entry after returning home, I no longer used the oral recording. I found I could think
more clearly in print and did not need either the rehearsal or the reminder of my tape
recordings.

Diamond writes about the clarification process and movement towards change that
writing offers teachers.
Mastery of language, and especially writing, is fundamental to the achievement
of abstract and reflective thinking. The constancy of writing added to the
immediacy of speech enables teachers to reflect upon their meanings and to
acquire a new level of control, a critical awareness of their own thought
processes. Writing makes an essential contribution to the development of
teachers' pedagogical theories, including their sense of their own teaching
selves, as once they write what they mean they can see if they still mean it
(1991 :13).

The experiences I recorded include several factors.

First and foremost was the

experience of the on-site visit during which I worked with staff and with children. I also
recorded visits which included visitors as well as my interactions with builders at the
sites.

Another experience included in the story was informal conversation with

principals and staff, conversations which took place outside the classroom experience
which might have to do with issues beyond the routines and programme work of the
classroom.

They sometimes focused on events in the women's lives and in their

communities, and sometimes they related to the Mustadafin Foundation. Because of
my expanding role as a fund raiser for Mustadafin and because I became a link
between the educare centres and the Foundation, these conversations were not
infrequent. Finally, I observed the larger setting of the townships and recorded some
of what I saw. It would have been difficult to exclude the effect of such experiences.
They only added to the picture I was constructing of the educare centres:

The

teachers, the children, the parents and community, and myself in their midst. For a
foreigner and a volunteer, writing about these varied experiences helped to 'thicken'
the fabric of my understanding of where I was and how I was doing.
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Diamond comments on this developing picture:
Writing is first a complex form of consciousness and then also a means of
heightening it....Our narratives allow us to reflect on our experience and in so
doing we can sort out, make sense of and come to terms with ourselves and our
world. In Britton's (1970) description of the endless process, we construct a
representation of the world as we experience it, and from this representation, or
cumulative record of our past, we generate expectations concerning the future
which as moment by moment, the future becomes the present, enable us to
interpret the present. These personally forged anticipations are revealed in our
narratives and by attending to them we can take greater responsibility and
direct our teaching lives (1991 :91).
Although I address the experience of reading more fully in the next section it is
important to note how rereading my journal also heightened my understanding of what
was happening at. the centres,

This became particularly apparent to me when for

several visits I only recorded and did not take the time to read a little of the previously
recorded visits. To reread the accounts several weeks after they had occurred and to
reread accounts of several consecutive visits often dramatically affected me. There
were to be moments during my visits when I felt my task was endless and when I felt
very discouraged that any positive change in teacher attitude and routine was
happening.

Rereading helped tremendously at those times to reassure me that the

spiral of change was occurring, even if at times it seemed that the spiral tipped on its
side and swooped down to hit 'rock bottom'. Trends also showed themselves during
the act of rereading. Because I chose to work at more than one centre I could also
refer to my entries on one centre when I experienced similar situations at another.
Diamond summarizes in this manner:
By showing what is and by entertaining possible alternatives, the writing and
the reading of narrative helps alter what we do. We need to learn that the world
of our present consciousness is only one of many worlds that exist, and that
those other worlds must contain experiences that have a meaning for our life
also (1991:91).
3.2.5.4

FROM JOURNAL TO CHAPTERS

As time went on, my notes lengthened. A single visit might involve a 10 or more page
account. The visits to Try Again Educare alone constitute more than 250 pages of
story. Chapters 4,5 and 6 of this thesis are a selected account that not only illustrates
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the intermeshing of experience and reflection which is so much a part of action
research, but also underlines where and how I came to evaluate and change my
practice. Whereas I tried to describe the individual nature of each centre, at times I
illustrate differences by describing an activity that I introduced in both centres with very
dissimilar results.

The selection pinpoints special moments of understanding,

particular difficulties and noteworthy events that constituted my reality as I 'shared' life
and developed relationships with the women and children of the educare centres.

Baijnath (1997:21) addresses the need for and the challenges of making this
selection. He describes the narrative he constructs as "... an account of change which
is contextualized ...". Included in this account are "... vignettes which illustrate the
underlying drama and hidden tensions involved in the change process" (1997:21) He
feels that because of these short cuts, the reader gets a good picture of the story he
has lived, but he stresses that it is "... less than the full story that could be told" (1997:
22). In order to fill out the picture then, I found that like Baijnath I had "... to step out of
the narrative to engage in some reflection on the deeper significance of particular
events or action in the story about change" (1997:22).

3.2.5.5 OTHER AIDS IN REFLECTION
Photography provided its own form of vignette from which thoughtful conversation and
future planning could develop. I had been in the habit of taking photographs in my
classrooms for many years. They formed a filing system of successful ideas. I had
also used photographs as a way of documenting progress with kindergarten children
for whom no formal report card was necessary. The photographs I took at the educare
centres during the research project reminded the teachers and me of areas of concern,
of progress achieved, of good routines and of interesting activities with the children.
The teachers and I delighted in the photographs and later we used them to interest
donors. The photographs also gave me strength and courage when progress seemed
very slow.
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My journal entries contain some direct quotes from the women at the centres. I did not
use a tape recorder during my visits and therefore committed to memory significant
remarks they made during my visits. I often repeated their words into a tape recorder
on the way home or said them over and over to myself until I was able to write them
down. It was the state of heightened awareness that I experienced throughout this
study that helped me to 'capture' these moments.

Finally, as participant as well as editor, I knew more than I cared to tell. I have chosen
from my journal truthful entries that ensure a respect for all participants. The story I tell
is a fair one, that protects the intimate relationship I shared with teachers, parents, and
children in the educare centres. This ethical consideration is another chaUenge to the
reflective researcher/practitioner.

In this section, I have shown the role that writing has played in the reflection process
that is germane to action research.

In the following section I address types of

guidance and validation which are of utmost importance and, in some instances,
unique to critical action research.

3.2.6

GUIDANCE

AND VALIDATION

In this section I discuss how I checked on my work, what professional forms I used to
license aspects of my work and how I shaped my action.

Specifically I discuss

triangulation, readings, disclosure, and the purpose of my research: change.

3.2.6.1

TRIANGULATION

Triangulation may be described as ongoing critical advice and a balancing of
viewpoint, especially for projects like mine where there is only one person recording
the process. I had what I felt was an important problem with the project in that I was
mostly alone with the teachers. My situation was similar to that of a teacher conducting
action research in a classroom with her students. The teachers and I were operating
'behind closed doors' in the educare settings. I needed to create windows through
which our work could be seen (Interestingly, those same windows often showed
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another world of alternative teaching to the women with whom I worked.). To this end,
then, I collected a variety of people to fill the third angle of the triangle of which the
teachers and I formed the first two angles. Collectively our individual points of view,
the truth as we each saw it, could change under scrutiny and discussion and become
shared truths.

There was another problem, particularly at the second educare, Try Again.

The

research climate was fragile. By this I mean that the presence of strangers at the
educare often silenced the teachers and stopped the everyday routine. Cummings
(1985:227-8) refers to this as a possible problem in collaborative studies. In order to
work around this I used people already connected with the educare, or persons I
introduced to the educare centres who would become part of the centres' network.
Insofar as the first is concerned, both Mustadafin Foundation's Co-ordinator and
Health Worker had intimate knowledge of the centres and offered me valuable
feedback on all three centres. An example of the latter was the horticulturist who
developed Try Again's landscaping project and became a "critical friend" of the
research project (see Chapter 5.3.3.4, also 5.4.4). At Inkwenkwezi other professionals
with whom the centre was involved provided validating assistance (see Chapter 4.4.1).

Day (1993) writes of the benefits to the reflective process that "critical friendship and
colleagueship" (1993:136) provide and notes that "...human relating/interpersonal
qualities and skills as well as time, energy and the practice of reflecting upon his/her
practice" are "not easy to find" but vital attributes in a critical friend. In the same article
Day (1993:136)

refers to Carr and Kemmis' (1983) examination

of "critical

conversation" and points to the need to investigate the link between reflection assisted
by such conversation and decision making that occurs in action research. I felt that
my presence provided the teachers with a critical friend who promoted professional
conversation. It was difficult for me, however, to have a critical friend who also acted in
the role of triangulator.
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Triangulation did not solely come from outside people, however.

The different

teachers in each centre helped to verify the research. As I have noted earlier, I worked
with all staff at each educare, rather than one or two teachers. The principals of the
centres provided some assistance here, but there were also the different points of view
and stages of progress of the teachers. They commented on my work and on each
other's, helping to balance the picture of change.

Another form of triangulation was the fact that I included three educare centres in my
research project.

The centres shared common issues as well as struggled with

significant differences. The comparisons of both helped me to understand better and
guided the plans for change. The fact that I staggered my entry into the centres also
allowed me to learn from one before I began at another and then to compare and
anticipate change when I became involved with more than one. In planning the study I
decided to begin at one centre and proceed through the initial intensive phase (A),
then during phase B which included networking with other centres I planned to begin
at a second educare centre. I planned to start at the third centre when I was in Phase
C of the planned change at the first centre. Development at the centres and political
happenings beyond our control in one of the communities dictated a modified
schedule, but my knowledge of the process of change at the centres grew, changed,
and adapted with the comparisons and contrasts that the three centres provided. The
proposed and actual timelines of staggered entries are included in Figures 2 and 3
respectively at the end of this chapter (4.3).

Other forms of research than the emancipatory educational action research project
itself helped me contextualize the setting of my work and plan where I could change
with some success. For example, during the first year of the project I was able to make
on-site visits to 22 educare centres and reception year/bridging classes at primary
schools in Gugulethu, Nyanga, Crossroads and Mitchell's Plain. The visits were to
provide baseline information for the Reception Year Pilot of the Thousand Schools
Project. This wider picture offered me a cross-reference of information for the work I
was doing.. I also conducted formal interviews with trainers at two NGOs to help me
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understand the curriculum the teachers had received in Levels 1 and 2 of Early
Childhood Development Training. In these ways I triangulated some aspects of the
action research project itself with survey and interview methods.

3.2.6.2

DISCLOSURE

One of the most important forms of scrutiny an action researcher undergoes is sharing
the written account with other participants. I shared the chapter on a particular centre
with that centre, allowing the teachers to comment and change as necessary. I did not
show the chapter about one centre to another centre, but promised a full final copy to
each centre once the thesis was copied and bound.

Because of the relationships I

established at the educare centres and because my work did not end with the end of
the action research project I was perhaps even more sensitive to the need for us all to
be at ease with the contents of my written account.

Sylvia Hobe, Khanyisa and

Inkwenkwezi's Principal read Chapter 4 and made no changes, saying that I had
captured the truth. At Try Again, Nombulelo read and translated for the staff Chapter 5.
They agreed with my account "because it is the truth". The Principal of Nomzamo
Educare has also read and accepted Chapter 6. Ghairunisa Johnstone, Mustadafin's
Co-ordinator has read Chapter 4, 5 and 6, making one change in Chapter 4 which
have documented.

There are serious ethical considerations concerned with disclosure.

Griffiths (in

Burgess, 1985:210) stresses the importance of respecting all participants.

The

decision of what to include or exclude in the way of material requires ultimately" ...an
understanding

of the difference

between

research

and voyeurism"

(Griffiths,

1985:210). This is of particular significance in the case of the participating researcher
who may well be privy to more information than the parameters of the research project.
I welcomed all that I learned for it helped me greatly to make the leap forward in
understanding so necessary for a foreigner. I was especially aware during the period
of writing the chapters chronicling my visits to the educare centres, however, that the
permission by the teachers to use their names, dictated that what I wrote was within
the margin of safe-guarding their privacy while we worked towards change.
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It is safe to say that I wrote with disclosure in mind. I felt there was an important story to
tell insofar as possible insights into volunteer or other in-service teaching was
concerned. Included in that account was the process of change in me, in staff and in
the educare programme.

The staff of the educare centres worked with me to shape

the, story of our relationship and change that emerged.

In weaving the threads

together to form a verifiable account, I aimed to respect the privileged information my
presence at the centres had allowed me to gain.

Hillary Burgess (1985:190) points out that "Implicit in any form of research is the need
for trust in the researcher's integrity" and cautions that if the 'researched' don't sense
that integrity they are unlikely to share openly with the researcher. Burgess' solution
was to use pseudonyms to guarantee

anonymity (1985:192),

but I felt that

pseudonyms would diminish the very real work and accomplishments that the teacher
participants achieved during our research project (only in one instance have I used a
pseudonym). An essential difference here is that Burgess was describing case study
whereas the educare project was action research. Although I was the only person
writing up the account of the project, the teachers and I had been participants, not
'researched' and 'researcher'.

Disclosure amongst participating staff, then, is a form of triangulation, balancing as it
does the need to tell the fullest story with the need to respect each individual's point of
view and each participant's right to privacy.

3.2.6.3

READINGS

The survey of, literature was another and very, important ingredient in shaping and
grounding this study. First, I had to become familiar with action research as a formal
investigation and with the requirements for the thesis. I realized the need to explain
especially to a foreign readership the historical, political, and physical setting of the
work sites. This was a second area for research. Third, I felt the need to return to
some of the more pertinent literature that had helped to shape the teacher I was at the
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beginning of this study. A fourth area of investigation was to look at the curriculum
outlines of the various NGOs with whom the teachers had trained. Finally, I looked at
a selection of literature and conducted an interview with a Canadian volunteer agency
on the role of volunteers.

These five areas of investigation served to assist and

promote the action research project in the educare centres.

At various points during the course of the research project reading became an

insistent need. When I needed guidance as I covered new (for me) ground, when I
needed to review well-tried ideas in the literature and when I needed to corroborate
plans for action I turned to the literature. There were several distinct points during the
period of the project and writing up when this occurred. Several authors (Bell, 1980;
Cohen and Manion, 1982:184-5; and Best, 1970) suggest that the literature search
precede the action research. I have found that whereas some preliminary reading was
vital, I returned to the literature search for other needs during the project and as well
during the write-up period.

Initially, I concentrated on finding out what form of research would best suit my needs.
That first search led me to an examination of several theses whose projects had
employed action' research (e.g. Janse Van Rensberg (1995), Adendorff (1993),
Crawford (1995), Baijnath (1997» and to works on a variety of research methodology
to which I have referred in this chapter. I was looking for a correct fit for the work in
which I was already involved and a methodology that helped all the participants to
change. I made the decision to plan an emancipatory educational action research
project based on that reading. Later, when I planned the write-up, the theses were
also helpful in making decisions about how to organize the chapters.

Having planned what methodology to employ, I then searched the literature on early
childhood education to corroborate what I had observed in the educare centres.

I

wanted to examine the literature on essential early childhood education practices that
matched with areas that could be improved in the centres where I worked.

I was

looking for those "central, highly implicatory constructs" to which Diamond (1991: 49)
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refers so that the few changes I planned to focus on would have the domino effect to
which he refers.
During this period, I reread many of Montessori's works, as well as Gettman (1987),
Montanaro (1991) and Lillard (1972, 1980), all of which interpret the Montessori
Method.

The literature search also included studies on educare and preschools

including the role of play and effecting change successfully in the preschool setting to
which I have referred in Chapter 2.

Reading Shinman's (1981:53-5) account of how a group of mothers progressed with a
play group made a deep impression on me and confirmed that I must operate as much
as possible as a fellow participant in change and that plans for improvement must
emanate from the needs of the centre as understood by the teachers. Additionally,
Shinman's work confirmed the importance of Phase B, the period of networking and
educare visits (Shinman, 1981:51-2).

As I read I constantly remembered and reflected on my professional training and
classroom experiences with preschool-aged children.

In some cases my prior

experience determined what I read as I revisited favourite authors; in other cases what
I read extended my understanding of the task I was undertaking.

Reading substantiated and grew my ideas about change and development. I came to
understand the possibilities for my growth within the project as well as my role in the
growth of the teachers and the development of the educare centres. Carr (1995), Carr
and Kemmis (1986), Freire (1997,1998), McNiff (1993), and Diamond (1991) were
particularly inspiring. Whereas, as I have noted before in this chapter, I might have
fallen short of truly emancipatory education within the project, I was conscious of the
goal and could reflect on what occurred within this wider framework.

Indeed this

consciousness or heightened sensitivity marked one of my personal achievements
during the project.
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Another area of research was the historical, political and ethnographic context of the
townships. Without this knowledge and a sensitivity for the living history surrounding
my workplaces I could not have appreciated the goal for which I strove, to assist in
some small way the building of a strong and educated South Africa. Some of this
information I gathered in conversations with interested parties during the time of the
project.

Ann Short's Seeking

Change:

Early Childhood

Educaton for the

Disadvantaged in South Africa, Biersteker's Early Childhood Educare in South Africa a Situation Analysis, the Centre for Education Policy Development (CEPD) Report of
the South African Study on Early Childhood Development, the National Education
Policy Investigation (NEPI) report on Early Childhood Educare as well as Van den
Berg and Vergnani's two publications were very helpful in creating a picture of the
history of early childhood education in South Africa.

3.2.6.4

CHANGE

This project was designed to encourage change - in me, in the staff of the educare
centres and in the programme and routines.

I was involved in promoting change

before the project began and designed the project in order to assess the impact that
my presence might have in an educare centre. I discuss the 'evidence' in this section
\

as well as the role change played in encouraging further development.

The challenge of the project design was to measure change. I had to establish what
evidence I needed to witness/collect in order to conclude that my presence in the
educare centres had or did not have an effect. I use the term 'evidence' because the
change, I felt, had to be discernible: I needed to hear change in words, see change in
actions, and observe the change in the children's development.

One of the ways to assist and record change is journal keeping. I did not ask the busy
teachers, most of whom had difficulty speaking English much less writing it, to keep a
journal in which they might have recorded changes in themselves. As I have indicated
above, however, I kept a journal and tried to include as many voices as I perceived.
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was aware that measurement is an area of action research methodology that is
frequently criticized and worried over the 'evidence'.

McNiff devotes four short chapters to evaluating practice in her teaching as learning:
an action research approach (1993:79-104).

The conversations she records and in

which she participates reflect the worry of action researchers about measurement and
evaluation. They know that change has taken place, and they know above all that they
have grown during the process of the research. The terms 'evaluating', 'measuring',
'proving' are examined by the participants and reflect many of the concerns I had
about identifying the sustainable change I hoped to achieve in my research project.
One of the differences in my position, however, is that I was involved both with
teachers and in the classroom with children. Therefore, I was able to look for change
in a wider arena than if I had contact only with the teachers or only with a classroom of
children. In fact, I heard directly from the teachers about the rising consciousness of
their professional craft, I saw their increased and improved teaching behaviour
firsthand in the classroom, and I saw an explosion of interest and learning amongst the
children. Insofar as the change in myself is concerned, I agree that the medium is the
message (McNiff, 1993:94), that as I related better with the teachers and modeled
good teaching behaviour for them in my work with the children, they responded with
greater trust to me and my message.

I did have to revise my expectations, however, in the type of change I expected at the
outset. Part of the change in me was that I accepted a new and much slower time
frame for development and adjusted to the reality of many small steps on the road to
change in the educare centres.

Whereas I was able to move quite quickly at

InkwenkW,ezi,I should have stayed at the site longer. Even my much longer interaction
with Try Again did not allow us to work on thematic learning, one of the proposed
areas of change.

One of the methods that I had to employ to function in the educare centres, translation,
became a tool for heightening the teachers' consciousness and eventually one of the
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formulas for collecting evidence of change. When I saw a child doing something that
showed his development, I would point it out to the teachers and ask them to have the
child explain to them what he was doing. They would then tell me what the child had
said and we would discuss the learning that was taking place in that child. Later in the
project, the teachers began to remark to me changes in the children.

There were

occasions when several women would grow quiet as we watched toddlers begin to
socialize with each other, or yet another educare child print his name, or a group of
girls spontaneously tidy the block area. The fact that the teachers began to notice
these milestones themselves and to know they were landmarks was just as important
as the development that the more orderly

and stimulating

environment

had

encouraged in the children.

In the end, what was important was knowing where and how to look for change as
much as what to look for.

I saw that whereas children were formerly mostly idle

outdoors and often bullying each other, now they were busy at independent tasks.
They became earnestly responsible for their educare centre.

They developed an

interest in the variety of centre-based activities we set up for them and began to
demonstrate to the staff that they were learning. I looked at the educare centre itself
and saw progress in cleanliness, in orderliness and in the carrying out of routines. I
looked at the teachers and participated in a gradual process of encouraging their
efforts.

Whereas I had the distinct impression at the outset in one centre that the teachers
were very demotivated and covered up each other's shortcomings, during the project
the majority gradually re-established interest in their profession and their workplace. I
watched them note. the children's

interest and progress.

What the teachers

thoughtfully rejected or modified to suit better their circumstances was also important
evidence of the "teacher" thinking in which they engaged. I also noted people from
the community watching us, sometimes telling us they racoqnized our efforts. I did not
know at the outset of the project what change I would see, but I trusted myself as a
reflective practitioner to recognize change when it occurred.
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McNiff (1993:100)

underscores this important dimension of the reflective process: "The basis of good
professional practice, says Schon (1983), is that practitioners understand what they
are doing, and use their cognitions intentionally to improve their practice."

This section has hopefully created a meaningful

link between emancipatory

educational action research methodology and the work I was doing and wished to
study in township educare centres. Action research was the best fit for the setting and
the nature of the task I set for myself as an in-service field worker.

In the final section of this chapter I outline the sequence of assistance at the educare
centres that I planned and the one that I subsequently followed. It should help to guide
the reader in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 where I tell the story of my participation at each
centre.

3.3

THE SEQUENCE
RESEARCH

OF INTERVENTION

DURING THIS ACTION

PROJECT

At each centre I planned for a three phase intervention. Phase A included a period of
observation, settling in, trialing some activities to gauge the teachers' 'fit' with some
basic early childhood education practices.
carrying out the planned intervention.

This was followed by planning and

Phase A was to be an intensive period of

regular and frequent visits to a centre.

During Phase B I planned for visits to other educare centres and to introduce a
network of partners and other interested people with whom the teachers could build
long term relationships. I hoped that by this time my role could begin to lessen without
leaving the centres in isolation.

During both Phase A and B I felt able to make

changes as the situation allowed or necessitated. In other words, if I tried something
out and saw it was not going to work, I stopped it, in the same way that I continued with
what worked well or showed promise.
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In Phase C I hoped to include at least some of the teachers from the centre in
workshops about aspects of our work, or in some other way of getting them to share
with other educare centres involved with Mustadafin Foundation.

My aim was to

eventually stimulate a situation where the centres were supporting and helping each
other.

One of the major benefits of the action research model is its flexibility. In this section I
look at one last aspect of this flexibility which allows for real change, time. Time has
been an important factor in the educare project. How much time I spent at a centre
each week and the duration of intervention at a centre very much depended on the
challenges I found after I began to volunteer at each site. I did plan an orderly process
as can be seen in Figure 2.

___. (

PHASE C

PHASE B )

TRY AGAIN EDUCARE

--t....

(PHASE

B

)

NOMZAMO EDUCARE

Figure 2:

Planned

Intervention

Sequence

The needs of Try Again, the second centre, however, were such that the project at that
site developed more slowly.

As well, the frequent absences of staff necessitated
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intervention over a longer period of time. In retrospect, as I indicate in Chapter 4.4.5.3
and 4.4.5.4, it would have been better to stay longer at Khanyisa/lnkwenkwezi as well.
Certainly, the development at Try Again has been very remarkable and sustained. I
did not attempt some of the activities at Try Again that were part of the intervention at
Inkwenkwezi, however. All together, a variety of challenges affected the time frame.

In addition to challenges within a centre, there are other, outside factors that affect a
project. In the case of Nomzamo, for example, the political climate of Old Crossroads
brought the renovation work to a standstill and prevented me from beginning Phase A.
This is a dramatic example of an outside factor which affects the time frame of a
project.

Such factors are not uncommon in South Africa as the country puts

democratic principles to the test. The inclusion of all stakeholders in the decisionmaking process necessarily takes more time but is the path to a solid foundation.

There are many other factors that stall or delay a project. What is important to note is
the flexibility that this emancipatory educational action research project allowed me. I
illustrate the schedule as it unfolded in Figure 3 below. The project would have been
doomed had I felt the need to abide by the same time frame at each site.
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KHANYISA/INKWENKWEZI

~

-.

EDUCARE

~HASEB)

I

..

PHASE C

TRY AGAIN EDUCARE

_. ~

...(r>HASES)
NOMZAMO

Figure 3: Actual Sequence of Intervention

EDUCARE

RENOVATION
PHASE

In this chapter I have attempted to provide an understanding of action research
methodology, and to show the 'good fit' that this methodology was for the work I
wished to study in three educare centres. The following chapters 4, 5 and 6 constitute
the reflective record of my work at Khanyisa/lnkwenkwezi, Try Again and Nomzamo
Educare Centres respectively.
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CHAPTER 4:

KHANYISA PRESCHOOL AND INKWENKWEZI

EDUCARE

CENTER

This chapter is an account of my experiences at the first educare centre at which I
volunteered.

The account begins, in fact, a little before the formal study, for it was

during my volunteer experience that I began to question what I was doing and how
well I was doing it. What began as self-talk and reflective writing I later formalized into
a guided thesis employing an action research model.

Nagging doubts about my

usefulness as a volunteer in-service teacher caused me to pose questions and the
questions required much more focus and study before they could be answered.
In this chapter, then, I first describe the area in which the educare centre is situated
and provide a short history of the educare centre itself. Then I explain what took place
during each of the three phases of the research as well as critique some of the
shortcomings and successes of those phases.
4.1

NYANGA

Khanyisa Preschool and Inkwenkwezi Educare Center are located in Hangana Road,
Nyanga.

Nyanga is a township populated by Xhosa people, some of whom were

removed there from other parts of Cape Town once the apartheid regime enforced its
Group Areas laws. Others arrived later, drifting to Cape Town in search of work or to
escape life in the homelands of Transkei and Ciskei. Nyanga, therefore, is a mixture of
permanent homes on adequately-sized plots in paved streets as well as squatter
housing in jumbled, narrow backways and unpaved roads. Often the two kinds of
housing appear on the same street. Hangana Road is in that part of Nyanga known as
the "Old Location".
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Nyanga is located on the Cape Flats east of the city of Cape Town. Klipfontein and
Lansdowne are main roads that border the community to the north and south
respectively and lead into the southern suburbs of the city. Two other townships, Old
Crossroads and Gugulethu, lie to the east and west respectively, with the township of
Philippi across Landowne Road (see map, p. vi).
My route to the educare centres took me past a police station, a medical clinic, a plant
nursery as well as a market area near the bus terminus and taxi rank. These are all
within walking distance of the centres on Hangana Road. There are four primary
schools very close to the educare centres.

Liwa Primary is situated beside

Inkwenkwezi Educare on Hangana Road, while Walter Teka is in the next block
around the corner from Liwa. The third school, John Pama, is on the next street nearer
the market, but its roof is clearly visible from Inkwenkwezi. M. Khanyiseli is the fourth
school nearby. While Inkwenkwezi is situated on the grounds of a Methodist Church,
there is an Anglican church and a building of the Red Cross Society behind the
educare centre.
Perhaps because of the density of the population as well as the proximity of the bus
terminus and taxi rank, Nyanga has earned a reputation for violent gun fights.

To

explain briefly, there is a history of taxi-related violence in the cities of South Africa as
taxi operators fight over routes.

The taxis which can accommodate about 12

passengers become targets when the taxi wars erupt, at the cost of many lives.
4.2

A BRIEF HISTO RY

Mrs. Sylvia Hobe, the Principal and owner of the two educare centres where I first
worked as a volunteer, began her child care activities as an extension of a sewing
group she started in 1987. The women involved in her sewing group brought their
children with them to their sewing lessons. Sylvia established child care in her lounge
across from the garage where the mothers were learning how to sew.
Eventually, the sewing group disbanded but Sylvia's ability to care for children brought
her an ever-growing number of babies and preschoolers.
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When space became a

problem, she persevered and successfully obtained funding to renovate and extend
the single car garage that had originially housed the sewing group. The centre, now
housed in the made-over garage as well as in three empty buses on a vacant plot
down the street, is named Khanyisa (light) Preschool.
In her youth, Sylvia completed two years of teacher training at Masibulele Teachers'
Training College but had to withdraw from the programme because of family finances.
When she entered the early childhood field, she trained in early childhood education
with the Early Learning Resource Unit (ELRU) taking Levels 1 and 2.

Sylvia

encouraged the women who came to work with her to acquire training as well. Some
did the course at ELRU, others at Grassroots, still others through other nongovermental organizations (NGOs) as well as community colleges.

This practice of

upgrading qualifications continues today with the staff at Sylvia's educare centres.
I entered Mrs. Hobe's life in 1996 and participated in helping her acquire other
premises that could house the older children.
4.3 PHASE A: INTENSIVE
4.3.1

WEEKLY ON-SITE

VISITS

KHANYISA PRESCHOOL

I first visited Khanyisa Preschool on Hangana Road in Nyanga in June 1996.

My

immediate reaction was that here was an educare centre where I could work with
children and meet some teachers.

Through Ghairunisa Johnstone of the Mustadafin

Foundation which sponsored the centre I met the Principal, Mrs. Sylvia Hobe, who
welcomed me to her-educare centre. Mrs. Hobe understood that one of the things I
wanted to learn from Khanyisa was how the staff and children could benefit from the
theme kits I was preparing at Grassroots (see 1.6.1.8). She also learned from me that I
was longing to work with young children again. It was one thing to work for children at
Grassroots, but I wanted to teach, to be with preschoolers again. I asked Mrs. Hobe if
she would allow me to volunteer at her centre and she readily agreed.
These two needs; to help the institution and to find a fulfilling role for oneself, are
critical to the role of a volunteer (see Chapter 1.6.1.7). The Volunteer Centre of Ottawa-
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Carleton in Canada, attempts to make a match between institutional needs and
volunteer needs before they suggest either candidates to institutions or institutions to
candidates (Interview notes, September 1997).

In my experience as a teacher in

Canadian schools, I had often had parent volunteers in my classroom. I had a list of
things I wanted a volunteer to do, but I always asked parents to make the choice of
how much they wanted to become involved.

Did they want to make things for the

classroom at home or in the staff room, did they want to prepare paint or wash toys, did
they want to record stories and participate in class outings? In other words, did they
want to remain outside the classroom, did they want to be inside the classroom but
only indirectly involved, or did they feel comfortable fully participating as an assistant
in the classroom. Later, when I became a school volunteer in Nova Scotia, I found it
was important to establish clearly the limits of my involvement. I did not want to be on
a fund raising committee; rather, I wanted to work directly with children. Whereas I
knew I wanted to work with children and hopefully become friends with the teachers at
Khanyisa, I was less clear about how helpful I would be.
One of the first things I did after that first visit in June was to write a letter to the
Canadian High Commissioner asking for some financial assistance for the day care
where I intended to work.

Khanyisa Preschool in Nyanga had been offered an

abandoned building which had seen a lot of 'action' during the violence of the 80's. It
was one of the sites for so-called 'night school' where resistance planning actually
took place. The building was on the grounds of a Methodist church at the other end of
Hangana Road from Khanyisa Preschool and was across the road from the three
buses which the preschool had been using at times.

This building, desperately

needed, would be for the preschool group. The money came through for extensive
renovations as did serious interest on the part of the Canadian government officials
involved.
I thought that Ghairunisa Johnstone probably saw me as a potential source of funds
when she consented to take me to the townships. (In fact, she later told me that she
thought (a) that I would not give them any assistance and just wanted to peer into
township life and (b) that I would have a "phobia" (her word) about Muslims, as she
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had often experienced both these reactions in people with whom she had come into
contact during her work at Mustadafin. I will return to these misconceptions later, in
Chapter 7, as they are related to the warnings Grassroots had given me (see Chapter
1.6.1.8).) I was quite ready to fall into the role of fundraiser for the sake of this building
project. I did not see it as detrimental to my role as a volunteer teacher. Even later,
when my role changed to more of an in-service teacher, I felt that anything I could do to
uplift the day care would only serve to encourage the teachers to modify some of their
practices. They also needed a good working environment, and I was prepared to write
some letters on their behalf. I expected this to be a short-term exercise. As time went
on, however, and I identified equipment and building needs for the 15 day cares, I felt
a certain obligation to help look for donations of equipment or the funds to cover the
costs involved.
Khanyisa Preschool and its new sister, Inkwenkwezi Educare Center, have a strong
Principal with energy to move towards a goal. Sylvia Hobe and I quickly moved into a
good working relationship. In some ways we were alike: neither of us was afraid to
work hard and we were quite frank with each other. As we got to know more about
each other we found we had interests in common. She was also a life-long learner
who encouraged her staff to keep training.
Sylvia was terrific with children.

She also shared my love of gardening.

Her energy created a lively atmosphere in a

classroom. She was eager to take ideas and adapt them to her own situation and
setting. We were soon on the road to a friendship.
This was not the case with her staff. It was some weeks before I felt a welcome from
staff. I had to come to terms with the lack of a ready smile, realizing soon that that
smile is part of the North American culture and that goodwill can be harboured in a
person who does not smile. There was not, in fact, a great deal to smile about in those
early days. The new building would not be ready till mid-January, and the teachers
were overseeing 84 children in what had been a single-car garage. There were tables
and chairs but no other equipment or materials.

The weather was poor and the

children remained indoors at the tables singing, chanting or in silence, at times
enforced with the presence of a ruler or stick which disappeared as soon as I arrived.
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They must have been trying days when I would arrive with materials and suggest
putting tables together, and then proceed to create a certain creative disorder and
energy. I felt the tension between the teachers' desire for order and the children's
need for stimulation.
This desire for order and control can be very strong, notwithstanding the preschool
setting. As a result, whole group teaching, teacher-centred learning and children
constantly waiting to be moved to the next stage of their day are common occurrences.
I had noticed it in my son's primary school; here it was in educare. I came to realize
how much a part of life regimentation and 'chalk and talk' were in South African
education. I make further reference to these teaching practices in Chapter 2.2.4 and
2.5.3. When I asked Sylvia early in my volunteering days what she would like me to
help with, she replied, "Ways to discipline." I replied that when children had interesting
things to do, there was unlikely to be a discipline problem. I told her that they wanted
to learn, that they needed to learn by doing things, and that as teachers we had to
provide an orderly and interesting environment in which to learn. Sylvia was probably
responding to two things.

Firstly, the acquaintance who had introduced me to

Ghairunisa often visited Khanyisa and had spoken to Sylvia about having observed
one of the workers hit a child with a ruler. The staff member was an older woman
mostly involved with cooking and cleaning. In fact, a year later Sylvia dismissed this
employee because of this behaviour.

Secondly, she had seen how excited the

children could become when they wanted to learn. I suppose she saw 'trouble
brewing' in the different learning environment I was demonstrating.
Specifically, the tadpole day was noteworthy. It was September 1996 and I brought in
a jar with tadpoles swimming in pond water and a book illustrating the life cycle of the
frog. The teachers at first thought they could leave the room when I arrived. On this
day, however, they got a clear message that I needed their language skills to help the
children understand that they would all have a chance to see the creatures in the jar.
There was almost a stampede for learning that morning. Then as I went with the
teacher to each table with the tadpoles and the book and as we carefully explained
about the life of a frog to the children, a quiet satisfaction took over.
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First of all the

children needed to be reassured that I would come to every table, but then I was struck
by the reflective quiet chatting that occurred once we had moved on to another table. I
shared my observation with Kholeka who was moving from table to table with me. I
knew that once an activity-based learning environment was organized the children
would be able to have enough experiences and time to reach that satisfied state every
day. I could appreciate, however, that it would mean a leap of faith for the teachers
and their Principal at this stage.
Something else happened that morning that underlined the differences in our cultures
and in what we accepted as 'good' teachers. One of the youngest children in the
group, a three year old, began to cry shortly after I arrived. As she was very weepy, I
picked her up and comforted her and kept her with me the rest of the morning. Indeed,
she carried the book for me from table to table. When the teachers saw her crying they
laughed.

"She's new," they told me. I was interested that they had not employed

some techniques to help the child feel more at ease. They might have given her a
buddy, an older child who could help her to learn the routine, even if they could not
give her the attention I was willing to offer. Interestingly, when I saw this little one the
next week, she ran to me and greeted me. I told the adult who was with her that we
were new friends after helping each other the week before. It turned out the adult was
her Mother and she had heard about me from her daughter. She explained that the
child was not only new to the educare centre, but that the family had just moved from
East London. It was all the more reason for helping this little girl to feel at home at the
centre. Whereas the Mother expressed her thanks to me for my help, I was sorry that
reality was so tough in her child's new community. My reaction had been that of the
careful parent which constitutes the official understanding of appropriate teacher
behaviour in the Education Act in the province of Ontario where I trained in Canada,
but being a careful parent in South Africa might well necessitate a different mindset,
including the necessity of teaching children to adjust quickly and to toughen up to new
situations.
Fear may also have contributed to the fact that the teachers and I established a friendly
and collegial relationship more slowly.

My acquaintance told me that the staff
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probably held me in awe because I came from Grassroots.

I was astonished and

replied that I was only a volunteer with Grassroots and had no official fieldwork
function there. It was then that I began to realize that the staff and, perhaps, even
Sylvia were not seeing me as a volunteer, but as an inspector, whether for Grassroots
or Mustadafin. It was about this that Grassroots staff had warned me earlier (see
chapter 1.6.1.8). I was very uncomfortable with this presumed role. I had no idea of
how Ghairunisa, Mustadafin's Co-ordinator, had introduced me and did not want to
undermine her by questioning the staff.

I knew, however, that I had to eliminate the

fearfulness quickly. I decided to borrow and shape for my purposes a technique from
behaviour modification training.

I would decrease an unwanted behaviour by

replacing it with another that was mutually exclusive: in this case, collegiality.
I resolved, therefore, to redouble my efforts to relate to the staff, chatting to them
informally, and building up their trust by only identifying what they did right, every
attempt. And, of course, they were good teachers who did many things right. As I
brought in activities and demonstrated or modeled teaching behaviour, I witnessed
their own training emerge and the spread effect of what I was doing with them (I make
reference to this trialing process in Chapter 3.2.3).

One day in October 1997, for

example, I brought in lots of pebbles and shells that I had collected from three beaches
to be used in different activities. Some children were to count, while others seriated, or
patterned, or classified. I looked over at the group who were seriating using size and
saw that the teacher was using the children's heights to demonstrate size order. This
was 'perfect' pedagogy, using the children's knowledge of themselves to learn about
other things, and I told her so. The children also told her by their rapt attention and
consequent success with the shells. Another teacher quickly found a counting poster
and stood it on a chair near the counting group so that the children could check how
many shells they had before choosing one of the magnetic numbers I had also
brought.

She then had children practice using the poster and there was great

clapping by everyone for their successful efforts. Whereas I had suggested using a
poster, the teacher had jumped to get it, brought it to within the children's reach and
had then taught the children how to use it. I was beaming with delight for all to see.
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(Sylvia told me at another time that they used the materials successully when the
Grade 1 teachers from Walter Teka Primary came to visit.)
I was also becoming aware of at least some of the many factors at play in the working
lives of the staff and, thus, of the need to be flexible (see also 2.6.3 and 3.2.2).
always came on the same day, so staff knew to expect me. I gave the Principal my
phone number in case it was not convenient to have me or in case she wanted me to
bring something from the Resource Centre at Grassroots. This notwithstanding, when I
arrived at Khanyisa each week, I asked staff if it was okay to bring in some activities. I
wanted to be there on their terms.
Finally, I had to make a decision to relate positively the work of the educare centre
when speaking to Ghairunisa. It was a matter of professionalism, yet it was difficult.
My acquaintance, who also volunteered at the centre as a way of improving her
isiXhosa language skills, told me of worrying things she witnessed in my absence.
The information about corporal punishment and about not using the materials I
brought when I was not there could have dampened my enthusiasm at this early stage,
but I decided that I would not allow it to affect my visits. I did not want to exhaust my
personal reserves in negative energy. For one thing, I knew there was a 'light at the
end of the tunnel' in some ways, in that the new building would probably ease up the
situation. In addition, I did not want to cause a possible misunderstanding with my
early observations. I had a lot to learn about life in this country in general and in the
townships in particular. I decided that it would be better to mention only what was
going well for the time being and, in this way, honour the right to privacy of this unit of
workers.

4.3.2

EMERGING NEED TO REFLECT

It was during this time, in mid-October, that I recognized the need to document what I
was doing. It was the question of a teacher friend visiting from Canada that sparked
the realization.

She asked me if I was trying to make a Canadian kindergarten in

Nyanga and wondered if I recognized that the needs here might be very different. . I
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recognized that I was a foreigner both in the sense of not being South African and of
being unfamiliar with the culture of my co-workers. Yes, I had offered help. But was I
truly helping and, if I was, how was I being of assistance? My initial thoughts had been
to work with children; then I saw the need to help the teachers practice what they had
learned during their training. I also played a helping role with Mustadafin. I needed to
monitor how I was doing. At first, I began to record my visits more fully. I had always
written planning notes before my visits; now I wanted to record what happened during
the visits. It was also an outlet for examining my observations.

I 'talked' to myself

through my written reflections. I wrote, I read, I edited and I reread. In this way, I tried
to make sense of where I was, what I was doing, and what was happening as a result.
(I refer to this process in 3.2.5.3 as welL). It was several months later that I decided to
undertake the more formal reflective study that has culminated in this thesis,
4.3.3

INKWENKWEZI

EDUCARE

CENTER

With regard to the renovations to the building that was to become Inkwenkwezi, I was
able to suggest some changes to the original plan to ensure maximum light, multi-age
groupings of children and maximum observation (I refer to these preparations of the
learning environment in Chapter 2.5.1). To these ends I was able to convince the
parties not to subdivide the larger of the two rooms and to install an observation
window between the two classrooms. While there were other minor ideas I added,
these constituted my main assistance to the renovation at Inkwenkwezi.

I was to be

much more deeply involved in the reconstruction work at Try Again and Nomzamo as
Chapters 4 and 5 will show. At Inkwenkwezi I realized too late that Mustadafin had
little capacity to supervise the builder and that I could in future offer assistance in this
regard.
When

Inkwenkwezi

Educare

Center

was

opened

by

the

Canadian

High

Commissioner on January 15, 1997, teachers and children entered not just a new,
larger and brighter building but also a new phase of their learning lives. I had noticed
shelving units stuffed with blankets at Khanyisa and had suggested that they be used
at Inkwenkwezi as room dividers and, of course, to store educational materials: I was
surprised to see toys, blocks, puzzles and board games on the shelves at
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Inkwenkwezi which I had never seen out in the room at Khanyisa.

It seems the

crowded conditions there were so overwhelming that equipment remained locked
away. I worked with staff to arrange the room into learning or activity centres. They
knew how but had been unable to do it in their former environment. I was to observe
this phenomenon again at Try Again, my next assignment (see Chapter 5.3.2, May 6,
1997).
The arranging of the room was an opportunity for me to see the teachers using their
training as well as a time for me to share more of what I knew about child centred
learning environments (see also 2.5.1). When I arrived on Tuesday, January 21st, I
saw that the sunniest parts of the room had been given to block play and a house
centre. Wishing to stimulate a love of literacy, I naturally wanted a sunny, cozy place
for reading and puzzles. I talked with Zoliswa who had done much of the arranging
and apologized for wanting to make some further changes.

Sylvia did not want to

discuss the changes. She just concurred that they should be done right away. As
Principal and owner of her educare centres, she took the initiative to make changes
and assumed the responsibility for them. This situation was to unfold very differently at
Try Again (Chapter 5.3.2, May 6, 1997).
As we worked, we also had to take down posters. It was an opportunity to put them at
child height on the walls and to arrange them so they were straight. I explained that if
everything in the room was arranged neatly and if everything had a place, then
children would want to replace things as and where they had found them. I talked with
the teachers about promoting this love of carefulness in young children.

I also told

them that soon they would have less tidying work to do because the children would be
doing it for themselves. I was alluding for the first time to those activities of practical life
I outline in Chapter 2.5.2.
Another interesting feature of the room arranging was that even after the changes
were made I noticed that no shelving space had been given to the writing and math
areas and that the science discovery table was the smallest table in the room.

It was

probably because they had no equipment for writing and drawing with the exception
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of one can of crayon pieces. I would also venture to say that they did not see it as all
that important. The documentary film I had viewed on one of the training organizations
had emphasized that children need not be taught to learn to read and write, but had
not also emphasized that pencil and crayon experiences were an important part of a
preshooler's day nor the role of drawing in literacy (see Chapter 2.5.4). I knew that I
would be giving lots of input to all areas, so I turned one last shelf around, out of the
library, and placed on it some computer paper and the can of crayons. I promised to
provide materials for the shelves on my next visit. I had received a donation in the mail
the same week from Canadian friends who asked that I buy some materials for the
educare centre.

I was able to buy pencils, crayons, scissors and puzzles for

Inkwenkwezi with the money.
I noticed that staff dressed differently now, taking obvious care in clothing and even
wearing gold accessories. They were warm in their greetings to me and immediately
. set about the activities I suggested.

I felt these were signs of a new sense of job

satisfaction and a growing trust in me. A member of the Canadian High Commission
had discussed staff satisfaction with me one day in December 1996 when she visited
the renovation site. She was concerned about salaries. I pointed out that a decent
and regular salary was only one part of a worker's job satisfaction. Growing in the job
through training and experience was another factor. A pleasant workplace was very
necessary, and this the Canadians provided.

Finally, the knowledge that one is

making a difference is also important. I felt strongly in the first weeks at Inkwenkwezi
that the teachers were much more satisfied with their jobs despite continuing salary
insecurity.
4.3.4

GOALS FOR IMPROVEMENT

There was some basic work for me to do at Inkwenkwezi. When I talked with Sylvia
and staff about orderliness and involving the children, I also spoke about the routines
of the day. I had noticed a timetable on the wall at Inkwenkwezi and the same type at
several of the educare centres I had visited. Indeed, I checked at Grassroots and
discovered this was the timetable they promoted in their training sessions. As I explain
in Chapter 2.5.3, my training and experience made me feel strongly that children
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needed the opportunity to have long periods of time to explore materials.

If they

wished to change activity they could move to another centre, to more or less active
play. But they needed choice and opportunity, and time was a key factor. I explained
to the staff that I felt the time table was almost impossible to achieve for one thing and
that it meant that teachers were frequently stopping activity and moving children.
Given the large number of children at Inkwenkwezi, this meant that children often had
to wait 15 to 20 minutes while furniture was rearranged for the next activity. This
occurred several times each day.

I suggested that the teachers think about altering

the time table to incorporate a larger block of time for indoor activities.
The day I was suggesting for preschoolers allowed them to use the two rooms as well
as outdoors. There was a flow to the morning that involved the children participating in
setting up and tidying up. The children also had the opportunity to do a variety of
activities and did not all have to do the same activity at one time or on one day, for
example, painting or colouring. Thus, they could develop the ability to make choices
within the parameters of the activities offered and the numbers allowed at each activity.
They also had an opportunity to develop a variety of skills that, in a classroom divided
into activity areas, address the needs of the whole child as well as allowing for
differences in children.
This rationale seemed sound to me, but I was to learn that the teachers needed many
opportunities to see such a morning in action before they adapted their existing
programme even in the smallest way. It was one of the most essential roles I played at
Inkwenkwezi: just being there demonstrating the viability of what I was suggesting.
These women were (are) serious in their approach to training. They had taken their
courses and continued to take courses each year to further. their understanding of
early childhood education. As Principal, Sylvia encouraged them to continue to study
and allowed them the time from their working day to attend class. Despite all they
gathered during their courses, however, they remained conservative about changing
their practice (see my comments on a safe environment for change in 3.2.4). They
wanted proof that what the course instructor and now I suggested really worked.
Fortunately, for the most part, the changes I wanted represented an affirmation of what
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they had already been taught. In the case of the timetable, however, I discovered that
several of the NGOs where the teachers had trained followed a timetable that chopped
up the day, and called for time-consuming and unrealistic procedures like group
toileting.

Another change that I saw as necessary and one that would affect time blocks was for
less whole-group learning. By mid-February there were 124 children registered at the
day care. I suggested that each teacher take charge of a smaller group and that the
children rotate in blocks of time to include indoor learning at the centres, outdoor play
and rings. I knew the teachers were wonderful when it came to encouraging the
children to sing, so I encouraged them to keep the group together during the early
morning singsong that staff and children seemed to really enjoy.

I wanted them to

know I valued what they were doing. I felt it was very important to not just tear down
their teaching practice, but rather to gradually build up some alternative practices at
specific times (see Chapter 2.2.4 and 2.4 for some research on differing cultural
practices in early childhood education).
I offered to work with the teachers to develop ideas for the small group learning
experiences which are known as rings in South Africa and as circles in Canada (see
2.5.3). The children and their teacher form a single circle and in this formation they sit
and listen to stories, learn songs and fingerplays, interspersed with plenty of
opportunity to perform actions and interact as a small group.

It is a more formal

opportunity for turntaking as well as an appropriate time for the teacher to introduce a
new theme, demonstrate a new activity, or alert the children to something different in
the day. The ring usually takes 20 to 30 minutes and works well with a group of 25 to
30 children.
I had a clear problem in helping with the ring, however. I spoke virtually no isiXhosa
and, therefore, could not demonstrate what I meant through modeling.

This was the

first time I had been stopped by language limitations. It had not been difficult to set up
a paint or playdough table and show the children how to use the equipment. A ring,
however, was a different matter. It was all language.

I could not do it; I could only
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explain and give ideas and provide examples and materials that would help a ring to
be successful.
One of the most frustrating aspects of this attempt was that, as each story or material or
item of interest was a learning experience for all the teachers, they wanted to be in on
the first presentation. Thus, invariably, they grouped all the children together so that
they too could be together. If the Principal was present, she presented. In fact, I noted
that her staff were silent for the most part in her presence except when she questioned
them. Sylvia was a dynamic presence and knew well how to keep the children's
attention. There could be interaction with only a small number of children in a group
this size though, not allowing for dialogue with the teacher in this setting. Eventually, I
decided to shelve this idea for the time being. Instead, I would encourage teacher
interaction during activities (see Chapter 2.5.4). I regretted not being able to influence
the teachers with the benefits of small group rings, but there were other areas where
they were very interested and motivated to learn.
I was to find a partial solution in Phase B (see 4.4.3.1), when I took one of the teachers
to see another educare centre. Here she joined in a well-established ring and came
away determined to implement some of the ideas. I address the ring again in Phase B
of Try Again (see 5.5.1, November 3,1998).
One area of practice the teachers found interesting was the organizing of thematic
activities based on the existing centres of activity. I had been presenting materials and
activities to do with them in the very crowded conditions of Khanyisa until the end of
1996. In the neweducare centre, I could demonstrate very clearly how the activities fit.
Several times I took them through a brain-storming process and they experienced how
I 'managed' the planning of practical and interesting common learning experiences
(which I explain in Chapter 1.6.1.3) that normally occupied preschool children for a
week at a time. One of the things that most impressed them was that it could all fit on a
chart on one piece of paper! As we developed the plan, I also made sure it called for
easily-available, no-cost materials.

Thus the new setting of Inkwenkwezi with its

clearly defined activity centres not only helped me teach about thematic planning but
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also helped the teachers see the plan in action. They had constructed the activity
areas themselves; now I overlayed their room plan with the theme plan.
An example of this work was the theme we called My Home. Part of what we planned
would be a trial for a theme kit of the same name which I had prepared for Grassroots.
Our theme included a study of geometric shapes as well as building homes with boxes
and containers of different size. During the week when we actually did the theme
work, we had the assistance of some students from Hewat College of Education who
were gaining field experience. Their presence not only allowed for more hands to
break off pieces of tape during the house building, but it was also an opportunity for
the educare teachers to 'show their stuff'. Adults and children had a great time
building geometric shapes with play dough and toothpicks, painting their newly
constructed homes and acting out the story of the Three Little Pigs. Later in the week
representatives from the Canadian Embassy came to hand over a plaque for the
building and they were delighted to see children actively engaged in enjoyable and
educational activities. I worked at the centre twice during the week to help get the
activities going and to be there in order to comment on the interesting educational
happenings.
I was sorry again that, although I knew the teachers had had a presentation on this sort
of, planning during their training, their trainers had not managed to ensure that the
trainees were more at ease with it. Knowing that these women would be returning to
especially disadvantaged environments should have challenged the trainers to offer
competency-based training and follow-up workshops.

In my experience, thematic

planning is an enjoyabl.e, not a difficult task, especially when all the teachers
participate in the planning. Yet I had had to introduce and explain it as if it were a new
approach all together. I refer to some of the problems associated with training in
Chapter 2.6.3 and again in Chapter 7.
4.3.5 TOWARDS

PHASE

B

I continued to 'make at least once weekly visits to Inkwenkwezi until April 1997.
began to feel that the learning process required a gelling stage, so I made a decision
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to reduce my visits to every other week. There were several reasons for this. First of
all, I had reached a stage with the teachers where I had been working very closely with
them and I wanted to back away a little so that they could try some things on their own.
Secondly, Sylvia and Zoliswa were now involved in a pilot project training course that I
saw as the beginning of Phase B of my involvement at the educare centre.

I was to

step back as I encouraged others to step in and the staff to reach out to teachers at
other centres. Thirdly, I was going to become quite busy with the pilot project myself
for about a month, following which Mustadafin wanted me to concentrate on Try Again
Educare in Philippi.
I suggested to the Principal that I only come every other week but that I would continue
to chat on the phone, to bring ideas and materials to the centre and to network with
staff and on their behalf for further improvements. This last included (1) getting help to
organize a vegetable garden and to plant shade trees, (2) fundraising efforts through
the Mustadafin Foundation to upgrade the infant and toddler site, Khanyisa, as well as
to outfit the three buses for the after school and three-years old programmes, and
helping to build a good relationship with the local primary school principals. Although
Sylvia said "Rose, when you don't come, I know I have missed something in my week,"
she understood that she must now share me with another needier educare centre.
On April 29, 1997 I was to receive from Zoliswa an answer to my own questions about
how much the teachers at Inkwenkwezi benefited from my presence there. At the time
I was interviewing Zoliswa in her role as participant in the Reception Year Pilot Project.
I had undertaken to do the on-site observations and teacher interviews for the pilot.
Zoliswa told me that some of the other participants had asked her what I was like.
Apparently, they were a little nervous about me visiting their educare centres. She
said that she told them "Rosemary is a true Xhosa woman. She is like my sister."
When I asked her about the value of what I demonstrated in my visits to Inkwenkwezi,
she replied with emotion that made her lips tremble that "I am so interesting [this is her
word] in what we do." She went on to thank me for including the educare centre in the
pilot project because she enjoyed speaking to staff from the other centres.
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Her

comments were so supportive that I was hopeful that someday I would also reach the
teachers at Try Again, my neweducare challenge.
,

In the next section I will explain the unfolding picture of Phase 8 of my research during
which I tried to help the staff broaden its base of support and to show them other
township educare centres where successful early childhood

programmes were

thriving. As I continued to support Inkwenkwezi with volunteer teacher visits, I will also
describe that changing role.

4.4

PHASE 8: NETWORKING AND CONTINUING

IN-SERVICE

The aim of Phase 8 was to begin to disengage somewhat from my intensive
involvement so that I could see how well staff continued what we had worked on
together. I did not want to create a vacuum, however, and therefore I planned to
secure a helping network for the centre as a whole by bringing in other interested
parties to be part of development. In addition, I would take the staff to visit other
educare centres. It was also my intention to continue to visit Inkwenkwezi but less
frequently. I hoped that this phase would solidify what I had been presenting at
Inkwenkwezi as well as broaden the centre's professional and helping network. I saw
little merit in making myself indispensible, but I understood clearly that establishing
linkages with like-minded professionals would diminish the teachers' isolation (even
as they had helped me with my own sort of isolation).
This was not an entirely successful phase of my work.

I shall expand on five

contributing factors. First, the lack of success was due, in part, to the fact that I should
have continued to visit the centre very regularly for several more months. Second,
there was a tragedy at the centre and the grieving process that followed sent staff off in
different directions. Third, the Principal lost interest in one aspect of the network I
helped establish. Fourth, I did not involve all the staff in visits to other educares. Fifth,
perhaps most importantly, I believe that my work at the second educare centre as well
as other commitments to Mustadafin during the last four months of 1997 were so
absorbing that I failed to notice early signs of stalled progress at Inkwenkwezi.
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In this section, then, I would like to document what transpired with respect to
networking, what contacts I was able to organize with other helping organizations,
what occurred during and as a result of the visits to other educare centres and what
continued to happen during my visits to Inkwenkwezi. Additionally, I shall outline in
some detail and comment on the factors that I feel contributed to some of the
successes and failures in this phase.
4.4.1

RECEPTION

YEAR PILOT

Insofar as Inkwenkwezi was concerned, I laid the foundations for Phase 8 early in
1997 when I heard of a pilot study to be undertaken in Crossroads, Gugulethu,
Nyanga and Mitchell's Plain. This was the Reception Year Pilot (RYP), a part of the
Thousand Schools Project, a national study. Given that the new Education Act would
include a Reception Year (Grade 0) as the first official year of school, and given that
educare centres would continue to offer this level of training to young children, Sylvia
Hobe and I agreed that it would be an interesting opportunity for Inkwenkwezi.
The pilot was being run by representatives from several NGOs in Cape Town,
including two that had trained Inkwenkwezi staff in the past. The course of study
involved attending half-day sessions once weekly throughout 1997.

As this was

similar to the timing used by the NGOs when they offered early childhood education
training, it was not overly disruptive to an educare's schedule.
was time for several visits by trainers to the pilot classrooms.

Included in the pilot
During the pilot I

suggested a time-saving modification which allowed teachers to visit each other's
settings with the trainer.

These visits were not 'testing' visits but rather problem-

solving case studies. I was particularly pleased about the on-site visits that the pilot
had included in its programme.
I encouraged Sylvia to allow her educare centre to be included in the pilot for several
reasons. Participating in the pilot would, I thought, widen the network of Inkwenkwezi
staff, and specifically Sylvia and Zoliswa. I attended some of the training sessions with
them and later visited all the sites on behalf of the RYP. I took the opportunity to
encourage all the participants in the RYP to develop professional relationships and to
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network with each other.

Furthermore, the pilot was to help establish linkages

between the educare centres and the primary schools which their 'graduates'
eventually attended. The course outline appeared to offer a review of previously
learned ECD material as well as new perspectives, some of which I was already
presenting at Inkwenkwesi. I was very hopeful that the Inkwenkwezi staff would benefit
from the course itself as well as meeting other teachers with similar goals for their
educare centres.

4.4.2

INVOLVEMENT

WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Since Sylvia was an experienced and keen gardener I suggested we get help to do
some landscaping at Inkwenkwezi. This would include a vegetable garden which the
children could tend. She was delighted with the idea and so I contacted Winston Cae
at the Environmental Education and Resources Unit at the University of the Western
Cape (UWC) as well as Abalimi Besekhaya, a nursery in Nyanga which offered
training in vegetable gardening. Both organizations agreed to be involved.

However,

the church on whose grounds Inkwenkwezi lay delayed approval throughout 1997
saying that eventually they wanted to build a new church on the unused grounds.
Therefore, until they had a blueprint of the building they were unwilling to apportion
land for a vegetable garden to Inkwenkwezi. I was very sorry about this as I could see
how the children at Try Again Educare were benefitting from their new garden. It was
not a vital issue, however, so liet the matter drop. Sylvia knew much better than I the
rhythms of her community and would know when and if to reactivate the request. It
would be a year before we successfully reactivated the gardening
November 1998.
4.4.3

project, in

VISITS TO EDUCARE CENTRES

I also intended as part of Phase B to bring members of the staff to visit other township
educare centres that were working we". I had an opportunity to identify several such
centres during my RYP visits and received permission to make a series of visits with
teachers to one centre in Gugulethu.

In addition, there was also a centre in

Khayalitsha, Baphumalele Educare, which had successfully adopted the Waldorf
educational method. Finally, I planned to bring the teachers to visit two Montessori
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centres, one in Blue Downs and the other in Durbanville.

The latter of these was

obviously not a township .school, but the owner and principal was very interested in
helping 'me with my task. Sylvia and Ghairunisa had already paid her school a visit
and had been very positive about some sort of linkage between the two centres.
Therefore, I included this particular school in my list. In the end, however, only Sylvia
visited the Durbanville school and another Montessori preschool in Rylands. Of the
teachers, only loliswa visited Nonkqubela in Gugulethu and Baphumalele Educare in
Khayalitsha .
. I have chosen to describe the visit to Nonkqubela Day Care Centre in Gugulethu. This
was a very successful visit, both the visit itself and what happened at Inkwenkwezi, in
the short term, as a result of the visit. It occurred, however, in the midst of a tragedy
which I shall describe in a later section (4.4.6.1) as a factor that may have interfered
with the success of the action research project at Inkwenkwezi.

Using an edited

version of my notes, I shall detail the visit to Nonkqubela Day Care on May 27, 1997
and then what I observed at Inkwenkwezi Educare on June 6th.
4.4.3.1

VISIT TO NONKQUBELA

DAY CARE CENTRE

- MAY 27, 1997

I was not sure if I would find loliswa at Inkwenkwezi when I arrived there to take her on
our pre-arranged visit to Nonkqubela.

One of the little children and the driver for

Inkwenkwezi had been murdered the previous Thursday, and loliswa had not come to
work on Monday (I explain further in 4.4.5.1). I was, therefore, delighted to see her
sitting in the office with Sylvia when I arrived on Tuesday morning.

They were

embroidering a pillow for the coffin of the little girl who had died. When I asked her if
she would still like to make the visit, her eyes filled with, tears as she said that she
would.
The staff of Nonkqubela greeted both of us very warmly. Later in the visit we explained
about the tragedy at Inkwenkwezi and they were genuinely sympathetic. Indeed, I was
struck by their caring behaviour towards both adults and children.
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I stayed at Zoliswa's side during most of the visit. In this way I was able to point out
activities and centres in the two rooms that I especially wanted her to note. The
educare centre had a large and varied dramatic play area, for example, that we
observed for some time. There was a good-sized place for block play. She could see
that children were used to taking time to look at the picture books in a sunny area of
the room. Messier activities like painting, gluing and playdough were in one area but,
explained a teacher, were open every day. Zoliswa was very taken with the sand
table. She also made particular note of the interest table which changed each week or
two to reflect the theme under discussion. I brought to her attention the tidy up song
the children and teachers sang as they quickly and expertly tidied away before
separating into two rings.
I was very happy that Zoliswa was a full participant in the ring. For one thing, it was a
happy moment for her during a sad time. Moreover, it was an excellent opportunity for
her to see what I wanted in a ring but could not model because I did not speak
isiXhosa (see 4.3.4). There was music and movement. There were poems and finger
plays. The teachers led a discussion to further the theme which was about farm
animals. The children added to the calendar, discussed the weather and recited the
days of the week and the months of the year. It was a very good example of a ring.
After tea with the Principal, Mrs. Mankayi, we said goodbye and returned to
Inkwenkwezi. I felt our two hour visit had been a welcome break for Zoliswa and a
valuable learning opportunity.
Insofar as many aspects of the two centres, Nonkqubela and Inkwenkwezi, were
concerned there were similarities in their programmes. The centres were both large
and adequately equipped.

They had established routines which helped their

progammes run smoothly. Both centres were clean and tidy and offered a healthy
environment for children. What Zoliswa had seen this morning in the operation of the
activity centres, during the rings, as well as the thematic approach to learning,
however, were three areas where Nonkqubela was very accomplished and which
Inkwenkwezi staff could learn to incorporate into their daily programme.
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4.4.3.2

FOllOW-UP

VISIT TO INKWENKWEZI

- JUNE 6, 1997

Although this was not an in-service teacher visit, but rather a Reception Year Pilot
(RYP) visit, I have chosen to include it in my account. After all, although I told Zoliswa
that I would be 'wearing a different hat' during this visit, our interactions and her
development reflected my longer term relationship as an in-service teacher. I could
not delete my role of capacity builder just because I was visiting Inkwenkwezi to
observe Zoliswa on behalf of the RYP. I had undertaken to visit the 22 teachers
involved in the RYP to observe and interview them. Zoliswa and Sylvia were two of
the participants.
I entered Inkwenkwezi to find Zoliswa had made some creative space changes in the
centre. With the advent of the cold weather I had spoken to both Zoliswa and Sylvia
about making better use of the dining area and office in the main building so that the
little ones would not have to go to the buses. Zoliswa had been busy! She had piled
up the little tables and chairs of the dining area into a corner of the office. Then she
had turned the dining area into two parts: a beauty salon and a sand and water play
area. When I had taken her to Nonkqubela Day Care the week _before,she had been
impressed with the sand tables they had. I told her then that I was planning to have
them made for Inkwenkwezi. During that same visit, I had pointed out the different
areas for dramatic play and had mentioned the idea of a beauty salon, saying that I
had lots of empty containers from my hair dresser to add to such a salon.

Here was

an idea already transformed into action.
In the main classroom, she had set up the playdough and paint tables with materials
from a house theme we had done earlier. She had the cutting centre organized on the
floor of the library and had a leaf rubbing activity set up in the drawing area. She and
Nothando both helped at the rubbings table during my observation period, since the
children had not done this sort of work before.

These were all ideas we had e.ither

done or discussed together in the months passed. Even the way Zoliswa surveyed the
different groups indicated that she had picked up a lot at Nonkqubela. She seemed to
have more of a sense of the room she had organized. By making decisions about the
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activities she intended to offer the children she had become more deeply aware of the
centres and of what the children might accomplish there. Alii had to do was watch this
transformed teacher proceed from area to area reinforcing routines, nodding or smiling
at children or offering a little help where needed. It seemed to me that Zoliswa had
really understood and integrated into her programme what I had demonstrated at
Inkwenkwezi and what she had observed at Nonkqubela. It did not take long to fill in
my observation sheets and congratulate her on her teaching.·
I told her I hoped she would welcome the other members of the RYP so that they could
improve their teaching. She said many wanted to come and that she was "so scared".
She added that some would visit next week. I reassured her that she had nothing to
be frightened of, that she would be helping them. Later, as I drove away I realized that
it was June a year ago that I had first visited Khanyisa where the older children carried
their chairs on their heads down the street to sit in the buses all morning. What a
change had occurred!
The Reception Year Pilot Project, contact with the Environmental Education and
Resources Unit and Abelimi Besekhaya, and visits like the one to Nonkqubela Day
Care constituted efforts on my part to establish a network of helping organizations for
Inkwenkwezi as well as examples that corroborated the practices I was modelling
during my visits to the centre. In the next section, I will describe a sample in-service
visit during this second phase of the research which illustrates several significant
developments at the centre.
4.4.4

CONTINUED

IN-SERVICE

As I have noted earlier, I visited Inkwenkwezi less frequently during Phase 8 than the
at least weekly visits of Phase A. I was expanding the network of the day care by
introducing staff to other organizations and taking them to visit other educare centres
during this time. i was hopeful that the staff would continue with at least some of the
suggestions I had made and practices I had modelled during Phase A and which I
continued to consolidate during Phase B.
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Rotation of small groups of children to make better use of space, activity centre's,
thematic learning, encouragement of routines and independent self-help skills were all
part of the work I had done at Inkwenkwezi.

As I explain in Chapter 2.5, these

constitute recognized and theoretically-based early childhood educational practices.
Here follows a typical visit in the early weeks of Phase B. This visit illustrates that the
centre functioned well even without its full complement of regular teachers.

In fact, I

had often missed seeing one teacher present on this day, Nathando, because she was
involved in a level 2 training course on my regular day, Tuesday.

She and I had

established a good relationship in 1996, however, when we had worked together at
Khanyisa and during the first month of 1997 at Inkwenkwezi until her course began.
Whether or not Sylvia, Zoliswa and Nonceba were all present, the routines continued.
The visit also exemplifies the wide role I played as a volunteer. Today, visitors came to
the centre, people involved with the centre who recognized me as part of this educare.
More than this, I easily fit into the routines I had helped establish here. I knew the
children well enough to have them work happily with me. The visit also showed that
the children were becoming accustomed to making choices, to taking the initiative to
change centres, and preparing for and tidying up after their activities.

Finally, this

account glimpses at some of the events I witnessed in my trips to and from the educare
centre. This is not a composite; this is the story of OAevisit.
4.4.4.1

IN-SERVICE

VISIT - JUNE 13, 1997

I arrived at Inkwenkwezi to find that neither Sylvia nor Zoliswa was present. Nonceba
was outside and Nothando and Nontobeko were in the building. I noticed immediately
that each teacher was in charge of a group of children.

Rotating three groups of

children was a practice I had been encouraging for some time to make better use of
space and to ensure that children had an opportunity to interact with their teacher (see
4.3.4). The groups appeared to be functioning smoothly.
The older children were in the large classroom ready to begin activities. It was 9:50
a.m., so they had been fed breakfast. Nothando was finishing the music ring during
which the children stood in a large circle in the room. The floor is too cold to sit on
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without carpeting at this time of the year. I began to set up the paint and playdough
tables as well as some math activities. I noticed that Zoliswa had set out the farm at
the interest table and had labeled the animals and the barn as well as making a notice
'The Farm' - English, not isiXhosa!
When ring ended and children began to go to different activities, I suggested that I
work with children at tracing and cutting out masks. I had brought in mask models of
four farm animals on Tuesday, and Zoliswa had already begun the project with some
children. I worked with a small group on the carpeted floor of the library area. As there
were only three pairs of scissors, I was limited to working with only three children at a
time. It was just as well because that this was the first cutting activity the children had
done that created an end product. Prior to January they had never used scissors, so
initially I just provided magazines for them to cut up. What happened in the library
area that Friday morning was very exciting.
I worked with boys. They were the ones who carne for the masks. The procedure was
that I showed them the model masks and we all made the sounds of the animals. I told
them what the animals were in English and they told me what they were in isiXhosa.
The children at this educare centre knew me quite well and loved to help me with my
isiXhosa. Next, they chose which animal mask they wanted to make. This part was a
little difficult, as I had observed in the past and anticipated would be the case today.
These children were used to being told what to do and had little experience in making
such choices. While I waited for them to dare to choose I modeled the different masks
myself and they thought this was great fun. Eventually, one child made. his choice and
they all watched as I traced the outline of the mask saying "sika, sika, sika" (cut) as I
went around the shape with a wide, black felt marker. This would show him where to
cut. I also said the parts of the face, especially the ears because they appeared on the
mask outline. I pointed to the ear on the mask, to my ears and to the chldren's ears.
They of course obliged in English and isiXhosa, touching my ear and the mask ear as
well. I then asked the child his name, printed his name on the back of the mask and
showed him what I had printed as I repeated his name. This was the prqcedure for
each child.
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While the first child got to work with the scissors, I began tracing the next mask for
Xolani who had made his choice of animal in the meantime. When I printed his name,
I made a mistake, printing "Kh" instead of "X'. He shook his head and said his name
again. I handed him the pencil I was using for the printing and he reprinted his name,
"Xolan" (sic).

I was delighted at his ability and said his name again and again,

emphasizing the click. I caught Nathando's eye and she came to hear the good news.
"Please tell him how thrilled we are that he can print his name," I asked her. As each
boy finished his mask I taped on the head support for it and showed him with

a. small

mirror what he looked like. Each one then went off"proudly to show his mask to the
other children in the classroom. There was soon a good deal of mooing -- and butting
-- of horns.
All the while our activity had generated some interest and, for the first time in my
experience at Inkwenkwezi, I had children arriving from other areas to ask to
participate. This marked a change of behaviour as they had usually been reluctant to
get up from one activity and proceed to another area without first being released from
the activity or called to the new area by a teacher. I soon had a queue of watchers and
listeners.

As new children came and the ones who finished earlier returned, they

realized I was still having trouble with the isiXhosa words. In their eagerness to help
me, they made a leap forward in literacy development: they turned to books.
As I mentioned early, the activity was taking place in the library area. I had brought in
several books of domestic animals, some devoted entirely to a photographic history of
one animal. The boys began to take the books off the library shelves and bring them
to me and say the names of the animals in isiXhosa and English. They were drilling
me in their language as well as demonstrating their own proficiency in English! They
were teaching me! They had discovered a need for books! It was a wonderful moment
for I had never seen the children at this school go to the book shelf.

Another

threesome of boys, having seen the group with the books, went to the bookshelf
themselves. I caught with my camera the most beautiful picture of amazement on one.
child's face as he saw a picture that enchanted him. His face was alight with wonder
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at what was inside the pages of a book. As a person devoted to literacy, I could not
have experienced a more exhilarating teaching moment.
It was after this sharing of their language that one of the little boys came to hug me and
began to touch my face and hair and say the English and/or isiXhosa words that went
with the parts of the face. I knew this had been a very special learning experience for
the children. They felt good about themselves, their independence, their new-found
scissor skills, their language and social skills as they interacted with me, who was no
longer a foreigner, a mlungu (a term for white person, similar to 'hanky' in the United
States) as they used to call me, in their midst. The child who quietly played with my
hair while I continued to trace a mask for the next little learner was expressing his
contentment with his achievement. It felt very good to be a teacher just then!
When I took a break from the mask making activity, I made a brief visit to the house
centre.

Here children were busy with the activities of daily living:

cleaning and

dressing 'babies,' arranging blankets to carry them on their backs, working in the
kitchen. I wanted to model for Nothando appropriate teacher behaviour in the midst of
fantasy, so I picked up a cup (It had no bottom in it!) and 'poured' myself a cup of tea
from the plastic kettle. The children were delighted with my "mmm" of satisfaction with
my imaginary first sip. Then I 'washed' the cup in the little sink and said "enkosi" to the
enthusiastic mommies and daddies in the house centre.
Dramatic role play is very difficult for many teachers.

I had witnessed the

awkwardness colleagues in Canada had presented during drama classes, but I felt at
ease in role and used it often to aid my teaching. I never abused the sanctity of the
fantasy area and, therefore, always entered in role. I said nothing but just winked at
Nothando who was watching me, and returned to the mask activity. I was planting a
seed and would watch to see if it grew in Nathando.
During the morning we were visited briefly by the psychiatrist who had helped the
parents, children and staff in the days following the murders. He had come to report
that hé was to receive R500 for a newspaper article he had written about the murders
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and to say he wanted the families of the two victims to have the money, which he
would bring on June 20th. I thanked him for all that he had done and was continuing to
do for the centre.
I also told him that I had witnessed the aftermath of the same kind of shooting that very
morning on Valhalla Drive on my way to my first appointment at the Uluntu Centre. I
had come to an intersection, seen a small crowd gathering around a bakkie, and then
clearly the bloodied face and a hole in the neck of the driver.

It had been a great

shock for me, and I had purposely not told the teachers at Inkwenkwezi what I had
seen, for I did not wish to visit any more stress on them than they already had in their
lives. Yet here I was telling this man. He was speechless, and I suspected he just
couldn't take any more such news himself. He had mentioned that his car had broken
down and he was using his brother's - stress enough. I found myself apologizing for
mentioning the incident.
Not long after the psychiatrist left, two trainers from the Early Learning Resource Unit
arrived.

They had been doing rounds observing different day care centres and

classrooms involved in the Reception Year Pilot. When they came into the classroom,
Jos commented "Finally, children are having fun somewhere!"

At one point one of

them came over and took a photograph of the excitement in the library area.
The classroom was indeed a happy place. Nothando was working in another area on
geometric shapes with a group of children and there was great clapping as they
matched plastic pieces to printed shapes, making a picture.

The painting and

playdough areas had been completely independent learning centres this morning.
The children knew the routines. I had put their aprons out on the backs of their chairs
at the paint area, and they had donned them and remembered to pull up their sleeves
before beginning to paint.

They had learned so much independence in the five

months since the new building had opened, allowing for activity centres where they
could learn from materials rather than only from.the teachers (see Chapter 2.5.2 and
2.5.3).
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Today had been very special.
concerned, there was progress.

Insofar as my work as an in-service teacher was
I had seen three teachers in charge of smaller

groupings of children; I was witness to Zoliswa's theme in progress;

I watched

children choose and independently undertake enjoyable and educational activities.
Finally, I also sensed a calm in the centre, the sort of calm that only comes with
established routine.

As I drove away, I reflected that a year had made a huge

difference in the quality of life at this educare centre.
And today had opened the door for a new phase in literacy development fn the
children. With the story of what had happened this morning, I could now explain to the
teachers about establishing an environment where the children needed to print and
read.

I was grateful again on this occasion for the flexibility of action research

methodology that I referred to in Chapter 3. I had been waiting for the right moment to
bring literacy to the front and centre of this school, and that moment had arrived. I was
encouraged to continue my vigil for 'teachable moments' on other educational issues .
at both Inkwenkwezi and Try Again. I make further reference to teachable moments in
Chapter 7.1.
At this point in the story of Phase B I think it is important to evaluate my performance as
an in-service teacher and to examine the factors which may have interfered with the
flow and successful outcome of this phase of the action research I had undertaken with
the teachers of Inkwenkwezi Educare.
4.4.5

PROBLEMS AND SUCCESS

IN PHASE B

I have mentioned at the beginning of this section that Phase B was not all together
successful.

Several factors contributed to this.

I shall briefly describe the tragic

shooting of May 23rd and attempt to explain the impact it had on the centre's staff and
principal. I shall discuss the principal's gradual dissatisfaction with the RYP training
course. I will also address a weakness in the visits to educare centres. Finally, I will
outline the several factors which led to me making much less frequent visits to the
centre than the schedule of every other week that I had originally planned. These
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problems, notwithstanding, there were some successes and I will end my discussion of
Phase B on that positive note.
4.4.5.1

A TRAGEDY

AT INKWENKWEZI

On May 23rd, a misty morning on the Cape Flats and just an hour and a half before I
arrived at the centre, two men stepped off the pavement and fired at a bakkie which
had halted at the stop sign at the intersection halfway between Khanyisa and
Inkwenkwezi. Their eight shots killed the 25 year old driver, Thulani, and the four year
old girl, Ncebakazi, he was driving to Inkwenkwezi. There were several other children
in the bakkie, including one little boy sitting in the cab with the victims of the shooting.
Ncebakazi was pronounced dead on arrival at Groot Schuur Hospital, while Thulani
died that evening. The hospital offered help that day for the traumatized children who
had survived the violence. Sylvia's neighbour (also an educare operator) generously
helped her by driving her back and forth from the hospital and several other trips as
she searched for the family of the little girl. On the following Tuesday, May 27th, the
hospital sent a psychiatrist and a psychologist to Inkwenkwezi to meet with the
children of the centre as well as staff and parents (I took Zoliswa to Nonkqubela Day
Care earlier that day). On May 28th, there was a memorial service for Thulani and
Ncebakazi at the site of the shooting which was attended by the two local primary
schools, the Canadian High Commissioner and staff, Ghairunisa and other members
of Mustafafin staff, as well as all the staff, children and many parents of the two
educare centres. This very briefly describes the pain-filled days marking the death of
Thulani and Ncebakazi, the account of which occupies many pages in my journal
entries.
4.4.5.2

A GRIEVING

PRINCIPAL

In the weeks that followed the funerals of Thulani and Ncebakazi, Sylvia collapsed
with severe back pain and headaches.

She had been very strong throughout the

preparations, yet the tragedy had taken a great toll. I went to see her at her home
several times and she was in bed, not available.

Wisely, she went away to her

relatives during the winter school holiday. When she returned, now two months after
the murders, she said she was fine, but I sensed that she had turned her attentions
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from Inkwenkwezi down the street. She was almost never there when I popped in to
make a short visit. I began to vary the days of these pop-in visits and yet I never met
her at Inkwenkwezi. I knew from the staff that there was not one of them in whom she
had placed head teacher responsibility.

In fact, the new head of the RYP training

reported to me an exchange she had had with Zoliswa over educational materials
which only reinforced my understanding that staff were unwilling to make decisions on
behalf of Sylvia, not even to choose the educational materials that they would use with
the children at their centre.

When I spoke to Sylvia about her absence from

Inkwenkwezi, she told me she was now working on behalf of the Nyanga community. I
wondered if the events of late May had not discouraged her about making her educare
centres a financially viable venture. Some of the children who attended her centres
had to be transported in from other areas.
dangerous this was.

The shootings had shown just how

Yet she needed to keep her numbers up in order to run a

profitable business. I wondered if some of these thoughts were concerning her.
It was also during this second half of 1997 that Sylvia approached me to become a
member of a trust of her centres. The trust was to be established in order to satisfy the
conditions of a donation of the land on which the buses stood. An anonymous donor
was willing to buy the land provided it was used as an educare centre whose affairs
were kept in trust. Sylvia and I actually disagreed over the terms of the trust and our
relationship lapsed for several months. Whereas formerly we had spoken frequently
on the phone or I had gone to visit her for a few minutes at her home, we did not
communicate. The problem was that I wanted her to include one of the teachers on
her board. She had included an external professional, a member of the community
and a parent, but not a member of her staff. I reminded her that the teachers were an
important stakeholder group. She was not convinced and only agreed to include a
teacher after I made my own involvement conditional.

Sylvia indicated to me at the

time that she did not want to be held back by "people who did not want to really work"
(sic). This was a worrying statement and a sign of her dissatisfaction with the staff.

Additionally, on another occasion when I was returning Zoliswa to the centre after
visiting Baphumelele

Educare in Khayalitsha, we met Sylvia at the door of

Inkwenkwezi. She said not a word to Zoliswa, not a question about how the visit had
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gone, nothing. I felt something was wrong between Sylvia and some of her staff.
Certainly, they were struggling without her presence.

Had I also created a

dependency and then let them down by reducing my visits, especially given the posttraumatic stress they must have been experiencing?

Later in this section I address

this.
I have included as one of the factors for the less than successful outcome of Phase 8
Sylvia's gradually diminishing interest in the RYP training.

She had been very

enthusiastic at the outset. The allure of participating in a pilot that would become part
of a national curriculum made both Zoliswa and Sylvia very keen to take the course.
The pilot, however, suffered some staffing problems, and in many ways offered training
that these experienced educare teachers already possessed. As Sylvia explained at
the end of the first module, much of the course was revision for her. Later on in the
course, she and Zoliswa added that some of what I did with them covered the material
that was new in the course and that, as a result, they did not really need the course.
(In a way, however, what was bad for the course was good for my in-service training.
The course was another voice giving the same message about independent and
active learning in the preschool classroom.)

Then, too, there was an unfortunate

questionnaire that was handed out during one of the modules. When Sylvia shared it
with me, asking me to help her with it, we were both insulted by it. It could be very
divisive. I actually brought it to the attention of the course organizing committee and it
was subsequently withdrawn.

Sylvia was further disaffected when a representative

from the Western Cape Department of Education announced to the trainees that there
would be no money to pay for a Reception Year of schooling.

Finally, Sylvia's

attendance dropped off drastically after the murders and she attended only
sporadically thereafter. I had hoped this involvement would lead to stronger ties with
the primary schools close to the educare centre as well as recognition for the centre as
an accepted centre for the Reception Year. The centre was featured with a lovely
photograph in Teacher early in 1998, but the hoped-for liaison with the primary
schools did not take place.
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4.4.5.3

SHORTCOMINGS

IN THE EDUCARE VISITS

I made a mistake vis-a-vis the visits to other educare centres that had somewhat to do
with timing problems but mostly with my lack of understanding of the si/ence at
Inkwenkwezi. There were logistical difficulties in taking staff off the premises so that
they could see other smoothly functioning educare centres. Zoliswa, Nothando and
Nonceba were all taking courses which meant they were each absent one afternoon
per week. Educare centres have a very active morning programme and that is what I
wanted staff to see in the other centres.

Mornings, however, were very busy at

Inkwenkwezi, and I was unable to ensure that Sylvia would fill in while some of her
staff went with me to visit. What transpired, then, was that I took Zoliswa to two different
centres on two different occasions. Whereas I told her how important it was to share
what she learned during these visits, I am not sure that she did. Sylvia by this time had
other worries on her mind and her relationship with staff was 'top-down', probably
making it difficult for one of her staff to suggest ideas she had seen elsewhere.

I

should have involved myself to a greater extent in the post-visit discussions amongst
staff and Sylvia. This was a serious error on my part, one which I learned from when I
began to interest staff at Try Again Educare in making such visits (see 5.5., November
3 and 25, 1998).
4.4.5.4

MY INVOLVEMENT

WITH TRY AGAIN EDUCARE

Another factor, one which I can be more sure of, is the impact that my involvement at
Try Again began to have on me and my visits to Inkwenkwezi. The difference between
the two centres was drastic.

Try Again would take much longer and much more

involvement before I could hope to work with staff in the same way I had been able to
at Inkwenkwezi. When I would enter Inkwenkwezi for a brief visit after a morning at Try
Again, the order and calm as well as the friendly greetings were so welcome
compared to what I was experiencing five minutes drive away in Philippi.

In

comparison everything seemed so much better at Inkwenkwezi that I thought
everything must be going well.

In addition, I thought that my relationship with the

teachers at Inkwenkwezi was such that they would ask me to help them if they were
having problems. I believed that in our friendship they had found their 'voice'. It was
not so, however, if that meant bringing up the problem. Rather, I should have known
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to ask them the right questions.

Even more important, they needed me to be there

over several hours so they could find the way to answer me. As I wrote in my notes on
October"30th, 1997, "I still had a lot to learn about the role of time in conversations in
South Africa. I obviously just needed to be there, and I also needed to ask the right
questions."
4.4.5.5

BEYOND IN-SERVICE

TEACHING

There was another role I was playing for Mustadafin in the fall of 1997 that effectively
ate up even more time.

I had successfully negotiated another donation from the

Canadian government for the renovation of both Try Again and Nomzamo in Old
Crossroads. I was acting as a site supervisor on behalf of the Foundation. This led to
as many as four trips a week to the sites and meant that I could not possibly give a.
morning to Inkwenkwezi which I thought was firmly on its feet. It was an incredible
load for a volunteer to carry and the weight of it exhausted me.
I have tried to explain some of the weaknesses of Phase B. The murders and the
difficulties of the RYP project were beyond my control, although I tried to support
Inkwenkwezi through the grieving process and to act as their advocate in the RYP. I
noted the errors associated with the educare visits and did not repeat them at Try
Again.

Now I would like to list briefly some of the successes accruing from Phase A

and B which summarize many of the observations sited in the preceding pages.
4.4.5.6

SOME SUCCESS

What did happen at Inkwenkwezi was in some measure successful.

The centre

continued to be well laid out in learning or activity areas. The teachers followed a
daily routine that included large and small group as well as individual time. The centre
was clean and the meals were nutritious and delivered on time. The children had a
good rest every afternoon. They had an opportunity to play outdoors in the large well
cared for grounds. In the mornings they could use the educational materials in each
centre, although I believe the paint, glue and playdough centres and the water table
were seldom opened for them.

During a visit on November 3, 1997 I noted that

children were moving much more independently from activity. to activity and were
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managing independently at the centres. In addition, I noted that they loved being
involved in the tidy up process as they sang the song Zoliswa and I had learned at
Nonkqubela months before. This indicated to me that sustained change had occurred.
The problems and successes of Phase B have now been described in some detail. I
next present the plans for and implementation

of Phase C wherein I hoped

Inkwenkwezi staff would help other centres.
4.5

PHASE C: PLANS FOR HELPING OTHERS

In this section I will describe Phase C of the research project in which I hoped to
observe long term sustained change in teaching practices at Inkwenkwezi.

I

suggested several ways in which staff could help other teachers learn what I had
shared with them.
4.5.1

TEACHER VISITS TO INKWENKWEZI

Throughout the latter half of 1997,.lnkwenkwezi received visits from the trainees of the
RYP course. I was not present during the visits but, according to the staff as well as the
two trainers from ELRU, the visits were a success.

I had an opportunity to bring

Nomthandazo of Try Again to Inkwenkwezi for a very brief visit at the end of an outing
to Baphumelele Educare in Khayalitsha. She was very impressed.

I wanted her to

have at least a full day visit, however, and to bring other teachers from Try Again and
other Mustadafin educare centres. Sylvia even offered to have teachers come for a
week and then Inkwenkwezi teachers go back to the visiting teachers' centre to help
them. This may well come about, but not within the confines of this study..
4.5.2 WORKSHOPS

AND MEETINGS

The other idea I thought of was to choose some aspect of what we had done together
and present the ideas to Mustadafin's principals at one of their monthly meetings.
This would have to wait, however, given the full agendas for those meetings. I refer to
this idea in Chapter 7 when I give a brief update and afterword about continued
progress following the end of this research project.
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Finally, the teachers themselves solved the problem of rounding out Phase C. At the
end of March 1998, Nonceba and Zoliswa attended a Principals' meeting representing
Sylvia for Inkwenkwezi

and Khanyisa.

It was an extraordinary

meeting in that it was

being held at Try Again in response to a request from that educare to help them sort
out some of their on-going problems.
was delighted

at this spontaneous

I had been working at Try Again for a year.
reaching

I

out on the part of Try Again and was

hopeful that the other principals would be able to offer some solutions.
was not present at this meeting, but Ghairunisa

Once again I

chaired it. I had not been invited by

either Mustadafin or Try Again. During the meeting both Nonceba and Zoliswa had an
opportunity

to go over some of the areas I had worked

on at Inkwenkwezi

reassure Try Again that they were good ideas. Specifically,
daily programme

with its longer timeslot for independent

and to

they discussed the revised
activity.

They were able to

tell Try Again staff that initially they had found some of my suggestions
what they had learned before, but that they now understood

different from

and had incorporated

them. Ghairunisa reported this information to me the next day. Despite other aspects
of the meeting
underlined

not going

well,

the fact that they understood

incorporated

the interaction

of Inkwenkwezi

staff

what we had done together, that they had

the changes into their programme

share their understanding

4.5.3

particularly

and that they were able and willing to

with other teachers.

BOOK PROJECT

In mid-1998

I decided to include another project in the research when I discovered a

major staffing upheaval at Inkwenkwezi

and became concerned

that this might have

eroded my efforts in what constituted Phases A and B. After the June holiday, Sylvia
transferred Zoliswa, Nonceba and Kholeka back to Khanyisa and replaced them with
Thobeka,

Nothando

and Nontobeko.

(who had been at Khanyisa

I therefore organized

between January

and June 1998)

a project that would review some of the work I

had been doing with these teachers since 1996.

It would also allow them to plan

activities with me. Finally, I planned for them to work on the project with Try Again staff
in 1999. I refer again to this project in Chapter 7.
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The project concerned a donation of books which I had succeeded in obtaining for
three educare centres: Inkwenkwezi, Try Again and Nomzamo. In order to ensure the
full use of the books, I wanted the teachers to brainstorm with me and test different
ways of presenting and extending the stories. Building on their knowledge of activity
centres, for example, the teachers and I began to think of ways to extend the learning
possibilities of the books at those centres. We experimented with ideas using three of
the books during October and November 1998 and agreed to continue in 1999. I also
observed them reading the books to the children and began to offer ideas to vary the
readings as well as to include the children during the readings. As 1998 came to an
end we agreed that it was time to include Try Again staff and perhaps Nomzamo staff
in this learning process. Each centre had strengths to bring to this project and together
the teaohers could come up with very good ideas that would encourage a readingfriendly environment at their centres.
I was very satisfied by what I had seen in the latter part of 1998 that Inkwenkwezi
Educare, despite a major staff change, was continuing to execute some of the teaching
practices I had modelled. Specifically, the use of activity centres and the separation of
children into smaller, more manageable groups that offered greater opportunity for
interaction with a teacher were two fully-entrenched such practices.

The centre

continued to be clean and neat offering a programme that ran smoothly and
punctually.
4.6

ENDINGS

Before I end the story of my work in Nyanga, I want to say what a joy it was to work at
Sylvia Hobe's educare centres. In those early days of my stay in South Africa another
placement might have been disastrous. As it was, I always came away enthused and
grateful for the opportunity to work with both staff and chldren. I developed a special
relationship with the children at this centre, especially after Inkwenkwezi opened.
They truly enjoyed what we did together. They allowed me too to be their teacher.
Modeling appropriate teacher behaviours worked well at Inkwenkwezi as did quietly
including new material or setting up new activities in centres. The teachers were polite
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and interested. I liked them as colleagues and they always made me feel welcome. I
was careful not to intrude too far into their routines, and I genuinely respected them as
valuable resources to the children in their care. They all remained somewhat distant,
or more precisely, silent, however. If I received feedback on a suggestion or activity, it
would be whether or not the suggestion was incorporated into their programme. For
example, it was six months before I saw the dining room used regularly as another
classroom, not just an eating area. On the other hand, they had quickly designated
activity areas and knew where· to place the materials I regularly supplied.

Further,

whereas by the end of 1998 I was still unsuccessful in convincing them to have small
group rings, they began to introduce reading a story into their whole group rings.
My work in this centre was of a gentle nature. I did not have to worry about basic
health and safety issues.

The building was very clean and the children well-

monitored. All together it was a wonderful experience for me. I do not think I could
have given my time more productively than I did at Khanyisa Preschool and
Inkwenkwezi Educare Center.
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KHANYISA PRESCHOOL AND
INKWENKWEZI EDUCARE, NYANGA

LEFT: 86 Children sitting at tables at over-crowded
Khanyisa, a remodeled garage. I brought shells for
classifying, seriating, patterning and counting activities.

ABOVE:
Inkwenkwezi Educare Center prior to renovations.

LEFT:
Sylvia Hobe, owner and principal,
at work at Inkwenkwezi Educare.

ABOVE:
Children work alonaside caretaker to oreoare a landscaoed veaetable and indiaenous aarden.
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KHANYISA PRESCHOOL AND
INKWENKWEZI EDUCARE, NYANGA

LEFT:
. Inkwenkwezi Educare Centre, also called
Northern Lights for the benefit of Canadians
who donated funds for the building renovations.

RIGHT:
Extending the use of books in the classroom at
the playdough table. Part of the Book Project.

LEFT:
Nothando reads a story while I prepare to
use a felt board for retelling as part of the
Book Project.

RIGHT:
I caught a moment of wonder as two
children discover the fascination of books.
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CHAPTER 5:

TRY AGAIN EDUCARE CENTRE

This chapter is the account of my experiences as a volunteer at Try Again Educare in
Philippi. I begin with an explanation of the geographical and historical settings of the
centre before describing my work during a 20 month period from March 1997 to
December 1998. The journey includes three stages but, because of the significant
challenges which I faced at Try Again, the first comprises a preparatory stage prior to
Phase A. Phase A is then followed by the beginnings of Phase B together with the
plans for its full implementation. While my work at Try Again comprises a much longer
time span of intensive visits than my input at Khanyisa and Inkwenkwezi, the starting
points were very different. Therefore Phase C at Try Again as envisioned in my thesis
proposal and as described in earlier chapters remains a point on the horizon. The
comparisons between the two centres will become. apparent to the reader of this
chapter, but I draw them more deliberately in the analysis that I undertake in Chapter
7.
5.1

BROWN'S

FARM, PHILIPPI

Philippi is situated on the Cape Flats to the east of Cape Town (see map, p. vi). It is
flat, sandy and windswept like most of the Cape Flats. Its soil, however, is said to be
good for growing vegetables and I have heard Philippi referred to as the 'kitchen of the
Cape'. Philippi, like Nyanga, is a township· that was set aside for those people
classified as Africans under the apartheid regime.
Whereas there are water, sewage and electricity connections to much of the land
assigned to the families who live in Philippi, most of the homes are shacks. These
homes are at the mercy of the strong winds and heavy winter rains that characterize
the weather in the Cape. Like all the shacks that are such a common feature of South
Africa's urban landscape, they are a tremendous fire risk. One of the essential aspects
of the assistance given by the Mustadafin Foundation is emergency relief to shack
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dwellers when their homes are razed by fire or demolished by the winds and rain. In
one area of the township a remarkable and internationally-recognized
cooperative has constructed concrete brick permanent homes.

women's

It is in the area of

informal housing, however, that Try Again Educare is found.
Nyanga and Crossroads lie to the north across Lansdowne Road from Philippi.
Mitchell's Plain, a vast Coloured township, lies to the south. The people of Philippi
access the southern suburbs and the city of Cape Town via the train at Philippi Station
or buses and taxis available on Lansdowne Road. They often shop in Mitchell's Plain
which is accessed by proceeding east along New Eisleben Road. My route to Try
Again took me along New Eisleben Road which divides Old Crossroads and Black
City (now mostly dismantled as the squatters have been assigned permanent plots
elsewhere), across Lansdowne Road and into the township.

I passed two informal

settlements on my journey to the educare centre. As a final point of reference for the
reader, Try Again Educare is about five minutes drive from Khanyisa Preschool and
Inkwenkwezi Educare in Nyanga.
Try Again Educare is situated in that part of Philippi known as Brown's Farm. Brown's
Farm consists of informal housing built on plots given to squatters from Black City
located across Lansdowne Road from Philippi. These squatters, refugees from nearby
Crossroads, numbered about 5 500. They were assigned to Villages I, 2 and 3 in
Brown's Farm. Their story forms part of the history of Try Again, which I describe in the
next section of this chapter.
5.2 . TRY AGAIN'S

HISTO RY

The history of Try Again

Educare

Centre

is intimately tied to the history of the

settlement of Villages I, 2 and 3 in Brown's Farm, Philippi. Indeed, the centre began
not in Philippi, but in Black City, some 14 years ago. In 1986 violence erupted in
Crossroads, another African township. The conflicts there were political and ethnic.
Whereas all the people of Crossroads were Xhosas, they came from different parts of
the Eastern Cape, they came to Crossroads at different times during the apartheid
years, and they backed different political parties opposed to the racist government of
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the day. They were infiltrated with power-mongering individuals, warlords, as well as
politically-motivated 'Third Force" elements bent on stoking conflict. In 1986 homes
were burned and people were killed and wounded.
Refugees from Crossroads moved to what became known as Black City, an informal
settlement, a squatter camp. To ease their plight, members of other communities,
amongst them Dr. Miriam Navsa of the Mustadafin Foundation, offered medical
assistance and food as well as blankets, clothing, furniture and building materials to
construct their shacks. Evelina Ntlangula, an illiterate refugee of the conflict, and
Nomthandazo Mbulawa, a young neighbour, began to gather children at Evelina's
home so that they could be fed and cared for. The Mustadafin Foundation provided
volunteer teachers to help them. So began the 'creche', as they originally called it,
which would eventually be named Try Again.
In 1991 the 5 500 squatters of Black City were moved to Brown's Farm. Parents asked
Evelina to continue caring for their children.

Each of the three villages sent two

representatives to help at the creche which was situated at Evelina's home. It was Mr.
Yemile, a spokesman and currently a City Councillor, who chose the women who
came to work at the centre.

As time went on they counted 250 children in their

numbers.
In 1993 the community gave the creche a piece of land. The Mustadafin Foundation
provided one Safmarine container, a structure measuring 2,5 metres by 6 metres long.
Then the KTC Relief Fund built a wooden one-roomed structure 'of 70 square metres.
Later, two additional containers were provided by the community.
These containers are designed to store and move goods, but may be converted to
provide inexpensive living space. Doors and windows can be cut out and a roof built
at an angle to shed the rainfall. They have an on-going use in South Africa and have

l Third Force in this context refers to clandestine
apartheid government-backed operations to infiltrate and
destabilize the liberation organizations and to cause communities to turn on themselves.
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been pieced together to form schools, educare centres, beauty salons, public
telephone centres, laundromats, and shops.
Evelina Ntlangula was the founder of Try Again Educare Centre as it came to be
known. She was a resourceful and energetic woman with a driving commitment to
help the children of her community.

In the early days of Try Again's existence in

Philippi her strong personality held together the eight other women who worked at the
centre. These women greatly respected her. She died in a car accident in 1994 on
her return trip to Cape Town after attending a funeral in the Transkei. In many ways
this educare has not yet recovered from the loss of Evelina Ntlangula.
By the teachers' own admission, there is not one of them who matches her capacity to
lead them. Interestingly, Evelina never acted as Principal. As she could neither read
nor write, she recruited Nombulelo Ursula Mshuqwana for that role. Nombulelo spoke,
read and wrote Afrikaans, English and isiXhosa.

She had trained as an early

childhood educator as well as a teaching assistant and had experience in the
preschool field, having worked at two centres. After Evelina died, however, Nombulelo
left the centre for a period of time, during which Nofirst Kutuka, another of the teachers,
became and remained the Principal, even after Nombulelo returned to teach at Try
Again.
The Mustadafin Foundation continued to assist Try Again with food, educational
materials and teacher training at the various NGOs offering training in early childhood
education. They also continued to help the teachers and their families. There were
other sources of financial assistance for Try Again over the years including the KTC
Relief Fund, Cape Provincial Authority and, more recently, Community Chest.
The eight women who originally worked with Evelina were still at Try Again for the
duration of the research project (I refer to eventual staff changes in Chapter 7). I have
mentioned Nomthandazo who began with Evelina at the original creche in Black City,
Nombulelo (also known as Ursula) who acted as Principal for a time, and Nofirst, the
current Principal. The other' staff are Evelina Dlula and Evelyn Kwatshana, both of
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whom were trained to cook at the centre as well as to teach. Then there are Stowie
Ndabeni and Nomhle Ndabana (not her real name) who are teachers.

Emily

Phangalele is an older teacher whom the children refer to as Makhulo (grandmother).
Emily has attended workshops with Abalimi Besekhaya Nursery during the last two
years and enjoys the vegetable gardening she has been trained to do.

Another

person who is a regular at Try Again is Olivia Thundezwa, a health worker employed
by Mustadafin who has been involved with the centre from its original founding in
Black City. She was present most Tuesdays during 1998 when I worked at the centre.
These are the women with whom I have worked at Try Again Educare.
I gained my insight into the history of Try Again from Ghairunisa, the teachers and
especially Nombulelo who wrote of the relationship between the staff and me: "We
worked hard with her [Rosemary] having ups and downs in between, but it seems we
work nice together" (from Try Again's History compiled by Nombulelo in 1998). The
following sections of this chapter constitute the story of that "hard" work.
5.3 PRE-PHASE

A

This section chronicles early classroom visits to Try Again, the outdoor project I
undertook with teachers and children, as well as occurrences relating to the
renovations which eventually took place.
Although I did not realize it when I made plans to work at Try Again Educare, the
special challenges it posed called for change in the structure of my visits and nature of
my input at the centre. Whereas in my first few visits while I was observing and 'getting
a feel' for the needs of the centre, I did present some activities and later modified the
classroom into activity centres, I soon learned that this was premature. The staff did
not trust me enough to join me on this sort of educational journey. Furthermore, they
were a disunited group of women, without a leader who could rally them. They had
fallen into disarray in the years since Evelina Ntlangula's death, tolerating silently
.each other's professional shortcomings. This had resulted in unsafe, unhealthy and
unstimulating conditions of care for the children at the centre. The idea of planning
themes or organizing stimulating rings soon appeared to me rtdrculous in light of the
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serious shortcomings in order and routines that made Try Again a "grim" experience,
to quote one visitor to the centre (see 5.4.4, June 15, 1998).
It was with these understandings then, that I eventually devoted my energies at the
centre to a different sort of project that would occupy us for most of 1997. The project
helped us to get know each other - the teachers and I and the children and I. While I
continued to help in the classroom if the day called for it, my main focus became an
outdoor project. I will describe my first meetings with Try Again staff, some happenings
surrounding the classroom experience early in my visits, and the outdoor project in the
next sections.
5.3.1

FIRST MEETINGS

When I first went out to visit day care centres with Ghairunisa Johnstone of The
Mustadafin Foundation in June 1996, we went to Try Again Educare Centre in Philippi.
At that time there was a one room wooden structure used for the children. Behind this
building were three containers shaped in a U formation. One container was for toilets,
a second the kitchen and the third an office and storage. When I returned to the centre
on 10 March 1997, a concrete brick wall had been erected to fill in the U shaped
container building, a cement floor poured to form a room around which the containers
stood and a tin roof erected over this room and the containers. This new room housed
the babies and toddlers. The older children also gathered here for breakfast and
lunch as it was convenient to the kitchen. I learned later that they spent the day in
there if it was cold or raining as the teachers found it warmer than the educare room.
Outdoors there was a good-sized sandy plot which was enclosed with Page wire
fencing. Although unattractive and often strewn with garbage which blows in with the
strong Cape winds, Try Again was at that time one of the few permanent structures
other than the primary and secondary schools in this part of Philippi.
During my visit in March 1997, I asked the women if they would allow me to volunteer
at their educare centre. I offered to come one day every other week to begin with as I
was still committed to helping at Inkwenkwezi, in Nyanga. They said I could come, but
their acceptance was without much enthusiasm. I learned later that Ghairunisa had
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referred to me as "someone from an educare in Nyanga"; thus they were surprised that
I was a white person and a foreigner. What I did not learn until November 1998 was
that they originally thought I was an employee from CPA (the Western Cape Welfare)
who had come to spy on them.
The manner in which I was greeted - or not greeted - during these first two visits was,
however, very characteristic of how Try Again staff met visitors to their centre. They did
not come forward and introduce themselves, they did not offer their hand to shake,
they did not describe their centre to visitors but rather let Ghairunisa - and later me speak for them. During the months I worked at Try Again I observed this behaviour
many times as volunteers offered their time and labour or potential donors paid visits
to the centre. The women were very wary of strangers. It was a long time before I felt
they began to trust me even a little.
At an earlier meeting with Ghairunisa, the staff had listed several needs for their centre
including certain improvements in the buildings. When Ghairunisa asked me about the
structures that day, I proposed that a full renovation take place to join the buildings, to
facilitate use of the toilets, to allow meals to be served to the older children in their
classroom, to brighten the baby room, and to allow easy communication between the
teachers.

I promised to work on the drawings and consult with an architect who

offered his services free of charge to the Foundation. While we told staff about a
possible renovation in the future, Ghairunisa and I decided to proceed with this without
further consultation with the centre's staff. There had been a fierce disagreement
when the container building had been. set up originally, resulting in Ghairunisa
disengaging herself from the process. As I wrote in my journal that day "I had no
intention of getting into a possibly contentious argument with staff at this point,
especially given the history of the structure" (Personal Try Again Journal, March 1997).
During this same visit the staff asked for grass to cover the sandswept plot.
suggested that the Environmental Education and Resource Unit (EERU) at the
University of the Western Cape might be of help. The staff agreed that I should make
contact with the Unit and ask them to help with a plan for the grounds at the Centre.
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None of us realized on that day in March that this project was to form a cornerstone for
building trust between the teachers and me, for reawakening _asense of pride in their
workplace as well as for developing a whole new area of learning for the little children
who attended the centre. Nor did we know that this project would take more than a
year to finish and that the learning programme would become an on-going learning
experience for the children. On that day we only thought about grass and some shade
trees.
Also on this day I was struck by the print readiness of many of the children. There was
a little computer paper, a miserable collection of crayon pieces but no print in the room
save for a daily programme (which the teachers did not follow). I showed the children
my delight at their work and gave them a colourful calendar which I hung on the wall of
the educare room at child's height. The children had entered the educare room with
us on our arrival and had gone to sit at the available chairs and tables. Paper and
crayons were handed out and they all drew a picture, after which they got up and went
outside. That was 'school' for the day.
My first impression was that this was certainly not Inkwenkwezi, that I would have quite
a challenge at Try Again, and that it genuinely needed to try again. Still, I felt that I had
learned some valuable lessons at Inkwenkwezi that would be useful here.

I also

commented to Ghairunisa that all the educare centres could not be as easy to assist as
Inkwenkwezi had been, but that I was glad Inkwenkwezi had come first.
As I drove away from Try Again my mind was already leaping forward with ideas and
plans. Quite suddenly I realized that whereas I had had the learning experience with
Inkwenkwezi, the staff at TryAgain had not. I came to the conclusion that I would have
to_put myself in a 'lower gear' during my initial visits with the teachers. I knew that it
was possible to make quite substantial changes in the educare in a relatively short
space of time, and I knew it was necessary at this centre. I realized, however, that the
teachers needed time to get used to me and that I would have to wait for that
development just as I had waited for it at Khanyisa and Inkwenkwezi.

I reminded

myself of these thoughts many times during the next 20 months. Indeed, in November
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1998 Ghairunisa commented in the wake of a very successful graduation ceremony at
Try Again, "Perhaps we have always expected too much and needed to accept a much
slower pace of change here" (Personal Try Again Journal, November 7, 1998).
In the next section I shall describe briefly some of what I observed during the early
classroom visits.
5.3.2

EARLY

CLASSROOM

VISITS

During my early visits to Try Again, I brought with me a variety of activities to interest
the children in the classroom. They were of the same sort that I had introduced at.
Khanyisa, usually involving a stimulus from nature and employing found materials.
The activities gave us a focus- as I observed the routines of the centre and teacher
behaviour. I evaluated how much I had to explain an activity to teachers, noting if they
recognized the kind of activity and its purpose, and their level of interest. I was looking
for a point to meet the teachers, where they were as professionals, and what might
interest them in their work with children.
APRIL 15, 1997

For my first classroom visit I brought with me a branch of a banana tree with a hand of
green bananas attached to it. As well I brought two jars of paint, yellow and blue. With
help from Nombulelo we spoke about the plant and the colours. There was wonder in
the room when I mixed the colours to make green. The children then finger painted
with yellow, blue and green paint. The teachers set out the paper, helped the children,
did their own finger-painting, and Nofirst began to sing happily to herself at the end of
the paint session. Children were told to carry their paintings outdoors until they were
dry. I had to ask the teachers to write the children's names on the artwork which they
did in large crayon letters rather than neatly printed in the lower right-hand corner.
Most notable this morning was the lack of basic safety procedures. -Idiscovered when
I went to the container building to fetch some water that the women, wishing to see
what I was doing in the educare room, had abandoned the babies and toddlers in the
separate container building which also housed the kitchen. Safe practice would have
to be a focus of my work at Try Again.
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I noticed that children all did the same activity at the same time. Everyone painted for
half an hour that morning, then they all went outdoors, ending the classroom work for
the day. I learned that these children spent the day outside unless it was too windy or
rainy. In order to break up the classroom into centres where different activities could
eventually take place I offered to design some shelving which the teachers accepted.
Nombulelo asked me to bring in more materials. When I pressed her for something
specific she asked for things for an interest table. We agreed I would bring in things to
do with the sea. So ended my first classroom experience at Try Again.
MAY 6, 1997
The wooden shelving was installed before my May 6th visit. I had planned the layout to
create activity centres and was curious to know what effect the shelving had on the
classroom experience. The teachers had been at work! Books and magazines which I
had never seen before were out on the library shelves. Here were also four new
puzzles still in cellophane wrapping. I heard later from Ghairunisa that Mustadafin had
given them to Try Again two years before.

I was immediately reminded of the

miraculous arrival of toys and books and puzzles at Inkwenkwezi when that centre
opened (see Chapter 4.3.3, January 15, 1997). The pattern of hiding and then not
bothering to get out equipment, I discovered, was common practice here. It had to be
hidden so that it would not be stolen. Then either the teachers would not bother to get
it out -every day, or the teacher who had hidden it was absent and the other teachers
did not know where to look for it. It was an annoying behaviour, one which I eventually
tackled in 1998.
Other areas of the room were in a state of readiness, including the interest table with
the shells and other sea theme materials.

I used some of these to demonstrate

patterning, counting, and seriating during the morning and I noticed the teachers
discovering alongside the children as they examined shark cases, crab shells and
starfish.

Shared Discovery (1985) is the title of an excellent Ontario Ministry of
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Education support document for the primary curriculum. Here before me was shared
discovery, as was the action research in which I was involved.
When the children went outdoors an interesting discussion took place regarding the
centres that the shelving had created in the classroom. One particular shelf divided an
area of the room into printing/drawing and painting/gluing/playdough

respectively.

The teachers thought it should be one area as it all constituted art. This was important
in that it constituted the first time that they had initiated a discussion of a professional
nature. Out came evidence of their training! I moved a shelf that was not in the plan to
make a passageway between the areas and the teachers were satisfied. I explained
that I had left the plan with Nombulelo.

She had not shared it with them. It was a

lesson to me to give important information to all the staff, not to anyone teacher. They
did not necessarily tell each other. Later, I reflected that the discussion had been a far
richer experience than what had happened at Inkwenkwezi when I helped set up that
centre (see Chapter 4.3.3., January 21, 1997).
There were two more health and safety related incidents this morning. One concerned
a burn that a child had sustained at the' centre which the staff had not reported.

I

immediately made arrangements with Mustadafin for the child to be taken to the
doctor. The other was also a child whose head injury had necessitated removing part
of his skull. Given the lack of supervision at the centre and the abundance of energetic
children, I decided he needed a helmet, which I purchased on behalf of the
Foundation before my next visit.
In the aftermath of dealing with these two incidents the teachers began to understand
that I was someone who would follow through when a need arose.

They were

witnessing the unfolding of the landscaping plan and the arrival of bricks, as well as
the installation of the shelving units. They came to know that I would press their case if
I agreed with them.
My notes that day reflect the need for trust both ways. The teachers I worked with had
to learn to trust me. First, they had to see that I knew what I was doing and that I was
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able, in fact, to help them.
Second,

I hoped

this would

become

apparent

quite quickly.

they needed to trust that I cared for them and trusted them to be able to

succeed. This would take time - for them and for me. I could see that in order to make
a difference

in this or other educare centres, I must first become part of it. I must dig

deep into the landscape of the educare, getting to know the teachers and sharing their
problems and strengths.

I must act from that place.

environment in order to effect real change.

In fact, I must become part of the

Zoliswa of Inkwenkwezi

had told me she

thought of me as "a true Xhosa woman," as her "sister" (see Chapter 4.3.5, April 29,
1997).

She had accepted me as herself and therefore could take as her own the

model I offered. This actually helped to solve the problem of eventually being able to
leave an educare.

As I examined Rosemary as environment and worked through what

that meant, I became more confident that I could gradually change my role over time to
the point where I was no longer needed.

MAY 19 & 20, 1997
The next time I came to work in the classroom, it was so dirty that I spent more than two
hours with two other teachers cleaning it. Lack of maintenance
in by the Cape Doctor (a strong south-easterly

as well as sand blown

wind) had turned the classroom upside

down. By the time it was clean and tidy, I had to leave. It was only a year later that we
settled on a routine that built in maintaining
day gave me the idea.
crying for the broom.

E;mily was sweeping

knowledge

of Maria Montessori's

writing

stopped crying and began to sweep with
to the amused teacher.

(1988a:154-5)

that allowed

By the end of 1998 I had introduced

It was my

me to judge

and fully integrated

a

of practical life activities to promote classroom cleanliness.

On this day, I had to admit that positive
behaviours

and was followed by a toddler who was

"He wants to work," I commented

correctly this interaction.
programme

but an incident on this

I went to look for a second broom which I handed to Emily and

gave hers to the toddler who immediately
serious intent.

a clean classroom,

reinforcement

alone were not going to change

behaviour

and modelling
at Try Again.

of desired
There were

minimum expected behaviours at the centre and towards me as a volunteer

that the

teachers had to meet. Today I spoke clearly about cleaning the classroom and being
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ready to work on days that I came. It was not the last time I spoke about this, but it was
the first time that I admitted to myself the limits of my tolerance.

As time went on,

however, I extended my limits greatly to accommodate this educare centre.

The

adaptability that eventually came helped to win the teachers' trust. I did not give up on
them nor they on me during what Nombulelo wrote as our "ups and downs in between"
(from Try Again's History compiled by Nombulelo in 1998). It was important.
I remembered ruefully my thesis supervisor, Professor Meerkatter, asking the question
about how I would deal with behaviour I really disapproved of and how superficially I
had answered him. Indeed, during a quick visit to the centre the day before (May 19th)
I reached a limit vis-a.-vis safety issues when I discovered one cook alone on the
premises with everyone else at a protest demonstration at the welfare offices in
Bellville. This had caused me to go against my decision to report only in a positive
way the happenings at the day care. As I had left Mustadafin's offices after reporting to
Ghairunisa the May 19th incident, I told her how despondent I was at having to play
this role. She had hugged me and told me not to give up, that Try Again staff needed
very close monitoring while they unlearned some bad habits.
What I witnessed at Try Again in those early visits were manifestations of unsafe,
unhealthy and unstimulating day care. Children ate on the floor of the baby room
instead of at the tables in their educare classroom because it was so far from the
kitchen. Children urinated and defecated outdoors because the toilets were too far
away. They spent much of the day without supervision outdoors.

In their boredom

they bullied each other and destroyed what few educational materials the centre
possessed.

The teachers had not developed routines for orderly behaviour and,

while this meant the children took more initiative than Inkwenkwezi's children, the end
result was often a jumble with some children hurt and crying.

The classroom

experience would have to wait while other matters took precedence. It was frankly too
claustrophobic and overwhelming an experience to tackle the many issues of the
classroom at this time. I turned to the outdoors where the children spent much of the
day and where the teachers had asked me for help.
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The next section describes the landscaping project, highlighting parental involvement,
as well as my work with the teachers and children.
5.3.3

THE LANDSCAPING

The following

PROJECT

is a recording of observations

landscaping project at Try Again.

and reflections concerning

the

None of them have to do with the educational

programme within doors, but rather the possibilities for educational development
within the landscape project. I have decided to include them in my account, however,
for several reasons. First of all, the teachers asked me to get them "some grass"
during my visit to them in March, and therefore the project was very much their
initiative.

Second, there have been very important changes in the teachers and

children during the process of the landscaping project. These changes have moved
the teachers along a continuum of development and towards a very different
relationship with me. Insofar as the children are concerned, they have been fully
involved in the work and have grasped the opportunity for independence

and

responsibility. They have clamoured to participate and have helped to encourage the
teachers along the way.

They have exercised cooperation with each other and

division of tasks. Third, the months of work have allowed me to observe, to interact
and to model teacher behaviour in a setting that was less exacting than the classroom
and more tolerant of where the teachers were in their professional development.
Fourth, I felt I changed during this time, and as I examined the change I felt it came
more quickly because of the context of the task at hand. Finally, there was something
very special about working the land that seemed to 'work a magic' on us all.
The landscape project grew as our understanding of its potential developed.

Within

weeks of the teachers' request for grass, I contacted Winston Coe of the Environmental
Education and Resources Unit (EERU) at UWC who then made several visits to the
centre (As I mention in Chapter 4.4.2, he also helped with the landscaping at
Inkwenkwezi.). We talked with the teachers about some other features they might like
to have on the plot and they suggested swings and a slide.

At this time I was

developing a renovation plan for the buildings, and Winston took note of the changes.
The teachers began to see action in response to their request.
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The landscape plan was a design to include the community. People would be able to
see this green oasis. There would be no dense hedge, just the existing Page fencing.
Winston suggested a vegetable garden for the site and offered to liaise with Abalimi
Besekhaya, a plant nursery in both Khayalitsha and Nyanga that would help the
educare centre get started. The teachers welcomed this inclusion, and Nombulelo
wrote a letter to the nursery requesting assistance. I thought a vegetable garden was
a wonderful idea that would constitute an on-going opportunity for children to go
through the planting, growing, harvesting cycle in general and to learn about
vegetables in particular.

There was to be a sensorial variety in the indigenous

plantings in the landscaping so that children might see, feel, touch, smell and even
taste this new world. I requested that there be space around some of the shrubs and
trees to create a bit of mystery and the desire to explore. There were shade trees in
the plan as well.

I had worked out brick pathways and geometric 'meeting places'

along these paths. A large square, triangle and circle in brick would provide outdoor
classroom areas where teachers could take groups for music and story rings or other
activities (see also Chapter 2.5.1). If all went well, the outcome would be a welcome
green space in Philippi.
Winston and I then suggested to the teachers during this April 1st visit that they call a
meeting of parents and interested community members to discuss the project and to
enlist their help. The help would be twofold. EERU charged a small sum for the plants
and we needed the parents' help to fundraise.

Mustadafin offered to match any

amount the community raised for the project.

We also needed help from the

community to lay the brick pathways and geometric activity areas. Privately, I hoped
that what community members learned from the project they could use themselves or
to enhance some other community project in the future. The teachers invited us to
attend the meeting and Winston promised to have a final draft of the landscape design
ready for the meeting.
It was not until May 24 that we were able to convene a meeting for parents. In the
interim I began to collect and gradually deliver several thousand bricks from worksites
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in my area and other neighbouring suburbs.

We researched and negotiated the

lowest price of a truckload of manure and obtained a donated load of sand as well. As
I have noted earlier, during this time I kept making visits to the centre, gradually getting
to know the teachers and children.

5.3.3.1

A PARENT

MEETING

- MAY 24, 1997

This meeting was very successful. It was attended by Ghairunisa from Mustadafin; by
Nombulelo, Nofirst and Stowie from Try Again, by Winston and me, as well as about
20 parents including several representatives of the parent committee.
parents were quite silent during

the meeting, usually

allowing

While the

one of the

representatives of the parent committee to speak for them, they were interested and
attentive. I was struck by the order with which they conducted the meeting. No one
interrupted while another was speaking.

No one broke off to have private

. conversations.
Ghairunisa had brought the architect's drawing of the planned renovations to the
building to show alongside Winston's landscape design. The drawings created a lot of
interest and approbation but, I realized in the weeks that followed, not much
understanding of the layout. Winston gave an overview of the landscape design. I
had to ask him to speak slowly and keep his vocabulary simple.

I knew from my

experiences at Khanyisa and Inkwenkwezi as well as my early experiences here at Try
Again that it was very unlikely that anyone would ask him for clarification and I wanted
as much as possible for everyone to understand.
After Winston spoke, I explained the design in terms of its educational value. I spoke
of the children learning about plants as they helped in the initial landscaping and the
on-going learning opportunities in a vegetable garden.

I spoke of the sensory

experience of the garden. I described the paving areas where teachers could gather
with children for rings and other small group activities.

The parents and teachers

agreed that it was a good project and did not change anything on the design.
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At Ghairunisa's suggestion, I also described the programme we envisioned at the
centre that would more closely reflect the training the teachers had received. There
was initially quite a defensive reaction to this and the parent representative told me
they were satisfied with the teachers. I clarified by explaining how they were able to
share their children's day by asking them questions like "Who played with you in the
block centre today?"

I pointed out that a question like "What did you do today?"

usually got the answer "I played" and nothing more, but that the questions I suggested
might get them a whole story. I went through various examples and I had a rapt
audience. This was new to them. By their own admission the parents usually asked
their children only one question about their day, "Did you eat?". I was glad of the
opportunity to talk with parents and committee members so early in my work at Try
Again. Ghairunisa and I hoped this larger community would help with the changes
that needed to take place at the centre.
Next, we discussed fundraising. This was an animated brainstorming session. We
agreed on several initiatives beginning with a raffle. Mustadafin would provide the two
prizes,
We then had a discussion around the work of the project. Parents agreed to return

0n

Saturday, June 7th to begin the laying of the brick pathways. This would be the first of
three Saturdays when parents came to help, two of which I attended.
Before the meeting adjourned, I explained the tragedy that had taken place at
Inkwenkwezi the day before and asked for a minute's silence to mark the death of
Ncebakazi, whose family lived in Philippi (At this point I did not know that the driver
had also died). The parents stood and I took the hands of the persons on either side of
me. Ghairunisa called for a prayer from one of the elders. When I opened my eyes in
a minute's time, we were all holding hands. I was visibly upset as I thought again of
the shooting, but I was also deeply moved by our gesture of respect. There were to be
other moments during the life of this project when the teachers and I joined hands
again - in joy, in reconciliation, and, unfortunately, again in the wake of violence and
disaster.
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5.3.3.2

THE

PARENT

SATURDAYS

- JUNE

7,

15 AND

JULY

26,

1997

I shall tell some of the story of these work sessions with the parents, teachers, children
and other community members. First of all, the middle one, June 15 was run by
Winston. It was poorly attended and helped me to realize that whereas it would have
been wonderful to have extended help from them, the parents were too busy and the
main task of the landscaping project would have to be done by the teachers, children,
me and anyone else I could summon to volunteer.
On all occasions the work sessions, scheduled for 9:00 a.m., were very late in getting
started. On June 6th, the letters inviting parents to attend the work session were left by
Mustadafin's driver at the wrong educare centre.

Instead of sending the verbal

message home with those who came to collect the educare children or making a big
notice to hang outside the centre, the teachers did nothing. That morning I voiced my
frustration at the lack of innovation only to be told by Nombulelo
understand, Rosemary, that I am not the Principal.

"You must

Nofirst is the Principal and you

must talk to her." This was the first time I observed a crack in the wall of solidarity that
the teachers had erected to cover their shortcomings.

It was not lost on me.

.Deterrnined to make use of the day, I insisted they go from house to house. The result
of this first day's work was interesting. What began as a tension-filled encounter with
the teachers turned into a happy and successful community event. Nombulelo shared
with me later that she had not wanted to work but that she had soon begun to enjoy
herself and was now feeling full of energy. Around me many people were chatting
with each other or to passers by as they worked.

As I told the story later the listener

commented, "If there had been a big pot of curry and some music, people would have
been happy to work all day." I responded with "There was music there today. It was
the happy voices of people talking with each other." (Personal Try Again Journal, June
7,1997).

I returned to the centre two days later to apologize to Nombulelo for being so hard on
her on Saturday morning. It is on this occasion that I learned that she had been the
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Principal and that she was fed up that she still had to represent the centre at all
meetings because of her language and literacy skills. She insisted that she expected
Nofirst to lead the running of the centre, however, and commented "I am a teacher and
Nofirst must push me. I cannot push her." (Personal Try Again Journal, June 9,1997).
In this same conversation I broached the subject of my role at Try Again. I described it
as having several parts but that the most important role was to support the teachers in
delivering a good programme. I told her I regretted the way I often seemed to be
pushing them to do things and that sometimes I must appear too forceful. Nombulelo
answered that she too felt alone in trying to deliver the programme. She shared with
me that she was still learning, presently taking a course in the Steiner methods, and
that she was learning from that course to use the same sort of materials (beach
pebbles, seeds, shells, feathers, etc.) I had been bringing to the centre. My sense of
Nombulelo was that she was a far more experienced and advanced teacher than the
others and that I could support this life-long learner as she tried to help her community.
I left the centre with greater understanding and hope.
During the school holidays of June and July the centre closed, but I worked with my
young son as well as several volunteers from the United States whom Winston and I
had recruited. The brick paving progressed well but we planned yet another parent
work session to give a final push to the paving project.
JULY 26, 1997
This time the date was well advertised with the promise of lunch for the workers. Even
so, I worked at the site for an hour before anyone joined me. Nevertheless, it was
once again a happy and successful few hours during which I continued to work my
way into the life of Try Again.
A few noteworthy exchanges occurred which I would like to detail.

At least twice

during the morning I made what were probably cultural faux pas. On the first occasion I
had been working with a man setting the large pavers for the entrance to the container
building. At one point he called out "Mama". Stowie and Nofirst said he wanted me to
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come over. I was surprised at the term and grinned and bowed, which made both the
man and the teachers laugh. He just wanted me to 'okay' what he was doing. I was
uncomfortable with the term "Mama" as I did not want him or anyone else at Try Again
to think I was their superior. Therefore, before I left the day care later, I went up to him
and said "I am Rosemary; you don't need to call me 'Mama'." In a conversation later
with Ghairunisa, she explained that "Mama" was a mark of respect. It did not mean the
man felt inferior to me; rather, it might imply acceptance.
There was another moment during the morning when once again I wondered if I had
done the right thing.

Evelyn came out with a tray of cups filled with an orange drink

made from a concentrate. She offered me first. I thanked her but said she should offer
the others to drink and that I would take water. Here was another moment when
wondered afterwards if I was responding correctly.
My relationship with this community was still so new; I was uncomfortably aware that I
might somehow appear to be impolite when really I just wanted to take an ordinary
place. These two incidents, happening as they did on the same morning, brought
home to me how best intentions also need wise counsel. I had a lot to learn. What I
would learn eventually, however, was that even if I did not always do the 'culturally
correct thing', the teachers gradually accepted me and helped me to understand the
right thing to do. Their trust allowed them to accept my mistakes and to know that I
wanted to learn, that it was fine to correct me, even as it was fine to accept correction
from me. Neither party needed to lose face.
One of the happiest moments during this visit to Try Again was with Nomthandazo.
She was one of the two teachers most reluctant to work on the project. As we stood for
a moment looking at the scene around us, she said, "You know, Rosemary, this is very
beautiful. I did not know it could be so beautiful." This positive comment from her was
wonderful to hear, because she and another teacher had voiced that this task was not
women's work, and their reluctant participation had sometimes put a damper on the
group.

She then said, "__is very lazy." referring to the other teacher, who had not

shown up today. I replied, "Well, we just have to bring her along with us, and maybe
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one day she'll understand that if we all get busy with it, then the job gets done and we .
have something very real and very lovely to enjoy afterwards" (Personal Try Again
Journal, July 26, 1997). Her words gave me an opportunity to say "You know you
have a right to work in a lovely environment. You will be happier when you work in an
environment that is beautiful. And the children have a right to learn in an environment
that is beautiful" (Personal Try Again Journal, July 26, 1997). She made no reply, but
the words once said seemed to seep into us and we just stood there reflecting silently
for another minute. I felt Nomthandazo and I had begun to make a bond with each
other. When I considered that this was the same woman who would pass me without a
word of greeting, who would interrupt in her own language as I was speaking to
another teacher, I was immensely grateful that the landscaping had given us this
opportunity.
Insofar as the landscaping project was concerned, I could not blame the teachers for
not being terribly keen on the paving aspect. This was not what they requested. All
they wanted was a bit of grass. I wanted to make with them something that aimed
higher than what they had in mind. I knew that plant elevations, textures, colours and
scents would promote sensory learning. I realized that the design of the paving would
promote groupings and carryon

the theme outdoors that the shelving

had

accomplished inside the classroom. But I also appreciated that I was expecting the
teachers to do much more than they had anticipated.
I shall now describe some of the work sessions with the teachers as we contributed to
the landscaping project.
5.3.3.3

LANDSCAPING

VISITS

This section includes a description of my visits to Try Again during which for the most
part I worked outdoors with teachers, children and other volunteers. I hope to create a
picture that underlines the sometimes painful stretching process that eventually led
some of the teachers like Nomthandazo to commit themselves to more professional
behaviour.

Furthermore, it is my hope that the reader will appreciate some of the

learning opportunities that the children experienced as we worked. These learning
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experiences became tools for teaching the teachers. Finally, this section shows that
during the task most of the teachers came to accept me in their midst.
A DESCRIPTION

OF THE WORK

The initial task of the landscaping job was to pave pathways and the three geometric
meeting places. The work was arduous as it often included 'cleaning' old bricks as
well. The cement had to be chipped off with chisels and hammers. Then the bricks
had to be hauled to the particular section of the pathway to be paved. The pathway
had to be leveled before the bricks and half-bricks were laid on it. It was only when all
the paving work was done that the bricks were then cemented into place during the
September holidays. The paving task began in May and was completed in the first
days of September 1997 by which time we had also spread 10 cubic metres of
manure, prepared trench beds for vegetables and dug out any weeds from the areas
to be planted. The first section of planting took place in October of that year but the full
planting was not completed until March of 1998.

The grass was finally laid in

September 1998.
JUNE 17, 1997
When I arrived at the centre on this day, I greeted Evelyn Kwatshana who was
preparing breakfast and alone with the children.

I began to prepare the square.

Stowie came to help me within a few minutes of her arrival. Ours was a exerting task
for we had to carry 16 large paving stones across the grounds to the site of the square.
When we had moved 12 pavers, I saw a young man walkinq down the street and joked
to Stowie "I'm sure that young man is longing to help us. Why don't you ask him"
(Personal Try Again Journal, June 17, 1997). She giggled and called out to him. He
came! He and I carried the last four pavers to the square and I thanked him before he
left. I then told Stowie that I would report to Winston that we women worked more
quickly than men. It was always rewarding to joke with Stowie who has a lively sense
of humour.
By this time Nomthandazo had arrived and soon she and Evelyn Kwatshana came out
with chisels and hammers to clean the bricks. Another teacher came along the street,
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stopping on the other side of the fence. She looked really upset at the prospect of
brick work. I knew she was not happy about this work and had told Mustadafin's driver
the week before that this was not "women's work", and that "Rosemary is trying to kill
us". Today, Stowie teased her asking her in English why she did not like to work. The
teacher responded in isiXhosa, telling Stowie that she wanted to have a baby in the
next year. When Stowie translated, my retort was "Well, I know what to do. We must
put the bricks in a blanket on your back, so that you can practice." All the teachers
broke up with roars of laughter and even the teacher smiled. Later she joined us.
The children had come out with Evelyn after their breakfast and I suggested to Stowie
that we include them in our task. They could help carry cleaned bricks over to the
square. At first there was little involvement. Then I showed the teachers a way to
make it interesting. I started counting from 1 to 10 in English as I handed them out. If a
child said the next number I gave that child a brick. Suddenly I had an educare full of
children calling out numbers and demanding bricks! A little later the call changed to
"simbini!" (two). They wanted to carry two half-bricks at a time. I also began to teach
the children a little song that day. The teachers were interested that the children were
so involved, and I took the opportunity to tell them that "Children love to work, to be
helpful. We must just make it fun for them to be part of the project."
Then Nofirst came down the street to present her new baby, born the day after our first
Saturday working with parents.

I went to the gate to greet her, clapping as I

approached her and congratulating her on the birth of her daughter. This was her first
time visiting the centre since 'the birth, on June 8th. She was very excited to see the
progress of the paving. I took her and the other teachers into the educare building
which had been locked until then. They were all ecstatic about the cubby hole units for
the children's belongings which had been installed on the weekend. They loved the
fact that there was space at the top for teachers' belongings and immediately began to
assign themselves spots. I teased saying "Where is Rosemary's shelf?" Nofïrst teased
back pointing to a spot right in a bottom corner. The morning ended in laughter.
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I left optimistic that I was gradually finding my way into the life of the educare centre
and establishing a better relationship with the teachers. I noted again that information
in little pieces, repeated on several occasions, seemed to reach the teachers and that
humour was effective at breaking down barriers.
JULY 29 AND 31,1997
This visit followed the last parent work session which had seen the last pathway well
on its way to completion.

During this and the next two visits, then, children and

teachers took up the task of spreading the manure while I continued with the pathway.
Sometimes the children carried bricks to me or helped to clean the old bricks.
.Usually it was I who set the children to a particular task.

During these days they

learned to take turns counting 10 shovelfuls of manure into a wheelbarrow before
pushing it over to the waiting teachers. They were so enthusiastic about the digging
and carrying that the teachers were quite amused. Once I set up the pattern - 10
shovelfuls and then hand over the shovel to the next child - there was no grabbing.
Indeed, an energetic and positive atmosphere surrounded us.
The teachers were out in force during these days. They dug and weeded and raked
the manure, finally digging it in. During this time they chatted good-naturedly with
each other, not often with me. It was not hard for me to realize that, while bricking and
paving were foreign to them, working with the ground to prepare it for planting was
very much a part of their experience.
By August 5th when Winston visited the site, he noted the positive change in
atmosphere. The children were independently handling all the manure shoveling and
distribution in the wheelbarrow.

There were very few tears since they were taking

turns even without adult supervision.

One group of children kept us all entertained

singing "Alleluia" from the top of what remained of the manure pile.

The teachers

shared the work, including Nomhle on July 31st. Nofirst was back at the centre and
participated in the raking with her newborn on her back.
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;,

.....

Watching the teachers enjoy this work and understanding their satisfaction because I
too like to garden, made me reflect a little on shared understandings.

This was a

moment when I felt very much a part of the Try Again experience and a time when the
task was truly shared. There were times in my other teaching roles that I felt that my
model was too different from what the teachers practiced. I knew I had been looking
for common ground and shared experience on which to build change here (see
Chapter 3.2.3). I was keenly aware of the need to search for this space that would
bring us closer and from which change would be more possible.
AUGUST 5, 1997
This was tree planting day at Try Again. I brought with me two American volunteers
from Brigham Young University in Utah whom I had met in Nyanga a couple of weeks
earlier. Alison volunteered at a feeding centre there. Brian had just arrived in South
Africa and had immediately offered to help with the landscaping project at Try Again
until his return to the States at the end of September.
At 10:00 a.m., Winston arrived with Maureen, a trainer at Abalimi Besekhaya, the
nursery which was today donating 25 saplings to the educare centre. The teachers
were not ready. Some had only just arrived and they wanted to have breakfast. I
sensed another bout of reluctance in the teachers and used Maureen and Winston to
encourage them to come outdoors. Maureen was adamant that she would not work
without the teachers; both Winston and I also insisted that the children all participate in
the planting. Generally, Maureen taught adults only, but I asked Winston to explain to
her that the children's participation was vital for their learning as well as for the
successful growth of the trees. Once the teachers joined us and Maureen gave her
first demonstration, I showed how we could share all the digging and welling aspects
of the planting. Then each of us - teachers and volunteers - took a sapling and a
group of children to plant a tree. It would be at least five years before the saplings
bore the fruit they promised today.
Alison was delighted with the enthusiasm and participation she witnessed on this day.
I told her that three months ago she would not have seen this. She compared Try
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Again with the nutrition centre and spoke of the lethargy and how hard it was to
overcome. I knew exactly how she felt and was very grateful that she had noticed
positive action at the day care. It was wonderful to hear that it was evident to someone
who did not know us.

I welcomed feedback from other sets of eyes to help me

evaluate our progress.

AUGUST

28, 1997

I went briefly to Try Again to bring a load of bricks which I had been given. While I was
outside after having greeted the women indoors, Nombulelo arrived.

I asked where

Stowie was. "Her sister was killed last night. She was stabbed. She was just waiting
to be moved into a real house; they are just moving the people now, but she is dead"
(Personal Try Again Journal, August 28, 1997). I felt as if I had been struck. When I
had gone in to greet the teachers, none of them had told me the news. Nomhle came
outdoors and joined us and I was almost weeping. I told her I was devastated about
Stowie's sister, and amazed that she had not told me such important news. "You are
my friends," I said, "and I must weep with you when you are sad." Nomhle said nothing.
I was still outside their lives.

SEPTEMBER

2,1997

This was the last day I would visit Try Again for a month. I was going to visit my family
in Canada.

I arrived to find teachers and children in the baby room.

Emily and

Nomthandazo were wrapped in blankets. I knew there would be no work done outside
by the staff today.
The children came out to play later and I worked on the last bit of paving. The bricks of
the whole paving project would be cemented into place while I was away.

I felt

wonderful as I placed the last pieces. There were no teachers to rejoice with me.
They did not even say goodbye when I came to say I would not be back till October. I
knew it was just a 'bad day' and that these were always followed by a return to
humour. Today, nothing could dampen my relief and satisfaction that the paving task
was behind us. I had earned a much-needed holiday; I needed the time and space to
gather more energy and inspiration for the next stage of my work at Try Again.
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This next stage, I was very confident, would be the renovations. Both British Petroleum
and the Canadian government were quite interested in providing funds for the
renovations. They had been watching progress at the site and I had met with both
donors to assure them of my commitment to staying with the centre while the teachers
were renewing themselves. I knew someone, if not these two, would eventually assist
Try Again. Iwas right.
Before I move on to that section of my work, however, I shall conclude the landscaping
work of 1997 with a description of what took place on October 14th, 22nd and 23rd.
OCTOBER 14, 1997
Winston arrived at the centre to have a meeting with the teachers and me. Ghairunisa
joined us as well. Nombulelo was not present. Winston wanted to talk about the next
phase of planting and I wanted to tie his plans in with the raffle the parents had been
selling tickets for in order to raise money for the plants. Winston first spoke to the
teachers about where we would plant first and then about the need to water the new
plants three times a week. He also spoke of the need to water during the summer
holidays and asked staff to begin to,plan how they would do that. I suggested taking
turns and also involving family members or responsible members of the community if
they, the teachers, were going away.
When I asked about how much money the raffle had brought in, Nofirst could not give
me the figure because Nombulelo did the books. After speaking briefly to the other
teachers in isiXhosa, she told me that they had borrowed the money for food and that it
would be back in the account within the week. Her forthright and honest manner was
so welcome. There was no place for deception here. We all knew that food came first.
(The teachers, by the way, paid Winston on October 23rd.)

Due to the financial

situation, we decided to delay the planting until the following week, but stressed to the
teachers that it was important not to plant beyond the next week so that the young
plants had a chance to take root before the end of the school year.
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I then went to work outdoors, leaving Winston to bring the teachers. He knew I used
him at times on his visits to help me rally the enthusiasm and energy of the teachers. I
did not want to be the only presence constantly expecting something more of these
women. When we had discussed the project initially, he had agreed to share the task
whenever he was at the centre. I also felt that he was the landscape project leader
and that we must all work under his instruction.
Today our task was to pound stakes in and tie up the saplings so that they would grow
straight despite the strong winds that so often blow over the Cape Flats. As happened
so many times when I was working with the children, I started to count as I dug out
shovelfuls and as I pounded in the stakes. We counted to 10 for each stake and then I
had the children show me 10 with their fingers. Nofirst joined my group while she
nursed her baby. Her two year old son had been working with me and was beginning
to say some of the English numbers. I pointed this out to her and she listened quietly
with a smile growing on her face. I told her she could count anything with him and that
long before he knew it was part of maths, he would be doing it. She was amused by
his mistakes, but I assured her that she need not correct him, rather just keep up the
routine of counting objects, repetitive actions, people, anything.
pleasant, low key conversation, another teachable moment.

This was a very

I was speaking to a

mother, but she was also a teacher and principal of this day care. She and the other
teachers had listened to me doing this sort of counting every day I had visited Try
Again, but I had never actually heard them count on the spur of the moment with the
children.

I wondered if it was because stakes and bricks were not part of the

classroom experience so that they felt awkward about learning so informally. Then
again, it might have just been a language factor.

In all the primary schools and

educare centres I had visited in the townships, the children learned their numbers in
English. Perhaps some of the teachers felt awkward using English. I was interested to
note that, after we spoke, Nofirst stayed with me and, if a child did not count along with
me, she told the child to do so.
While we shared lunch served up on a pot lid, I teased the teachers that they had
invited Winston to their graduation ceremony but not me. Nombulelo told me that I was
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one of the day care teachers, so of course I was coming. Then she truly surprised me.

Acting as spokeswoman, she said that they had discussed and decided that they
wanted to give me a Xhosa name and that during the graduation I would be presented
formally to the community with that name. It was Nontsapho, Mother, the mother hen
who protects her chicks under her wing. I thanked them and I said I felt so blessed, but
that I was their sister, not their mother. Nombulelo repeated my new name with some
energy. The decision had already been made and was final!
Driving away from the centre, I spoke to Winston about the naming. Hé had been very
moved as well. Then he added, "But those teachers love you so much." Did he really
see that?
Why was I so amazed at this great gift, a gift of trust and friendship?

I had always

found it much easier to give than to receive, but these women were showing me that
they could in fact offer me something far greater than bricks and plants. They were
offering me a place in their culture and tradition. My image of myself did not match the
honour being bestowed.
OCTOBER 22 AND 23, 1997
I was not present on the 22nd when Winston and another colleague from EERU
helped the teachers and children plant the first section of garden with a variety of
indigenous flowers and shrubs.

It was very successful, he told me the next day.

Winston was particularly impressed that the children were so conscientious about
digging the hole exactly where he had placed the plants.

We had established a

planting routine the day we put in the trees. The children had not forgotten anything.
The next day, October 23rd, while I was at the centre, Winston returned to deliver and
go over a form. Once it was filled in it would constitute the roster for watering during
the Christmas holidays. I was glad he had put something in writing.
He had taken the organization of the landscaping off my hands. He had called the
teachers on the 21st to tell them he was coming on the 22nd.
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He had done the

planting on the 22nd and now he was orchestrating the Christmas watering schedule
well in advance. It was a wonderful feeling to share the tasks with someone. Although
I enjoyed my work immensely, I realized that input from other people helped to avoid
mistakes, to continually keep up the momentum of encouragement, as well as to offer
another positive model.
5.3.3.4

WINSTON

It is important to examine the role Winston played during the landscaping project.
From the start I encouraged him to speak directly with the teachers.

I wanted the

teachers to develop a successful relationship with him, not just through me. This
would break the pattern I had so often seen at the centre when visitors came (5.3.1).
We agreed that Winston would call the centre prior to his visits so that the teachers
would know when he was coming. Too often people arrived unannounced, only to
find disorder. I wanted the teachers to have successful experiences with visitors as
another way to grow their confidence. Winston's visits were a good opportunity for all
this to happen.
The teachers' reaction to outsiders posed a particular problem for me vis-á-vis
triangulation.

I wanted another opinion on my work. Therefore Winston became an

important voice. The teachers accepted him into their lives. His experience allowed
him to note their small steps of progress, and he was full of praise for their efforts. This
was the first time he had worked with preschool children.
immensely.

He enjoyed them

In 1998 his knowledge of gardening and my knowledge of child

..development led us to a rich learning programme for the children.

In every way,

Winston provided a successful experience at Try Again.
5.3.3.5 THE LANDSCAPING

PROJECT IN REVIEW

By the end of 1997, the teachers began to look to their garden with pride. I remember·
clearly how they swept the pathways and raked the ground in preparation for the
graduation ceremony on December 7th. Well before that they committed themselves
to the project. Whereas I had often organized help for them, and whereas mostly they
did not pave jf I was not present, I was happily surprised on two occasions (1) when
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they raised a three metre section of already-completed paving which had been laid too
low in the ground and (2) when they completed a path to the gate. On this second
occasion, Emily informed me that the children had insisted that the teachers work. The
landscaping had gradually become the teachers' project.

This process would

continue in 1998 with the emphasis moving towards the educational development of
the children.
I shall now describe briefly some of the interesting interactions that were a part of

another aspect of my visits to Try Again.
5.3.4

RENOVATIONS

Here follows an account of my-involvement in the building work that took place in the
spring of 1997, with particular reference to the teachable moments these renovations
provided. As I have noted earlier (see 5.3.1), the ideas for these renovations began to
emerge during my first visit to the centre in March.

Ghairunisa and I launched a

campaign to find a donor for the work. Eventually everything fell into place.
When I returned to Try Again on October 7th after my trip to Canada it was to discover
that the Canadian government had agreed to fund the renovation project we had
proposed to them. During October and November I made as many as four visits a
week to the centre. Often they included the continuing landscaping project but now I
was also acting as the site supervisor of the building project.
We could not have chosen better people than the builder and his partner. They were
so accepting of the children and teachers. They did not mind if the children came to
watch or if they had to move jumbled piles of boxes and bags from one room to
another. They did it all working quietly and pleasantly. They seemed to understood
what their work on this site was all about, helping to build "a better life for all" (the
ANC's 1994 election campaign slogan).
The teachers were surprised that the renovation did not include a full new brick
building (Personal Try Again Journal, October 7). They had seen the drawings whic_h
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were posted in the centre, but had not understood my explanations.

I felt confident,

however, that the renovation work would substantially improve their working life, so I
did not worry too much about their initial lack of enthusiasm.
Realizing that the teachers did not fully understand the plans, I made a point of walking
them through the renovations as each new aspect began. The teachers and I shared
our delight as the new room for the toilets was built (Personal Try Again Journal,
October 14), as a new doorway was cut (Personal Try Again Journal, October 14), etc.
I learned that Evelina apparently experienced a fright when she unlocked the kitchen
door one morning to see light. She thought a wall had blown down in a storm in the
night. Instead she found that a door and window had been hung in what had been a
dark hole of a working space. That day and the next, she and Evelyn scrubbed that
kitchen till it shone (Personal Try Again Journal, October 21). When Nombulelo
realized that the building was now going to have electricity, she danced for joy
(Personal Try Again Journal, November 3). My special moment arrived when the two
structures were joined and doorways cut out so that we could walk through one larger
building (Personal Try Again Journal, October 21). The flow of traffic changed from
that day and set the stage for new and better routines. All the while I spoke to the
teachers about what each change meant, how they could alter their routines and
facilitate their work.

They left supervision of the project entirely in my hands.

Occasionally they asked questions to find out if something had been included. It was
on their minds, but they did not have to worry about the overall picture.
Even choosing colours from paint samples for the different rooms at the centre was a
teaching opportunity. The teachers were interested in the painting to be done and
amused by what I had to say about who could choose. When we were making the
choice about the kitchen colour, for example, I said to Stowie and Nombulelo, "How
can we choose when Evelina, the boss of the kitchen, is not here?" When it came to
the office, I said "Nombulelo and Nofirst must choose because they are the bosses of
the office. They must work in the office." Then looking at the others, I added, "You are
the teachers, so you must choose the paint for the classrooms. Then you will be happy
to work there. You must stay with the children in the classroom" (Personal Try Again
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Journal, November 4).

We all enjoyed that morning, but I was also taking the

opportunity to underline the different responsibilities at the centre.
What I was suggesting that day was that different people perform different tasks.
These plans were all in my mind. I had held off speaking of these things, always
looking for the right moment to speak of them. Here had been an opportunity to
introduce the idea in a non-threatening and humourous way. The teachers were free
to choose which role they would assume. My suggestion did not threaten the group
decision making that went on at Try Again, but it did delineate what people should do
and where they should be on duty.
On November 11th there was yet another opportunity provided by the renovation to
discuss the programme. This time we were working together removing everything
from the walls of the educare room which was to be painted in the next week. As I took
down the timetable which the teachers never followed, I suggested we talk about the
daily schedule in order to come up with something that really worked for the centre.
This launched us in a discussion of some aspects of the Steiner method that
Nombulelo was studying.

It would add greatly to the rings. I asked Nombulelo to

model her storytelling techniques for her fellow teachers. This led to brainstorming
ideas for story props like felt boards, wall hangings, rag dolls.
I told the teachers that I had other ideas from the Montessori method that could be
blended in with their training as well as the creative side of Steiner.

I spoke of the

activities of practical life that help build concentration and love of work in small
children (Chapter 2.5.2). When I gave as examples the children watering the plants,
wiping the tables and shelves, or helping with the dishes, the teachers became
completely still and gave me their full attention. They agreed enthusiastically that the
children were able to do these things. I was able to tell them that these activities
helped the children to respect their environment, be it their school, their toys, or the
plants in the garden. My plan was that in the process of creating an orderly routine for
the children, the teachers would also learn. This would eventually upgrade the level of
hygiene at the educare centre. Even as the children had encouraged the teachers to
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work outside, they could help their elders engage in the indoor chores. (I saw children
washing dishes outdoors two days later on November 13, with Stowie washing toys in
another basin nearby.)
We discussed many issues that morning, including several administrative tasks that
would allow records to be maintained on each child. It was all part of planning for the
future, for 1998. The renovation work prevented us beginning the work we planned,
but allowed the time for teachers to gradually get used to a new building with its
different flow and, more importantly, to brainstorm and plan change for the next year.
The next section will highlight some of the strategies I used to reawaken the teachers
to their task and indicate a particular problem I experienced.
5.3.5

DEALING WITH PROBLEMS

As I described in the preceding sections the story of my work at Try Again Educare
during 1997, I have attempted to point out problems and the manner in which I
addressed them.

To conclude Pre-Phase A, then, I outline a particularly difficult

situation and how I tried to deal with it.
The situation I met at Try Again was very challenging. The teachers were demotivated.
They acted together to cover up their shortcomings,

but there the togetherness

seemed to end. They were a disunited group of women, without a leader who could
rally them.

Some of their practices led to an unsafe, unhealthy and certainly

unstimulating programme.
As a volunteer I had no desire to become the leader they lacked. I wanted to help
them to a place in their professional life where they would set appropriate standards
for their educare centre. In the landscaping project I helped them to achieve what they
had asked me for, I met them where they were and gave them in the project a common
purpose.

I made a point of using the children to motivate the teachers, something

which had not been necessary at Inkwenkwezi.

As at Inkwenkwezi, however, I

modeled appropriate teacher behaviour when I interacted with the children, and
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introduced new activities for the children that would help the teachers as well. I used
my experience in building design and renovation to orchestrate and supervise the
work in October and November, thus offering the teachers a much improved working
environment in which the necessary routines could more easily be encouraged.
Throughout the year, however, I experienced an on-going staffing problem that
required more than these interventions. One of the staff members remained aloof and
often hostile. She detested the brick laying and even the planting and weeding. She
took no interest in the renovations that were happening around her. She almost never
spoke to me and would often merely grunt in response to something I said. If I was
speaking to another teacher, this woman would interrupt and start speaking as if I was
not there. For part of the year she seemed to have a strong hold on another teacher.
will describe two incidents involving this teacher.
On October 21st I taak Nomthandazo to visit an educare centre in Khayalitsha. The
centre operated on the Steiner model. It was my wish to support Nombulelo who was
studying the Steiner methods at the time as well as my desire to inspire Nomthandazo
that led me to choose this particular centre.

I had felt for several weeks that

Nomthandazo might be moving towards wanting to teach and I had, therefore,.
suggested the visit. It was a very successful visit that also included Zoliswa from
Inkwenkwezi and Ghairunisa of Mustadafin. In the discussion we had after the tour, I
gave Nomthandazo an opportunity to elaborate on how group decision-making
occurred at Try Again.

Our hostess told us that her centre had had a resident

volunteer from Germany who was an expert in the Steiner method every year since
1992. I did not expect to receive such a plug for on-site volunteer teaching during the
visit, but the Principal provided us with her strong commitment to it. She noted to us
that she had often tried to get the trainers of the NGOs to "come to the creches and see
our problems" (Personal Try Again Journal, October 21). Their lack of cooperative
response made them less effective in training educare teachers for the townships, she
insisted.
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Nomthandazo returned to Try Again where she was enthusiastically greeted by most
of her fellow teachers. They crowded around her, clasping her, asking to be told of her
adventure.

It was a wonderful picture which, in fact, I caught on film. Originally,

Ghairunisa offered to take all the teachers to the centre we had visited but this never
transpired when Nofirst realized that Steiner included a spiritual component to its
approach. What transpired on this day was indeed a milestone for Nomthandazo and
a boost for Nombulelo.
Only one teacher hung back, remaining in her chair, looking upset. I had often seen
this teacher glum, uninterested and annoyed during my visits.
posture was that she felt she was 'losing ground'.

My reaction to her

Nomthandazo had been her

counterpart in 'doing the mediocre'; now I had separated them in experience.

I had

done this consciously. I felt the moment had arrived when other teachers were moving
forward, but that this one teacher was entrenched in her behaviour and therefore
falling behind.
A second incident surrounded an occurrence of child abuse perpetrated by this same
teacher (Personal Try Again Journal, November 18). I witnessed the abuse and spoke
to the teacher immediately. She angrily shrugged me off. I called it to the attention of
Stowie who only smiled nervously. Nofirst was not on the premises. Later in the day,
I reported the incident to Ghairunisa.

My next visit was the following day, and this

teacher referred to me as "De Klerk" (the last National Party President of South Africa
and one of the two Deputy Presidents in the Government of National Unity established
at the 1994 election) when I came in the door, Ghairunisa, to whom I related the
incident, felt that the teacher saw me as an oppressor. Ghairunisa decided she would
have to go to the centre to speak to the teachers. At my suggestion, she addressed
herself to Nofirst as the Principal and brought with her her own interpreter in a meeting
that took place on November 25th.
On the 27th I returned to the centre for what I anticipated as a brief visit to speak to the
builder. I was asked to speak to Nofirst. All the teachers joined us. Nofirst told me that
they needed to speak to me about the incident of abuse. The teachers, she said,
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accepted blame collectively for the abuse.
schooled

in the traditional ways.

They were simple women, she said,

When a child does something wrong, their

upbringing taught them to make him remember not to do it by some form of physical
punishment. She continued that the teachers knew from their ECE training that it was
wrong to do such things to children but that old ways were hard to give up. She asked
that in future I speak to them if I saw something else that was wrong. She ended by
asking me to please continue to come to Try Again to work with them and help them.
When I responded, I first told the teachers that I had, in fact, reported to one of them
immediately of the child's punishment.

I said further that as a volunteer and as an

adult I had a responsibility to report such an incident to Ghairunisa.

"She is my

superior," I explained. "Yes, I am a teacher of some experience, but I am a volunteer
for the Mustadafin Foundation. I do not act alone." Then I told the teachers that one
unfortunate incident could not ruin nine months of good work as far as I was
concerned. I thanked them for speaking to me and told them I accepted that they were
I

sorry. I took the hands of the' women on either side of me and then they all joined
hands as we had done before and I said, "We are ready for 1998. It is going to be a
good year!"
The teacher about whom the meeting was concerned sat during the entire meeting
with her head and one shoulder averted to one side.

Her body language was

screaming at us. She was raging against the words being spoken, but had to submit
to Nofirst's decision that the meeting was to occur. Before I left I went to the educare
room to which she had returned and had taken up her task of mopping the floor. I went
to her and put out my hand, saying "I meant what I said in the meeting. The problem is
finished now." She took my hand, said nothing and only briefly glanced at me before
looking away. I put an arm around her for a moment and patted her back before
leaving. I had the feeling that I was dealing with someone like my own sometimes
troubled daughter, and smiled wryly to myself that I had come a long way to find
another such powerful person!
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The assumption of collective blame on the part of Try Again's teachers fit very well the
teacher behaviour noted by Lubeck (1985:79-81). I write of Lubeck's interpretations in
Chapter 2.2.4 and 2.4.
I was glad that I had suggested to Ghairunisa that she approach the problem through
Nofirst. She was emerging as a Principal, gradually taking up the responsibilities of
her role.

She had told Ghairunisa that she needed more training in being an

administrator and had asked me to help her and the other women to improve their
skills as educare teachers. From her reaction to Steiner teaching, she was clear about
what sort of programme she wanted for Try Again. Her vision was taking shape and
she had begun to work on making it a reality.

She had certainly taken her role

seriously today. Her development was important for Try Again.
This staff problem continued to exist in 1998. The teacher in question is a diabetic and
some of the erratic behaviour she exhibited during her pregnancy in that year might
well have had to do with her diabetic state. It did subside substantially after she gave
birth in August. Her willingness to work, to handle children in a professional manner
and to give them a daily programme, did not catch up with the other teachers,
however, and she remained aloof at planning meetings we held even at the end of
1998.
5.3.6

CLOSURE TO PRE-PHASE

A

On November 28, I brought Professor Meerkatter to the centre. I told himthat I felt that
all I had done in the past nine months was really just preparing the ground for change.
We discussed the time factors involved at each centre. Here was an example, I noted,
of the need for individual definitions of progress. (1) What could be achieved with a
certain group of people (2)"in a certain amount of time (3) using a certain approach
was often very different from the next group of people.
I had witnessed an awakening at Try Again this year. There was nothing consistent in
the way of change as yet. Indeed, there were many days when the teachers ignored
my very presence, when there seemed to be no evidence of any progress.
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At other

times they had surprised me with a leap forward which, even if it was followed the very
next day by a return to 'square one', allowed me to hope. I was prepared for 1998.
Certainly, we knew each other far better now. If I was their 'Nontsapho' with all that the
named implied, then they trusted that my intentions were good. And I had learned how
they laboured to get on as a group. Even more, I had gotten to know the teachers as
individuals, and had helped them over some professional and personal hurdles. This
had taken time. The development of the centre, however, had not stood still. The
landscaping project had helped to shape our relationship and the renovation project
prepared us for the next year. Part of the building of trust was inextricably woven into
the work we did together during 1997.
On November 29th at Try Again's graduation ceremony, Nofirst formally introduced me
as Nontsapho to the gathered community. During the weeks between their first giving
me the name and the graduation ceremony the teachers had gradually stopped calling
me Rosemary and only addressed me as Nontsapho. On November 27th I wrote in my
journal that "Rosemary was gone". It felt good.
The next section is a description of Phase A which occurred in 1998.
5.4 PHASE A
This section is a description of my work at Try Again Educare Centre in 1998. My aims
during this period became focussed in two interrelated themes. One was to establish
order and routines as they related to safety and cleanliness, as well as use and care of
the educational materials at the centre.

The other theme was to introduce interesting

and educationally sound activities in both the baby and the educare rooms.

The

settings for my intervention were both the classroom and the newly established
gardens. I visited Try Again twice weekly, mainly on Tuesdays and Thursdays. There
were many visits between January and May but, given the interruptions that often
occurred between these visits, I have decided to emphasize those that took place from
May through October.
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This section, then, describes and examines my efforts to introduce order and routines
and how I handled the introduction of new educational materials relating to both the
classroom and outdoors. Included are examples of teachable moments that occurred
with increasing frequency as the learning programme and the teachers' interest
developed. I have also highlighted some problems I experienced while a gradual, if
somewhat lurching, transformation took place at Try Again.
It has been particularly difficult to extract from my stories the material for this section.
By 1998 my relationship with Try Again as a whole and with individual teachers was
very rich. My stories of each visit were long and detailed. While I continued with my
original action research, the volunteer Nontsapho was cementing the wall of a
sandbox, framing and hanging certificates in the office, refinishing a donated desk and
chalkboards, or preparing proposals. I will not detail these extras here, but they did
add to my presence at the centre. The staff realized that I was there to help them in
any way I could. They were not subjects for my 'project'.

In this way, I feel that the

change that gradually happened at the centre more closely reflects a volunteer's role
and the difference such a person can make.
To explain the level of flexibility I operated at during my visits, I should perhaps reveal
what I brought with me each week. I always arrived with ideas for activities and, if
necessary, the materials with which to do them.

I have noted before that these

materials were usually found items, like leaves or shells. After the donation of May
1998, however, they included new educational materials that I had bought for the
centre. I also always traveled with materials for odd jobs which I worked on when time
allowed. These might include sandpaper, paint, varnish, hammer and nails, cleaning
materials and, almost always, a garden fork. Since I never knew in what state I would
find the teaching programme, I came prepared to be busy at some task or other. It was
a half hour's drive to Philippi and I hated to waste a moment. This adaptability saved
me from being let down by the frequent routine changes due to staff absence or the
precedence of their other responsibilities at this centre.
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The following is a visit which illustrates my continuing fascination with the children's
learning, an important factor that motivated me to continue my work. It is typical of how
I taught in the earlier months of the year. More and more often later in the year, I was
able to suggest ideas that the teachers acted upon rather than do the full teaching
model; by that time, the teachers had become familiar with my teaching model.

In

addition, as the children mastered routines, their behaviour taught the teachers.
MAY 5, 1998
I arrived at the centre with a big thermos of coffee to warm the teachers on this cold
and rainy day. Stowie had returned from a month in the Transkei and I was delighted
to have her capable presence in the baby room once again.
Nombulelo and I settled the children down to a variety of tasks before I sat down in the
library to teach a group of children how to do a puzzle. It was a knobbed, inset puzzle
whose pieces were all motor vehicles. The theme alone had great appeal.

My aim

was to show them how to do a puzzle successfully. Whereas I might have shown this
procedure to one child at a time in my Canadian classroom, with perhaps two or three
others looking on, in this room of 80 plus children I made a turn-taking game of it.
Why was I taking so much time to teach about puzzles?

Last year there had been

three brand new puzzles still in cellophane in the classroom.

When I had finally

insisted that the wrap come off so that the puzzles could be used by the children, the
pieces had soon disappeared. As well, Nombulelo had told me several weeks before
that the teachers did not "see the value of doing a puzzle" and said she felt very
isolated with her knowledge of how teaching and learning should take place in
educare. Here was another teachable moment, one which I orchestrated. The activity
soon attracted other children who came to watch.
What was most satisfying for me about the activity was how the children reacted so
predictably to the puzzle. I had very little language with which I could instruct, but
within a short period of time they realized the rules; they knew they would get a turn,
and they knew I would help to make their experience successful. The teacher in me
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emerged in the face of the little wooden puzzle and I used shaping and modeling
methods to help the children carefully place their pieces. Most of all, I watched their
enthusiasm turn to absorption.

They had to concentrate; they became engaged.

Several children chose to remain at the table throughout the hour Ispent in the library.
They could not get enough of removing and replacing the pieces. It was just the right
activity for those children. Montessori teachers often speak and write of this perfect fit
of child and material (Montessori, 1988b:152).

It occurs when the material matches

the point in the child's development. This particular moment never ceases to amaze
me. Iwas sorry that Uelt unable to explain this to the teachers as yet. First, they would
have to notice the phenomenon themselves.

Then I would explain it. I hoped an

opportunity would present itself soon, when all of them were nearby.
As I drove away I reflected that it had been one of those mornings that makes a
volunteer eager to return. It reminded me in many ways of the morning I had once
spent making masks in Inkwenkwezi's library (Chapter 4.4.4.1, June 13, 1997). Today
I had come out in terribly wet weather to view the gloom of thousands of leaking
shacks and wretched lives.

On the one hand I was deeply moved by the

circumstances of these tenacious women with whom I worked. They had doubtless left
buckets filling in their homes to come to the educare today. More compelling than this,
however, was the interest in learning that had taken place this morning, which had
filled me with awe once again at children's capacity to know what it is they need to
further their own development. I would always return for more of this!
This next visit illustrates how absenteeism and lack of commitment frustrated progress
at Try Again. It Was a key visit in helping me redefine more appropriate goals for my
work at the centre in 1998.

MAY 19, 1998
Nomhle and Emily were with the educare

children today.

Nombulelo

and

Nomthandazo were not there. I had brought in dried seed pods from six different
species of trees. I had discussed the idea of making mobiles with Nombulelo and was
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disappointed that she was not there. There was no point in undertaking this activity
with Nomhle and Emily. I knew that between motivation and language I would be in a
'no-win' situation. I did propose to them both that they use the materials today to count
and to make patterns. I showed them what I meant by patterning, using language to
help the children repeat a pattern in a left to right progression. Nomhle said she would
rather do it tomorrow, meaning she would rather not do it. Emily was willing to take a
group to do the patterning so I spread computer paper on the floor in a long strip.
Nomthandazo arrived at that moment and when I explained to her what the activity
entailed she listened intently and then she and Emily gathered a group of children to
try the task.
Although I had introduced patterning last year using shells, the concept seemed very
strange to them. It was as if it was too far away from the teaching methods of language
and math that they knew .and, therefore, was irrelevant learning. But then, they also
questioned the usefulness of puzzles!
I went outdoors to speak with Winston, who had arrived, and to begin weeding a bed.
I needed something concrete to do and to achieve here today.

the slow pace of change.

I was very frustrated at

For example, as agreed, I had brought the files for the

registration forms and the samples of children's work. When I asked Nomhle for the
registration forms for her group she just stared at me, said she would do it later, and
walked away. Nomthandazo had misunderstood what it was that I wanted her to put in
the files, so had not inserted the registration forms. It was such a small task, one that is
supposed to be finished in the first week of the year, yet they were not even getting the
papers out for me when I had offered to do the rest for them. Thank goodness for a
garden fork and lots of weeds to help me through my frustration!
One thing that was really engaging the teachers' interest was the gradual framing and
hanging of their teaching certificates.

When I showed it to her, Nofirst took her

certificate and beamed at it admiringly. Then she hugged it and began to sing and
dance. Evelyn was also pleased to see her certificate in its neat frame.

Stowie,

having seen the frames, fetched me her certificates from home before I left. Emily also
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handed in hers. I felt I had accomplished a great deal to have collected half the staff's
certificates in four weeks! I was happy to see that my idea was a good one. They liked
the idea of displaying their framed certificates. It was to take eight weeks, however, to
get the certificates from seven of the eight teachers. Nomhle finally told me she did not
want hers hung up in the office.
I had no time to dwell on the abyss that seemed to exist between the staff's knowledge
of early childhood teaching methods and my own just then, but I returned to the
problem later in the day as I reflected on how far I could expect to go with this group of
women. For the remainder of the year I would work on building routines around
cleanliness and personal hygiene. The activities, similar to Montessori's activities of
practical life' which I explain in Chapter 2.5.2, would promote the orderliness and
precision that young children long to demonstrate. I wanted the teachers to accept to
supervise these activities. I also wanted them to write the children's names on their
work and hand back their work to them to bring home, keeping only a few samples of
each child's work to show the child's progress. These seemed tiny steps forward but I
knew from experience with this group of women that such routines were foreign.

I

would consider myself successful if Try Again staff accomplished this progress by the
end of the school year.

Idecided

to abandon plans to develop theme based learning. This involved planning

ahead and being committed to independent activity centres. Planning ahead was not
yet visible at the centre. The staff never seemed to know who was coming in to work,
much less what they might do with the children. It was not something I was going to
achieve with the staff during 1998.
5.4.1

ROUTINES AROUND CLEANING AND PERSONAL

HYGIENE

In Pre-Phase A, I described a visit on May 19th, 1997 (see 5.3.1) which outlined the
level of cleanliness at the centre. The staff showed that they knew how to maintain
their workplace properly, however, especially when they expected visitors. The centre
shone for graduation 1997 and for the visit of the Canadian Ambassador in March
1998, for example. Between visits, the standards slipped.
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Moreover, the children

were not being taught personal cleanliness nor care for their educare centre. I tackled
both these issues.
As I had done on other issues, I worked through the children and then showed the
teachers their role. In March, I brought some cloth to the centre which Evelyn sewed
into squares. These became wash cloths so that the children could help to clean their
classroom. Unfortunately, these soon disappeared as had so often happened in the
past with other new materials.

I then bought a dozen wash cloths for Try Again,

emphasizing to the staff that they were for the children to use, not for staff (Personal Try
Again Journal, April 28). Perhaps because this was the second lot of cloths, perhaps
because I stressed that Evelyn's time had been wasted, this set of wash cloths lasted
from May ti" the end of the year. Indeed, Nomthandazo took care to keep the cloths
clean and ready for use (Personal Try Again Journal, May 5).
I taught the children how to clean their classroom. We did these tasks in the early
morning, before breakfast. I arrived about 8:30 in the morning and put out water and
the cloths. I showed them how to carefully remove items from a shelf and then wash
and dry the shelf before replacing the educational materials. In the early months of the
year there were very few such materials in the classroom, as the centre owned very
little; this made the children's task easier to learn.
The early morning activity was important for several reasons. It set the tone for the
day. It occupied the children while they waited for their breakfast. The cleaning was
independent, open-ended, and self-correcting.

The children needed only to be

provided with water and their cloths. In addition to this indoor activity, I took another
group outside to collect the garbage which blew into the garden every day. I called the
activity "Khokelela, khokelela, inye, simbini" (Tidy up, one, two) because I taught them
to pick up something in each hand before putting the garbage in the plastic food bags I
always brought to the centre. At the end of the cleaning activities, I placed a large
plastic basin full of soapy water at the entrance and a" the children lined up to wash
their hands before breakfast. Prior to the renovations the washbasins were out of the
way and the children almost never used them or the toilets. Now they could access
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the toilets from their own classroom and use the little sinks. Before meals, however, I
wanted an easy method of general handwashing- before the children sat down. I saw
the wash basin routine repeated by the teachers in an increasingly regular manner.
In late May I secured for the centre a donation of books, garden tools, educational
materials, and a jungle gym. The Mustadafin Foundation allowed me to choose all the
materials; indeed, I had made the original list and written the proposal as part of my
volunteer work. Some of the money I spent on gardening tools, brooms, mops and
dustpans which I adapted to children's size. They were not toy tools, but rather real
items. The children used the mops, brooms and dustpans daily together with cloths
and buckets. They cleaned the classroom in the morning. They often swept up after
their activity period, but always swept after lunch. The. teachers first watched, then
guided the cleaning

activities, and finally began

to add similar

tasks that

complemented the programme.
5.4.2

ROUTINES

AND THE DAILY PROGRAMME

One of the aspects most lacking at the Centre was consistent routine. Everything I
suggested during 1998 was grounded in building up appropriate routines. It was the
consistency that the teachers lacked. In March I brought them the draft of a revised

daily programme to consider and try. For the most part, it was I who tried the
programme changes and the teachers who watched before committing themselves. I
have noted earlier that they did not follow their existing programme, but were still
skeptical of the one I had proposed. (I had witnessed this reluctance to change at
Inkwenkwezi as I note in Chapter 4.3.4.) During the year, however, Nofirst finally gave
her stamp of approval to the programme. During a private interview with her to assess
my work with the centre I drew her attention to the draft programme. She laughed and
told me that I must continue to insist on the revised schedule because at the
administration course she was presently taking, she had been told to discard their
existing schedule. I laughed then, too. Here I was with two university degrees, 10
years' teaching experience as well as a full year's experience at this site. Yet Nofirst
had confidence in the programme I suggested only after her course instructor had said
it represented sound change. We both laughed when I told her that now I knew how
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important I was at Try Again.

Here was a situation somewhat similar to that of

Inkwenkwezi and the Reception Year Pilot (see chapter 4.4.5.2). It was corroboration
for the ideas that I was suggesting.
I continued to build up routines around every aspect of the children's day.

I have

already described the early morning routine. There was also a routine around meals.
From the beginning of 1998, I insisted that the children eat in the educare room at
tables. I bought trays on which to carry the bowls of food to the educare room. The
teachers led the children in prayer before meals. I trained the children to place their
dirty dishes and spoons in a basin after meals. I taught them to wipe the tables once
everyone was finished eating. The teachers gradually remembered to consistently put
out the basin once the children were eating and to hand out the wash cloths
afterwards.
The routines around the educational materials are worth describing and I have chosen
to recount my visit of June 9th as illustration, but I shall first describe how I explained
my plan to the staff. Once I had secured the donation on May 28th, I met with the staff
to explain the donation in detail. Here follows the story of that morning.
JUNE 3, 1998
When I arrived at Try Again, it was a little later than usual. The children had already
eaten breakfast and they were all seated working on an activity book which I had seen
them using on other occasions. All staff were present today and everyone was busy, a
rare sight. I had brought the files for the registration forms and work samples of Judy's
children today. To my surprise she approached me in the office and asked for them. I
had not been able to interest her in this filing process for several weeks and so was
delighted at her initiative this morning. Soon she and Nomthandazo set to work on the
files with the help of Olivia, Mustadafin's health worker who was present.

Emily gave

me her list of children and their dates of birth so that I could. prepare her set of files.
Later Judy handed me her files for stapling and I noticed she had already included
some work samples. She also asked me if I had noticed the weeding that she and
Evelyn had accomplished outdoors. Frankly, I was amazed at all the activity. Then I
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realized this was the staff's way of thanking me for helping them with the donation.
They could not have thanked me in a better way. They knew what I wanted of them,
and performing these tasks was their 'thank you'.
When we sat down to speak about the donation, I told them that the donors had
needed to be convinced that I would be accountable, and that some leadership was in
place to ensure the best use of their donation.

I told the teachers that together we

would make the final choices of what to buy for the centre, and indeed we began that
task that very day. Furthermore, I told them that I would bring materials in little by little,
that I would show them and the children how to use the materials and how to care for
them. I spoke very clearly about ensuring that materials remained at the centre. They
laughed when I underlined that the materials were for Try Again, not Philippi.
When I broached the delicate issue of leadership, I told the staff that I was speaking to
them all about this and not just Nofirst for a good reason. I said that I knew they
worked things out a little differently at Try Again, that they tried to agree as a group on
decisions .. I continued that it was Nofirst's role as a principal to consult and listen to
her staff, but that she would have to take the responsibility to make final decisions if no
consensus could be reached and that she would have to accept responsibility for
those decisions. "It is fine that you all have a say here, but you must be going towards
the same goal: good day care. You must all get into the car and agree on where you
are' going." (Personal Try Again Journal, June 3). I wanted Nofirst to interest herself in
the care of these materials and the staff to know that they must work together to ensure
they were not removed from the centre.
During my next visit, June 9th, I showed the teachers one way to encourage an
awareness qf conserving the materials in the children themselves.
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5.4.3

ROUTINES AROUND USE AND CARE OF EDUCATIONAL
MATERIALS

JUNE 9, 1998
One of the first pieces of material I brought to the centres was scissors. I brought 12
right-handed scissors and I pair for left-handed children. As with each item I brought to
Try Again, I also brought a container for them. "A place for everything and everything
in its place" was an expression I had lived by in my classrooms and one which I
promoted during every visit to Try Again. Nombulelo and I helped the children to hold
the scissors correctly and then allowed them to practise cutting from the pages of old
magazines. In order to check that all pairs of scissors were in the container at the end
of the activity, I suggested to Nombulelo that she ask a child to count them. She chose
a little boy who had recently taken puzzle pieces home with him (Yes, the same puzzle
I had shown them on May 5th). The little puzzle 'thief' struggled to count at first, then
succeeded when I showed him how to lay the scissors in a row and touch each one as.
he counted.

He was very proud of his endeavour and put the scissors in their

container and returned the container to the exact spot he had found it on the shelf. I
told a happy Nombulelo that this child would probably never remove anything from the
centre again, that she had taught him a great lesson in responsibility.
As time went on, the counting of materials became part of the tidy up routine after the
activity period in the classroom. The children counted the paint and glue brushes, the
pencils, the cookie cutters at the play dough table.

They were enjoying the new

materials, but they were also enjoying the routines of use and care of the materials
which I involved them in during set up, work time and tidy up.
The more varied the activities we presented to the children during the morning, the
more the teachers and I shared professional knowledge.

On this same morning I

noted a change in the teachers' receptiveness to the remarks I made. I had stored up
so much that I wanted to share with them, waiting for the right moment. Today there
were many such moments.
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One of the most interesting topics we discussed on this particular morning was about
storytelling. We went from talking about Numbulelo as model storyteller for the other
teachers to recording the children's stories that they drew. The opportunity for the
latter discussion arose when Emily showed me the feather painting done by a little boy
who said his work was about a car accident. She was laughing over the title, but I
suggested she ask him to tell her the story of the accident. She and Nombulelo went
to the child who told them a long tale. Suddenly, Emily's face no longer registered
amusement but rather interest, as did Nombulelo's.

I told Emily, Nombulelo and

Nomthandaze that if they only recorded one of those stories a day they would be doing
wonderful things for both verbal and written language amongst the children.
I also suggested that these would make good samples of work in the file folders I had
provided. By way of example, I showed them another child's work and pointed out
where he was in development towards representational drawing.

"This is a good

sample for his file," I told them. "Within a few months his figures will be much more
complete, so you will be able to see the path of his development."

Nomthandazo

immediately took the drawing from me, going over what I had said about it as she
studied it, and then filed it with her collection of drawings. Before we finished in the
educare room, I told the three teachers that it was vital that they get used to all the
routines we had spoken about recently. "There is going to be an explosion of learning
in this day care as the equipment comes in. You have to be ready for it." Whether or
not the teachers achieved this goal in 1998, I was correct about the 'explosion of
learning' in the children which will become apparent to the reader by the end of this
chapter.
As if inspired by the conversation we had had, Nombulelo later sat the children on the
paved square outdoors to tell them one of her many stories. A group of men stood at
the fence nearby listening as well.

I was struck that morning that what I had

envisioned for Try Again was finally beginning to take place. This educare centre, with
its new and growing garden and its budding programme, could lend inspiration to the
community.
_-
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5.4.4

CRITICAL FRIENDS

The next four visits illustrate a growing concern that I was not accomplishing much to
promote sustained change at Try Again. I was rather isolated at the time, given that
the centre and Mustadafin had had an icy relationship following an argument in early
April. These visits underline the need for a steady source of opinion and advice that a
professional acting in the role of triangulator offers.
JUNE 15, 1998
This was perhaps the lowest moment in my time at Try Again. Yet my feelings were
inspired by an 'outsider'.
centre.

I brought two professors of African literature to visit the

They were friends visiting from the States and Japan, on their way to a

conference.
The sky was a threatening grey as we entered the townships, serving only to reinforce
the dismal poverty and doing nothing to point to the fact that there is joy here too, not
only misery. We stepped out of the car into gusts of wind that occasionally carried
drops of rain

Lunch had just finished when we arrived (It was 1:20 p.m., late.) and

evidence of the meal of rice was being swept from the floors.

The children were

outdoors without a teacher present. I introduced the professors to the teachers who
were amazed that the woman from Japan could address them in isiXhosa.
We only stayed a few minutes, just long enough for them to gather an impression of
what the challenges might be. The American professor commented later, "That was
truly grim." This was not the first time I had brought family and visitors to visit the
educare centres where I worked. There had been a variety of reactions: from denial,
to fear, to proffered solutions, to genuine grief, to offers of financial assistance. It was
impossible for me to explain to someone who thought this was "truly grim" why I loved
to work here, how I could see progress even in the tiniest increments. This difference
in understanding served to really depress me later, and I spent half the night worrying
about Try Again.
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Was the day care only "grim?" Was I, trained to work with special needs children and
therefore in the habit of breaking down tasks into their smallest steps, seeing progress
that no one else could see? Was the progress real? My heart ached that perhaps
nothing had moved forward in the last 16 months.
JUNE 18, 1998
This day was to reconfirm my positive feelings that Try Again was taking steps forward.
When I worked on the activities of practical life with the children in the early morning, I
noted how they immediately set to work and how they were becoming more particular
about how well they did their job. After the indoor and outdoor clean up, Nombulelo
initiated the hand washing routine herself. The children remembered to clean their
tables after breakfast. During a smoothly functioning activity period, Nombulelo and I·
introduced paint and glue brushes for the first time, teaching the children to count
"inye, simbini" as they wiped off the excess paint or glue before using the brushes.
Neither Judy nor Nomthandazo was there, which meant another lesson for teachers,
but I was used to the frequent absences.
At the end of the morning, after interviewing a group of mural artists who accepted to
decorate the outside walls of the centre, I had a chance to speak with Winston. I went
over with him the comment of the American professor and asked him if he saw real
progress at Try Again. He responded that, save one other site he had worked on, this
was the most successful. He assured me that there had been a good deal of forward
movement at Try Again.

I reminded him once again that I needed his frank

assessment from time to time to ensure that we kept on the path towards change.
Later, there were a couple of other gratifying moments to round out this day. When I
went in to say goodbye to the teachers, Evelyn Kwatshana asked me if I was not tired.
"No," I replied, "I am never tired when I am happy, and I am happy to be here." She,
Stowie and Nombulelo, who was at the door, all grinned. It had been a better morning
for this volunteer.
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JUNE 23, 1998
I arrived at the Centre to find Stowie monitoring the outdoor tidying activities while .she
swept the pathways. The grounds had been raked.

Indoors the toilets had been

cleaned and breakfast was on its way. All this was evidence that of the staff's initiative
to carry out routines supporting cleanliness.
The rest of the morning was very busy and quite taxing because three staff members
left on business, leaving Evelyn with the babies and Nomhle to work in the educare
room. On this morning, however, Nomhle actually complimented one of my ideas
around the snack routine. When I suggested using an exit nearer the shelves that held
the snack thus saving the classroom floor from sand-heavy traffic, she said "That is a
good idea." It is the only positive remark she was to make throughout the 20 months I
worked at the centre. A little later, just before the children were to re-enter the building
in preparation for lunch, she cried out to me, "The bucket!"

When I looked at her

enquiringly, she added "so the children can wash their hands." Never had I seen this
teacher take any trouble over hygiene.

In fact, I had seen her flout basic rules.

Certainly, she had often avoided the cleaning tasks.

Despite the fact that the rest of

her behaviour this morning remained typically aloof from the children, and at times
rather severe, her compliment and her initiative to undertake the handwashing routine
were most welcome.
JUNE 24, 1998
This day was a specially pre-arranged visit during which I brought a friend who ran a
Montessori school in Durbanville (see Chapter 4.4.3).
teachers, the visit was less than an hour's duration.

By arrangement with the
The words of the American

professor still haunted me, but the difference between the two visits was phenomenal.
This principal was trained to be a keen but unobtrusive observer. As we drove away,
she explained her feelings and spoke of the impressions she had gathered.

She

confirmed that initially she could have fallen into the trap of the shock that the educare
offered. The care and attention to details that were so much a part of her teaching life
were at odds with, for example, Nomhle's 'don't care' behaviour which she noticed
immediately. Yet she was able to see beyond this to some of the efforts that we were
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making here. She noted the cleaning cloths and how a child had taken care to fold it
properly before replacing it on the shelf. She noted how the children attended so
quietly to Nombulelo's story unfolding in drama.

She loved the sample specially-

adapted garden tool I showed her. She saw and understood without needing an
explanation the rationale for my way of presenting materials at the centre. She pointed
out that what was happening was 'so real, so important'.
This was a very important visit for me. I found myself somewhat stalled in my work.
had found it difficult to make even a journal entry since the professors' visit.. I needed
confirmation from people whose work I respected that what we were doing at Try
Again was important and that progress was visible.
5.4.5

GARDENING

The advent of the gardening tools warrants special attention since they reflected a
natural extension of the landscaping project begun in May 1997.

Winston was

involved in this aspect of the work as well. Beginning with several visits in late July,
Winston and I, together with another teacher, usually Nomthandazo, built up a very
successful gardening routine with the children. Winston and I consulted about these
visits on June 30th. I had hoped for two training visits; because of Nomthandazo's
enthusiastic insistence, we had five.

We divided the flower beds into four areas, aimed at the four age groups assigned to .
the four teachers in the educare room. The youngest children were to work on the
most established beds in the area that we had planted in October 1997. The oldest
children would work in the newest bed which had been planted only in March 1998.
Winston thought their greater dexterity might better protect the young plants from harm.
In the months prior to receiving the tools I had taught the children some of the
procedures around weeding. After a task analysis, I used backward chaining to build
up the weeding skills. The children first took handfuls. of weeds to the garbage bin.
Then they took weeds from me and put them in piles which later went into garbage
bins. Then they learned to shake the earth off the weeds I handed them, before putting
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them in the pile which later went off to the garbage bin. All they were missing in the
weeding 'chain' was the actual digging. This, as well as cultivating, they learned with
great enthusiasm during the July sessions.
We did not work for long. My Judevine training (see 1.6.1.1) led me to caution Winston
to end the activity during keen interest rather than as interest waned.
encourage the children to return eagerly to the activity each week.

This would

I observed them

closely as they worked and noted that 25 minutes' work in the presence of similarly
involved adult(s) constituted a pleasant work session. At Nomthandazo's suggestion,
Winston timed his visits for the rest of 1998 to begin at 11:00 a.m. when the children
were finished with their classroom activities and likely to be outdoors.
One of best loved aspects of the gardening activity came at the end of the session.
Nomthandazo filled a bucket with water and allowed the children to wash their tools
before drying them in the sun and returning them to the closet. They loved washing
the tools and did so with great care.
The on-going gardening project was very successful. During the graduation ceremony
on November 7th, one of the little boys announced that he wanted to be a landscaper,
just like Winston. We had observed how well he handled a garden fork to both weed
and cultivate and hoped we had kindled a lifelong interest in him. Another child began
a vegetable garden at his home and invited Emily, our vegetable expert, to visit, which
she did. All the children benefited even if it was only because the gardening brought
an end to the bullying outdoors which was so much a part of boredom.
Nomthandazo's active participation in this aspect of the gardening

project was

wonderful. She had known nothing about gardening, it seems, but learned along with
the children. I noted that her confidence as a teacher grew in 1998 and therefore so
did her rapport with the children.

Part of this development can 'be attributed to her

work with them outdoors.
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5.4.6

QUALITY OF TEACHER/CHILDREN

INTERACTION

I have remarked at the beginning of Phase A that the use and care of the materials and
the selection of interesting and educationally sound activities became the focus of my
attention for 1998.
equipment.

I noted that the teachers did not necessarily value certain

I knew well that children needed to be taught the extensive uses of

equipment by their teachers in order to benefit to the fullest from a particular piece of
equipment.

I helped the teachers to learn how to interest the children.

Several

examples will serve to explain how my intervention worked better later in the year than
perhaps the puzzle lessqn of May 5th.
The centre owned about two hundred wooden blocks. As they were in rather rough
shape, I took them home and gradually sanded and revarnished them till they shone. I
also added other, larger blocks made from brown boxes stuffed with newspaper.

I

noticed, however, that the children seldom played in the block centre I had created
with the shelving units. Next, I brought in a poster to hang in the block area.

It

depicted the many areas of learning that can be enhanced in block play. The teachers
were mildly interested, but the children still did not play in the area.

Finally, I

suggested to Nombulelo that she take a chair and sit in the block area which she did
(July 30). Children swarmed to the area. Encouraged by the presence she soon
became involved in guiding their construction. She sang the hymn about building a
tower to heaven and they built towers that morning taller than themselves. I explained
to all the teachers that day how their interested presence and verbal interactions
extend children's learning. Emily showed the best evidence of learning from that
morning. In the weeks to come she often sat at a table with the ·children constructing
Lego which was one of the new materials I bought in 1998 (October 6 and 13). In the
last days of the year a little boy constructed a garage and several "iimoto". The garage
included windows and a door, he was very proud to show me. I told Emily that I had
watched this development over several months and that I felt it was due to her
presence and guidance during Lego construction that the children had learned to
make more complex structures. Teacher and children learned to value the material. In
the first few days that Lego was in the classroom, children were rather careless about
dropping it onto the floor and several had to be stopped from taking pieces outside.
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Within weeks, however, they had become meticulous about caring for it and monitored
every piece.
Playdough was another site of learning for both children and teachers. On the one
hand, it was a sensori-motor material that the three year old children enjoyed
manipulating.

Older children enjoyed constructing animals, 'baking cookies' which

they loved to present to me (I always went into role and 'ate' the cookies and
complimented the little 'chefs'.).
In the last quarter of the year when I was encouraging the teachers to help the oldest
children to learn how to print their names, I suggested that they could form letters with
playdough rather than lining up at the chalkboard under Nomhle's guidance (Personal
Try Again Journal, September 22). This sparked a huge interest which spread to the
pencils and crayons. The children, noting my enthusiasm, endeavoured to learn their
names. One day, I observed a child going back and forth from her pencil and paper to
her backpack at the cubby hole shelving. She was looking at each letter of her name
which was written on her backpack, I pointed out to the teachers. I told them that the
children's primary school teacher was going to bless Try Again for every child who
could print his own name in January. What happened with print was a milestone for
Try Again. They had never had children printing their own names before. By the end
of the year most of the little graduates could print their names (Personal Try Again
Journal, December 1). The teachers were rather amazed that it had taken so little
effort, just encouraging attention. I never even corrected the children when they forgot
or reversed a letter. It was not a lesson I think the teachers will forget.
These examples illustrate the manner in which I helped the teachers to understand
better their role in extending learning in the classroom.
5.4.7

PROBLEMS IN PHASE A

There were two problems which I had to deal with during this year.
important enough to highlight here.
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They were

Absenteeism was a major problem at Try Again.

Staff left the centre to attend

meetings and courses, to go to Mustadafin to get assistance for their personal needs,
to take care of their personal business.

Part of the problem was that they did not

receive a salary for their job at the centre. If enough parents paid for day care in a
month, then staff had a little extra money after the food bill to divide amongst
themselves. As Nombulelo said, it was a stipend and not a salary. The teachers told
me that during an ECD workshop the instructor had suggested that, since they were
not paid, they take turns taking time off. There were many times during 1998 when I
would have enjoyed the opportunity to speak to that instructor. Halfway through 1998
Community Chest gave the centre R1000 per month to help with their phone bill and
salaries. Often the phone bill was so high they took home very little in the way of cash.
Because she needed a paying job, Nombulelo actually accepted a part time job with
the Heart Foundation which frequently took her to other educare centres in the area.
As the most experienced teacher at Try Again, her absence left a large hole. Judy, I
have noted earlier, was frequently absent in 1998 due to her pregnancy and unstable
diabetic condition.

In the last quarter of the year, Emily purchased- three dozen

chickens and seemed busier at home than at the centre. Over and above this, the staff
took time off for extended visits to the Transkei. Stowie left for a month in April and
Nofirst was gone for part of September and October.
Finally, there were violent and tragic happenings that kept staff away. Nomthandazo's
brother was murdered. Both she and Nombulelo had their homes burgled. Whereas
in 1997 Nombulelo's house had blown down in the Cape winds, this year her home
was awash several times in the heavy rains. She was also involved in a car crash in
July that left her disoriented and unwell for weeks.
the Transkei and Judy's child was born.
deathbed.

Evelina Dlula's husband died in

I too left the country to attend my mother's

Only Evelyn Kwatchana came every day and worked tirelessly in the

kitchen, the baby room or watering the garden outdoors.
Since I was introducing new routines, new materials, and new activities, the absence
of some of the teachers meant I always had to repeat 'first' demonstrations.
Furthermore, I frequently had to set aside planned activities because the staff I had
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meant to work with were not present or performing other tasks (October 20th). I have
mentioned earlier the flexibility I needed to exercise during my visits to Try Again. It
was essential in helping me to continue. The gardening also offered a concrete and
positive outlet for me when the programme foundered due to insufficient staff (October
13th).
Absenteeism and the up and down nature of the teachers' interest in their work
eventually took their toll on my confidence. That is why on May 5th I reset my goals for
the year and considered moving on to another centre in 1999. That is why I think I was
so shaken by the verdict of the American visitor on June 15th.
continued to mark progress, but also soul-searching.

My journal entries

On September 30th while

working with some of the teachers to prepare the ground for the grass which was
finally laid on October 6th, I had an opportunity to explain- my tenacity to them.
Nombulelo told me that the community, members who had passed by during the day
kept commenting about me saying that I never stopped working until the job was done.
I told them, then, that I had a vision in my mind, that I saw Try Again's garden and its
building renovation and its learning programme as it could be. It was the vision that
energized me. "I never think about today, so the hard work does not bother me. I keep
the vision in front of me; the work is just the road that takes me there" (Personal Try
Again Journal, September 30th)
Vision notwithstanding, by October 13th, I realized that I needed more help.

In a

conversation with Ghairunisa I suggested involving other teacher volunteers. I offered
to help with their transportation and with settling them in at day care sites. At Try
Again, however, I planned to involve other professionals in a different manner. Almost
in desperation, I launched Phase B. In fact, / had been so close to the situation at Try
Again, that / had not realized that the time for Phase B had a/ready arrived. I had been
waiting for a situation similar to that which had developed at Inkwenkwezi, forgetting
that Try Again would likely not present itself in the same manner.
The next section explores the extraordinary impact on Try Again Educare Centre of
their contact with Nonkqubela Day Care Centre.
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5.5

PHASE B

Phase B, which I describe in this section, had two aims. The first was to add another
voice and face to the model of good educare practice. The second was to broaden the
network of interested professionals with Try Again's staff. I shall describe what took
place in November 1998 as well as plans for the continuation of Phase Bin 1999.

5.5.1

NONKQUBELA

DAY CARE CENTRE

On October 25th at a special luncheon organized by the Mustadafin Foundation, I took
the opportunity with Try Again staff to propose that I arrange for them to visit a day care
centre in Gugulethu.

The teachers were keen (I should note, however, that Judy

elected to sit apart from them on this day and was not involved in this conversation.),
and we agreed that the first visit would take place on Tuesday, November 3rd. In the
meantime, I went to Nonkqubela Day Care and confirmed the arrangements.
5.5.1.1

VISITS TO NONKQUBELA

DAY CARE CENTRE -

NOVEMBER 3, 1998
I arrived at Try Again at 8:29 a.m. This was the day of our first visit to Nonkqubela Day
Care Centre. I was very much looking forward to the visit and was very curious to
observe the reaction of Try Again staff to this day care which functioned smoothly.
I had told the staff during my two visits the week before that I would pick them up at
8:30 a.m. Neither Nofirst nor Nomthandazo was at the centre. Eventually Nombulelo
and I walked over to Nofirst's house to see her outdoors emptying a basin of water.
When Nombulelo and I reminded her she was 20 minutes late, she promised to hurry
to the centre. When she arrived Nomthandazo was still not present and I said we
would go anyway, that we were expected and it would be rude not to show up.
Therefore, Nofirst, Nombulelo and I went to Nonkqubela Educare.
On the way over to the centre, I showed Nofirst and Nombulelo photos I had taken at
Nonkqubela in 1997 during a visit I made with Zoliswa of Inkwenkwezi (see Chapter
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4.4.3.1).

I wanted them to have a preliminary

understanding

of what this centre was

achieving.

Primrose met us at the door and after greetings
thought we were not coming.

and introductions,

I was glad she made the point.

came from someone else rather than me or Ghairunisa.

she said she

It was good that this

Try Again staff took too much

for granted when it came to time.

The activity centres were in full swing.
some of these Primrose

and

I had brought several bags of found items and

I added

to the 'beauty

salon'

and house

centre

immediately for dramatic play. The children were thrilled with the perfume bottles and
shampoo containers. While I busied myself with explaining
brought to the centre, Nomthandazo

and distributing what I had

and Nofirst began to absorb their surroundings

and introduce themselves to the staff.

Interestingly,

the first thing Nombulelo

said about the centre was negative.

She

pointed out that the block centre and the house centre were supposed to be near each
other.

I told her they had been last year and that I could see they had extended the

house centre, so perhaps that is why the block centre had been moved.
noted to me that she would have placed a poster of vegetables
shelves over in the house centre.

Later she

found near the book

I replied that she had good ideas and that perhaps

these teachers also had reasons for placing things in a particular place.

I saw her bring to Nofirst's attention a working calendar, one the children added to it
each day. On another wall there were weather charts. When the children tidied away
their activities and went to two rings, the younger ones gathered
chart and the older ones gathered in the area of the calendar.
near each other and were remarkable

in their coordination.

near the weather

The rings took place
Nofirst and Nombulelo

were mesmerized.

It was a very creative work of problem-solving.

Last year when I had visited the centre

with Zoliswa (see chapter 4.4.3.1), the teachers had spoken to me about the fact that
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two rings in one room meant a lot of noise. They said one group was distracted by the
other group. At that time the two rings were being conducted at opposite ends of the
large room. They had solved the problem by singing and chanting their more robust
pieces in unison. I noted with interest and pointed out to Nombulelo how the separate
discussions and rhymes did not disturb the children in the other ring.

They were

attending and concentrating. I felt considerable respect for the manner in which the
teachers had solved their problem.
When the children collected their snack and sat at the tables, the Principal, Mrs.
Mankayi, invited us to her office. I told Nofirst and Nombulelo as we made our way to
the office that this would be a good opportunity to find out how the centre ran its
programme, what was expected of parents, how the staff timetable worked.. Over a cup
of tea we talked and questioned and listened for more than an hour. Mrs. Mankayi
,

showed us a contract which parents signed and a list of rules that each parent was
given when the new year began. Norfirst asked me to copy down the wording. She
explained the timetable

in detail. I wondered what Nofirst and Nombulelo thought

when they heard that staff were expected to arrive by 7:45 a.m., even those who
travelled from Khayalitsha. She shared with us a written history

of the centre and I

suggested all the staff of Try Again participate in writing their centre's history. They
spoke at length about funding
questions about security

and what the centre did during holidays.

I asked

and said what a bother it seemed to hide everything away

every night. Mrs. Mankayi said firmly that her staff just got on with the job of setting up
every morning and each one knew her job. She suggested that the fathers and young
men of the community take turns checking on the centre during the night and on
weekends. I could almost see the wheels of thinking going around in Nofirst's and
Nombulela's heads as they gathered and sorted and adapted for Try Again all this
information. It was a very worthwhile "discussion.
As we drove away Nombulelo said she felt "like a new person, all fresh". I asked the
two women to help me by answering a question honestly. When they hesitated, I told
them that I needed to get better, toimprove at what I was doing so that when I went to
yet another centre to work, I would make fewer mistakes. I asked them if it would have
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helped them to understand what I was trying to bring about at Try Again if they had
visited this programme earlier. They told me that yes, I was "late" in showing them
Nonkqubela and that even an experienced teacher like Nombulelo needed to be
encouraged by seeing such a smoothly functioning educare centre. I had felt like
beginning these visits in July and was glad that my instincts were correct even if I had
not acted on them.
Nofirst and Nombulelo underlined the fact that it was no good to take only one or two
teachers to visit but that all the teachers needed to see Nonkqubela. I knew they were
referring to my taking Nomthandazo to Baphumelele, an educare centre in Khayalitsha
last year (see 5.3.5). Ghairunisa was supposed to have taken the others in follow up
visits but had not done it. I had realized from that time that no one was permitted to
move forward at Try Again u-nless they all moved. That was the way they worked
things out.

This often meant that no one moved, that a teacher like Nombulelo

eventually became frustrated and disillusioned, that an emerging professional like
Nomthandazo felt threatened and exposed when she tried out what I modelled at the
centre. I wondered if this visit to Nonkqubela might break into this pattern.

Each

person at Nonkqubela had a role. The principal did not try to teach or cook, and the
teachers did not try to do the principal's job. Yet they performed their roles well and
took a professional pride in their work. It appeared that at Try Again the staff were
often busy doing a single task, while many tasks were left untouched.
When we arrived at Try Again it was 12:15 and David was there with the hot lunch.
remained outdoors for a few minutes speaking with him and missed an important
moment inside. When I went into the office to see if I could create some order there, I
found Nombulelo sitting on a small chair, crying. Later, a somewhat composed
Nombulelo told me that she had entered the centre to see all her bookkeeping papers
on the hallway floor and the children jumping on them.

The staff had not done

anything to control the children. Nombulelo said she worked on these papers at home
in her own time and that it was an effort. She explained that she was upset both at the
staff's lack of respect for what she did in an on-going way for the centre and at the
thought that Community Chest would think she was a very poor bookkeeper indeed
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when they saw the state of the papers. I felt dreadful for her and took the time to help
her sort out the papers, numbering all the documents in the correct order to make it
easier to keep track of them. As we moved to the hallway after a few minutes, I
admitted to her that sometimes when I left Try Again I also cried on my way home, but
that at other times I felt very happy.

She told me I must not cry over them and

comforted me now by patting my arm. It must have been a nasty blow to see her
papers on the floor after such a lovely morning. Perhaps after their visit to Nonkqubela
next week, the other teachers would also feel "new" like Nombulelo had. Certainly
they had managed to dampen that freshness with this incident.
The very next visit, November 5th, I saw evidence of the benefit of this visit. I arrived to

find all the early morning cleaning tasks completed and the educare children working
at several table activities while they waited for breakfast. Nofirst, who was now having
a cup of tea, had been hard at work!
NOVEMBER

10,1998

I had to cancel the planned visit to Nonkqubela on the 10th as the staff were not
organized to go. I did speak to Nofirst in the presence of Nombulelo, Nomthandazo
and Nomhle about the visit to Nonkqubela. I reminded her that she and Nombulelo
had enjoyed their visit and had said it was no good that one or two people see a new
setting, that all the teachers needed to visit.

I told her that I had made- the

arrangements with their consent to take teachers today but that staff had not arrived

0n

time. I said I would make the appointment again for next week and that I hoped she
would ensure that all the teachers came early next Tuesday: I wanted her to assume
her role of principal and motivate the other teachers to visit Nonkqubela.

I hoped by

bringing up the topic as I had that Nofirst would be successful in motivating the staff to
be ready on time. I certainly did not want to set her up for defiance.
NOVEMBER

17, 1998

Today, despite a late start, I took Nomthandazo, Stowie and Evelyn to Nonkqubela.
Neither Emily nor Nomhle arrived in time to go.

It was 9:45 a.m. by the time we

reached Nonkqubela, but I was glad that we had all been able to make the trip today.
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There were the usual friendly greetings. The friendly manner in which Patricia and
Primrose met them was a good model for the teachers of Try Again.

Often when

visitors arrived at the centre they would not offer a hand and sometimes did not greet
or introduce themselves. The children were very friendly in greeting me and I was
grateful to be so warmly accepted here.
At first the teachers stayed very close together, but as the hour of observation went by,
they branched out. Once the rings had begun, I took Evelyn with me into the room for
the younger children so she could watch the two rings operate beside each other together yet separate. As there were fewer children in the older group today, Dorothy
and Patricia grouped them into one larger ring.
I asked Patricia about how she evaluated the children's progress and she showed me

files of two of the children.

She had samples of the children's work and a report

card whIch she completed for June and December.

The report was divided into

Physical Motor, General Cultural (including Language Development and Mathematical
Concepts), General Health, and School Readiness.

School Readiness

included

stabilized handedness, ability to concentrate, showing interest, ability to construct, as
well as emotional and social development. I asked her if she and the other teachers
had the same standard of what, for example, "average" (3) was and she replied that
they did and that they discussed the children's development regularly. I showed Try
Again's

teachers the files, pointing out how like they were to the files they had

assembled this year. They would have to proceed very cautiously if they introduced a
report, however, to ensure they agreed on criteria for each level.
Nonkqubela

had five levels, I made a note to suggest three:

Whereas
'satisfactory

development', 'skill emerging', and something like 'need for practice' or 'skill not yet
evident'. Nomthandazo was particularly interested, as she had placed drawings and
paintings into the files of her group.

I copied down the sections of the report for

discussion at Try Again.
Over tea, Mrs. Mankayi spoke with the teachers in isiXhosa. She had a lovely way of
putting them at ease. I noted to our teachers that the centre followed the timetable that
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Grassroots had set out.

I told them, however, that I thought the timetable I had

suggested to them was easier for them to follow successfully. I would have liked to
stay longer as Patricia told me their story ring followed outdoor play. Since we could
not stay, she and Primrose told the teachers what came next and briefly described
what happened in story ring.
Mrs. Mankayi asked when she and Patricia could visit Try Again. The teachers were a
little shy about their centre, but Mrs. Mankayi and I agreed that visits were good
because new ideas developed from them. Then everyone agreed that I would pick up
the Nonkqubela teachers the following Tuesday at 9:00 a.m and bring them to Try
Again. "We can even go on outings together," offered Nonkqubela's friendly Principal.
This was so affirming for Try Again.
As we drove away, Nomthandazo commented that it had been a very worthwhile
morning. She especially liked how each person had a job and therefore all tasks were
attended to. I agreed and noted how I felt that most people at Try Again were working

hard but that since often they were all busy on the same task, some things were
neglected. I also pointed out that some teachers at Try Again had more than one job
to do. I noted to them that Evelyn looked after babies, cooked and had taken on the
task of watering. I also mentioned that Nombulelo was a very experienced teacher but
that she also did all the bookkeeping and often had to translate because she had a
good command of isiXhosa, Afrikaans and English.

"And we left her changing a

diaper this morning," I added. "We need a roster of who does what job when," I
suggested (Personal Try Again Journal, November 17, 1998).

They agreed.

Nomthandazo and Stowie also commented that the office at Nonkqubela was an
office, not a jumble like theirs. The teachers had seen order today in the routines, in
the classrooms, in the office, and in the assignment of tasks. They liked what they saw.
I could tell that they did not know how to get to the same stage at Try Again, but for the
first time I saw they clearly wanted to function smoothly, in synchrony with each other.
Nomthandazo voiced her concerns when she noted that "we are not all going in the
same direction."
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The visit to Nonkqubela had been a sound learning experience. The post visit chat
was also very revealing. Even though the teachers might not yet feel able to solve
their problems at Try Again, they had identified and enunciated a major problem - the
lack of coordination resulting in tasks being neglected while too many staff attended to
another task.
NOVEMBER

19, 1998

I went briefly to Try Again in the early morning.

This was really my day with

Inkwenkwezi but (a) I thought I might help with the pre-breakfast routine and (b) I
wanted to know if they had put some thought into Nonkqubela's visit on Tuesday. On
both counts I was very pleasantly surprised.
Insofar as the morning routine was concerned, they were fully organized. Both rooms
were clean, breakfast was cooking and children were sitting in the educare room
ready. I commented to Nombulelo how quiet the children were today and asked her to
tell them I was impressed. She did so, and then she told me "They are always quiet
when I am with them. It is only when no one is in here that they are shouting." I asked
her if she knew why, but she asked me to explain. I told her "Because you never shout
at them. You always speak very quietly, so they have to be very quiet in order to hear
what you say." I could tell she was very pleased that I had observed this in her.
In the baby room I asked if the teachers who had visited on Tuesday had reported that
Mrs. Mankayi and Patricia were coming next week. Yes, Try Again staff knew about
the visit but they were concerned about making a good impression.

Stowie asked me,

"Nontsapho, please come here first in the early morning to make sure everything is all
right." I promised I would but said that I was sure the visit would go very well.
When I asked Nombulelo what she planned in the educare room for that day she told
me she wanted something for the interest table. She said there would be playdough,
paint, cut and paste, drawing and Lego. After Nombulelo told me what she wanted me
to bring in, I bid everyone goodbye.
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I was very taken with the fact that Try Again staff were so concerned about making a
good impression. They had obviously really enjoyed their visits to Nonkqubela and
the warm welcome they had received there. In the almost two years that I had been
with them they had often not made a good impression with visitors because they did
not come forward in greeting and introduce themselves in a friendly manner. I felt their
shyness, their reserve, and especially their lack of confidence at these times.

I had

spoken several times with Ghairunisa about giving them proper notice of visits in order
for them to build up a history of success, and I think lately she had begun to act on my
suggestion although she disagreed with me that the teachers lacked confidence.
Whereas we both wanted all the educare centres to be actively doing their job at any
time, I felt that unannounced visits were pointless, especially if she was bringing
strangers to see the centres. I was glad I had left Nonkqubela and Try Again staff to
make their own arrangements, and I felt that as a result it would be a successful and
therefore helpful visit.
·5.5.1.2

A RECIPROCAL

VISIT:

NOVEMBER

24, 1998

As promised, I arrived at Try Again at 8:25 a.m. The centre looked wonderful. Already
the watering of the garden was in progress. The trash that always flies onto the
property had been picked up. Inside, all was ready. The centre had been beautifully
cleaned.

Everywhere was order. When I did not approach the office after a few

minutes, Stowie could not wait any longer to insist that I have a look. What had been a
jumble room for months was a tidy office. When I went into the kitchen, Evelina Dlula
was already there. So too was a beautiful large fridge which Mustadafin had delivered
the day before. Now all they needed was the Eskom. hook-up which we had been
awaiting since January.
I had brought seed, seed pods and a variety of leaves on their branches, as well as a
tray of celery seedlings for the interest table. Nombulelo had the table set up in no
time. I suggested she add the magnifying glass to the table so that children could
examine the items closely. I brought in several other simple items for the centres
which Nombulelo had identified she would .tlke to have operating this morning.
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I left when

breakfast

Nonkqubela

Educare at 9:30. Mrs. Mankayi and Patricia were immediately

the landscaping

was being

at the centre.

exchanged during the visit.

served

and returned

with the two women

This marked the first of many pleasant

It is noteworthy that Patricia immediately

children were outside unattended.

was a daily occurrence

instant and strong reaction to it.

taken with
words they

noticed that two

She wanted to bring them in as we entered but I

said I would bring them to the attention of one of the teachers.
unattended,

from

Children outdoors and

here, and I was struck at these two teachers'
How I longed for the teachers

of Try Again to

understand and act on the need to know where the children are and to always have
staff members outdoors during outdoor play.

We went indoors and the teachers exchanged
to Mrs. Mankayi and Patricia.
being set up. Nombulelo

greetings. I introduced

Emily and Judy

The children were seated and the activity centres were

asked the children to greet the visitors and they burst into

"Good morning, good morning, how are you? Good morning, good morning, how do
you do?"

I could see that the teachers

who had been to Nonkqubela

anxious to make a good impression and somewhat apprehensive

were both

about the visit. The

visiting teachers, however, were warm and appreciative.

Within five minutes all centres were open.

As planned there was playdough,

Lego,

pencil work with stencils, painting, a cutting activity and a pasting activity using leaves
to make a collage.

What impressed me most as I observed the activities was that the

children were familiar with the materials.

They knew how to handle the scissors; they

applied the glue to the leaves and stuck them down on the larger paper neatly; they
said "inye, simbini" as they wiped their paint brushes twice against the side of the pots.
At the Lego table the construction was complex and the children reminded each other
when a piece fell to the floor. The visitors noted that it was an advantage for the centre
that it had "so much equipment".

I told them that they had had nothing, that the

educational materials had only be given to them in May. Mrs. Mankayi was impressed
and so was I. I knew that I had introduced

each material separately,

taking care to

teach how the material was to be used and cared for. The teachers had backed me up
in these presentations

and the children

had learned well.
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Their competence

today

was the result of regular opportunity to use these materials. While Mrs. Mankayi and
Patricia were quietly absorbing their surroundings, their interest and appreciation were
having first a soothing, and then a confidence-building effect on the teachers.
There were two special extras in the educare room this morning that brought me a lot
of pleasure. One was that a jug and glasses which I had given to the educare for the
house centre were finally out on a table.

I wanted the children to be able to (a)

practise pouring liquid and (b) pour themselves a drink during the warm weather.

I

had noticed that the staff did not offer water to the children at any time during the day
despite the fact that they owned cups for them. Nomthandazo smiled with pleasure
when she saw my delight. They had never used it before. The other special difference
was that Nombulelo had placed little mats on the floor of the library. I had never seen
the children looking at the books on the library shelves. Indeed, the shelves were
usually in disarray and the library space was often occupied by a teacher when she
did not want to be disturbed from a task. After about half an hour one child went to the
library and settled down on a mat with a book. Soon there were five children in the
library looking at books. Reminding Nombulelo of what had happened in the block
centre in July, I pointed out that when a centre is not being used we just had to make it
more attractive to the children. I realized that Try Again was now ready for the 32 new
books in isiXhosa I had chosen for them. The teachers had known about the books for
several months. Now I would bring them the books to cover in anticipation of the new
school year.
Nofirst came to the educare room after almost an hour of activities to say that tea was
being served. I went with Nombulelo and the Nonkqubela teachers to the office where
Evelyn served tea in china cups and saucers on a tray. Someone had brought the
china from home.

This was exactly how these teachers had been treated at

Nonkqubela and it was marvellous for me to see how they were extending the same
gracious hospitality to their visitors.
When they began to converse in English I suggested that they speak isiXhosa for
Nofirst's benefit, that it was less important if I did not understand. When Mrs. Mankayi.
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said it would be a good idea to write down the history of this centre, I was able to
produce the history which Nombulelo had written since her visit to Nonkqubela and
which I had typed. I had also brought many photographs highlighting change at the
centre, and both visitors were interested to see them. I left them to speak with each
other and suggested to Emily whom I found in the educare room with Judy that she
join the teachers in the office. I then went outdoors to supervise children.
After tea, Nombulelo came outside and we prepared a sand box for a sand story. The
low-sided metal box is filled with sand into which the setting and characters of the story
can be placed so that they stand. It is a three dimensional picture and is very effective
for use with group story telling. After the story which the visitors really enjoyed (neither
had used the sand story technique before), Nombulelo asked the children some
questions. Patricia noted to me on the way home that Nombulelo should ask openended questions.

She asked me if I had noticed that the questioning was a bit

threatening and I told her that of course I had. I was delighted that she understood
about questioning and told her that as the 'rings' developed at Try Again I would be
helping the teachers to develop more inviting interaction with the children.
Before leaving, Mrs. Mankayi and Patricia had an opportunity to see how well the
children had learned to weed and cultivate the garden. This was a totally new
experience for the Nonkqubela visitors, as I knew it would be. They were enthralled
with the children's confidence and skill. We promised to help them start 'a vegetable
garden in the new year.
Before I left to drive the visitors back to Gugulethu, I made a date to have a meeting the
next day at Try Again. "Now we need to discuss all that we have learned," I suggested
and the teachers agreed that we should meet as soon as possible.
I had a wonderful impression of the morning and took the liberty of calling Ghairunisa
later in the afternoon to report this good news. She cried with relief and joy that Try
Again was showing proof of development. I wondered as I put down the receiver if the
teachers of Try Again had any idea how much Ghairunisa cared about them.
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5.5.1.3

FOllOW-UP

MEETING: NOVEMBER 25, 1998

We had set the meeting time for 10:00 a.m. and, since my voice was very poor due to
some bronchial virus, I only arrived for that time.

I had brought with me some

Christmas presents for the teachers: a chair for each of them and a wall clock. We
had joked about chairs in the past. Nomthandazo had always said that there should
be two extra chairs, one for Ghairunisa and one for me.
We turned to the main reason for the meeting, a discussion of the reciprocal visits with
Nonkqubela. First of all, I gave my impressions -of yesterday's visit; then I asked each
teacher to say what she thought. Their responses were very revealing.

Stowie, for

example, noted how worried she had been about the visit and how relieved and happy
she was that it went so well. She worried, however, that the staff at Try Again would not
value the good work being done at Nonkqubela. When I asked her if she thought that
perhaps this was because three staff members had not yet visited Nonkqubela, she
said that she felt it was more than that. This was a very brave gesture on Stowie's part.
I was surprised that she was sharing this with me in front of the whole group.
Individual staff members had spoken to me in the past, but never before the entire staff.
I thanked her for her candour and said that in the weeks to come we would have to
address her concern.
Nomthandazo said that she had enjoyed her visit to Nonkqubela and had learned so
much that she did not think their staff could benefit from a visit to Try Again. During the
visit, however, she had seen the interest of the visitors and had heard their questions
about what they saw.

She noted particularly that Nonkqubela staff had liked Try

Again's interest table. I was able to list many more things that Nonkqubela staff had
commented on:

Nombulela's sand story, the materials like metal insets and the

balance which they did not have, the use of natural materials for both the story and the
mobiles, and the gardening.
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Emily remarked that Try Again's garden was something that Nonkqubela did not have
and offered to visit the centre in Gugulethu with three or four Try Again children to
spend a whole day during which they would dig a trench bed for vegetable gardening.
I complimented her on this gesture that would continue the relationship between the
two centres. I asked if she wanted Winston of EERU to be involved, but she did not
see him as having an essential role to play. I was struck by the ownership she was
displaying on behalf of Try Again.

Her whole manner as she spoke was of

empowerment. The comments of these three teachers were the most dramatic, but
almost everyone expressed relief and delight that Nonkqubela staff had found their
visit so worthwhile.
Nomhle all this while and for the full duration of the meeting sat apart, but in the same
room. She kept her baby in her arms, busying herself with him, but her body language
was aggressive. Indeed, in response to my query about her feelings about the visit the
day before, she replied that she had no opinion because she had not gone to
Nonkqubela and knew nothing of that centre's programme.

Anticipating this, I had

brought with me the photographs I had taken at Nonkqubela which pinpointed
strengths in their programme and had shared them with Nomhle, Emily and Evelina
Dlula at the beginning of the meeting to help them envision Nonkqubela.

Nomhle,

however, took no part in the meeting. '
Then I asked the teachers what they would like to do as a result of what they might
have learned from Nonkqubela. At first there was silence.

I knew there were huge

lessons to be learned here, some of which had already been acted upon. Indeed, the
pride with which the teachers had cleaned their day care, had arranged ·their office
and had settled down for tea with their visitors as if they did it every day, were lessons
learned. They obviously liked these women from Gugulethu and wanted to create a
good impression. The biggest lesson was the one we would. not talk about today,
however. This was the obvious synchrony and harmony at Nonkqubela. It was bliss
for me to watch them at work, and all the Try Again staff had noted how well
Nonkqubela staff worked together. Unlike the school teacher who asks children who
have been quarrelling to make up and be friends, to say "noxolo (peace)", I did not
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want to get into a superficial peacemaking effort, nor did I want the meeting to
degenerate into a bitter argument. I saw from Judy's behaviour that this was exactly
what could happen. Therefore, I moved on to the learning programme at Nonkqubela.
I expressed my opinion that the planning at that centre was a good model and also
that Try Again staff could improve its group learning experiences called rings.

I

suggested they think seriously about adopting these as goals for 1999.
Nofirst spoke up then and asked me if I was planning to leave them or would I help
them work on these goals. I grinned and said that although I had not bought myself a
chair to sit on at Try Again, I would be delighted to stay with them in '99 and help.
Nofirst wanted us to start right then and there! The meeting had run two hours by then,
so I suggested they propose a date when we could meet before which everyone could
take time to think.
Before I left I spoke briefly to Stowie thanking her for her honesty.

I told her that

gradually the centre was beginning to address this issue and that I would revisit the
problem during our meetings. I felt ill-equipped to act as peacemaker or negotiator,
but I wondered if they were in need of an outside neutral party. It was also very difficult
to have to rely on Nombulelo as translator during such a delicate discussion that might
impact on her as well as other teachers. I would have to think further about how to
tackle this large problem so that Try Again staff could be more at peace with each
other and go forward together.
5.5.2

PLANS FOR OTHER PHASE BINTERACTION

During our meeting to discuss Nonkqubela I broached the idea of visiting Inkwenkwezi
Educare in the new year. It would not be a visit like the ones we had just experienced,
\

I explained.

I suggested to them that they become involved in the book project I had

already started with the staff of Inkwenkwezi.

I told them that they had ideas to share

in the way they told sand stories and the way they employed drama in their storytelling.
They could learn from working with Inkwenkwezi as well, however. I suggested that
our work sessions take place during afternoon rest hour at Inkwenkwezi. This would
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necessitate a timely lunch at Try Again, but I hoped in 1999 they could manage this
once a week.
Finally, I told the staff it would help me to explore at one time ways to extend the books
both centres had received. The teachers agreed that some of them would be involved
in this project, although I sensed that they were a little hesitant.

I understood; Try

Again had turned a corner in its history, but Inkwenkwezi knew them from before. In
the matter of the co-operation between Inkwenkwezi and Try Again, their on-going
relationship through the Mustadafin Foundation made the book project convenient. It
would help staff from both centres to explore another aspect of their professional
relationship with the possibility of sharing their findings with other Mustadafin centres
in the future.
This is as much networking as I planned at Try Again. The visits with Nonkqubela Day
Care Centre had been a great success. They would continue in 1999 with Judy,
Evelina Dlula and Emily going there at the end of January. Other members of staff at
Nonkqubela had already indicated they wanted to visit Try Again.

Time was now on

our side. The back and forth visits would serve to establish kernels of ideas and
cement routines of orderly and appropriate teaching behaviour.

Time would also

create more trust and confidence. It was good to leave this Phase open-ended. I felt
there was the possibility of a long future and a strong relationship between the centres.
5.6

ENDINGS

On November 7th, the centre held its annual graduation. This was a shorter, simpler,
more child-centred ceremony than the one which took place last year, and I was happy
that the staff had taken my suggestions seriously. Indeed, Ghairunisa commented that
for the first time she was exhilarated instead of exhausted by the ceremony. During the
ceremony the teachers, children and parents thanked me for my service at Try Again
and presented me with a watch because I "was always on time" (Personal Try Again
Journal, November 7, 1998). Later, parent after parent came with her child to have a
photo taken with me. The last parent screamed with excitement when the camera
clicked and shouted "I love this woman!"
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There was a new air of ownership at graduation this year. It was what happens when
parents 'accept the responsibility to educate their children.

It was ownership of the

educational process. It was an ownership that would lead Try Again to independence.
Parents were obviously impressed by the forward movement at the centre this year.
The year's successes would stimulate other successes in the years to come.
On my last visit to the centre, on December 2nd, 1998, I helped the staff organize the
'who would do what when' for 1999. At a special meeting which they requested, I
listed all the tasks at the centre and the women chose the posts they wanted for the
coming year. Nombulelo opted out of the classroom, and elected to become the early
morning cook after which she reluctantly agreed to continue to do the bookkeeping.
There were quite a few changes, reminding me of the staff switching that had taken
place at Inkwenkwezi, but Nombulelo's was the only real surprise.

I agreed to return

in 1999 to continue to help them on their journey. The action research confined to the
thesis was completed, but my life at Try Again would continue.
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TRY AGAIN EDUCARE, PHILIPPI

ABOVE:
ABOVE:

Nontsapho (Rosemary) now
called Makhulu (grandmother)
with Siyanda, Nomthandozo's son.

ABOVE:

Nofirst, Try Again's Principal, Nosiyaya, her daughter,
and Nontsapho.

Try Again Educare Centre, renovated and landscaped.

ABOVE:

ABOVE:

Planting the first tree of the landscaping project.

Activities of Practical Life at Try Again.
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TRY AGAIN EDUCARE, PHILIPPI

ABOVE:

ABOVE:

Painting routines as well as learning about what we
humans look like. Nofirst has taken charge.

The first time our senior group could manage this
35 piece puzzle.

ABOVE:
Materials used creatively by the younger children.

ABOVE:

ABOVE:

A magnifying glass and a toad which has found a
happy green home in the new landscape are the
focus of interest for Nombulelo and children.

Time out for the "Sunday Times" which I brought on
Tuesdays. (L to R) Nofirst (behind), Nomthandazo,
Nombulelo, Stowie and Evelyn. Their children devour
the pictures on the floor in the foreground.
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CHAPTER 6:

NOMZAMO EDUCARE CENTRE
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This chapter is an account of my contact with Nomzamo Educare Centre in Old
Crossroads. Nomzamo is the third site mentioned in my thesis proposal. There were
two factors about Nomzamo that made it a significantly different site than either
Inkwenkwezi or Try Again.

One difference was that it had an active committee

structure that seemed to support the centre. Therefore, I knew I would immediately
have the opportunity to meet parents and members of the wider community who had
an interest in the centre. This factor was a 'given', part of the setting which would be
helpful to me in getting to know and becoming part of the environment. The other factor
was that I planned to wait until all the renovation work was completed at Nomzamo
before I began any in-service teaching.

I would get to know the committee and

teachers while the renovation took place rather than in the classroom. This second
difference Iplanned for in the wake of my experiences at Inkwenkwezi and Try Again.
I was feeling the pull between the two centres and did not want to begin work on
change at Nomzamo before I could devote better attention to this third centre. These
two factors - the active committee and delaying my entry into the in-service project would, I felt, give my research another dimension while I accomplished similar tasks to
the ones that occupied me at Inkwenkwezi and Try Again.
This chapter, then, deals with the period of renovation work beginning in October
1997. Due to the political climate that surfaced in Old Crossroads where Nomzamo is
. situated, however, the worksite had regretfully to be abandoned.

I shall explain the

circumstances surrounding this grave problem which has threatened the very
existence of the centre. They are very much a part of the history of Old Crossroads
since the unrest of the 1980's. To begin with, however" a short description of the
geographical setting of the centre is in order.
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6.1

OLD CROSSROADS

Nomzamo Educare Centre is located in Old Crossroads, one block into the township
from New Eisleben Road and one block from Lansdowne Road (see map, p. vi). This
community lies east of Cape Town.

It is a short drive from both Inkwenkwezi in

Nyanga and Try Again in Philippi. I often stopped to visit the centre on my way to the
other centres.

The centre is well situated, directly across the street from Imbasa

Primary School, a modern, face-brick, two-storey building. Nomzamo lies on a rather
small, almost triangular-shaped piece of land at the intersection of two unnamed
streets.
Old Crossroads is a tightly packed township, set aside under apartheid for those
people designated by that regime as African. It was established in the 1960s at about
the same time as Manenberg and several townships were developed when District Six
was razed from the slopes of Table Mountain and its multi-racial and multi-cultural
community was forcibly removed to racially segregated areas.

The people of

Crossroads are mainly Xhosas who have their roots in the Eastern Cape's former
homelands. The tiny houses surrounding Nomzamo are built of dirt-filled bags piled
on top of each other which are then plastered over to form the walls. The educare
centre, we discovered during the renovation, was of the same construction.
6.2

NOMZAMO'S

HISTO RY

The centre was once a building owned by Topcore and used to house heavy
equipment.

Topcore abandoned the building and others in the area leaving the

municipaiity with responsibility for maintaining them.

Evidence in the structure

suggests that the building was originally a roof supported on rough-hewn poles. At a
later date, walls were added to the structure. These walls were constructed of the
same material and in the same manner as I mentioned above. The building has no
ceiling; nor is the tin roof insulated.

A roll-up garage door allowed for vehicles.

Mustadafin added windows and a single toilet and painted the building when it
became an educare centre in 1992.
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When the buildings were offered for use to the community in 1992, Debora Plaatjie
and her Nomzamo Educare were given permission by the community in September of
the same year to use it during the day as an educare centre.

In the evenings,

however, the building was used by a variety of groups including for community
meetings and as a youth centre. These groups did not respect the educare centre's
belongings, resulting in several major thefts from the premises. I noted, as well, during
my many visits to the centre that stones had been thrown at the building's low pitched
roof and remained there as evidence of a lack of sense of community ownership for
the building. By contrast, Try Again suffered neither vandalism nor major theft during
the 20 months I worked at the site.
Old Crossroads is a volatile community.

In the mid-1980s violence erupted in Old

Crossroads, in the wake of which Mustadafin began its work in the area and also first
supported an educare centre which came to be known as Try Again, as I explain in
Chapter 5.2. At that time Ghairunisa was a young volunteer with Mustadafin. Some of
her experiences in the township underlined my own sense of wariness when I visited
Nomzamo. I did not feel as safe there as I did at both Inkwenkwezi and Try Again. In
May 1997 after the double murder at Inkwenkwezi which I detail in Chapter 4.4.5.1,
Ghairunisa shared with me that she had been held up by a group of young men
outside Nomzamo in 1993. She and a driver were delivering food to the centre. While
she was explaining to the group that she had no money, the driver stepped out of the
bakkie (a small pick-up truck) and was shot, severely wounding him. He was months
recovering and never returned to the townships.

Ghairunisa, on the other hand,

suppressed her fears and returned the next day to participate in a workshop at
Nomzamo. The 1997 murders in Nyanga brought those fears and harsh memories
back to the surface.
Crossroads continued to have violent eruptions prior to the 1994 election, violence
that re-emerged in anticipation of the 1999 election as well. Indeed, Debora was no
stranger to it. She had operated her educare centre in another section of Crossroads
prior to operating Nomzamo at the Topcore building. She began that educare in 1989
in Section 1 but had to flee with her family.

She settled into the house she now
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occupies in March of 1992, almost a year after her husband was permanently disabled
in a shooting. He was a taxi driver at the time (see Chapter 4.1). I felt the potential for
violence during my visits even befor~ I was told about some of Crossroads' history.
The staff of Nomzamo assume more than one role at the centre, in the same manner
as Try Again. Debora Plaatjie is the Principal and a teacher. Evelina Lavisa is the
Vice Principal and a teacher. D. Maphutheni and Mabinza are both teachers, but the
latter cooks in addition to her teaching duties. Mvinyisa is an elderly caretaker. In
1996 there were 12 babies and 70 educare children at Nomzamo.
I first visited Nomzamo in June 1996 and was very moved at the plight of the teachers
and children in this dark and damp building which contained almost no furniture or
toys. Even the carpets had been stolen, leaving barefoot toddlers only the cement
floor on which to play.

The babies were changed at one end of a discarded double

bed and slept at the other end of it. The meals were prepared on a primus stove in a
corner of the large open space. The building smelt of the gas. There was one toilet
and a small hand basin offering the sole access to water on the site.

It was a

depressing scene, yet I could see that the building and the educare had great
potential.
I shall now recount how I tried to assist that 'potential' I felt at Nomzamo to become a
reality.
6.3 EARLY OBSERVATIONS

AND OPPORTUNITIES

FOR CHANGE

During the initial visits I made to Nomzamo prior to the commencement of the
renovation project, I had an opportunity to observe how the centre functioned. I saw
that Deborah tried to divide the very large one-room building into some semblance of
learning or interest centres. There were no shelves to pack blocks away, however,
and there were almost no toys. I did not draw up plans for shelving because I wanted
to wait to see the flow of traffic once the renovations were completed. (At Try Again I
had not waited and, as a result, the cubbyholes for the children's belongings were
across the room from what became the preferred entrance to the educare room. I did
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not want to make a similar mistake at Nomzamo.) I noticed that children had done.
paintings and drawings at some point as their artwork was on display. I could not tell
when they had done the work as there were no dates and I knew from my prior
experience at both Khanyisa/lnkwenkwezi and Try Again that artwork could stay on
display for a year and more. On one occasion I observed a tidy up period when one of
the teachers angrily hurried children to perform the task.

I thought of the room

organizing I had done with Inkwenkwezi's staff and the practical life activities I
intended for Try Again and realized they would be very appropriate aims for Nomzamo
as well. Later, when we secured a donation of educational materials for Nomzamo, I
consulted with Deborah and chose with learning centres in mind in the same way I
had planned themes at Inkwenkwezi (Chapter 4.3.3) and would later prepare an
equipment list for Try Again (Chapter 5.4.1 and 5.4.2). As part of a later donation to
Mustadafin, I made a selection of picture books translated into isiXhosa for Nomzamo,
Inkwenkwezi and Try Again so that I could work with the three eduare centres to enrich
their storytelling and promote literacy development.
Chapter 4.5.3.

I refer to this book project in

I was hopeful of fertile ground for change at Nomzamo.
determined and present principal.

Deborah is an active,

Such a principal is a vital ingredient to good

progress, one whose absence slowed down the pace of change at Try Again. Even
Inkwenkwezi suffered without the continuous presence of inspired supervision when
Sylvia was preoccupied in the latter half of 1997. Deborah was, during 1997 and
1998, working under very trying circumstances. She had lost staff in the past, for once
they had received training they moved on to better working conditions.

She had

learned to support staff but also to expect a standard of performance, a very important
balance in leadership. What was important to my intended work with Nomzamo was
that Deborah had a vision and was prepared to work hard for it. I would not have to
motivate here.

In those early visits I also saw evidence of a thorough morning health check routine at
Nomzamo, one which I asked Deborah to describe at one of the monthly principals
meetings which I chair at Mustadafin Foundation. The centre also had the Grassroots
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daily progamme posted on the wall. I made a note to watch if the staff were able to
follow the programme once their new centre was running and only later to suggest the
same changes I had tried at Try Again (Chapter 5.4.2).

These ideas were possible points of departure towards change at Nomzamo Educare.
They would have to wait until the renovation was complete, however. I did not know in
the early months of 1997 how very long that wait would be.
6.4 RENOVATION
6.4.1

PHASE

GROUNDWORK

Ghairunisa Johnstone, Mustadafin's Co-ordinator, had already worked on plans for
renovating Nomzamo before I saw the building in June 1996.

When I began to

concentrate on the centre in February 1997 during a second visit, I suggested some
other ideas for the building renovation. I met with an architect who drew up beautiful
plans, but the renovation involved proved too costly to pursue. A volunteer builder
then modified the plans to bring the cost down but the modified design blocked
essential sunlight from the interior. At this point I once again stepped in and modified
the plans to create light, good flow, as well as the necessary rooms.

I was working on plans for Try Again in Philippi and yet another educare centre in
Makhasa, Khayalitsha at the time.

I had developed paramaters for Mustadafin's

educare centres based on my experiences in Canada as well as in Cape Town. I refer
to some of these in Chapter 2.5.1. Maximum natural sunlight kept electricity costs
down and was the best source of light for the children and teachers. I designed two
main rooms for the children to use. One was for infants and toddlers to age three. The
other, somewhat bigger to accommodate the larger numbers in this age group, was for
the three to six year old children. In this regard, here and at Try Again, I based my
groupings on Montessori's thinking that multi-aged groups allow children to learn from
each other (1989:65-9). The plans I developed also improved the flow of children in
and out of the centres. I provided for easy access to toilets from both educare and
toddler rooms. In the same way the teachers in both rooms had access to a walk-in
storage closet. I also included observation windows as at both Inkwenkwezi and Try-
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Again. In the case of Nomzamo, there were to be observation windows in the office
looking into both the infant/toddler room as well as the educare room. This would offer
more light to the office and maintain the sense of openness in what was originally a
single room building. During the initial stages of the renovation in late October 1997,
visitors to the centre, among them Esther Ramosi in her capacity as Co-ordinator of
Capex Trust, voiced their satisfaction with the plans which very clearly improved light
and flow and upgraded all aspects of the centre.

In May 1997 I wrote to the Canadian High Commissioner on behalf of the Mustadafin
Foundation requesting a donation to cover the cost of renovations at both Nomzamo
and Try Again (Correspondence, May 28, 1997). We also negotiated in earnest with
British Petroleum as I indicate in Chapter 5.3.4.

In September of the same year

Mustadafin received the donation from the Canadians. I was, of course, very pleased,
but also somewhat anxious as we had two building sites to oversee. By this time, I
was aware of the dishonesty and carelessness with which some builders operated in
the townships. I wanted successful renovations at both sites and was determined to
keep a close watch on the work.

Ghairunisa and I decided to commence the

renovation at Try Again and then, once the work was underway in a satisfactory
manner, begin the renovation at Nomzamo. We gave the contracts to two different
builders.

My reasons for electing to have the two renovatjons overlap concerned time factors.
Both centres had waited a long time in great deprivation for their buildings to be
renovated, and I was anxious to improve the circumstances of children and teachers
as soon as possible. I was hopeful that the renovations would be completed by the
end of 1997 and that I would be able to begin in-service teaching in January 1998.
Another reason was convenience for me. As the two centres were close to each other
and as I would have to make several visits each week to oversee one site, I felt it
would save time if I could' inspect the second site as well. Therefore, in the third week
of October, three weeks after the commenearnam of work at Try Again, we asked a
second builder to commence work at Nomzamo.
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6.4.2

BUILDER PROBLEMS

From the first visit to the site there were problems with the builder and the quality of
workmanship at Nomzamo. He was almost never at the site; he missed appointments
with me to discuss progress and problems.

He deceived me about the men in his

employ saying they were long time permanent employees when, in fact, I found out
that they had been hired a couple of weeks before they came to work at Nomzamo.
He did not want to employ men from Crossroads and only reluctantly took on two night
watchmen from the community. Indeed, once he delayed paying them for five days,
prompting me to warn him that "You don't mess around in Crossroads. You put us all
in danger" (Personal Nomzamo Journal, November 12, 1997).

He used inferior

materials some of which ran contrary to specific instructions listed in the contract. After
some time, Mustadafin discovered that the builder was in financial trouble due to other
business interests. Possibly, he considered the Nomzamo contract quick and easy
money, especially given a foreign female site supervisor. Unfortunately for him, but
luckily for Mustadafin, I had 10 years' experience renovating homes in Canada.

I

made a short study of building practices in South Africa and soon questioned the
quality of work and materials at this project site.

I visited the site as often as four times a week, often with another, qualified builder who
volunteered to inspect workmanship.

I wrote over 30 pages of notes documenting

shortcomings in the work, conversations with the builder to try to get him on track and
my many visits to the site. Of course, I shared all this information with Mustadafin. The
Foundation eventually realized the builder would have to be given a formal warning
which occurred on November 21st in a meeting which I attended at their offices. They
brought in a quantity surveyor to assess how much work had been done at the site.
This person agreed with my findings that there were many shortcomings at the site.
The Foundation allowed the builder time to make right the problems at the site, but
before that occurred another complication arose.

6.4.3

ROP PROBLEMS AND POLITICAL TENSION

The Reconstruction and Development Programme (ROl?) is a national programme of
the 1994 government of national unity.

Its purpose was to redress some of the
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inequalities institutionalised by apartheid.

The ROP is community-based and has a

mandate to entertain and process building proposals to uplift disadvantaged
communities.

Thus housing, public buildings like libraries, community centres,

educare centres as well as planned commercial enterprises lie within the scope of the
ROP.

There is a lot of money and power associated with the ROP, making

membership on the committees much prized.

The ROP soon showed up the lack of

capacity in struggling communities, however.

For one thing the unifying struggle
-

against oppression was over and as well many of the stalwart resistance organizers
left the community to work for government. The ROP was often left in the hands of less
than able and sometimes less than honest citizens. Three years after its inception, in
fact, responsibility for the ROP was assumed by the then Deputy President Thabo
Mbeki's office in order to oversee the distribution of funding more carefully. The ROP
in Old Crossroads became involved with the Nomzamo site.

A few days after the November 21st meeting at Mustadafin to warn the builder, in the
last week of November, members of the ROP in Old Crossroads approached the
workmen at the site and told them to stop work on the building immediately or they
would be arrested. They said this was an ROP project and that Crossroads people
would have to be employed. The builder reported to Mustadafin and suspended work.
I was relieved to have him off the site and did not grasp the gravity of the problem
initially.

Ghairunisa and I thought that the community must have noticed the poor

workmanship or had heard of the many frustrations at the site, and had stepped in to
put an end to the presence of the builder at Nomzamo. He did, indeed, terminate his
contract on December 8th, complaining bitterly that I had frustrated his efforts to
complete the project in good time. The Foundation gladly accepted his resignation
and then turned its attention to the ROP in Crossroads.

What followed was an ever-lengthening and torturous road to recommence the
renovation at Nomzamo. The route was mined with partizan politics and greed, with
dishonesty, and with a lack of collective will to make life better for the teachers and
children of Nomzamo.

It reflected the intolerance for diversity which seems so

endemic in South Africa. In this case the intolerance was between people of different
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political persuasions. What occurred with the educare centre was symptomatic of what
was occurring in the township as a whole.

Indeed, the city's housing development

plan for Crossroads had to be delayed for the same reasons. The Cape Times ran
stories on Crossroads' deadlocked housing development, on-going developmentrelated violence, and problems with ANC councillors several times during 1998 (May
24, June 9, August 3, December 11). In June 1998, the Cape Town City Council
established an independent investigation of the problems in Crossroads.

The

investigation was undertaken by "...human rights lawyer and presently acting judge
Essa Moosa, Independent Mediation Service of SA panelist Geraldine Coy and
religious leader Mlamli Mfenyana" (Cape Times, December 11, 1998). On December
10th the report was released and pointed to 20 years of conflict between traditionalists
and pro-development factions. The report outlined an intolerance between the ANC
and PAC political parties and interest groups aligning themselves with one or other of
the parties. It included information to substantiate the existence of Third Force activity
to foment "swartgevaar, which was effective in luring coloured and white voters to the
NP" (in Cape Times, December 11, 1998).

Throughout 1998, Ghairunisa continued to have telephone

conversations and

meetings with city councellors responsible for Crossroads as well as with an everchanging membership of RDP representatives. At her suggestion, I did not become
- involved in the meetings with the ROP. In May, however, I was able to set up a
meeting with Mr. Saleem Mowser, at that time the Deputy Chairman of the Executive
Committee of the Cape Town City Council.
attended the meeting.

Deborah Plaatjies, Ghairunisa and I

Mr. Mowser promised to look into the problems we were

having; he later confirmed that they were very much connected to the housing
development problems. We could not hasten the outcome of the negotiations in any
way. Indeed, people were being wounded and killed in Crossroads throughout 1998.
Shacks in Philippi's Village 4 where warlord Christopher Toise lives were razed in
connection with the Crossroads conflict.

It was very frustrating to be so close to the

possibility of change and yet so far from true transformation.

The process of

transformation would have to take its" course at the larger township level.
development at Nomzamo would have to wait until the area was more stable.
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The

Insofar as the centre was concerned, the. problem appeared to be one of political
intolerance. Debora corroborated Ghairunisa's earlier findings when she explained to
me in February 1999 that the African National Congress (ANC) members of the ROP
would not accept some members of her educare committee because they had
connections to the Pan-African Congress (PAC).

Specifically, she said that one

member of her committee, an ANC person herself, had a son who was a PAC member
and who had been on the ROP at one point. The current ROP held this against the
educare and had warned Debora (not affiliated to a political party herself) that when
they called her to meet with them in 1999 she must come alone, not with her
committee members.

Unfortunately, the ROP members were not acting altogether in good faith. Ghairunisa
was told by one member at a meeting in December 1998 that she should have "shared
the gravy" with him and then the work would have gone forward at the centre. What
startled us even more than this was that he was the father of two children presently at
Nomzamo. They had spent most of the year crammed into a tiny shack with 50 other
children while the abandoned day care building slipped into further decay. All this
was very difficult for me to contain, and yet each piece of information fit into the puzzle
of the transformation process of this new country as it emerged from the wellentrenched practices of oppression. My experiences with Old Crossroads at this time,
insofar as they impacted on the renovations at Nomzamo, showed me bluntly that true
change was going to take a very long time as well as all the patience, commitment and
leadership the interested parties could muster.
6.5 BUILDING A RELATIONSHIP

WITH NOMZAMO

While the events I have detailed above were unfolding, my relationship with Debora
and one member of the educare committee, Mama Baatjies, began to develop. In this
section, then, I would like to. address some of my understandings

of those

relationships. Due to the circumstances of the site, my role was very different to that
which I had played at Inkwenkwezi or Try Again, but nevertheless a friendly trust
began to grow.
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In 1997, I visited Nomzamo many times. One type of visit was short, taking perhaps no
more than 15 minutes and conducted on my way to or from one of the other educare
centres. During these visits I might be fact-finding, as I prepared the proposals for the
funding of the renovations and as I looked for teacher in-put into the list of educational
materials, funds for which Mustadafin was also searching. Typically, on my arrival, I
would be greeted by the caretaker who sat on a chair outdoors with his stick. Within a
minute or two Mama Baatjies would cross the road from her house to greet me as well.
Indoors, the teaching staff spoke little English, but Debora was always very welcoming.
Other times I visited the centre with people interested in the renovation and
landscaping.

Ghairunisa usually invited me to join her when her visits included

potential donors or building professionals who were offering help. As early as May
1997, for example, I made a brief visit to the site with Winston of the Environmental
Education and Resources Unit at the University of the Western Cape. Although in the
case of Nomzamo we would not do the landscaping until after the renovation since the
limited space did not allow it, I wanted to enlist his commitment to help early, as well as
to begin his relationship with the staff of the centre.

These early visits were only partly fact-finding; they were also trust-building. I wanted
to make it obvious to the staff of Nomzamo that I was interested in getting to know them
and in understanding their needs and also that I was commited to helping them reach
their renovation goal: I did not ask them to accept me as a volunteer teacher, nor did I
suggest that I could play this role in the future. I wondered if perhaps they would
eventually invite me to join them after the building renovations were completed.
Once the renovation project began in October 1997, I immediately assumed an
important role at the site. Even before the workmen arrived, Mama Baatjies noticed
the inferior quality of the bricks which were delivered to the site (Personal Nomzamo
Journal, October 21, 1997).

The centre had no phone; therefore my role as site

supervisor was very important. I represented Mustadafin to both the builder and the
centre staff and committee. When they noted irregularities, such as the bricks, they
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told me. Many times, however, I pointed out inferior work which they had not noticed.
Both Mama Baatjies and Debora told me on several occasions that they knew very
little about building and thanked me for helping them (Personal Nomzamo Journal,
November 21, 1997). I had assumed the role of an advocate on their behalf.
By prior arrangement with the builder, in the first week of the renovations the educare
children were moved out of the centre and into a tiny building down the street. The
builder suggested this because the first part of the renovation was to include knocking
out walls in order to accommodate new and larger windows. At Try Again the larger
grounds had provided outdoor space for the children, but the outdoor play area at
Nomzamo was too small. The builder did not proceed as he had planned, however,
and the workmen began to build interior walls. In addition, he took much longer than
the week he had predicted. Therefore, the children and teachers were not at the site
during the entire time that the builder worked at the site, from October 21st through
November 1997, with the exception of November 3rd, a day when the workmen did not
show up. This meant that I no longer had any contact with them during my visits to the
centre. Sometimes Debora was there; sometimes she was not. For the most part,
however, Mama Baatjies was there or arrived from across the road to speak with me. If
neither woman was present, I left word with the elderly caretaker to ensure they knew I
had visited the site.

On October 28th in the first days of the renovation work, Ghairunisa, Esther Hamosi
and I visited the site for the first time since the construction had actually begun. My
eyes filled with tears of joy that the long wait seemed to be over for Nomzamo. The
women laughed at my emotion.

(I address the emotional involvement of the

researcher participant in chapter 3.2.4.) In the days to come, however, Mama Baatjies
and Debora witnessed my growing frustration at the sloppy workmanship and my
determination to insist on a proper renovation.

Later during this same visit, however, when we explored a roof problem which had not
been included in the renovation cost, my role at the centre became even clearer to
those present. Miscommunication was the main culprit in the fact that the leaking roof
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had been left out. Ghairunisa knew of one leak over the garage door, close to the roof
trusses, but the teachers had never explained to her that the roof leaked at its peak.
Another problem was that the renovation proposal by now had spanned two years.
The leak may well not have been there when Ghairunisa first asked the centre for
input. On November 10th, Capex Trust, of which I was a member and Esther the Coordinator, agreed to fund the roof repairs.

Poor communication all round continued to plague the project. Certainly, the builder
was difficult to reach and seldom arrived for meetings at the site. Then too, the
workmen spoke isiXhosa and Afrikaans, neither of which I spoke. But there continued
to be a lack of communication at times from the centre itself.
occurred on November 3. When

J

A good example

spoke with Debora, she did not tell me that the

builder had visited the site in the early morning or that another builder had been to the
site in order to prepare an estimate for the roof repairs.

J

realized that the centre

thought J knew when everything was going to take place. After that day, J made a point
of asking Debora and Mama Baatjies who had been to the site and if there were any
messages for me. By this time I was clearly very concerned about the renovation and
told the two women we would have to make sure we updated each other.'
As the work continued to offer problems, the women saw that I knew about building
work and that I insisted that incorrect work be redone.

I noted on November 6 that

Mama Baatjies "was very obviously happy that I was monitoring the work and making
sure things were done according to the plan" (Personal Nomzamo Journal, November
6, 1997). She and Debora were also pleased that I talked and walked them through
the renovation. I had quickly learned from Try Again that the women might not have a
clear understanding of what the centre would look like from the building plans we had
shown them. Therefore, I carefully explained the newly emerging rooms and work
spaces during my visits as well as going over aspects of the work that needed redoing.
liet them know I needed their eyes to note that the agreed-upon work was in fact done.
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6.6

ROADBLOCKS

AND REFLECTIONS

When the building work came to a halt at the end of November 1997, I continued to
visit the site very regularly for some months, until the end of March 1998. During this
time I was still returning to the site with other builders, a structural engineer and a
quantity surveyor. I also continued to make short visits just to greet the teachers. I was
loathe to abandon the centre and wanted the staff to know I was committed to helping
them even if the process was to be a long one.

During April 1998, however, the educare was forced to move out of the building.
now the temperature was dropping and the rains were at hand.

By

The centre was

without windows or doors. The teachers and children moved down the street to a tiny
building where they remained for the rest of 1998. Although by this time Mustadafin
had secured a donation for furniture and educational materials for Nomzamo it was
impossible to make use of them in the overcrowded shack. It remains in storage
awaiting the resolution of the dispute over the educare building.

As I reflected on my situation at Nomzamo I felt I had been part of happenings over
which I had no control. The forces at work in Crossroads were bent on gaining power
in anticipation of the 1999 elections.

They had been alternately simmering and

erupting for many years, but had never been resolved.

It grieved me that small

children and their teachers must be amongst the victims of this inability to tolerate
political diversity, but I was aware of the history of intolerance in South Africa.

I

learned to accept that if I played any role here it would only be when one or more of
the parties requested it. There was no government body advocating for the educare
centre. Mustadafin Foundation was a small non-governmental organization with good
credentials but little influence in political circles. I could only hope that the community
of parents involved with Nomzamo would eventually insist that a path to conflict
.resolution be found.

This short chapter has been an account of my contacts with Nomzamo Educare Centre
beginning in June of 1996 and continuing through 1998. It is my hope that a process
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for the renovation of the educare building can be found so that the children and their
teachers can once again occupy the day care building.

In chapter 7 I include an update on Nomzamo as well as extend the analysis of my
experiences at Khanyisallnkwenkwezi, Try Again and Nomzamo which I began in
Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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NOMZAMO EDUCARE CENTRE, OLD CROSSROADS
LEFT:
During a brief visit in May 1996. The cold, dark and
damp of this one-room building called me to fundraise
on the educare's behalf.

BELOW:
The failure of political in-fighting. Nomzamo, forcibly
abandoned and vandalized in 1998.

RIGHT:
47 Educare children must use potties outside their
cramped temporary educare.

ABOVE:
Baby awaits changing with 8 others on the floor in a
tiny space shared with matresses and stacked tables.

ABOVE:
Older children in a second small room.
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CHAPTER 7 - ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY
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This final chapter presents a summary analysis of the work done and the research
model used in terms of what 'worked' and what was less successful. The chapter
includes a list of outcomes within the time frame of the study as well as a post-project
update. There is also a discussion of what is meant by sustainability. Finally, I make
several suggestions regarding educare provision and the role of volunteers.
7.1 SUMMARY ANALYSIS
At different times in the preceding chapters I have commented on happenings during
the study and have referred the reader to Chapter 7. It is in this section that I make
further comments.

7.1.1

TEACHABLE

MOMENTS

One of the most successful practices I employed to get across new ideas or to
reinforce a known but unused practice was what I call a teachable moment. This is a
teaching opportunity which either presents itself or which I could orchestrate to occur.
'Teachable moment' contains within its meaning not only teaching but a heightened
probability of learning. The context in which the teaching takes place raises the impact
of what is said or modeled and therefore learning occurs.

Anderson and Burns

(1989:7-8) devote a chapter to definitions of teachers and teaching and make the
.connection between teaching and learrunq. A teachable moment is a moment in time
when the 'teacher' feels the 'learner' is able to make a leap of understanding because
supporting evidence is in the environment and because the 'learner' has given some
sign of readiness, some opening to receive new insights.

I have used inverted

commas here in order to draw attention to the roles played within a teachable moment. .
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I have often been the learner as one of the teachers or children chose a teachable
moment to help me understand better.

Indeed, the story of the little boys at

Inkwenkwezi (Chapter 4.4.4.1, June 13, 1997) is a good illustration of how I could
learn from the children even as they learned from me. I have mentioned in. Chapter
2.3.1 that a variety of writers in the field of child development have noted that the role
of the teacher is vital in bringing children to higher levels of development and
deepening their understanding and that this characteristically occurs at critical
moments when the teacher observes a readiness in the child. So too with the educare
teachers, I looked for and captured critical or teachable moments for learning.

My

work at Try Again on the morning of November 11, 1997 (Chapter 5.3.4) as we
discussed possible changes to the daily programme offers a good example.
7.1.2

SHARED MEANINGS

Another practice was to build up what Anderson and Burns (1989:138) refer to as
"shared meanings" with the teachers (see also Chapter 3.2.3). The teachers and I
needed to establish common ground and add to it in order to work effectively together
at improvements to the educare centre (see also Chapter 5.3.3.3 (a) July 29 and 31;
1997). In my work with children, I have organized 'common learning experiences' to
create common ground and extend learning; the same princtple is present in the
professional ground that the teachers and I sought to share.

Often the vehicle to

shared meanings was a teachable moment, especially given that I had almost no
command of isiXhosa and the teachers had different levels of mastery of English, they
had limited ability in reading and writing, and our education and professional training
were different. It was imperative, therefore, to grasp these opportunities for sharing
meaning when they presented themselves.

On some issues I waited weeks for

opportunities. Carr and Kemmis, in their classification of teacher knowledge include
this kind of knowledge that recognizes teachable moments and insist that such
practice should be analyzed and "... open to dialectical reconstruction through
reflection and revision" (1986:42).
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7.1.3 SMALL BITES
I have written earlier that for the purposes of the research project I worked to change a
few aspects of the educare programme, hoping that there would be a spread effect
(Chapter 3.2.3) into other aspects of life at each of the centres under study. I tried in
most cases to introduce change in each area in small doses. For example, when I
began to work on self-directed activities at Try Again, I introduced the centres one by
one. In fact, initially I only provided new material for one centre at a time so that both
children and teachers could learn how to use and care for the materials before I
introduced another set of materials. Still using the example of self-directed activities, I
was careful to model teacher role and to explain my behaviour or suggest a behaviour
in a specific context that could be immediately tested. I used simple language and
only launched into explanations if Nombulelo (who spoke English well and was very
willing to translate for her fellow teachers) was nearby. One day I suggested she go to
the block centre to encourage the children to use the centre. That morning saw an
immediate increase in activity at the block centre.

Nombulelo learned; she was

successful with the children. The teachers learned by watching the activity centre.
And all I had done was suggest Nombulelo spend the hour in the block area. Only at
the end of the morning did we discuss what happenad and why. It was these small
chunks of learning, with many opportunities to repeat and with time for comments after
the fact, that seemed to work most successfully.

7.1.4

TIME AND FLEXIBILITY

Tirne and flexibility, as I have mentioned before in this thesis (especially Chapter 3),
were important factors in any success the teachers and I achieved. Vital was time in
the beginning for trust building. Amongst other things, I had to 'do' things during this
period to prove myself a capable teacher and I had to demonstrate that I respected the
right to privacy of the centre and its staff. Once the planned actions began to unfold, I
eventually realized that I needed to stay beyond initial successes, to the point of truly
changed practice. The work at Inkwenkwezi was less successful in terms of sustained
change partly because I had not yet learned this lesson.
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In the life of the project I learned to anticipate delays, absences, and to expect many
repetitions and a longer time frame.

Absence of part of the staff is a frequent

occurrence. The absence might be caused by an educare meeting in the commuity, a
course one of the teachers is pursuing, time off to attend to family needs or visits to the
clinic for medication (at Try Again, in particular, staff suffered from high blood pressure
and diabetes both requiring monitoring by the doctor). The absences might be as a
result of disaster; more than one of the teachers homes in Philippi were flooded in
severe storms and one teacher's home was blown down in the Cape winds. More than
this, there were several occasions of violent death in the teachers' families; during a
two year period there were four murders, three traffic deaths as well as two deaths due
to illness in the teachers' families. There was trauma and grief to recover from and, as
well, absences to deal with when teachers escorted the bodies of their loved ones
home to the Transkei so that they could be buried with the ancestors. This latter is an
important and common practice amongst the Xhosa people.

Over and above this,

everything takes more time to accomplish. There are long line-ups at public clinics;
even the food purchasing is a major sortie as the larger shops are far from the centres,
necessitating bus and taxi transport.

In terms of flexibility, my volunteer duties might change from assisting in the selfdirected activities both indoors and outdoors during one visit, to doing odd jabs at the
site because of teacher absence, or to lifting teachers to meetings or children to
appointments during other visits.

Ouickly adapting to what each visit brought,

especially at Try Again, kept me feeling positive and strengthened my relationship with .
the teachers. I refer to this need to adapt to the frequent changes of routine in Chapter
5.4 and offer other examples in the same section.

Flexibility within the project itself also allowed me to make changes as reflection
brought insight. As soon as I saw something was not working, for example, I altered
my plan to achieve the goal and sometimes that meant eventually setting aside or .
down-scaling the goal. This occurred around my hopes for regular, interactive and
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varied rings as I mention in both Chapters 4 and 5. At Inkwenkwezi, for example, I
abandoned the idea of working on rings until I introduced the Book Project following
Phase B. At Try Again, continuing with the issue of rings, I eventually used the model
at Nonkqubela Day Care Centre and attempted to introduce several stimulating ideas
to help the teachers experience success with regular rings. My success in this area
remains low and I have learned to concentrate on other practices that are less teachercentred and more child-autonomous.

The extra involvement beyond teaching, examples of which I mention above, is part of
volunteering. The needs are great amongst the people with whom I work. I have felt
able to help in a wider capacity than the parameters of my research project and I think
this has helped to build a secure relationship. Certainly I have received more from the
teachers and children than the little extra I have given them. As I write in Chapter
1.6.1.8, I was looking for an opportunity to understand the country a little better, for
friendship and for a place to be a teacher.

I received respect and tolerance and

patience from the teachers in the centres and grew in these virtues through my work.
7.1.5

COMMUNICATION

I also learned to talk about plans and actions with all the staff, as they did not
necessarily share with each other or tell each other what I wanted to get across. At
Inkwenkwezi this meant discussing with the Principal then with staff and then possibly
with those staff who might have been absent. At Try Again, I often tried out ideas on
Nombulelo, then proceeded to involve other teachers including Nofirst, the Principal.
Despite the lack of hierarchy at Try Again, I needed to discuss ideas with everyone
myself rather than leave the job to the Principal or one of the teachers.

In the same

manner, I learned to include all staff in visits to other educare centres. Furthermore, a
post-visit meeting to consolidate learning with all staff proved an important move
forward. Thus my mistake in this latter regard at Inkwenkwezi was not repeated at Try
Again.
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7.1.6

NETWORKING

Another aspect of the project plan that worked well and could be broadened in the
future is network building with other interested professionals. Try Again's contact with
EERU at UWC was beneficial not only in terms of the landscaping effort but also as
practice in dealing successfully with outsiders who could offer assistance. In this same
example, EERU's involvement continued for a year beyond the research project and
involved children from the nearest primary school coming to the educare centre for
environmental training so that they could be of assistance in pruning and watering
plants. While a formal buddy system was not instituted, it was my hope that the
involvement of the primary school children would also make them more understanding
of the small children who would be attending the primary school in the near future. It is
noteworthy that nearly three years after the 1997 landscaping project, Nombulelo
involved the educare centre in a wetlands environmental project which she undertook
with high school students in Philippi .

Another successful networking opportunity was visiting successful educare centres.
While these visits are time-consuming and somewhat disruptive to emerging routines,
the host centre offers appropriate models of educare practice that are difficult to
explain and demonstrate, especially given the language barrier that existed between
the teachers/children and me.

By choosing other centres which had successfully

overcome similar disadvantages I offered inspiration to the struggling centres with
whom I work.

The visits provided a variety of plusses.

During our visit to Baphumelele

in

Khayalitsha (Chapter 5.3.5), for example, it transpired that the Principal of that centre
had long experience with on-site teacher trainers and argued for adoption of this
practice by all NGO involved with educare training.

The networking visits often

unearthed other commendable practices which I had not stressed, as well as those
which formed a part of the project (see Chapters 4.4.3.1 and 5.5.1.1 November 3,
1998).
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These visits could have occurred earlier in the life of project, I have concluded. It took
me the experiences of both Inkwenkwezi and Try Again to realize that there were
some things (eg. the group ring) that I could not do because I did not speak enough
isiXhosa. I believe that if I had had more contact with a critical friend with whom I could
discuss the project, I might have realized sooner the potential help that earlier visits
could offer.

7.1.7

CRITICAL FRIENDS

The issue of critical friends is a delicate one in the settings where I worked. No matter
how I prepared staff for the visit of a critical friend, they experienced stress thinking
they were being evaluated instead of our project being assisted. I compensated to
some extent by using as critical friends people who already knew the centre
(Mustadafin Foundation staff) or who came to assist them in other capacities (EERU
staff). I also brought another critical friend on a single visit so she could visualize
where' worked (Chapter 5.4.4, June 24, 1998). In this way our conversations about
my work were more fruitful because she could contextualize the problem.

Critical

friends need to have some knowledge of the setting of and the role players in the
research project in order for them to be able to offer sound advice.
7.1.8

EARLY PLANNING

In future, I will allow for more discussion with the teachers at the beginning of the
project, even if this appears to delay forward movement. This will include making
simple choices like "Shall we begin with this or this?

I believe these fuller initial

discussions might have involved the teachers earlier and encouraged them to voice
ideas and opinions from the beginning.

7.1.9

WE ARE INDIVIDUALS

An important lesson I learned during the project was the role of personality and the
possibility for growth as a person beyond managerial and technical competence.

I.

have said above that I learned tolerance, respect and patience from my work. Indeed,
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one of the critical friends of the project, Winston of EERU, noted how much more
patient I became within and beyond the time frame of the project.

What worked best

was to be myself, but always with the aim of being my best self, a changing
improving

self.

Humour was marvellous

moments,

especially

at Try Again.

and

to get past 'sticky' issues and unpleasant

I shared the humour of our situation

with the

teachers and it became a vehicle for trust. I shared my life as a family member with the
women, including

bringing members of the family to meet the teachers

eventually work at the centres (1998 and1999),
as a fellow human.
them.

It helped.

(1998) and

and the women learned to accept me

What the teachers saw was a person in progress as were each of
I think I could have been quite a different person with the same

resulting building of trust, provided I acted with the same honesty.

7.1.10

DIFFERENT

VERSUS DISADVANTAGED

In Chapter 2.3.2, I put forward some arguments that highlight cultural differences rather
than the more commonly
children

perceived

disadvantages

I work with are very poor children.

Khanyisa

and the pre-renovated

in child care programmes.

The settings, particularly

Try Again

were shocking.

The

overcrowded

Mustadafin

provides

children with two meals a day, so at least they are fed. Many suffer from skin rashes
like ringworm and are frequently ill with fevers and runny noses caused by anything
from simple colds to AIDS.

At Try Again and Nomzamo, especially,

poorly dressed, frequently inappropriately
of disadvantage
community.

notwithstanding,

for the weather conditions.

the chtldran

are an integral

the children are
All these marks

part of their cultural

Practices like whole group teaching and shouting over the whole group

which I observed

in the teachers are common in South African schools.

limited effectiveness

in primary schools is even less appropriate

in educare, however.

On the other hand, the teachers' mutual support and their encouragement
to be an independent

group unto themselves

are vital for survival in an often hostile country.
of the practices
supplement

I sought to integrate

the children's

education

of children

fit their culture where support networks
Therefore, in the same way that some

into the life of the educare
and support their individual

hoped to support and extend the teachers'

What has

professional

network.
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centre serve to
learning

styles, I

The main cultural

shift that I actively encouraged was the breaking down of gender bias both with the
women during the landscaping project and with the children in the responsibilities they
undertook in their activities of practical life. I also stood firm about not using corporal
punishment at the centres (5.3.5).

7.2 OUTCOMES

WITHIN THE PROJECT TIME FRAME

The most important goal in providing teachers with in-service training is that the
children in their care will learn better, more, and in wholesome circumstances.
Therefore, the explosions of learning that took place within the researched time frame
are important signs of progress.

At both Inkwenkwezi and Try Again children

developed a facility with the new routines we established.

They also learned and

became adept at handling the tools and educational materials provided. They learned
their colours and longed to work on letters and numbers to the extent that they
neglected drawing in favour of printing letters and numbers they noticed in the room.

Worth special mention is the success of the Activities of Practical Life. As the children
learned to care for their classroom environment as well as their garden and
playground, they became more observant and more cooperative with each other.
Whereas in the past there had been frequent occurrences of children scribbling on
tables, walls and shelving at Try Again, this completely disappeared.

Boys enjoyed

the activities as much as the girls, perhaps even more because they would seldom
have an opportunity to perform them in their homes where females are responsible for
domestic work. Certainly, they developed gentler habits and there was definitely less
bullying outdoors. Whether this was due to the interest and opportunity the activities of
practical life provided or to the caring they engendered I am not certain.

But I

witnessed for the first time older male children helping with and carrying on their backs
toddlers and babies at Try Again in 1999. Boys and girls vied to scrub tables, sweep
the floor, weed the garden and carry the trays at meal times.

Many children in the educare room at Try Again learned to print their own names.
Some of the printing interest and facility emanated from the Book Project I bsqan at
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Inkwenkwezi where I placed alphabet books at the playdough table to prompt children
to shape letters. The walls of the two renovated centres were hung with posters
showing the alphabet, words and pictures. After her visit to Nonkqubela Day Care
Centre, Zoliswa used name cards at the discovery table at Inkwenkwezi. I also made
name cards for the children at Inkwenkwezi, and at Try Again we labelled cubby holes
where children put their' backpacks and extra clothes.

Certainly, the opportunity

provided by the donations of pencils, crayons and paint brushes helped. Never before
had Try Again graduated children who could print their names as they did in
December 1998. To be able to print their names is a tremendously empowering skill
for young chldren. It is a milestone in their journey towards independence in the early
childhood classroom (and a blessing for the teachers who no longer have to hover
and print names on artwork!).

Even greater interest was evident in geometry, forming number concepts and printing
numbers.

This is probably a direct result of some materials I chose to buy with

donation money as well as the importance I placed on these activities. Whereas the
teachers had not followed my model of counting whenever the occasion allowed for it,
for example, while gardening (Chapter 5.3.3.3. October 14, 1997), in the classroom my
model of teaching behaviour was received with interest resulting in teachers following
through with activities and telling me of progress during subsequent visits.

During and beyond the research period I saw evidence of deep concentration in some
of the children.

Like Montessori (1989:13), I once even made noises behind a

concentrating child including clapping to see if she would be distracted, only to find
that she kept working on the puzzle she had chosen. This concentration, according to
Montessori (1989:14,16), signals the emergence of the normalized child, whom she
also calls the "new" child (1989:21). Concentration marks the child's preparedness for
complex tasks requiring disciplined and .orderly learning.

The rings which had been so well-modelled at Nonkqubela were well done at.
Inkwenkwezi, despite the fact that they continued to be large group gatherings that
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allowed little individual interaction with the teacher. At Try Again there was an attempt
to divide the children into two groups as the teachers had seen at Nonkqubela, but
staff commitment to rings remained tentative. Nombulelo was a marvellous storyteller
and Emily also told a story with confidence. Neither teacher was consistent, however,
nor did they offer the necessary support to help the other teachers to take the ring.
This continued to be the case beyond December 1998.

In the case of Try Again, there was an increased sense of ownership for learning on
the part of parents. I noted at the 1998 graduation ceremony, which was a simpler and
more child-centred celebration than past graduations, that parents were very satisfied
with the progress of the centre and were proud of their children's development.
cannot comment on Inkwenkwezi in this regard as I only attended one of their
graduation ceremonies, in 1997, and otherwise had almost no contact with parents.
7.3

POST-PROJECT

UPDATE

I have included this section because (1) the research period is now two years past and
(2) because I have continued to monitor and in some cases to work at the research
sites. In this way, I have been able to observe how well and in what circumstances
change is sustainable.

7.3.1

KHANYISA/INKWENKWEZI

Inkwenkwezi continues to operate in an orderly manner, offering clear routines in a
clean and calm environment. The staff changes that took place late in 1997, however,
meant that some of the work I had done at the centre in 1997 was not continued.
Although I began the Book Project at the centre, I realized it was not enough and that I
would have to return to the site to do more groundwork. The part of the programme
most affected by the staffing change was the time for self-directed activities.
Unfortunately, tables and chairs were stacked aside after breakfast and this period
reverted to free, unstructured play which involved only floor toys, block construction
and dramatic play in the house centre. Teachers did not get involved other than to
monitor behaviour.

Gone are the daily

paint, playdough,
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cut and paste,

writing/drawing, maths, science discovery and water play centres. The children do
have opportunities to paint, but only on occasion. I am sure, however, that I will be
able to help the staff to reintroduce these activities as Sylvia Hobe, their principal has
indicated she wants them to have continued input and they seem open to ideas.

In 2000 Khanyisa/lnkwenkwezi stopped sending teachers to Mustadafin meetings but
continued their association with the Foundation. Thus the teachers did not attend the
workshops I offered after each meeting.
7.3.2

TRY AGAIN

Often I told teachers that their initial hard work at building routines would payoff.

At

Try Again especially, the phenomenon of older children teaching younger children or
younger children learning from the older children's model has been evident. This is
concrete support for multi-aged classes and has changed classroom management
subtly and substantially. The teachers' perceived need to call for attention from the
whole group in order to give an instruction has fallen away. The children learn from
older children who are well-versed in the routines of the centre and who offer a model
in the appropriate context. Thus teachers can attend to extending learning during, for
example, self-directed activities by being present at learning centres. In this way, they
offer individual and small-group assistance.

This, in turn, allows children more

interaction with the teachers. This has been an important mark of progress which
gradually became more evident throughout 1999 and into 2000.

The visits by Nonkqubela staff (one in November 1998 and one in February 1999)
were as beneficial for the teachers of Try Again as had been their two November visits
to Nonkqubela.

Try Again teachers have become much more confident that their

circumstances are not unique and that their hardships will gradually lessen as has
been the experience of Nonkqubela.

They have grown in confidence that the

programme which they now offer children has some unique qualities which an
accomplished centre like Nonkqubela wants to incorporate into their programme.
Nonkqubela's interest in certain activities caused Try Again teachers to examioe them
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again and value them more. The visits were also a milestone in the courtesies
surrounding visits. In the past, Try Again had often not performed well during visits
and had missed out on donations and assistance as a result. Early in 1999 Emily took
four Try Again children to visit Nonkqubela for a day and gave the teachers a lesson
on how to dig a vegetable garden at their centre. This was a successful and entirely
independent - effort on the part of Try Again.

For a number of reasons, then, the

connection with Nonkqubela Day Care has been very beneficial for Try Again staff in
particular, both in the immediate and longer term.

There has been a number of staffing changes at Try Again and there will be another
before 2000 is over. In 1999 Nombulelo left the classroom and became the cook at
Try Again. She continued to do the centre's bookkeeping and to attend meetings with
the Principal, Nofirst, but she stepped back, exhausted, from the classroom. I was glad to continue at the centre and assist with the void Nombulelo left behind.

Nofirst,

Nomthandazo, Emily and Stowie gradually became more responsible for the group.
They were forced to fill Nombulela's place and did well, with the exception that they
seldom gathered the children for a ring and therefore storying and Singing did not
progress.

Nomhle went to work with the babies and toddlers in 1999 and left the centre at the
end of the year to work in a bakery. This has been a good move for Nomhle who is
happier in her new jab (according to Ghairunisa who spoke to her when the latter
visited Mustadafin's premises in mid-2000).

Evelina Dlula left the centre in January

1999 due to ill health and died in June 2000.

Nombulelo rejoined the educare

classroom in 2000 for six months before becoming a part-time staff person. The new
community role she is pursuing emanates from the environmental awareness gained
during the landscaping project with EERU. She has been involved in a wetlands
clean-up nearby and has included Try Again's older children.

For the first three

months of 2000 each teacher took a week as cook. This was how they had at one time
made their schedule. Soon, however, they realized that they could not revert to those
ways as it destabilized routines. Therefore, Nomsi was hired as a cook in March 2000
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and is punctual with her tasks. She does not act in any other capacity at the centre
and leaves after lunch time. In 2000 Nofirst began to attend meetings at Mustadafin
and elsewhere on her own, without the support of Nombulelo.

This has .been a

significant milestone in her development as a Principal. Emily reported to me that she
would like to finish at Try Again in December when she goes on pension.
7.3.3

NOMZAMO

The struggle of Nomzamo Educare has not ended.

Despite meetings, phone calls,

letters from Mustadafin Foundation and the Canadian High Commission to Mr. Saleem
Mowzer (now Chair of the Cape Town City Counci Executive Council (EXCO», as well
as meetings with Mr. Ralarala, also of City Council, there has been no change in the
attitude of Mr. Elese, the councillor responsible for Old Crossroads that he will never
allow Nomzamo to have the building.

Indeed, he failed to bring to the attention of

EXCO that Nomzamo continued to have an interest in the building.

Instead he

proposed a renovation of the building costing R250 000, despite the plan to build a
brand new community centre in Old Crossroads in the near future. There are several
groups that want to take over the building, including the ANC Women's League for
which a former member of Nomzamo's governing body, is an advocate.

In 1999, the little house in Old Crossroads which housed Nomzamo since they lost
access to the contested building was burned down by a young man of the community.
Apparently he had lived informally in the house prior to Nomzamo's occupation. Next,
Deborah moved the children to another house. Neither house was adequate for the
56 children for whom she continues to provide care. They are tiny, two-room buildings
with no indoor plumbing. In early 2000, Deborah, sensing the hopelessness of her
claim on the Council building, has had an extension built onto her house, thus
connecting it to her neighbour at the back of her home. She has now moved the older
children to this room. Sadly, there is no outdoor place for the children to play and the
room is much smallér than the lovely building we planned for her centre. In July 2000
the Council commenced renovations to the building that originally housed Nomzamo.
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No letter announcing their final decision was sent to either Mustadafin or the Canadian
Embassy.

At my suggestion, Mustadafin contacted Mr. Ralarala again and he arranged a
meeting of all the City Council employees connected with Nomzamo. At this meeting,
chaired by Councillor De Vries, there was unanimous support for the educare to be
reinstated in the renovated building. Nomzamo readily agreed to share the building
with a group of elderly citizens who had also requested space. Mr. Elese was not able
to be present at the meeting, however, and therefore Councillor De Vries undertook to
inform him of the outcome.

Nomzamo and Mustadafin then met with the elderly

citizens group to work out how the building would be shared. This meeting, chaired by
Ms. Sims of the Civic Buildings Department turned out very differently than expected.
The elderly were not willing to share the centre with children. The whole subject was
then referred back to the Old Crossroads Forum at which Ms. Sims intends to speak to
the issues. Mr. Elese and Mrs. De Vries are to speak prior to this public meeting. The
matter stands thus as 2000 comes to a close with the newly renovated building locked
and empty and only Nomzamo happy to share the space.

One of the good things that will come from this period is that another very poor
educare nearby, Siphamandla, has agreed to join Nomzamo when it takes over the
new premises. Thus, another of Mustadafin's home creches will benefit.

It is my

strong feeling that Nomzamo will succeed to gain decent premises in the months to
come. It is also my feeling that benefits to the community of Old Crossroads will ensue
because a settlement will only be achieved when some transformation takes place in
the leadership of the community.

It is still my plan to work with Nomzamo. I feel that Deborah deserves support for her
courage and perseverance. In my visits to the various sites of her centre I have been
impressed by this perseverance which helps her maintain order in the midst of her
hardship. I have felt humbled by what has happened to Nomzamo and by Deborah's.
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courage. I am certain that I will continue to learn from Nomzamo's staff. My loyalty to
them has won me an invitation to loin them.

7.3.4

MUSTADAFIN'S

MONTHLY MEETINGS

At the monthly Mustadafin meetings (in which I incorporate a workshop portion) with
the educare principals which I have chaired since February 1999, the three educare
centres began to show leadership in the health, safety and programme work we
discussed as well' as in discussions on other topics.

Two Khanyisa/lnkwenkwezi

teachers attended throughout 1999 rather than their principal, and I drew them out to
explain their work as the occasion presented itself. One such example was having
them speak to the group about the Book Project we began in 1999.

Nomzamo's

Principal, Deborah, gave a very good talk on her centre's daily health examination of
children.

Try Again, the founding educare centre of Mustadafin, began to take its

proper place as wise counsel to the rest of the centres. Whereas in the past, Try Again
had not played this role, I began to call on Nofirst and Nombulelo to assist me in
explaining and demonstrating. Nombulelo, for example, presented a sand story to the
group which the principals applauded.

Nofirst counselled

the principals on

maintaining a clean environment in order to meet the requirements of Social Services
and Health. At one of these meetings, Nofirst also suggested a trip to Robben Island
for the principals and teachers of the educare centres. I was able to arrange it at a
reduced price and a very successful outing took place in March 2000.

All these

interactions in· their wider Mustadafin network have empowered. the three centres.
Their news of our work together also 'paved the way' for me to begin to visit the other
now 16 educare centres assisted by Mustadafin. I began this task in May 2000 visiting
and delivering a donation of educational materials to each centre.

This was very

successful due, in large measure, to the trust gradually built up in meetings over more
than a year and facilitated by the testimony from the three centres where I had worked.
My own growth during the research period led me to set a tone at the principals'
meetings which involved and esteemed the principals' input. Sometimes, in the past,
these meetings had degenerated into aggression or whining sessions, but this.
behaviour has not manifest itself while I have chaired the meetings.
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Indeed, I

cautioned Mustadafin staff on the need for positive, patient and reflective input at the
meetings. We have been able to tackle difficult issues, including a code of conduct for
outings which includes safety procedures as well as expectations of staff behaviour.

7.4 SUSTAINABILITY
In Chapter 1.2 I posed some burning questions about the action research project
have undertaken. In two of the four questions I have used the expressions 'sustained
change' and 'sustainable change' and wondered in the fourth question what such
change might be. I would clarify 'sustained' as having to do with the length of time that
a change endures and 'sustainability' as measuring the independence in the postproject period that still ensures not only 'sustained'. change but also continuing
change. I wanted to assist the centres not just for the duration of the research; I hoped
that the changes the teachers and I worked on would endure beyond the researched
period.

Furthermore, even though I anticipated a very active involvement in the

. centres during the project (especially phases A and B), I wanted to be able to
gradually withdraw without jeopardizing the new programme and routines as well as
other changes that occurred during the period of active research. In terms of this
research project, if on-site in-service training were effective, it would be important to
show that positive changes occurred and endured.

It is also noteworthy that the

'sustainability' of projects is often a key factor in obtaining assistance from or
negotiating like projects with donors. Reasonably, donors do not wish their money to
be wasted. Finally, I wondered
Inkwenkwezi and Try Again.

if sustainable change would look different at

(I do not include Nomzamo here because the change

has been only within me and in the relationship which I have established with
Deborah and her staff, not in any programmes and routines at her centre as yet.) I ask
this question because Inkwenkwezi and Try Again were very different at the outset of
my work at each centre.
Sustained change at the educare centres, I came to understand and accept, meant a
consistent difference in the way routines were carried out as well as in the order,
timing and content of the daily programme. This consistent difference was promoted
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by a change in teacher attitude and understanding and encouraged by continuing
input from interested and trusted members of a network of 'friends' of the centres.
Sustainable change, however, may not mean total independence from the people who
helped the centre develop the change or others who may step in to support the centre.
In this way, sustainability may require some degree of continuing support. The very
nature of Phase B of the project design was to strengthen the teacher's professional

.

network. To return to one of the points made in the above paragraph then, donors who
are dismayed when they have given money, for instance. but then offer no support
beyond the change project may be disappointed to see a reversal of the change
process. The centres where I have worked continue to have my support, to meet as a
network of principals under the guidance of Mustadafin and to trust that the Foundation
will seek yet further assistance for them.

The centres, after experiencing positive

change within this safety net, offer strength to other struggling centres and interact with
Mustadafin in a subtly different, more empowered, and more equal manner.

Their

assistance to other centres is much prized by Mustadafin which recognizes the lasting
benefits of centres helping centres, communities helping each other, rather than
always looking to an outside source for solutions to problems.
In light of this understanding I can confirm that sustained and sustainable change has
taken place at the centres in this action research project.

Insofar as the change in

myself is concerned, my work with the Foundation post 1998 confirms that I learned
during the project and that I have benefited from the process as have Mustadafin and
the centres with whom I have interacted since. Perhaps a South African volunteer
might have needed less time, but time remains a big factor in enabling sustained
change. The fact that I can report continuing progress especially at Try Again where I
have maintained weekly and then bi·weekly contact for a year a half post project
speaks well for this revised definition of sustained and sustainable change.

The difference in change between Inkwenkwezi and Try Again is also interesting.
Whereas Inkwenkwezi had the benefit of strong and visionary leadership as well as a
good work ethic from the beginning, and whereas Try Again staff were demotivated in
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their struggling circumstances as well as suspicious about my presence at their centre,
both centres responded well to the work we did together.

In some ways Try Again

went further than Inkwenkwezi and this I attribute to my better understanding of needs,
to the longer time I spent in their midst as well as to the laissez-faire relationship they
had with the children which facilitated the children's

independence during self-

directed activities and increasing responsibility for caring for their educare centre. I did
not have to wait for the teacher's trust, but could build trust with the children, and
together the children and I in our work could motivate the teachers. This was less
evident in the more regimented atmosphere of Inkwenkwezi. At Inkwenkwezi I worked
quickly with the teachers to bring about changes in the educational programme,
including a thematic approach to learning, but the change was less enduring due to a
complete change of staff as well as too short an involvement on my part. Try Again
continues to lag behind Inkwenkwezi in maintaining a clean environment and in
monitoring children when they are outside. Inkwenkwezi, however, was capable in
these areas when I joined them. I did not have to work on health and safety issues
there to the extent that it was necessary at Try Again. Thus Try Again made substantial
progress in the health and safety areas but requires further progress before it matches
Inkwenkwezi.

7.5 SUGGESTIONS
In this last section I draw from my experience in this action research project to make
some suggestions regarding action research, volunteers and educare in the Cape
Town area.

7.5.1

ACTION RESEARCH

If I had anything to redo insofar as this piece of work is concerned it would be to
strengthen and define the role of a critical friend. I managed with a loose network of
critical friends, due in part to my experience as a teacher and the stimulation of an
entirely new (to me) teaching situation. However a critical friend dedicated to the
research may have alerted me sooner to mistakes and possible avenues to success.
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Therefore I recommend to other action researchers that they make a serious study of
their choice of a critical friend and her precise role in their research.

I have mentioned above (7.1.8) that early planning with the teachers may have helped
to speed up their reflective involvement.

7.5.2 VOLUNTEERS
This project helps to show that volunteers

have something important to offer

disadvantaged communities. The testimony of the principal of Baphumelele (Chapter
5.3.5) certainly adds to my findings that longer term commitment by volunteers at
disadvantaged educare centres helps them in significant ways.

The following remarks are about characteristics that may assist volunteers as well as
field workers who work with people in disadvantaged communities. I found that being
a real person with humour, emotions and family ties was as important as the
professional (in this case, educational) experience I brought with me. A successful
volunteer or field worker should also demonstrate a willingness

to suspend

judgement, especially if she is going to help in a new cultural setting. Waiting to see
how things work and why things have been done in a particular manner shows respect
and is a mark of humility in the newcomer.

In this regard, a volunteer should

understand that she may be misread even as she misreads situtations in the early
days of her work (Chapters 1.6..1.8 and 4.3.1). Also, a volunteer needs to possess a
willingness to befriend. Friendship may not happen, but to rule it out as a possibility
limits potential both for the volunteer and her work. Friendship by its very nature is a
positive development in human relationships and outweighs 'keeping a professional
distance'. Insofar as the manner of bringing about change is concerned, searching for
and encouraging the positive is very important. It is more important at the beginning of
a helping relationship than establishing the shortcomings and beginning to address
them.

Volunteers especially should be encouraged to understand that they will

probably learn more than they teach and that they will gain more than they offer. Of
course, this is not all that a volunteer should possess to assist her in settling into a new
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situation, but these characteristics became clear to me during the course of my work
with the women of Khanyisallnkwenkwezi, Try Again and Nomzamo.

7.5.3 CENTRALIZING

VOLUNTEERS

Coordinating volunteers and needy sites is urgently required in the Cape Town area.
The establishment of a Central Volunteer Bureau to check out sites that request
volunteer assistance, register prospective volunteers and help to match volunteers to
volunteer opportunities would encourage more citizens to assist in disadvantaged
areas. Many times it is ignorance and fear that stops individuals from such service.
Too often the least advantaged do not even have the capacity to ask for help. If there
was a coordinating organization, however, that put needy sites on a map and offered
guided entrance, more people would take the initiative to volunteer.

In the educare

field, this could start initially within the NGOs that offer educare training, but there
should be a plan in the city for a larger, more encompassing organization.

An important part of the role of such a volunteer bureau would be offering volunteers a
training programme which orients them towards successful involvement in their
chosen setting.

This process may well serve to redefine or clarify some of the

expectations volunteers have of their involvement. In my case, for example, I knew I
wanted to work directly with children, but I needed an introduction. Furthermore, I was
able to work quite independently at the sites and I gradually

assumed more

responsibility for the educare aspects of Mustadafin's services.

Mustadafin was

flexible enough to allow me that autonomy, yet the organization has always been
available when I needed assistance. Other volunteers may find they want more or less
contact. They may only want to type letters on behalf of needy organizations or to
fundraise or to act as drivers or advocates rather than work on site. There are many
roles that a volunteer can play in educare, let alone the multitude of other volunteering
possibilities.

The best starting role for new volunteers may well emerge during

orientation.
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7.5.4

EDUCARE TRAINING

The proliferation of NGOs offering service and training to disadvantaged educare
centres in Cape Town needs to be examined with a view to unifying and streamlining
the service. Part of this task will hopefully be accomplished through the National
Qualifications Framework which establishes the level of training that organizations
offer. NGOs are competing for scarce donor funds and they are duplicating services.
A new body with training, support, information sharing and research capacity needs to
be established to replace the various NGOs which are all struggling with financial
constraints. This may well continue to be in the NGO sector, with possible affiliation to
a more formal body providing educational training. This affiliation could facilitate both
the research component of the organization's mandate as well as offer an opportunity
to interface with those involved with school-aged education.

Important in this new

body would be the encouragement of involvement and dialogue with a wider range of
early childhood education philosophies and methods.
Extending from the above there should be a unifying curriculum for educare training
that Includes (1) empowering children through flexible, multi-age groupings and by
training them to participate in the care of their environment and of themselves; (2) a
longer time frame for self-directed activities within a programme that provides routine
but less stress on uniformity; (3) agreement that promoting cognitive skills in preschool
benefits child development and is much more than school readiness 'training'; (4)
respect for individual and cultural differences including learning styles, language and
individual needs.

Fresh and serious attention should be given to Montessori's

approach to early childhood education with a view to incorporating the principles of
her thinking into the training curriculum.

Finally, standards of cleanliness and safe

child care should be entrenched in the curriculum.
Given that most NGOs offering courses in early childhood education serve women
who are already working in educare centres, often running them in their own homes,
the stage is already set for intensifying the monitoring of teachers in training at their
centres.

Rather than post-module evaluations (establishing .what the teachers in
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training thought about the course), perhaps more pertinent are early module site visits
to clarity what needs to be taught as a priority and to gain a picture of the
circumstances of each trainee. Group visits to sites by trainees and their trainer aid
learning and make the visits less trainer evaluations than network-building and ideaexchanging opportunities. While the paper evaluations of early childhood education
training

remain

important, monitoring

gradual

change

and

development

in

increasingly reflective teacher trainees requires different input and expectations from
trainers.

Certainly there is no longer room for two-tiered training in post-apartheid

South Africa. Educational organizations involved in training teachers must accept the
vital responsibility they have to issue diplomas that reflect a uniformly high standard
thus ensuring a high standard of safe, health and stimulating educare. Competencybased training sometimes takes more time for one trainee than another. Respect for
the quality of diploma may require building in flexibility into the time frame of
curriculum delivery.

7.6 JOURNEYS

WITHOUT END

The research project at Khanyisallnkwenkwezi, Try Again and Nomzamo Educare
Centres concluded in 1998. The learning journey we began in 1996, however,
continues. Each teacher involved in the project, and this very much includes me, has
inside her experiences to remember, to reflect on and to extend further. At no time
during my work did I feel that I was a finished product.

At no time did I feel that there
..

was nothing more to achieve. Teaching is not like that; there is always room for
improvement. There is always a new child to help. There is always a new idea to try
out. Even when Nombulelo works beyond the premises of Try Again, she brings with
her the changed self that her participation in the research project afforded. When I
eventually leave these centres I will bring with me the rich experiences I have had
which, in turn, will colour my future teaching with a different hue. The journey is
without end because we humans continue to grow spiritually, creatively, and
intellectually all our lives.
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There have been times during the project when I have felt very much a failure, when I
have felt 'outside' the circle of teachers with whom I have worked.

Inspite of these

times, perhaps in some cases because of these times, there has been positive change
towards healthier, safer and more stimulating educare at the centres. Try again thus
becomes a metaphor for the entire project. Even if I got nowhere one day, or saw
regression another, there was always another visit to plan, a joke to change the mood,
and a child who learned.

I always wanted to come back for more. As Nombulelo

wrote in Try Again's history, we had our 'ups and downs', but nearly two years after the
project has ended my friendship with the teachers in Nyanga, Philippi and Old
Crossroads continues to grow.
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